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U.S. Department of
Transportation
Office of the Secretary
of Transportation

Office of Inspector General
Washington, D.C. 20590

December 22, 2011

RE:

FOIA No: FI-2012-0005

This letter is in response to your electronic Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request dated October 5, 2011, sent to the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT),
Office of the Inspector General (OIG). You requested a copy of all documents
concerning any investigation conducted by the Office of Inspector General of the
Department of Transportation concerning the actions of the FAA on September 11,
2001, relating to interactions between FAA and the entities known as NEADS and/or
NORAD.
Please be advised that we have identified a total of 4845 pages of responsive records.
There were 255 pages which originated at the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), and must be coordinated with FAA pursuant to 49 CFR 7 .16. In addition,
there were 2241 pages of 9/11 Commission documents which we must coordinate
with the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) pursuant to 49
CFR 7.16. The appropriate personnel from the FAA and NARA will review their
documents for FOIA and respond directly to you.
Please know that 2349 pages of the responsive records originated at DOT OIG. You
will note that some information was redacted or withheld pursuant to exemptions
provided by the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), (6), (7)(C) and
(7)(E)). 1 On the enclosed CD, we are producing 426 pages with redactions.
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Exemption 5 protects documents that are predecisional and a direct part of the deliberative process.
Exemption 6 protects names and any data identifying individuals if public disclosure would be a clearly
unwarranted invasion of privacy.
Exemption 7(C) protects personal information in law enforcement records . It prevents the disclosure of
law enforcement information which could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy.
Exemption (7)(E) protects law enforcement techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations
or prosecutions that could risk circumvention of the law if released.
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This letter closes your FOIA request and no further action is contemplated regarding
this matter. The FOIA gives you the right to appeal adverse determinations to the
appeal official for the agency. The appeal official for the OIG is the Assistant
Inspector General, Brian A. Dettelbach. Any appeal must be submitted within 30
days after you receive this letter.
Any appeal should contain all facts and arguments that you propose warrant a more
favorable determination.
Please reference the above file number in any
correspondence. Appeals to Mr. Dettelbach should be prominently marked as a
"FOIA Apfeal" addressed to: U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Inspector
General, 7t Floor West (13), 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE, Washington, DC 20590.
If you have any questions regarding your request, please contact me at (202) 3661406, or Angel Simmons, OIG FOIA/Privacy Act Officer at (202) 366-6131. Any
written correspondence should reference the above FOIA number.

Sincerely,

~oJ~L

tbara A. Hines
OIG FOIA/Privacy Act Attorney
Enclosure
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Telephone 603-595-1978 • FAX 603-879-6826

To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

>oerat1or1s Manager, Boston ARTCC ·
Representative On Duty, NATCA Local ZBW
September 15, 2001
Employee Interviews

At approximately 1500L I was advised
FAA needed to conduct interviews with employees concerning the
9/11 2001.
·
, notice was given ofintent to interview
and
As the NATCA representative on duty and as the New England Region NATCA
OWCP representative I strongly question this decision
the
. I have
consulted with
member of
, artld- (7)c
advises that
to recount the traumatic events of the date in question
could have serious implications and consequences on the well-being of the
aforementioned employees.
NATCA requests that further consideration be given to the decision to interview
these employees. It seems apparent to NATCA that all of the information that could
be gleaned from an interview with these could just as easily be gleaned from
the voice tapes and radar data that has already been secured from the affected
sectors.
FAA is jeopardizing the return of
controller if they pursue this course of action.

~~b as an air traffic
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From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

draft_final_repor
t_27a.doc (12...

Rick,
Attached for your review is the FAA/NORAD Statements to the 9-11 Commission report.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Rick,
I'm resending the report. If you
phone as I'm on leave this week.

questions please feel free to call me on my cell

From:
To: Beitel. Rick
CC: Engler, Ronald;
Sent: Mon Nov 14 11:00 : 10 2005
Subject: 9-11 Report
Rick,

~

draft_final_repor
t_27a.doc {12...

At
report.

ached for your review is the FAA/NORAD Statements to the 9-11 Commission
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From:
TuesdaY: Aoril 26, 2005 9:37 AM

Sent:

To:

RE

Subject:

-

I

I

I I

Interview

Have you had a chance to review?
me. Thank.,- ) c

If not please do so, sign and then return signed copy to

Messaqe-----

(b)

c
Will you please review,

sign and send to me, If you have t i me today can you call me at my
desk re, ardin q your meeting with GAO? Thanks llllllll

1

t.
(
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

(b-

Monday, February 14,2005 9:26AM
Beitel, Rick
Lee, Charles H
UPDATE: 9/11 FAA Statements Investigation

)c

As discussed, attached please find a copy of our results in brief and a draft report
outline. The outline has not been approved by my HQ yet so it is subject to change.(~)c
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATic/. OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

______

.....,._

Investigation Quarterly Synopsis
Report Date: 1211212006

Case No: 042R0122001
Title: FAA- NORAD Statements to 9-11 Commission
Summary of Predication

Case opened at the direction of DAIGI, DOT-OIG based on a referral a July 24, 2004 from the National Commission
on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (the Commission). During the Commission's Investigation they
discovered evidence that public statements made by North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) officials at a the Commission hearing on May 23, 2003, and elsewhere,
regarding the actions of NORAD and FAA officials in responding to the 9-11 attacks were not accurate. The
Commission did not Investigate
knowingly false. The Commission specifically noted
four statements made by retired
testimony on the 23rd of May as being Inaccurate.

1) The FAA notified the military at 9:16a.m. that United Flight 93 (UN93) was hijacked.
2) The FAA notified the military of the hijacking of American Flight

n

(AA77) at 9:24a.m.

3) When the Langley fighters were scrambled, their objective was to respond to the reports at 9:16 that UN93 was
hijacked and at 9:24 a.m. that AAn was hijacked.
4) [Military] Officials were tracking UN93 and intended to Intercept the aircraft if it approached Washington,
D.C.
The Commission believes that NORAD and FAA made significant efforts to get accurate Information as to what had
transpired, within days of September 11th. The Commission further beneves that once accurate reconstruction
information was developed by NORAD and FAA they both had the burden of correcting the public record and
insuring that information, including testimony provided to the Commission in May 2003, was accurate.
Investigation will be conducted in cooperation w ith Department of Defense, OIG. DOT-OIG's portion of the
investigation will seek to determine whether FAA officials knowingly made false or inaccurate statements at a
Commission hearing on May 23, 2003 and/or e lsewhere regarding the action of FAA officials in responding to the
September 11th attacks.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATio(
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Investigation Quarterly Synopsis
Case No: 042R0122001

Report Date: 12/t 2tl006

Tltte: FAA- NORAD Statements to 9-11 Commission

10Al1Q006

Final report Is pending.
On August 31 , 2006, the final report was issued documenting the results of our review from a referral
made by the 9/11 Commission staff regarding certain inaccurate statements made by FAA officials
regarding their notifications to DOD during the September 11 hijacklngs. Our investigation induded
examining whether FAA officials knowingly made any false statements. The report contained the
review results, which indicated that, we did not find evidence to condude that FAA officials knowingly
made false statements, purposely omitted accurate information from any statement, or intentionally
failed to correct an inaccurate statement after becoming aware of it. However, the review did
dlscovere that three FAA executives did not act to correct an erroneous FAA response to a
Commission Question for the Record (QFR) after learning It was Inaccurate. The report contained
recommendations to the FAA Administrator that FAA correct its QFR response and consider
appropriate administrative action for two current executives. The other recommendations to the
Administrator include enhancing FAA's capability to respond to and report on hijacked or suspicious
Page
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA T i d
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Investigation Quarterty Synopsis
Case No: 042R0122001
Tttte: FAA- NORAO Statements to 9-11 CommiS&ion

Report Date: 1211212006

aircraft.

On Sep1ember 12, 2006, DOD/OIG seperatety issued its pubUc redacted version of its classified report
on its review findings.
Investigation Is to be closed.
FINAL UPDATE.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTf""tON
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENE. . L

Investigation Quarterly Synopsis
Case No: 042R0122001
Title: FAA-NORAO Statements to 9-11 Commission

Report Date: 04/26/2005

Summarv of Predication
Case opened at the direction of DAIGI, DOT-OIG based on a referral from the National Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United States (the Commission). During the Commission's investigation they discovered evidence
that public statements made by North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) officials at a the Commission hearing on May 23, 2003, and elsewhere, regarding the actions of
NORAD and FAA officials in responding to the 9-11 attacks were not accurate. The Commission did not investigate
knowingly false. The Commission specifically noted four statements made by retired
testimony on the 23rd of May as being inaccurate.

1} The FAA notified the military at 9:16a.m. that United Flight 93 (UN93) was hijacked.
2} The FAA notified the military of the hijacking of American Flight 77 (AA77) at 9:24a.m.

3) When the Langley fighters were scrambled, their objective was to respond to the reports at 9:16 that UN93 was
hijacked and at 9:24a.m. that AA77 was hijacked.
4) [Military] Officials were tracking UN93 and intended to intercept the aircraft if it approached Washington,
D.C.
The Commission believes that NORAD and FAA made significant efforts to get accurate information as to what had
transpired, within days of September 11th. The Commission further believes that once accurate reconstruction
information was developed by NORAD and FAA they both had the burden of correcting the public record and
insuring that information, including testimony provided to the Commission in May 2003, was accurate.
Investigation will be conducted in cooperation with Department of Defense, OIG. DOT-OIG's portion of the
investigation will seek to determine whether FAA officials knowingly made false or inaccurate statements at a
Commission hearing on May 23, 2003 and/or elsewhere regarding the action of FAA officials in responding to the
September 11th attacks.
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Memorandum
U.S. Departl'n(!nt of
Transportation
Office of the Secretary
of Transportation
Office of Inspector General

Subject

INFORMATION: Meeting DOT Chief of Staff

From:

Mar. 30, 2005

Reply to

Attn of:

JRI-2
To:

Date:

JRI-2

File 042R0122001

On March 22, 2005, Special Agent

The purpose of the meeting was to obtain information from
concerning the proposed DOT Emergency Response Organization
the stated intent of incorporating the information into the OIG's
response to a referral from the 9-11 Commission concerning allegedly inaccurate
public statements made by DOD and FAA officials regarding the actions of DOD
and FAA in responding to the 9-11 attacks.
expressed essentially three concerns in discussing the Department's
ongoing work on the ERO in connection with the 9/11 Commission's referral:

-#DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION·OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(Pubee availability to be O.le<mined under 5 u S.c. 5521
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Report Urges F.A.A. to Act Regarding False 9/11

.timony- New Yor...

(e)

http:l/www.nytimes.co(~"'6/09/02/washingtonl02faa.html?_r=l&oref...

il])e ~ ~rk lt•t$

nytimes.com

September 2, 2006

Report Urges F.A.A. to Act Regarding False 9/11 Testimony
By PHILIP SHENON

WASHINGTON, Sept 1 -The Transportation Department's inspector general urged the Federal Aviation
Administration on Friday to consider disciplinary action against two executives who failed to correct false
information provided to the independent commission that investigated the Sept. 11 terror attacks.
The acting inspector general, Todd J. Zinser, whose office acts as the department's internal watchdog, found
in a new report that the F.A.A. executives, as well as a third official who is now retired, learned after the fact
that false information was given to the commission in May 2003 about the F.AA. 's contacts with the Air
Force on the morning of Sept. 11.
The false information suggested that the aviation agency had established contact with its Air Force liaison
immediately after the first of the four hijacked planes struck the World Trade Center at 8:46a.m.
In fact, the commission's investigators found, the Air Force's liaison did not join a conference call with the
F.A.A. until after the third plane crashed, at 9:37a.m. The 51-minute gap is significant because it helps
undennine an initial claim by the North American Aerospace Defense Command, which is responsible for
domestic air defense, that it scrambled quickly on Sept. 11 and had a chance to shoot dov.11 the last of the
hijacked planes still in the air, United Airlines Flight 93·
The inspector general's report, prepared in response to complaints from the independent Sept. 11
commission, found that the three F.A.A. executives failed to act on an "obligation" to correct the false
infonnation provided to the commission, which found widespread confusion within the aviation agency and
the military on the morning of the attacks.
The F .A.A., part of the Transportation Department, declined to identify the three executives, whose names
and titles were not revealed in the inspector general's report. Nor did the agency say whether it would
consider disciplinary action.
The inspector general's office found that while false information was given to the Sept. 11 commission, there
was no evidence that F.A.A. executives had done it knowingly or had intentionally withheld accurate
information about the agency's actions on the morning of the attacks.
That finding was welcomed by the FAA., which said in a statement that the "inspector general's
investigation has clarified the record and found no evidence that F.A.A. officials knowingly made false
statements." The Pentagon's inspector general issued a similar finding last month about military officers
who provided inaccurate testimony to the commission, saying their inaccurate statements could be
attn'buted largely to poor record-keeping.
Richard BenVeniste, a commission member, said in an interview on Friday that be was troubled that it had
I of 2
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taken the inspector general two years to complete his investigation- "more time than it took the 9/11
commission to complete all of its work"- and that he released the report "on the Friday afternoon before
the Labor Day weekend."
Mr. BenVeniste said he was convinced that the failure of the aviation agency and the North American
Aerospace Defense Command to pro\-ide early, accurate information about their performance had
"contributed to a growing industry of conspiratorialists who question the fundamental facts relating to
9/11."
Mr. Zinser, the acting inspector general, said in an interview that the investigation had taken so long
because of "the very complicated issues" his office reviewed.
Q.w.yri(lll 2096 The New Yolk Times Companv
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Same old story for 9111 book: Long on politics, short on truth
Thu~y.August31.2006

This is not a good lime for the relatives of 9/11 victims •• their private hurt made part of a nonstop public
theater of grief.
And this special anniversary·· because it's divisible by five?- wasn't made any easier for some by alithe
new books that will be published just in time, including the one by Tom Kean and Lee Hamilton.
"I guess it's a sort of catharsis for them," says Mindy Kleinberg of East Brunswick, whose husband Alan
died that day. "A justification for what the commission didn't do. If the commission had done its job, this
book wouldn't have been necessary.•
The commission- the 9/11 Commission, headed by Kean. a former New Jersey governor counted among
the most reasonable of Republicans: and Hamilton, a bngtime Democratic congressman from Indiana who
spent enough time hobnobbing with generals a ...:I diplomats so that he truly understands how the system
works.
They Issued a report that blamed no one, and everyone. Four¥:! the worst failure a "failure of imagination.•
And promised, when it was released in 2004, that nothing had been withheld.

Except that now we read the book and, well, there are problems, including the one with the Federal Aviation
Administration and NORAD, our air defense. Seems as if some folks in high positions, some with stars on
their shoulders. lied •• oh, scratch that, didn't tell the truth- under oath abOut why a country with what we all
thought was the greatest military in the world couldn't catch up with four hijacked airplanes.
The commission's staff, Kean and Hamilton admit now, believed that what our generals were saying
"bordered on willful concealment."
Well, not to worry, the issue of whether some of the nation's highest military officers lied under oath has
been referred to the defense department's inspector general, and there it shall lie buried.
The point, of course, is that all this was suspected years ago when the FAA and the U.S. Air Force couldn't
get their stories straight and blamed failures on radar pointed at Russia instead of internally.
"We knew someone was lying," says Lorie Van Au ken. also of East Brunswick, who provided the best light
moment of the hearings when she stood In a doorway at a hearing room and told each of the generals
coming in to testify: "You're fired."
In effect, the military took the fall for the FAA. The uniforms fell on their ceremonial swords for the political
hacks. The FAA lost the planes that became guided missiles and didnl alert the Air Force until it was too
late to do anything.
Why was truth covered up? Kean and Hamilton don't answer. But the evidence is strong that the story was
cooked up at a higher level to make political appointees -- all of whom should have been fired, if not tried for
negligence - look better.
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But no one ever got fired for what happened on 9/11 .
..,.heir legacy was supposed to be the definitive report of what happened,· says Van Au ken, who lost her
husband Kenneth. "Now even they are admitting they didn't give us the definitive story. No facts, no
accountability."
Kleinberg and VanAuken are among the "Jersey Girls," the widows from this state and New York who
lobbied for the creation of the commission, supported It when it needed funding and more lime, but then
became disillusioned when the commission opted for good feelings among its members rather than a good
investigation.
"We knew, once we got a commission of politicians, that it wouldn't really search for the truth: says
Kleinberg.
Not the real truth. But the possible truth. The political truth.
Best exemplified, perhaps, by its handling of the alleged telephone conversations between President
George Bush and Vice President Richard Cheney. There is no evidence one such call, from Bush, ever
occurred, but It's important to the administration's version of the story that it did.
Well, did it or didn't it? As the book explains, the commission reports that the administration says it did but
there is no evidence it did. Other examples: Was Condoleezza Rice or Richard Clarke telling the truth? The
CIA or the FBI -- particularly about the open presence of some hijackers here in the United States?
Here's what Kean and Hamilton say: "Our task was to provide those facts for the reader, not to make that
judgment for them." And, "Once again, the reader is capable of making a judgment about who he or she
feels performed well, and who could have done better."
What? A commission of 10 political heavy hillers, a staff of scores, $12 million spent -and we have a panel
that runs from conclusions, but leaves it all to us to figure it all out. Wait a minute, 111 go call my staff- you
go get yours.
..,.hat's why the commission shouldn't have had politicians on it," says Kleinberg. "Experts, yes, academics.
But not politicians:
But, hey, what's the point of complaining? The corrvnission's gone. Royalties are whafs important now.
Bob Braun's columns appear Monday and Thursday. He may be reached at rbraun@starledger.com or
(973) 392 4281.

@
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U.S. fortress not so solid
By Garri son Keillor
Tuesday, September 12, 2006
Growing up in the '50s, we imagined our country defended by guided missiles poised in bunkers, jet fighters
on the tarmac and pilots in the ready room prepared to scramble, a colonel with a black briefcase sitting in
the hall outside the president's bedroom, but 9/ I I gave us a clearer picture. We have a vast array of
hardware, a multitude of colonels, a lot of bureaucratic confusion, and a nation vulnerable to attack.
The Federal Aviation Administration has now acknowledged that the third of the four planes seized by the 19
men with box cutters had already hit the Pentagon before the FAA finally called there to say there was a
problem. The FAA lied to the 9/11 Commission about this, then took two years to ascertain the facts- a
5 1-minute gap in defense- and released the finding on the Friday before Labor Day, an excellent burial site
for bad news.
So America is not the secure fortress we grew up imagining. Perhaps it never was. What protects us is what
has protected us for 230 years. o ur magnificent isolation. After the disasters of the 20th century, Europe put
nationalism aside and adopted civilization, but we have oceans on either side, so if the pre.-;idcnt turns out to
be a fool with a small rigid agenda and little knowledge of the world, we expect to survive it somehow. Life
goes on.
It's hard for Americans to visualize the collapse of our country. It' s as unthinkable as one's own demise.
Europeans are different: they 've seen disaster, even the British. They know it was a near thing back in 1940.
My old Danish mother-in-law remembered the occupation clearly 40 years later and was teary-eyed when she
talked about it. Francis Scott Key certainly could envision the demise of the United States in 1814 when he
watched the bombardment of Fort McHenry. L incoln was haunted by the thought. We are not, apparently.
though five years ago we saw a shadow.
Yon might think from the latest broadsides that the republic is teetering, that it's Munich again, the Nazis are
on the loose, and the CUJTent Occupant is Winston Churchill, and that to question him is treachery. The fury
of the right wing is quite remarkable- to maintain a sense of persecution after years of being in power is
like Donald Trump feeling overlooked - but life goes on.
We really are one people at heart. We all believe that when thousands of people are trapped in the Superdome
without food or water, it is the duty of government. the federal government if necessary, to come to their
rescue and to r~tore them to the civil mean and not abandon them to fate. Right there is the basis of
liberalism. Conservatives tried to introduce a new idea - it's your fault if you get caught in a storm- and
this idea was rejected by nine out of ten people once they saw the pictures. The issue is whether we care
about people who don·t get on television.
Last week I sat and listened to a roomful of parents talk about their battles with public schools on behalf of
their children who suffer fro m dyslexia, apraxia, ADD or some other disability- sagas of ferocious parental
love versus stonewall bureaucracy in the quest for basic needful things - and how some of them had
uprooted their famil ies and moved to Minnesota so their children could attend better schools.
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You couldn · t tell if those parents were Republicans or Democrats. They simply were prepared to move
mountains so their kids could have a chance. So are we all.
And that's the mission of politics: to give our kids as good a chance as we had. They say that liberals have
run out of new ideas - it's like saying that Christians have run out of new ideas. Maybe the old doctrine of
grace is good enough.
I don't get much hope from Democrats these days, a timid and skittish bunch, slow to learn, unable to sing
the hymns and express the steady optimism that is at the heart of the heart of the country. I get no hope at all
from Republicans, whose policies seem predicated on the Second Coming occurring in the very near future.
If Jesus does not descend through the clouds to take them directly to paradise, and do it now, they are going
to have to answer to the rest of us.
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Salurday, Seplember 2, 2006; 1:45AM

NEW YORK (Reuters)- The U.S. Transportation
Department's inspector general has urged the FAA to
consider disciplining two executives who failed to correct
false information provided to the commission that
investigated the September 11 attacks, the New York Times
reponed on Saturday.
Citing the report by the acting inspector general, Todd
Zinser, whose office acts as the department's internal
watchdog, the Times said the Federal Aviation Administration executives, as well as a third, now-retired
official, learned after the fact that false information was given to the commission in May 2003 about the
FAA's contacts with the Air Force on the morning of the attacks.
That information suggested that the FAA had made contact with its Air Force liaison immediately after the
first of the four hijacked planes struck the World Trade Center in New York, the Times said.
But the commission's investigators found that the liaison did not join a conference call with the FAA until
after the third plane crashed nearly an hour later.
The time gap is considered significant because it helps undermine an initial claim by the North American
Aerospace Defense Command, which is responsible for domestic air defense, that it moved quickly and had a
chance to shoot down the last of the hijacked planes still in the air, United Airlines Flight 93, the Times said.
Now the inspector general's report, compiled to address complaints from the independent September 11
commission, has found that the three FAA executives failed to act on an "obligation" to correct the false
information given to the commission.
The FAA declined to identify the executives and their names and titles were not disclosed in the inspector
general's report, the Times said. The agency also did not say whether it was considering disciplinary action.
There was no evidence that the executives provided false infonnation knowingly, the inspector general's
office found.
The FAA said the "inspector general's investigation has clarified the record and found no evidence that FAA
officials knowingly made false statements," the Times said.
The Pentagon's inspector general said in a similar finding last month concerning military officers who
provided inaccurate testimony to the commission that their inaccuracies could be mainly attributed to poor
record-keeping.
© 2006 Reuters
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FAA 9/11 inaccuracies found unintentional
WASHINGTON, Sept. 2 (UPI) --A U.S. government report says two officials should face administrative
action for failing to correct inaccurate statements made to the Sept. II comm.ission.
However, the report, by acting inspector general of the Transportation Department Todd Zinser, said it did
not appear that the Federal Aviation Administration officials had intentionally misled the commission when
they made the statements, The Washington Post reported Saturday.
The report referred to statements made by NORAD and Federal Aviation Administration officials for two
years after the attacks that claimed aviation officials had reacted quickly to the Sept. II, 200 I, plane
hijackings and had made preparations to shoot down United Airlines Flight 93 if it posed a threat to
Washington.
However, the commission's investigation found the military never targeted any of the hijacked planes and
spent considerable time attempting to locate American Airlines Flight II after it crashed into the World
Trade Center.
Zinser said in the report two unidentified FAA officials acted improperly when they failed to notify the
commission that the information they provided was incorrect. He recommended unspecified administrative
action be taken against them.
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Report: No knowingly false info by FAA
By LESLIE MILLER Associated Press Writer
© 2006 The Associated Press
WASHINGTON- There is no evidence Federal Aviation Administration officials intentionally misled the
Sept. 11 commission when they gave false accounts about how quickly they responded to the terror attacks, the
agency's watchdog said.
Members of the panel had asked the Transportation Department inspector general to look into inaccurate
statements made by FAA officials.
"We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials knowingly made false statements," said the report,
signed by Acting Inspector General Todd Zinser.
The FAA said in a statement that it had provided more than 6,000 documents and materials to the commission.
"The investigation also recognized the significant steps taken by the FAA since 9111 to improve its capability to
notify federal agencies and to respond to such incidents," the statement said.
The Sept. 11 commission's chainnen, Thomas Kean and Lee Hamilton, said in their recently published book
that the commission found it mind-boggling that authorities claimed that their air defenses had reacted quickly.
ln the book, "Without Precedent,'' Kean and Hamilton said the panel was so frustrated with repeated
misstatements by the Pentagon and FAA about their response to the 200 l terror attacks that it considered an
investigation into possible deception.
ln the end, they settled on referring the matter to the inspectors general of the Transportation Department and
the Pentagon.
At issue was when the FAA notified the Defense Department of the suspected hijacking of American Airlines
Flight 77, which left from Washington's Dulles airport and crashed into the Pentagon.
The FAA had claimed_ on both its public Web site and in response to the commission_ that it told the
Pentagon at 9:24a.m. that it suspected Aight 77 was hijacked.
"ln fact, no such notification was made," the inspector general report said. It said the mistake was due to an
FAA's executive's inattention to detail when preparing a summary of events shortly after the attacks.
The FAA had also claimed that an Air Force liaison joined its teleconference and established contact with the
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North American Aerospace Command immediately after American Airlines Flight II crashed into the twin
towers at 8:46a.m.
"In fact, the liaison did not join the phone-bridge until after the third hijacked aircraft (American Flight 77)
struck the Pentagon at 9:37a.m.," the report said.
The report did not say what caused that error. It did say that FAA executives learned of the mistake but didn't
take steps to correct it because they thought someone else was doing it.
None of the executives were named, and one retired.
The inspector general recommended that appropriate administrative action be considered against the two
executives who didn't correct the record.
Earlier this month, the Pentagon's watchdog agency said there is no evidence defense officials intentionally
misled the Sept. II commission when they gave mistaken accounts about the Defense Department's response to
the terrorist attacks.
Poor investigating and record keeping contributed to the inaccuracies, according to a summary from the
inspector general's office of the Pentagon.
A Pentagon spokesman said the question of whether military commanders intentionally were misleading will be
addressed in the full report.

On the Net:
Federal Aviation Administration: http://www.faa.gov
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Acting on complaints from the
independent 9/11 Commission,
acting IG Todd Zinser conducted a two·year investigation, publishing his findings in a report
released Friday, 1 Sep 2006. As reported by the New Yoric Times, Zinser noted -- in direct
contradiction t o 9/11 commission testimony given-· the FAA and the USAF were not in
immediate com munication after t he first of two aircraft struck the World Trade Center. In
fact, t hey weren't in contact for over 50 m inutes.
The FAA testimony in question, given before t he 9/11 commission in 2003, daimed the FAA
had immediat ely contacted the USAF. In fact, NORAD even went so far as to claim they were
in a position to shoot down Aight 93, which crashed In rural PA after passengers took steps
to wrest control of the aircraft from the t errorist hijackers.
While the report urges disciplinary action for the two executives still actively serving, no
evidence was found to prove any of the executives acted to knowingly mislead the 9/11
Commission. This mirrors a report made last month by the USAF IG claiming similar errors In
testimony provided by military officers could be attributed to poor record· keeping .

....

9/11

Mon, 04 Sep '06

The FAA has declined to identify the three executives or what, if any, disciplinary action is to
be taken.
Commission members expressed concem the Investigation had taken so long. Richard Ben
Veniste, a commission member, said the IG's Investigation had taken .. more t ime t han it took
the 9/11 commission to complete all of its woric." He also questioned the deciSion to release
the report on the Friday before l abor Day.
The 9/11 Commission was highly crit ical of the government's immediate repsonse t o the
hijackings finding "widespread confu si on" within the FAA and the military.
FMt: www.4ot.gov
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Report: No Knowingly False Info
by FAA
Friday September 1. 2006 11:01 PM
By LESLIE MILLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -There is no evidence Federal
Aviation Administration officials intentionally misled the
Sept. 11 commission when they gave false accounts about
how quickly they responded to the terror attacks, the
agency's watchdog said.
Members of the panel had asked the Transportation
Department inspector general to look into inaccurate
statements made by FAA officials.
"We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials
knowingly made false statements," said the report, signed
by Acting Inspector General Todd Zinser.
The FAA said in a statement that it had provided more than
6,000 documents and materials to the commission.
"The investigation also recognized the significant steps
taken by the FAA since 9/11 to improve its capability to
notify federal agencies and to respond to such incidents,"
the statement said.
The Sept. 11 commission's chairmen, Thomas Kean and
Lee Hamilton, said in their recently published book that the
commission found it mind-boggling that authorities claimed
that their air defenses had reacted quickly.
In the book, "'Without Precedent," Kean and Hamilton said
the panel was so frustrated with repeated misstatements
by the Pentagon and FAA about their response to the 2001
terror attacks that it considered an investigation into
possible deception.
In the end, they settled on referring the matter to the
inspectors general of the Transportation Department and
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the Pentagon.
At issue was when the FAA notified the Defense
Department of the suspected hijacking of American Airlines
Flight 77, which left from Washington's Dulles airport and
crashed into the Pentagon.
The FAA had claimed- on both its public Web site and in
response to the commission -that it told the Pentagon at
9:24a.m. that it suspected Flight 77 was hijacked .
"In fact no such notification was made," the inspector
general report said. It said the mistake was due to an
FAA's executive's inattention to detail when preparing a
summary of events shortly after the attacks.
The FAA had also claimed that an Air Force liaison joined
its teleconference and established contact with the North
American Aerospace Command immediately after
American Airlines Flight 11 crashed into the twin towers at
8:46a.m.
"In fact, the liaison did not join the phone-bridge until after
the third hijacked aircraft (American Flight 77) struck the
Pentagon at 9:37a.m.," the report said.
The report did not say what caused that error. It did say
that FAA executives learned of the mistake but didn't take
steps to correct it because they thought someone else was
doing it.
None of the executives were named, and one retired.

The inspector general recommended that appropriate
FBI Probes Office of administrative action be considered against the two
Sen. Stevens' Son
executives who didn't correct the record.
1:31am
Earlier this month, the Pentagon's watchdog agency said
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A Pentagon spokesman said the question of whether
military commanders intentionally were misleading will be
addressed in the full report.
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By LESLIE Mll...LER
The Associated Press
Friday, September I. 2006; 5:55PM

WASHINGTON -- There is no evidence Federal Aviation
Administration officials intentionally misled the Sept. II
commission when they gave false accounts about how
quickly they responded to the terror attacks, the agency's
watchdog said.
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Members of the panel had asked the Transportation
Department inspector general to look into inaccurate
statements made by FAA officials.
"We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials knowingly made false statements," said the report,
signed by Acting Inspector General Todd Zinser.
The FAA said in a statement that it had provided more than 6,000 documents and materials to the
commission.
"The investigation also recognized the significant steps taken by the FAA since 9/11 to improve its capability
to notify federal agencies and to respond to such incidents," the statement said.
The Sept. 11 commission's chairmen, Thomas Kean and Lee Hamilton, said in their recently published book
that the commission found it mind-boggling that authorities claimed that their air defenses had reacted
quickly.
In the book, "Without Precedent," Kean and Hamilton said the panel was so frustrated with repeated
misstatements by the Pentagon and FAA about their response to the 2001 terror attacks that it considered an
investigation into possible deception.
In the end, they settled on referring the matter to the inspectors general of the Transportation Department and
the Pentagon.
At issue was when the FAA notified the Defense Department of the suspected hijacking of American Airlines
Flight 77. which left from Washington's Dulles airport and crashed into the Pentagon.
The FAA had claimed _ on both its public Web site and in response to the commission _ that it told the
Pentagon at 9:24 a.m. that it suspected Flight 77 was hijacked.
"ln fact, no such notification was made," the inspector general report said. lt said the mistake was due to an
FAA's executive's inattention to detail when preparing a summary of events shortly after the attacks.
The FAA had also claimed that an Air Force liaison joined its teleconference and established contact with the
North American Aerospace Command immediately after American Airlines Flight 11 crashed into the twin
towers at 8:46 a.m.
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"In fact, the liaison did not join the phone-bridge until after the third hijacked aircraft (American Flight 77)
struck the Pentagon at 9:37 a.m .• " the report said.
The report did not say what caused that error. It did say that FAA executives learned ofthe mistake but didn't
take steps to correct it because they thought someone else was doing it.
None of the executives were named, and one retired.
The inspector general recommended that appropriate administrative action be considered against the two
executives who didn't correct the record.
Earlier this month, the Pentagon's watchdog agency said there is no evidence defense officials intentionally
misled the Sept. I I commission when they gave mistaken accounts about the Defense Department's response
to the terrorist attacks.
Poor investigating and record keeping contributed to the inaccur<1cies, according to a summary from the
inspector general's office of the Pentagon.
A Pentagon spokesman said the question of whether military commanders intentionally were misleading will
be addressed in the full report.

On the Net:
Federal Aviation Administration: http://www.faa.gov
© 2006 The Associated Press
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FAA Didn't Mislead 9/11 Panel, Report Finds
From Til!les Wire Reports
September 2. 2006

1bere is no evidence Federal Aviation Administration officials intentionally misled the Sept. II commission when they gave false accounrs about
how quickly I hey responded to the terror attacks. according loa new report.

'The findings by the Departmenl of Transportation's acting inspector general, Todd J. Zinser. address a lingering question about the response ou
Sept. II by tnilitary and civilian aviation officials, who initially portrayed the reaction as swift and efficient. Tl wa.~ later shown to be neither.
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By Dan Eggen
Washington Post Staff Writer
Saturday, September 2, 2006; A04

Investigators found no evidence that aviation officials
intentionally misled the Sept. II commission when they
made inaccurate statements about their response to the 2001
terrorist attacks but recommended that two officials face
"appropriate administrative action" for failing to correct the
record, according to a report released yesterday.
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The findings by the Transportation Department's acting
inspector general, Todd J. Zinser, address a lingering question about the response on Sept. II by military and
civilian aviation officials, who initially portrayed the reaction as swift and efficient. It was later shown to be
neither.
The conclusions echo the findings of a separate inquiry at the Defense Department, which found no evidence
that authorities at the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) intended to mislead the Sept
II panel.
For more than two years after the attacks, officials at NORAD and the Federal Aviation Administration
suggested in public statements and testimony that air defenses and aviation officials had reacted quickly to
the hijackings and were prepared to shoot down United Airlines Flight 93 if it threatened Washington. That
aircraft crashed in Pennsylvania after passengers attempted to retake control from the hijackers.
In fact, the Sept. II commission found, audiotapes and other evidence showed clearly that the military never
had any of the hijacked airliners in its sights and chased a phantom aircraft -- American Airlines Flight II -long after it had crashed into the World Trade Center.
The FAA had said on its Web site and in statements to the commission that it informed the Pentagon at 9:24
a.m. that American Airlines Flight 77 had been hijacked. The commission found that the FAA never notified
defense officials of the hijackings but did label the plane missing after it had crashed into the Pentagon.
The FAA also omitted from official timelines the fact that it notified NORAD about the hijacking of Flight
93 at 10:07 a.m., after the airliner had crashed in Pennsylvania. It gave an earlier than actual time for the
moment when an Air Force official joined an FAA "phone-bridge" focused on the hijackings.
Zinser's report blames the erroneous statements on a series of innocent mistakes, including an erroneous entry
in an early FAA timeline and an assumption by some officials that others would correct the record once the
errors became clear.
"We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials knowingly made false statements," the report said.
At the same time, it said, two unidentified FAA officials should have notified the commission when it
became clear that the information was wrong. The report recommended that the FAA consider unspecified
administrative action against them.
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Although the inaccurate statements have been publicly known for several years, it has only become clear
more recently how much the issue had stmined relations between the Sept. 11 panel and the FAA and
NORAD. They were the only two agencies to receive subpoenas from the commission.
Some commission members and staffers were so angered by the inaccuracies that they advocated referring
the matter to the Justice Department for criminal investigation. The panel senled on a compromise, referring
the complaints to the two inspectors general.
In their new book, "Without Precedent," the conunission's chairman and vice chairman. Thomas H. Kean (R)
and Lee H. Hamilton (D), said the panel was "exceedingly frustrated" by the FAA and NORAD.
"Fog of war could explain why some people were confused on the day of 9111, but it could not explain why
all the after-action reports, accident investigation, and public testimony by FAA and NORAD officials
advanced an account of 9/11 that wa~ untrue," they wrote.
The FAA said in a statement that Zinser's report "clarified the record and found no evidence that FAA
officials knowingly made false statements or intentionally failed to correct any inaccurate statements while
providing more than 6,000 documents and materials to the commission." The FAA also ha~ "made major
improvements to its communications capabilities" since the Sept. 11 attacks, the statement said.
Staff writer Del Quentin Wilber contributed to this report.
~

2006 The Washington Post Company
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9/11 Panel Suspected Deception
by Pentagon

Advectisement

Allegations Brought to Inspectors General
By Dan Eggen
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, August 2, 2006; A03
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Some staff members and commissioners of the Sept.
11 panel concluded that the Pentagon's initial story of
how it reacted to the 200 1 terrorist attacks may have
been part of a deliberate effort to mislead the
commission and the public rather than a reflection of
the fog of events on that day, according to sources
involved in the debate.
Suspicion of wrongdoing ran so deep that the I0-member commission, in a secret meeting at the end of
its tenure in summer 2004, debated refening the matter to the Justice Department for criminal
investigation, according to several commission sources. Staff members and some commissioners
thought that e-mails and other evidence provided enough probable cause to believe that military and
aviation officials violated the law by making false statements to Congress and to the commission,
hoping to hide the bungled response to the hijackings, these sources said.
In the end, the panel agreed to a compromise, turning over the allegations to the inspectors general for
the Defense and Transportation departments, who can make criminal referrals if they believe they are
warranted, officials said.
"We to this day don't know why NORAD [the North American Aerospace Command] told us what they
told us," said Thomas H. Kean, the fonner New Jersey Republican governor who led the commission.
"It was just so far from the truth.... It's one of those loose ends that never got tied."
Although the commission's landmark report made it clear that the Defense Department's early versions
of events on the day of the attacks were inaccurate, the revelation that it considered criminal referrals
reveals how skeptically those reports were viewed by the panel and provides a glimpse of the tension
between it and the Bush administration.
A Pentagon spokesman said yesterday that the inspector general's office will soon release a report
addressing whether testimony delivered to the commission was "knowingly false." A separate report,
delivered secretly to Congress in May 2005, blamed inaccuracies in part on problems with the way the
Defense Department kept its records, according to a summary released yesterday.
A spokesman for the Transportation Department's inspector general's office said its investigation is
complete and that a final report is being drafted. Laura Brown, a spokeswoman for the Federal Aviation
Administration, said she could not comment on the inspector general's inquiry.
In an article scheduled to be on newsstands today, Vanity Fair magazine reports aspects of the
commission debate -- though it does not mention the possible criminal referrals -- and publishes lengthy
excerpts from military audiotapes recorded on Sept. ll. ABC News aired excerpts last night.
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For more than two years after the attacks, officials with NORAD and the FAA provided inaccurate
infonnation about the response to the hijackings in testimony and media appearances. Authorities
suggested that U.S. air defenses had reacted quickly, that jets had been scrambled in response to the last
two hijackings and that fighters were prepared to shoot down United Airlines Flight 93 if it threatened
Washington.
In fact, the commission reported a year later, audiotapes from NORAD's Northeast headquarters and
other evidence showed clearly that the military never had any of the hijacked airliners in its sights and at
one point chased a phantom aircraft -- American Airlines Flight 11 -- long after it had crashed into the
World Trade Center.
Maj. Gen. Larry Arnold and Col. Alan Scott told the commission that NORAD had begun tracking
United 93 at 9:16a.m., but the commission detennined that the airliner was not hijacked until12
minutes later. The military was not aware of the flight until after it had crashed in Pennsylvania.
These and other discrepancies did not become clear until the commission, forced to use subpoenas,
obtained audiotapes from the FAA and NORAD, officials said. The agencies• reluctance to release the
tapes -- along withe-mails, erroneous public statements and other evidence -- led some of the panel's
staff members and commissioners to believe that authorities sought to mislead the commission and the
public about what happened on Sept. 11.
"I was shocked at how different the truth was from the way it was described," John Fanner, a fonner
New Jersey attorney general who led the staff inquiry into events on Sept. 11, said in a recent interview.
"The tapes told a radically different story from what had been told to us and the public for two years ....
This is not spin. This is not true."
Arnold, who could not be reached for comment yesterday, told the commission in 2004 that he did not
have all the infonnation unearthed by the panel when he testified earlier. Other military officials also
denied any intent to mislead the panel.
John F. Lehman, a Republican commission member and fonner Navy secretary, said in a recent
interview that he believed the panel may have been lied to but that he did not believe the evidence was
sufficient to support a criminal referral.
"My view ofthat was that whether it was willful or just the fog of stupid bureaucracy, I don't know,"
Lehman said. "But in the order of magnitude of things, going after bureaucrats because they misled the
commission didn't seem to make sense to me."
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Investigators looking into FAA, Pentagon
reporting on Sept. 11
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Five years after the Sept. 11 attacks,
investigators are still looking into the government's response to
the hijackings, specifically to determine why aviation and
military officials Inaccurately reported their performance on that
day.
The Defense Department Inspector general will soon release a
report into whether the military's testimony to the Sept. 11
commission was ft knowingly false," Pentagon spokesman Lt.
Col . Brian Maka said Thursday.
The counterpart office at the Transportation Department has
completed and is writing a report on whether Federal Aviation
Administration officials misspoke in their testimony, said David
Barnes, the Inspector general's spokesman.
Sept. 11 panel members have said that timelines on the tapes
did not match accounts given in testimony by government
officials and have asked for the two Investigations.
The FAA and
defense officials
have corrected
some Information
originally given to
the panel, such as
the exact times
the FAA notified
the military of the
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hljacklngs and the
military's
assertion that it
was tracking one
of the planes and
intended to
intercept It when,
in fact, the plane
had already
crashed.
Meanwhile, newly
disclosed tapes
made by the
military that day
confirm again that
there was
widespread confusion on the morning of the attacks as military
fighter jets were scrambled and aviation and defense officials
tried to ldentlfy the hijacked planes and figure out how to
counter them.
The tapes recorded at the North American Aerospace Defense
Command (NORAD) were the basis for an article In the new
edition of Vanity Fair magazine by Michael Bronner, an
associate producer on the movie "United 93."
The Pentagon gave Bronner 30 hours of tapes. They had
previously been given to the Sept. 11 panel, though only parts
of them were revealed publicly.

On the Net: http:l/www.vanityfair.com

© 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
Learn more about our Privacy Pollex.
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Book: Sept. 11 panel considered Pentagon probe
Authors, panel's chairmen, offer behind-the-scenes look at terror response
The Associated Press
Updated: 7:21 p.m. ET Aug 5. 2006

WASHINGTON -The Sept. 11 commission was so frustrated with repeated misstatements by the
Pentagon and FAA about their response to the 2001 terror attacks that it considered an
investigation Into possible deception, the panel's chairmen say in a new book.
Republican Thomas Kean and Democrat Lee Hamilton also say in "Without Precedent" that their
panel was too soft in questioning former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani- and that the 20-month
investigation may have suffered for it.
The book, a behind-the-scenes look at the Investigation, recounts obstacles the authors say were
thrown up by the Bush administration, Internal disputes over President Bush's use of the attacks as
a reason for invading Iraq, and the way the final report avoided questioning whether U.S. policy in
the Middle East may have contributed to the attacks.
Kean and Hamilton said the commission found it mind-boggling that authorities had asserted
during hearings that their air defenses had reacted quickly and were prepared to shoot down
United Airlines Flight 93, which appeared headed toward Washington.
In fact, the commission determined - after It subpoenaed audiotapes and e-mails of the sequence
of events - that the shootdown order did not reach North American Aerospace Command pilots
until after all of the hijacked planes had crashed.
The book states that commission staff, "exceedingly frustrated" by what they thought could be
deception, proposed a full review into why the FAA and the Pentagon's NORAD had presented
inaccurate information. That ultimately could have led to sanctions.
Due to a lack of time, the panel ultimately referred the matter to the inspectors general at the
Pentagon and Transportation Department. Both are preparing reports, spokesmen said this week.

No explanation for post-91 11 actions
"Fog of war could explain why some people were confused on the day of 9/11, but it could not
explain why all of the after-action reports, accident investigations and public testimony by FAA and
NORAD officials advanced an account of 9/11 that was untrue," the book states.
The questioning of Giuliani was considered by Kean and Hamilton "a low point" in the commission's
examination of witnesses during public hearings. "We did not ask tough questions, nor did we get
all of the information we needed to put on the public record," they wrote .
Commission members backed off, Kean and Hamilton said, after drawing criticism in newspaper
editorials for sharp questioning of New York fire and police officials at earlier hearings. The
editorials said the commission was insensitive to the officials' bravery on the day of the attacks.
"It proved difficult, if not impossible, to raise hard questions about 9/11 in New York without it
being perceived as criticism of the individual police and firefighters or of Mayor Giuliani," Kean and
Hamilton said.
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Congress established the commission in 2002 to investigate government missteps leading to the
Sept. 11 attacks. Its 567-page unanimous report, which was released in July 2004 and became a
national best seller, does not blame Bush or former President Clinton but does say they failed to
make anti-terrorism a high priority before the attacks.
The panel of five Republicans and five Democrats also concluded that the Sept. 11 attacks would
not be the nation's last, noting that ai -Qaida had tried for at least 10 years to acquire weapons of
mass destruction.

Book addresses global issues
In their book, which goes on sale Aug. 15, Kean and Hamilton recap obstacles they say the panel
faced In putting out a credible report in a presidential election year, Including fights for access to
government documents and an effort to reach unanimity.
Among the issues:
• Iraq. The commission threatened to splinter over the question of Investigating the
administration's use of 9/11 as a reason for going to war. The strongest proponent was original
member Max Cleland, a Democratic former senator who later stepped down for separate reasons.
If Cleland had not resigned, the commission probably would not have reached unanimity, according
to the book. Ultimately, commissioners decided to touch briefly on the Iraq war by concluding there
was no "collaborative relationship" between Saddam Hussein and ai-Qaida; the administration had
asserted there were substantial contacts between the two.
• Israel. The commission disagreed as to how to characterize ai-Qaida's motives f or attacking the
U.S., with Hamilton arguing that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the presence of U.S. forces in
the Middle East were major contributors.
Unidentified members believed that "listing U.S. support for Israel as a root cause of ai-Qaida's
opposition to the United States indicated that the United States should reassess that policy," which
those commission members did not want.
Ultimately, the panel made a brief statement noting that U.S. policy regarding the IsraeliPalestinian conflict and Iraq are "dominant staples of popular commentary across the Arab and
Muslim world."
• Access to detainees. The panel pushed for direct access to detainees, at one point proposing to
be at least physically present or to listen by telephone during interrogations so they could gauge
credibility and get unvarnished accounts.
The administration resisted, citing concerns about national security. Officials also said they feared
setting a precedent of access by a nongovernment entity that could undermine the administration's
position that the Geneva Conventions did not apply to detainees classified as "enemy combatants."
The commission agreed to submit questions and receive written responses. Later, allegations
emerged of prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay that probably played a factor in the
government's resistance, the book states.

© 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten or redistributed.
URL: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/14191255/
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How did the Air Force respond on 9/11? Could it have shot down Unitecl93,
as conspiracy theorists claim? Obtaining 30 hours of never-before-released tapes from
the control room of NORAD's Northeast headquarters, the author reconstructs the chaotic
military history of that day-and the Pentagon's apparent attempt to cover it up

BY MICHAEL BRONNER
uckcd in a piney notch in the
gentle lblds of the Adirondacks'
southern skirts-just up l'rorn a
derelict Mohawk. Adirondack &
Northern rail spur- is a 22-ye.lrold aluminum bunker tricked out
with antennae tilted skyward. It could pass
for the Jctsons' gar.1gc or, in the estimation
of one of the higher-ranking U.S. Air Force
officers stationed there. a big. sideways,
half-buried beer keg.
As Major Kevin Nasypany. the facility's mission-control commander. drove up
the hill to work on the morning of9/ll. he
\v-.ts dressed in his flight suit and prepared
for battle. Not a real one. The Northeast
Air Dcfcuse Sector (NEADS). where Nasypany had been stationed since 1994. is

T
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the regional headquarters for the North
American Aerospace Defense Command
(NOR AD), the Cold War-era military organization charged with protecting North
American airspace. As he poured his first
coffee on thai sunny September morning,
the odds tha t he would have to defend
against Russian "Bear Bombers," one of
NORI\D's traditional simulated n1issions,
were slim. Rather. Nasypany (pronounced
Nah-sip-a-nec), an amiable comn1ander
with a thick. mini-mustache and a hockey
player's build. was headed in early to gel
ready for the NORAo-wide training exercise he'd helped design. The bailie commander. Colonel Bob Marr. had promised
to bring in frillers.
NEADS is a desolate place, the sole orPHOTOOIAPHS

r.v MARl< SCHAFER

phau left behind after the dismantling of
what was once one of the country's busiest
bomber bases-Griffiss Air Force Base. in
Ron1c, New York, which was otherwise
mothballed in the mid-90s. NEAOS's mission
rcn1ained in place and continues today: its
officers, air-traffic controllers. and airsurveillance and communications technicians mostly American. with a handful of
Canadian troops-are responsible for protecting a half-million-square-mile chunk of
American airspace stretching from the East
Coast to Tennts.<;ee, up through the Dakotas
to the Canadian border, including Boston.
New York. Washington, D.C .. and Chicago.
II was into this airspace that violence
descended on 9/11. and from the NEADS
operations lloor that what turned out to
S!PffM&lR
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be the sum total of America's military
response during those critical 11}0-some
minutes of the attack scrambling four
armed fighter jets and one unarmed train·
ing plane emanated.
The story of what happened in that
room. and when, h11s never been fully told.
but is arguably more important in terms
of understanding America's military capa·
bilities that day than anything happening
simultaneously on Air Force One or in the
Pentagon, the White House. or NORAo's
impregnable headquarters, deep within
Cheyenne Mountain. in Colorado. It's a
story that was intentionally obscured. some
members of the 9/11 commission believe.
by military higher-ups and members of the
Bush administration who spoke to the press.
and later the commission itself, in order to
downplay the extent of the confusion and
miscommunication flying through the ranks
of the government.
The truth. however, is all on tape.
Through the heat of the attack the wheels
of what were. perhaps. some of the more

"The real story is actually better than
the one we told.'' a NORAD general admit·
ted to 9/11-<:ommission staffers when confronted with evidence from the tapes that
contradicted his original testimony. And so
it seems.
Subpoenaed by the commission during
its investigation. the recordings have never
been played publicly beyond a handful of
sound bites presented during the commis·
sion·s hearings. Last September. as part of
my research for the film UniwcJ !13. on which
I was an associate producer. I requested
copies from the Pentagon. I w·as ~ayed snippets. but told my chances of hearing the
full recordings were nonexistent. So it was
a surprise. to say the least, when a military
public-affairs officer e-mailed me. a full seven months later, saying she'd been cleared,
finally, to provide them.
''The signing of the Declaration of In·
dependence took less coordination," she
wrote.
I would ultimately get three COs with
huge digital ''wav file" recordings of the

that morning arc those of the "ID techs" Senior Airman Stacia Rountree. 23 at the
time. Tech Sergeant Shelley Watson. 40,
and their boss, Master Sergeant Maureen
"Mo" Dooley. 40. They arc stationed in
the back right corner of the ops floor at a
console with several phones <tnd a radar·
scope. Their job in a crisis is to facilitate
communications between NEADS, the civil·
ian F.A.A., and other military commands.
gathering whatever information they can
and sending it up the ch~in. Dooley- her
personality at once motherly and aggres·
sive- gcncrally stands behind the other
two. who are seated.
T11e tapes catch them discussing strat·
egy of an entirely domestic order:
01:1:37:08

O.K.. a couch. an ottoman. a love seat,
and what else . .. ? Was it on sale ... ? Holy
smokes! Wh<ll color is it1
In the background. however. you can m<~ke
out the sound of Jeremy Powell, then 31, a
burly, amiable technical sergeant, fielding

"WE HAVE APROBLEM HERE. WE HAVE AHIJACKED AIRCRAFT HEADED TOWARDS
NEW YORK AND WE NEED SOMEONE TO SCRAMBLE SOME F-16S . . . HELP US OUT."
modern pieces of equipment in the room
four Dictaphone multi-channel rccl-to·rccl
tape recorders mounted on a rack in a corncr of the operations floor- spun impassive·
ly. recording every radio channel. with time
stamps.
Tlte recordings are laseinating and chilling. A mix of staccato bursts of military
code: urgent. overlapping voices; the tense
craddc of radio tr<~ lfi..: from lighter pilots
in the air: commanders' orders piercing
through a mounting din: and candid mo·
mcnts of emotion as the breadth of the at·
tacks becomes clearer.
For the NEADS crew. 9/11 was not a
story of four hijacked airplanes, but one
of a heated chase after more than a dozen
potential hijackings some real. some phantom-that emerged from the turbulence of
misinformation that spiked in the first 100
minutes of the aatack and continued well
into the afternoon and evening. At one
point, in the :;pan of a single mad minute,
one hears Na~)'pany struggling to parse
reports of four separate hijackings at once.
What emerges l'rom the barrage of what
Nasypany dubs "bad poop" nying at his
troops from all directions is a picture of re·
markable composure. Snap decisions more
often than not turn out to be the right ones
as commanders kick-start the dormllnt
milil<try machine. It is the fog and friction
of war live- the authentic military history
of 9/11.
26·1 , VAN I 1 "1
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various channels in each section of the
operations floor, 30-somc hours of mate·
rial in full. covering six and a half hours
of real time. The first disc. which arrived
by mail, was decorated with blue sky and
fluffy white clouds and was labeled. in the
playful Apple Chancery font. ''Northeast
Air Defense Sector OAT Audio Files 11
Sep 2001."
..This is not an exercise"
t 8:14A.M.. as an Egyptiltn and four
Saudis commandeered the cockpit on American 11, the plane that
would hit the north tower of the World
Trade Center, only a handful of troops
were on the NJ:Aos ~ops., floor. That's the
facility's war room: a dimly lit den arrayed
with long. rows of radarscopes and commu·
nications equipment facing a series of 15·
foot screens lining the front wall. The rest
of the crew, about 30 Americans and five
or six Canadians. were checking e-mails or
milling <tround the hall. A bricfrng on the
morning's lr<tining exercise was wrapping
up in the Battle Cab, the glassed-in command area overlooking the ops floor.
On the Dictaphone decks. an automated
voice on each channel ticked off, in Greenwich Mean Time. the last few moments
of life in pre-9/11 America: "12 hours, 26
minutes, 20 seconds'' just before 8:30A.M.
e-astern daylight time.
The lirst human voices captured on tape

A

the phone call that will be the military's
first notification that something is wrong.
On the line is Boston Center. the civilian
air-traffic-control facility that handles that
region's high-flying airliners.
08:37:52
BOSTON l'ENTER: Hi. Boston Center T.M.U.
[Trame Management UnitJ. we hnve a problem here. We ha\'C a hijacked aircraft headed
towards New York. 11nd we need you guys 10•
we need wmeone to scr.tmble so10e F-16s or
something up there, help us out.
vowf.u.: Is this rcal·worid or exercise?
BOSTON CENTER: No. this is not an exercise.
not a test.

Powell's question "Is this real-world or ex·
ereise?"-is heard nearly verba lim over and
over on the tapes as troops funnel onto the
ops floor and arc briefed about the hijack·
ing. Powell. like almost everyone in the
room, first assumes the phone call is from
the simulations learn on hand to send "in·
puts"- simulated scenarios- into play for
the day's training exercise.
Boston's request for fighter jets is not
as prescient as it might seem. Standard
hijack protocol ca lis for fighters to be
la\tnchcd-"scrambled"-merely to cstab·
lish a presence in the air. The pilot:; are
trained to trail the hijacked plane at a
distance of about five miles. out of sight,
following it until. presumably, it lands. If
necessary, they can show themselves, fly.
ing up close to establish visual contact,
SIPTlMBIR 200o
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and, if the situation demands. maneuver
to force the plane to land.
At this point, certainly, the notion of
actually firing anything at a passenger jet
hasn't crossed anyone's mind.
In the ID section. the women overhear
the word "hijack" and react. innocently
enough. as anyone might with news of
something exciting going on at work:
11:37:56
WATSON: What?
OOOLI!Y: Whoa!
WATSON: What W'dS that?
ROUNTREF.: Is that real-world?
OOOLEY: RC'.d-world hijack.
WATSON: CooP.

For the first lime in their careers, they'll get
to put their trc~ining to full u~c.
Almost sinJUUaneously, a P.A. announcement goes out lor Major Nasypany, who's
laking his morning constitutional.

"YOU WOULD SEE THOUSANDS OF GREEN BLIPS ON YOUR SCOPE," NASYPANY
SAID LATER. "YOU HAVE TO PICK AND CHOOSE. WHICH IS THE BAD GUY OUT THERE?"
08:37:58
P.A.: Major N11sypany. you're needed inops
pronto.

''When they told me there was a hijack, my
first reaction was 'Somebody started the exercise early.'"' Nasypany later told me. The
day's exercise wds designed to run a range
of scenarios. including a "traditional" simulated hijack in which politically motivated
perpetrators commandeer an air<.TaO.Iand
on a Cuba-like island, and seck asylum. "I
actually said out loud, 'The hijack's not
supposed to be for another hour."' Nasypany recalled. (The fact that there was an
exercise planned for the same day as the
allack lilctors into several conspiracy theories. though the 9/11 commis.~ion dismisses
this as coincidence. AO<.T plodding through
dozens of hours of recordings. so do 1.)
n tape. one hears as Nasypany, following standard hijack protocol.
prepares to launch two fighters from
Otis Air National Guard Base. on Cape
Cod. to look for American II, which is
now off course and headed south. He orders his Weapons Team-the group on the
ops floor that controls the fighters-to put
the Otis planes on ''battle stations." This
means that at the air base the designated
"alert'' pilots-two in this case-are jolted
into action by a piercing "battle horn."
They run to their jets. climb up, strap in,
and do everything they need to do to get
ready to Oy short of stllrling I~ engines.
Meanwhile, the couununications team
at N!;AOS the ID techs Dooley. Rountree,

0

and Watson are trying to find out, as fast
as possible, everything they can about the
hijacked plane: the airline, the Oighl number, the tail number (to help fighter pilots
identify it in the air). its flight plan. the
number of passengers (''souls on board"
in military parlance), and, most important,
where it is, so Nasypany can launch the
fighters. All the ID section knows is that
the plane is American Airlines, Flight
No. II. Boston to Los Angeles, currently
somewhere north of John F. Kennedy International Airport-the point of reference
used by civilian controllers.
ID tech Watson places a call to the
management desk at Boston Center. which
first alerted NtADS to the hijack, and gets
distressing news.
08:39:58
WATSO....,: It's the inbound to J.F.K.?
BOSTON CENTER: We- we don't know.
WATSON: You don't know where he is at all?
llOSTON <.:t:NTf:R: He's being hijacked. The
pilot's having a hard titne talking to the- I
mean, we don't know. We don't know where
he's goin'. ... I guess there's been sornc threats
in the cockpil. The pilotWATSON: There's been what?! I'm sorry.
lJNIOENTIFIEO VOICE: Threat tO the ... ?
BOSTON CENTER: We'll call you right back liS
soon as we know more info.

Dooley is standing over Watson, shouting
whatever pertinent information she hears
to Nasypany, who's now in position in the
center of the floor.
08:40:36
DOOl.I!Y: Okay. he said threat to the cockpit!

This last bit ratchets the tension in the room
up considerably.
At Otis Air National Guard Base, the
pilots are in their jets, straining at the reins.
(''When the horn goes off. it definitely gets
your heart," F-15 pilot Major Dan Nash
later told me. thumping his chest with his
hand.) But at NEADS, Nasypany's ''tracker
techs" in the Surveillance section still can't
find American II on their scopes. As it turns
out, this is just as the hijackers intended.
Radar is the NEAOs controllers· most
vital piece of equipment. but by 9/11 the
scopes were so old. among other factors,
that controllers \vere ultimately unable to
find any of the hijacked planes in enough
time to react. Known collectively as the
Green Eye for the glow the radar rings give
off. the scopes looked like something out of
Dr. Slrung~:low and were strikingly anachronistic co111pared with the equipment at civilian air-traffic sites. (A Ocr 9/11. N!;AOs was
equipped with slate-of-the-art equipment.)
In order to find a hijacked airliner- or
any airplane- military controllers need
either the plane's beacon code (broadcast
from an electronic transponder on board)
or the plane's exact coordinates. When the
hijackers on American II turned the beacon off. intentionally losing themselves in
the dense sea of airplanes already flying
over the U.S. that morning (a tactic that
would be repeated. with some variations,
on all the hijacked flights), the NEAOS controllers were at a loss.
"You would sec thousands of green blips
on your scope," Nasypany told me. ''and
SE r TEM&ER
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now you have to pick 11nd choose. Which is
the bad guy out there? Which is the hijacked
aircraft? And without thut information from
1-".A.A., it's a ocedle in a haystack."
At this point in the morning, more than
3.000 jetliners are already in the air over
the continental United States, and the Boston controller's direction "3S miles north
of Kennedy ..- doesn't help the NEADS controllers ill all.
On tape. amid the confusion, one hears
Major James Fo.11, then 32, the leader of
the Weapons Team, whose composure will
stand out throughout the attack, make an
observation that, so far, ranks as the understatement ofthc morning.
08:43:06
r:ox: I've never seen so much real-world stu IT
happen during an Cllcrcise.
Less than two minutes later. frustrated
that the coutrollers still can't pinpoint
American II on radar, Nasypany orders
Po.11 to launch the Otis lighters anyway.
Having then• up, Nosypany figures. is better than having them on the ground, assuming NEADS will ultilnately pin down
A111crican ll's position. His job is to be
proactive-to try to gnin leverage over the
situati on as fast as possible. His backstop
is Colonel Marr, the battle commander
and Nasypany's superior up in the Battle
Cab, whose role is more strategic, calculating the implications of each move several hours down the line.
Marr. 48 at the time (and since retired),
is a well-liked leader. Most of his conversations on 9/1 I are unrecorded: he speaks
over a secure phone with his superior.
Major Genernl Larry Arnold, stationed
at NORAD's command center at Tyndall
Air Force Base, in Florida. or over an intercom with Nasypany. In the latter case.
only Na sypany'~ side of the conversations
is recorded.
In the last lines of his first briefing to
Marr. Nasypany unwittingly trumps Fo.11
in the realm of understatement.
08:46:36
NASYPANY: Hi. sir. O.K .. what-what we're
doing. we're tryin' to locale this guy.... And
probably right now with what's going on in I he
cockpit it's probubly really crazy. So. it probably needs to~ hut will simmer down and we'll
probably get ~me better informtuion.
AmericaII II slammed into the north tower
o f the World Trade Center four seconds
into this transmission.
ore than 150 miles from Manhattan.
within the same minute as American
II hils the tower, the stoplight in the
Alert Barn at Otis Air Natio nal Guard
Base on Cape Cod turns from red to green.
Colonel Marr and General Arnold having
Sf PT f M & 0
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approved Nasypany's order to scramble
the fighters. The pilots ta1.i out and fire the
afterburners as the planes swing onto the
runway. NEADs has no indication yet that
American 1I has crashed.
Five minutes later, Rountree, at the 10
station. gets the lirst report of the crash
from Boston Center (as her colleagues Watson and Dooley o....erhear).
08:51:11
kOUNTP.EE: A plane just hit the World Tredc
Center'
WATSON: What?
ROUNTREE: Was it a 737?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE (backf,round): Hit what?
WATSON: The World Trade CenterOOOLtoY: Who are you talking to? [G<JSps.J
WI\TSON:Oh!
DOOLEY: Get - pass- pass it to them
WATSON: Oh my God.
ROUNTP.H: Saw it on the news. It's- a plaoc
just Ci.l$hcd into the World Trade Center.
In light of this news. someone asks Nasypany what to do with the f1ghters the
two F-lSs from Otis Air National Guard
Base-which have now just blasted ofl' for
New York at full afterburner to find A mer·
ican I I. (The ftying time at full speed from
Cape Cod to New York is about I0 111 inutes.) Pumped with adrenaline. Nasypany
doesn't n1iss a beat.
08:52:40
NASYPANY: Send 'em to New York Cily still.
Continue! Go!
''I'm not gonna stop what I initially start·
ed with scrambling Otis-getting Otis over
New York City.~ Nasypany recalled when
I played him this section of his tape. ~If
this is a false report. l still have 111y fighters
where I want them to be."
Meanwhile, confusion is building on the
ops ftoor over whether the plane that hit
the tower really was American II. Rumors
that it was a sn1all Cessna have started to
circulate through the civilian air-traffic
system. ID tech Rountree is on the phone
with Boston Center's military liaison, Colin
Scoggins, a civilian manager, who at first
seems to confirm that it w.1s AmeriC'dn I I
that went into the tower. Bnt an unidenti·
fied male trooper at NEADs overhears the
exchauge and raises a red flag.
08:56:31
MALE NEAOS ncn: I never heard •hem say
American Airlines Aight II hit the Worid
Tr-ddc Ccn•cr. I heard it wds a civilian aircraft
Dooley, the 10 desk's master sergeant. takes
the phone from Rountree to confim1 for herself, and the story veers off course ...
DOOLEY (w Boston): Master Scrgeunt Dooley
here. We need to have-are you giving con firmation that American 11 was the oneBOSTON CENTER (Scoggins): No. we're 1101
www ....ont:l)'fOif,COIII
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goona coofinn that at this time. We just know
an aircran cr-c\Shed in and ... The last [radar
sighting! ":e have was about 15 miles east of
J.F.K .. or eight miles cast of J.F.K. was our last
primary hit. He did slow down ...
DOOLEY: And then you lost ·em?
BOSTON CENTER (Scoggins): Yeah. and then
we lost'cm.
The problem, Scoggins told me later, was
that Anlcrican Airline:; refused to conftnn
for several hours that its plane had hit the
tower. This tdck of confirmation caused uncertainty that would be compounded in a
v-ery big wt~y as the allack continued. (Though
nirfines have their own means of monitoring

the commanding officer. (Dooley told me
she remembers looking up t~ard the Bailie

Cab and, for a long moment, seeing Marr's
jaw drop and ever)OOe around him frozen.)
On the ops noor. there is considerable
confusion as to whether the second hijack·
ing New York Cerucr just called in is the
same plane that hit the second tower. or
whether there are now three missing planes.
09:03:52
NASVI>ANV (tQ Murr}: Sir. we got-we've got
uncoulirmcd ~econd hit from another air·
craft .. .. Fighters are south of-just south
of Long Island. sir. Right now. Fighters are
south of Long Island.

Center.' ... My first thought was 'What
happened to American I I?'"
With bOih tower.; now in flames, Nasyp·
any wants the fighters over Manhattan
immediately. but the weapons techs get
"pushback'' from civilian EA.A. controllers. who have final authority over the
fighters as long as they are in civilian air·
space. The F. A.A. controllers are afraid of
fast-moving fighters colliding with a passenger plane, of which there are hundreds
in the area, still Oying normal routes- the
morning's unprecedented order to ground
all civilian aircraft has not yet been given.
To Nasypany. the fact that so many planes

"WE'RE TRYIN' TO LOCATE THIS GUY. . .. AND PROBABLY RIGHT NOW WITH
WHATS GOING ON IN THE COCKPIT IT'S PROBABLY REALLY CRAZY."
the location of their planes and communic-dt·
ing with their pilots, they routinely go into
information lockdown in a crisis.}
Amid the chaos. Nasypany notices that
some of his people arc beginning to panic,
so he m~tkes a joke to relieve the tension.
08:57:11
NASVI>ANY: Think

we put the exercise 011 the
hold. What do you think? (l..augluer.I

Just at that moment, in one of the dark.
U-shaped air-traflic-control areas at New
York Center. on Long Island, a half-dozen
civilian controllers are watching a second
plane that's turned olf course: United 175.
also scheduled from Boston to Los Angeles.
As the controllers try to hail the pilots. a
manager comes running in and confirms
that the plane that hit the first tower was.
indeed, a commercial airliner. rather than a
small Cessna. It's just at that moment that
United 175. 38 minutes into its Hight and
now ncar Allentown, Pennsylvania, moving
southwest farther and farther off course,
makes a sudden swing northeast toward
Manhallan. Suddenly instinctively the civilian controllers know: it's another hijack·
ing. and it's not going to land.
The corurollers start speculating what the
hijacker is aiming at one guesses the Statue
of Liberw-and the room erupts in profanity
and horror. One controller is looking at his
scope. calling out the rate of del>cent every
12 seconds as he w.ttchcs the rc~dar refresh. It
i~ not until the last second. literally. that any.
one from New York Center thinks to update
Nf.ADS. ID tech Roururee fields the call.
09:03:17
ROUNTREE: They have a second

possible hijack!

Almost simultaneously, United 175 slams
into the south tower of the World Trdde Cen·
tcr. something several NF.ADS personnel witness live on CNN, including Colonel Marr,

There's seemingly enough commotion in
the Bailie Cab that Nasypany needs to
clarify: "Our fighters ... " The two F-15s.
scrambled from Otis. are now approaching
the city.
In the background. several troops can
be heard trying to make sense of what's
happening.
09:04:50
- Is this explosion part of that that we're
look in' at now on TV?
- Yes.
- Jesus ...
And there's a possible second hijack also a
United Airlines .. .
Two plane~ .. .
- Get the fuck out ...
I think this is a damn input. to be honest
The last line- "lthink this is a damn in·
put''-is a reference to the exercise. mean·
ing a simulations input It's either gallows
humor or wishful thinking. From the tape,
it's hard to tell.
"We've already had two. Why not111ore'!"
eanwhile, flying southwest over the
ocean. the two fighters from Otis Air
National Guard Base are streaking
toward Manhattan. The pilots are startled.
to say the least. when they sec billowing
sntoke appear on the horizon: no one's
briefed them about what's going on. They
were scrambled simply to intercept and
escort Amcric<~n I 1- a possible hijacking
and that is all they know.
''From 100 miles away at least, we could
see the fire and the smoke blowing," Major
Dan Nash, one of the F-15 pilots, told me.
''Obviously, anybody watching CNN had a
better idea of what was going on. We were
not told anything. It was to the point where
we were flying supersonic towards New
York itnd the controller came on and said,
'A second airplane has hit the World Tnt de

arc still in the sky is all the more reason to
get the fighters close. ("We've already had
two," he told me, referring to the hijacking&. ''Why not more?")
The fightersarcinitiallydirected toa hold·
ing area just off the coast, near Long Island.

~

asypany isn't happy. He tells the Bailie
Cab he wants Fox to launch two more
lighters from Langley Air Force Base.
in Virginia. to establish a greater presence
over New York. but the request is refused.
The order from the Battle Cab is to putt he
Langley jets on bailie stations only to be
reudy. but not to latmch.
"The problem there would have been I'd
have all my fighters in the air at the same
time. which means they'd all run out of gas
at the same time.~ Marr later explained.
Incredibly. Marr has only four armed
fighters at his disposal to defend about a
quarter of the continental United States.
Massive cutbacks at the close of the Cold
War reduced NORAo's arsenal of lighters
from some 60 battle-ready jets to just 14
across the entire country. (Under different
commands, the military generally maintains
severe~! hundred unarmed lighter jets for
training in the continental U.S.} Only four of
NORAO's planes belong to NF.A05 and are thus
anywhere close to Manhallan- the two from
Otis, now circling above the ocean off Long
Island. and the two in Virginia at Langley.
Nasypany starts walking up and down
the floor. <tsking all his section heads and
weapons techs if they are prepared to shoot
down a civilian airliner if need be, but he's
jumping the gun: he doesn't have the authority to order a shootdown, nor does Marr or
Arnold. or Vice President Cheney, for that
matter. The order will need to come from
President Bush, who has only just learned
of the attack at a photo op in Florida.
But the prospect soon becomes real. Mo
SfPffMHR ?006
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Dooley's voice erupts from the I D station
on the oper.llions Ooor.
9:21:37
DOOLEY: Another hijacl<! It's he.'lded towards

Washi~on!

This report. received from Colin Scoggins
at Boston Center. will !ld off a major escalation in the military response to the attack.
resulting in the launch of additional armed
fighter jets. But 20 months later. when the
military presents to the 9/11 commission
what is supposed to be a full accounting of
the day, omitted from the official time line is
any mention of this reported hijacking and
the fevered chase it engenders.

ly gotten to any of the hijacked planes? And
did they shoot down the fmal flight, United
93. which coded up in a Pennsylvania lield?
On hand, dressed in business suits (with
the exception of Major General Cruig Me·
Kinley. whose two stars twinkled on either
epaulet), were Major General Larry Arnold (retired), who had been on the other
end of the secure line with NEAOS's Colonel
Marr throughout the attack, and Colonel
Alan Scott (retired). who had been with
Arnold at NORAD's continental command
in !-lorida on 9/1 I and who worked closely
with Marrin preparing the military's time
line. None of the military men were placed
under oath.

to ABC News for its one-year-anniversary
special on the allacks, saying that the pilots
had been warned they might have to intercept United 93, and stop it if necessary:
"And we of course passed that on to the
pilots: United Airlines Flight 93 will not be
allowed to reach Washington. D.c.~

W

hen I interviewed him recently,
Marr recalled a conversation he
had had with Arnold in the heat
of the attack. ''I remember the words out
of General Arnold's mouth. or at least as
I remember them, were 'We will take lives
in the air to save lives on the ground."' In
actuality, they'd never get that chance.
In the chronology presented to the 9/11
commission, Colonel Scott put the time
NORAD was first notified about United 93
at 9:16A.M., from which time. he said,
commanders tracked the night closely.
(It crashed at 10:03 A.M.) If it had indeed
been necessary to "take lives in the air"
with United 93, or any incoming !light to
Washington. the two armed fighters from
Langley Air Force Base in Virginia would
have been the ones called upon to carry out
the shootdown. In Colonel Scott's account.
those jets were given the order to launch at
9:24, within seconds of NEADS's receiving
the F.A.A.'s report of the possible hijack·
ing of American 77, the plane that would
ultimately hit the Pentagon. ThL-; time line
suggests the system was starting to work:
the F.A.A. reports a hijacking, and the
military reacts instantaneously. Launching
after the report of American 77 would. in
theory, have put the fighters in the air and
in position over Washington in plenty of
time to react to United 93.
In testimony a few minutes later, how·

THE CONTROLLERS START SPECULATING ABOUT WHAT THE HUACKER IS AIMING
AT-ONE GUESSES THE STATUE OF UBERTY-AND THE ROOM ERUPTS IN HORROR.
t was the Friday before Memorial Day
weekend. 2003, and the hearing room
in the Hart Senate Office Building, in
Washington. was half empty as the group
of mostly retired military brass arranged
themselves at the witness table before the
9/11 commission. The story the NORAD of.
ficers had come to tell before the commission was a relatively humbling one, a point
underscored by the questions commission
chainnan Thomas Kean introduced during
his opening remarks: How did the hijackers defeat the system, and why couldn't we
stop them? These were important questions.
Nearly two years after the attack.thc Internet was rife with questions and conspiracy
theories about 9jll in particular, where
were the fighters? Could they have physical·

I
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Their story. in a nutshell, was one of
being caught olf guard initially, then very
quickly ramping up to battle status-in
position. and in possession of enough situ·
ational awareness to defend the country,
and the capital in particular, before United
93. the fourth hijacked plane, would have
reached Washington.
Major Generc~l Arnold explained to the
commission that the military had been
tracking United 93 and the fighters were
in position if United 93 had threatened
Washington. "It was our intent to intercept
United Flight 93," Arnold testified. "I was
personally anxious to sec what 93 was going
to do. and our intent was to intercept it."
Colonel Marr. the commanding officer at
NEADS on 9/11, had made similar comments

ever. General Arnold added an unexpect·
ed twist: ''We launched the aircrc~f\ out of
Langley to put them over top of Washington. D.C.. not in response to American Airlines 77. but really to put them in position
in case United 9J were to head that way."
How strange. John Azzarello. a former
prosecutor and one of the commission's
staff members. thought. "I remember be·
ing at the hearing in '03 and wondering
why they didn't seem to have their stories
straight. That struck me as odd.''
The ears of another staff member, Miles
Kara. perked up as well. "I said to myself,
That's not right:• the retired colonel, a former army intelligence officer, told me. Kara
had seen the rc1dar re-creations of the fight·
ers' routes.··we c:o-<TI~UED o~ P,\ G £ :H
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cn-<Tt~uF.n ~1\,,., P~GF. n" knew something was odd, but we didn't have enough
specificity to know how odd."
As the tapes reveal in start detail, parts
of Scott's and Arnold's testimony were misleading, and others simply false. At 9:16A.M.,
when Arnold and Marr had supposedly begun their tracking of United 93. the plane
had not yet been hijacked. In fact, N!:ADS
wouldn't get word about United 93 for another 51 minutes. And while NORAD commander.; did, in de«!. order the Langley lighters to
scramble at 9:24, as Scott and Arnold testified, it was not in response to the hijacking of
American 77 or United 93. Rather, they were
chasing a ghost. NF.A!:$ was entering the most
chaotic period of the morning.

American Airlines. we could never confirm
if it was down or not, so that left doubt in
our minds."
An unwieldy conference call between
F.A.A. centers had been cstublishcd, and
Scoggins was monitoring it when the word
came across- from whom or where isn't
clear- that American II was thought to be
headed for Washington. Scoggins told me
he thinks that the problem started with
someone overheard trying to confirm
from American whether American II was
down-that somewhere in the Hurry of information zipping back and fOrth during the
conference call this transmogrified into the
idea that a different plane had hit the tower.
and that American I I was still hijacked

could Colonel Scott and General Arnold have missed it in preparing for thei r
9/11-commission testimony? It's a question
Arnold would have to answer later, under
oath.
In the middle of the attack, however. the
hijackers' sabotaging of the planes' beacons has thrown ~uch a wrench into efforts
to track them that it all seems plausible.
Another officer asks Nasypany the obvious question.
9:32:20

MAJOR JAMES ANDERSON: Hove you askedhave you asked the question what you're
gonna do if \l<e actually lind this guy'? Are we
gonna shoot him down if they got passengers
on board'? Have they talked about that?

..Chase this guy down"
t 9:2 I A.M .. just before Dooley's alert
about a third hijacked plane headed
for Washington. NEADS is in the eye
of the storm-a period of relative calm in
which. for the moment, there are no reports of additional hijackings.
The call that sets oiT the latest alarm
("Another hijack! It's headed towards Washington!") comes from Boston and is wholly
confounding: according to Scoggins. the
Boston manager. American II, the plane
they believed was the first one to hit the
World Tr.lde Center, is a~;tually ~till flying
still hijacked and now heading strtlight for
D.C. Whatever hit the first tower, it wasn't
American II.
The chase is on for what will turn out to
be a phantom plane.

A

"HAVE YOU ASKED THE QUESTION WHAT YOU'RE GONNA DO IF WE ACTUALLY

AND THIS GUY? ARE WE GONNA SHOOT HIM DOWH IF THEY GOT PASSENGERS ON BOARD?"

9:21:50

NASYPANY: O.K. American Airlines is still
ai!bome-1 I. the first guy. He's heading townrds Wa~hiugtoo. O.K., I think we need to
scramble Langley right now. And I'm- f'm
gonna take the fighters from Otis and try to
chase this guy down if I can lind him.
Arnold and Marr approve scrambling
the two planes at Langley, along with a
third unarmed trainer. and Nasypany sets
the Ia unch in motion.
Irs ll mistake, of course. American I I
w·as. im.lcco. the plane that hit the first tower. The confusion will persist for hours, however. In Boston. it is Colin Scoggins who has
made the mistaken call.
"When we phoned United (after the
SC('ond tower was hit], they confirmed that
United 175 was down. and I think they confirmed that within two or three minutes."
Scoggins, the go-to guy at Boston Center
for all things military. Inter told me. _.With
SEPTEMBER 2006

and still in the air. The plane's course. had
it continued south past New York in the direction it was flying before it dipped below
radar coverage, would have had it headed
on a straight course toward D.C. This was
all controllers were going on; they were
never tracking an actual plane on the radar
after losing American I I near Manhattan,
hut if it had been nying low enough, the
plane could have gone undetected. "After
talking to a supervisor. I made the call and
said (American I I] is still in the air. and it's
probably somewhere over New Jersey or
Delaware heading for Washington. D.C.,"
Scoggins told me.
ver t he next quarter-hour, the
fact that the fighters have been
launched in response to the phantom American I I rather than American
77 or United 93- is referred to six more
times on Nasypany's channel alone. How

0

Approval for any such order would have
to come from the commander in chief. Just
after 9:30. however, the president was in his
motorcade preparing to leave the Emma
Booker Elementary School, in Sarasota, for
the airport and the safety of Air Force One.
The 9/11 commission determined that the
president had not been aw.lre of any further
possible hijackings and was not yet in touch
with the Pentagon.
But a clear shootdown order wouldn't
have made a difference. The Langley fighters were headed the wrong way- due east,
straight out to sea into a military-training
airspace called Whiskey 386, rather than
toward Washington. which NEADS believed
was under attack. According to the 9/11
commission, the Langley pilots were never
briefed by anyone at their base about why
they were being scrambled, so, despite having been given the order from NEADS to fly
to Washington, the pilots ended up followW\olrW, ¥OI'b()'loit CO*'
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ing their normal training flight plan out to
sea-a night plan dating from the Cold War.
As one pilot later told the commission, "I
reverted to •he Russian threat I'm thinking cruise-missile threat from the sea:·
At NEADS. a 28-year-old staff sergeant
named William Huckabonc. staring at his
Green Eye. is the first to notice that the Lang.
ley jets are ofT course. His voice is a mix of
stress and dn:<~d ItS he and the controller next
to him, Master Sergeant Steve Cillno, order a
navy air-traffic controller who's handli~ the
lighters to get them turned around toward
Baltimore to try to cut ofT the pha nton1 Amer-

9:34:01
WASHINGTON CENTER: Now, let me tell you
this. I- t'll- we've been looking. We're-also
lost American 77... . They loSI contact with
him. They lost everything. And •hey don't
have any idea where he is or what happened.

Center's report that American 77 is lost.
Of these four vague and ultimately overlapping reports, the latest word of a plane
six miles from the White House is the
most urgent. The news sets off a frenzy.

his is a full 10 minutes later than the
lime Major General Arnold and Colonel Scoll would give in their testimony:
reality W'dS a lot messier. Forty minutes prior,
at 8:54 A.M .. controllers at Indianapolis Center hat.! lost radar contact with American 77.
flying from Washington Dulles to LAX, and
assumed the p~.mc had cmshed bec<lusc they

9:36:23
NIISYPANY: O.K., Foxy [Major Fox, •he Weapons Team head). I got a aircraft six mileseas•
of the While House! Get your fighters •here
as soon as possible. ...
HUCKARONF.: We're gonna turn and burn
it- crank it upMALl: T!iCii: Six miles!

T

~six

miles south. or west. or east of the
White House is-irs seconds (away)." Nasypany told me later. "Airliners traveling
at 400-plus knots. it's nothing. It's seconds
away from that location."
The White House. then. is in immediate danger. Radar analysis in the following
weeks will show that the plane abruptly
veers away and turns toward the Pentagon.
though the controllers at NEADS have no way
of knowing this in the moment. Looking in
the general capital area. one of the tracker
techs thinks he spots the plane on radar.

9:37:56
MALE TECft: Right here. right here. right here.
I got him. I go• him.
'<ASYI'ANV: O.K.• we go• guys lookin' a• 'em.
Hold on.. . . Where's Langley at? Where are
the fighters?
The fighters have no chance. They're about
150 miles awdy, according to radar analysis
done later. Even at top speed- and even if

THE FIGHTERS HAVE NO CHANCE. EVEN AT TOP SPEED IT WILL TAKE THEM ROUGHLY
10 MINUTES TO GET TO THE PENTAGON ... AND THE PENTAGON IS ALREADY IN FLAMES.
ican 11. The navy ail'trafl"te controller seems
not to understand the urgency oft he situation.
9:34:12
NIIVY A.T.c.: You've got [the lighters) moving
east in airspace. Now you Wdnt 'em 10 go to
Baltimore? ... All right. man. Stand by. We11
get back to you.
on NO: What do you mean. "We11 get back
10 you''? Jus• do it!
llliCI:A~ONE: I'm gonna choke that guy!
cm:-~o: Be very professional. Huck.
HUCKADONE: O.K.
CITINO: All right. Huck. Let's get our ac• together here.
All hell is breaking loose around them. Boston
Center has called in with anotlwr suspe<:ted hijacking-the controllers there don't know the
call sign yet and ID led! Watson is speeddialint everyone she can to find a position on
the resurrected Amcrican II. In the course of
a call to Washington Center. the operations
mnnagcr there has sprung new inlormation
about yet another losl airplane: American 77.
2 76
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weren't aware of the attack in New York.
Though they soon realized this was another
hijacking and sent warnings up the 1-'.A.A.
chain. no one called the miljary; it was only
by chance that NEADS's Watson got the information in her call to Washington Center.
As Watson takes in the information from
Washington Center. Rountree's phone is
ringing again. By this point, the other I D
techs have taken to calling Roun• ree "the
bearer or death and destruction" because
it seems every time she picks up the phone
there's another h ijacking. And so it is again.
At Boston Center, Colin Scoggins has spot·
ted a low-flying airliner six miles southeast
of the White House. This will turn out to
be American 77. but since the hijackers
turnetl the beacon ofT on this plane as
well, no one will realize that until later.
Depending on how you count, NEADs now
has three reported possible hijackings from
Boston (the phantom American II and two
unidentilied planes) as well as Washington

they know the problem is suicide hijackings
of commercial airliners rather than Russian missiles- it will take them roughly 10
minutes to gel to the Pentagon.

9:38:50
NASYI'ANY: We need to get those back up
there I don't care how many windows you
break! .. . Goddammit! O.K. Push 'etn bacld
But the Pentagon is already in flames,
American 77 having plowed through the
E-ring of the west side of the building seconds before, at 9:37:46. The Langley fighters will not be established over Washington
for another 20 minutes.
"You were fust so mad"
n the ops lloor, everyone is staring at
CNN on the overhead screen. Seeing
the first pictures of the Pentagon in
Rames is gut-wrenching. Nasypany's voice
can be heard cursing in frustration: ''Goddam mit! I can't, o:-oTt:-oveD o:-o ~..... E : ..

0
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even protect my
N.C.A. (National Capital Areal.'' You hear
troops prod one another to stay focused.

CONTII>UED FROM rAt;£ ! h

onNo: O.K.-Jet's watch our goys. Huck.
Not the TV.
"The more it went on. the more unbelievable it got. and then the one that did
the Pentagon," Dooley told me...we just
couldn't believe it. You were just so mad
that you couldn't stop these guys and so
you're looking for the next one. Where are
they going next?"
lt looks like Washington again. Three
minutes after the Pentagon is hit, Scog-

controller in Cleveland in contact with the
pilot has determined that the flight is linethat Della 1989 isn't a hijacking after all.
eanwhile. however. NEAOS has gotten
a call from a NORAD unit in Canada
with yet another suspected hijacking headed south across the border toward
Washington. In the barrage of information
and misinformation. it becomes increasingly difficult for the controllers to keep
count of how many suspected hijackings
are pending. So far. it is known that three
have hit buildings. but given the uncertainty about the fates of American I I and

gins. at Boston Center, is back on the
phone. The Boston controllers are now
tracking Delta 1989- Boston to Las Vegas which fits the same profile as the other hijackings: cross-country. out of Bos•on, lo1s of fuel. and possibly olf course.
But this one's different from the others in
one key respect: the plane's beacon code
is still working. ln this chase. NEAOS will
have a chance. as the excitement in Dooley's last line renccts:

American 77 no one knows yet that this is
the plane that hit the Pentagon- the sense
at NEAOS is that there are possibly three h._
jacked jets still out there, and who knows
how many more yet to be reported. At this
point. no one on the military side is aware
that United 93 has been hijacked.
Then, over a crackly radio, one of the
Langley fighter pilots, now in a comba1 air
patrol over Washington. is calling in urgently.

9:40:)7

MLOT: Baltimore is saying something about an
aircrdn over 1hc White Hou~c. Any words'?

Dcha 89. I hal's I he hijack. They
1hink it's possible hijack.
DOOLEY: Fuckl
ROUNTRJ:[: Sou•h of Cleveland. We have ••
code on him now.
ooou:v: Good. Pick it up! Find ill
ROUNTRF.F.:

They quickly lind the plane on radarit's just south of Toledo-and begin alerting other r.A.A. centers. They're not sure
where the plane is headed. 1fit's Chicago,
they're in big trouble. because they don't
have any planes close enough to cut it off.
Marr and Nasypany order troops to call
Air National Guard bases in that area to
see if anyone can launch fighten;. A base in
Selfridge, Michigan. offers up 1wo unarmed
figlners that are already flying. on their way
back from a training mission.
But NEAOS is victim again to an increasingly long information lag. Even
before Rountree gets the urgent call that
Delta 19~9 is hijdcked, a civilian air-lrdlfle
SEP1EM8ER 2006

10:07:16

We g01 a Uni1ed 93 ow
here. Are you aware of1hn1?
WATSON: United 93'!
n.EVEI.AND CENHR: Thai hns a bomb on
board.
WATSON: A bomb on board?! And this is confirmed? You h<!Ve a [beacou code). sir?
CLEVEI.AND <.T:.NmR: No. we lost his Jr<lll5p0nder.... All 1know is i1's a Uni1ed 93. He's go•
a coofirrned bomb on bo-.trd .. .

ct.EVEl.AND CENTER:

The information is shouted out to Nasypany.

10:07:08

A fourth hijacking'? Nasypany. who's running full throttle, replies instinctively.
Nh.WI'ANY: Jutcrccpl!
FOX: (ntCTCCpl!
NASYPANI~ lmcrecp1 and diver~
aw11y from I here.

have the authority to shoot? The request
skips up the chain to Arnold.
'"I was in Vietnam:· Arnold later told
me. ''When people are shooting at you,
you don't know when it's going to stop.
And that same thought went through my
mind (on 9/IIJ. You begin to wonder. How
can I get control of this situation? When
can we as a military get control of this
situation?"
Arnold. in turn, passes the request for
rules of engagement farther up the chain.
It is in the middle of this. simultaneously, that the first call comes in about United
93. ID tech Watson fields it.

1ha1 aircr.tfl

On one channel, you hear a weapons tech
very dramatically hailing the fighters and
ordering the intercept, while Na$ypany
calls the Bailie Cab. With a pllme headed
straight for the White House, Nasypany
needs an update on his rules of engagement fast.
10:07:39
Do you hear that? That aircrafl
over !he While House. What's the word? ...
Intercept and what else? ... Aircraft ovcr 11Je
White House.
·
NASI I'ANv:

The "what else?" is the big question: do they

NASYPANY: Gimme •he call sign. Gimme lhe
whol<: nine yards.... Lc1's gel so1nc info, real
quick. They go1 a bomb?

But by the time NEADS gets the report of
a bomb on United 93, everyone on board
is already dead. Following the passengers'
counterattack, the plane crashed in a field
in Pennsylvania at 10:03 A.M., 4 minutes before Cleveland C.cmcr notified Ne;.os. and
a full 35 minutes aner a Cleveland Center
controller. a veteran named John Werth.
f1rst suspected something W'dS wrong with
the flight. At 9:2~, Werth actually heard
the gull ural sounds of the cockpit struggle
over the radio as the hijackers allacked the
pilots.
Werth's suspicions about United 93
were passed quickly up the EA.A:s chain
of command. so how is it that no one from
the agency alerted I-lEADS for more than
half an hour?
A former senior executive at the F.A.A.,
speaking to me on the condition that 1 not
www,•o"'oylo'> "''"
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identify him by name. tried to explain.
"Our whole procedures prior to 9/11 were
that you turned everything (regarding
a hijacking) over to the F.B.I.:' he said,
reiterating thnt hijackers had never actu·
ally nown airplanes; it was expected that
they'd land and make demands. "There
were absolutely no shootdown protocols
at all. The F.A.A. had nothing to do with
whether they were going to shoot anybody
down. We had no protocols or rules of en·
gagcment."
n his bunker under the White House. Vice
President Cheney was not notified about
United 93 until 10:02-only one minute
before the airliner impacted the ground.
Yet it was with dark bravado that the vice
president and others in the Bush adminis·
tration would later recount sober dclibcn1·
tions about the prospect of shooting down
United 93. ''Very, very tough decision. and
the president understood the magnitude of
that decision.~ Bush's then chief of staff.
Andrew Card. told ABC News.
Cheney echoed. "The significance of
saying to a pilot that you arc authorized to
shoot down a plane full of Americans is. a,
you know. it's an order that had never been
given before." And it wasn't on 9/11. either.
President Bush would finally grant com·
manders the mul~ariry to give that order

I

menl comes back in no uncertain terms. as
yo11 hear him relay to the ops ftoor.
t0:10:3t
NAS \'PA NY (to.f/oor): Ncgat ive. Negative ctcar·
an'c 10 shoot.... Goddammitl ... Negative
clcar.mcc to 1\re./D. Type. Tail.
The orders from higher headquarters are
to identify by aircraft type and tail number.
and nothing more. As it turns out. this is just
as well Della 1989 and the Canadian scare
turn out to be false alarms. American II and
United 93 are already down. And the fast·
moving target near the White House that the
armed fighters are racing to intercept turns
out to be a friendly a mistake by a civilian
controller who was unaware of the military's
scrambles. as weapons techs Huckabone
and Citino. and their senior director. Po1t,
suddenly realize.
HUCKAIIONE: It VfdS our guys [the lighters
from Langley~
CITlNO: Yup. It was our guys lhey saw. It WdS
our guys they saw-Center saw.
Fox: New York did the same thing.. ..
CITlNO: O.K.. Huck. That was cool. We intercepted our own guys.
At that point in the morning. Marr later
told me. preventing an accidental shoot·
down was a puramount concern. "What
you don't w.tnt happening is a pilot having

"I know !'~hat spin Is"
n June 17, 2004. a year after the 9/11
commission's initial public hearing.
Major General Arnold and a more
robust contingent of NORAD and Pentagon
brass arrived to testify before the commis·
sion at its 12th and linal public meeting.
This time, they would testify under oath.
The hearing began with an elaborate multi·
media presentation in which John Farmer Jr~
the commission's senior counsel, John Azza.
rello. and another staff attorney, Dana Hyde.
took turns illustrating, in withering detail,
the lag time between when the FAA. found
out about each of the hijacked aircrdft and
the time anyone from tlx agency notified the
millary. Excerpts from the NEADS tapes and
parnllel recordings from the FAA .. which
show the civilian side in equal turmoil. were
played in public for the first time. (Both sets
of recordings were provided to the commis·
sion only after being subpoenaed.)
The focus of the pointed questioning that
followed wasn't on why the military didn't
do better. but r.dhcr on why the story Major
General Arnold and Colonel Scott had told
at the first hearing was so wrong. in particular with respect to the phantom American II.
which the officers had never mentioned. and
United 93. which they claimed to have been
tracking. Commissioner Richard Ben.Veni~c.
who cut his teeth 30 years earlier working

0

"OUR PROCEDURES WERE THAT YOU TURNED EVERYTHING OVER TO THE F.B.I.," SAID
AFORMER F.A.A. EXECUTIVE. "THERE WERE ABSOLUTELY NO SHOOTDOWH PROTOCOLS."

at 10:18. which-though no one knew it at
the time- was 15 minutes after the attack
was over.
But comments such as those above were
repeated by other administration and military figures in the weeks and months fol·
lowing 9/11. forging the notion that only the
passengers' counterattack against their hi·
jac:kers prevented an inevitable shootdown
of United 93 (and convincing conspiracy
theorists that the government did, indeed.
secretly shoot it down). The recordings
tell a different story. and not only because
United 93 had crashed before anyone in
the military chain of command even knew
it had been hijacked.
At what feels on the tapes like the mo·
ment of truth, what comes back down the
chain of command. instead of clearance to
1\re. is a resounding sense of caution. De.
spite the fact that NEADS believes there may
be as many as live suspected hijacked air·
craft still in the air at this point-one from
Canada.thc new one bearing down fast on
Washington. the phantom American II.
Delta 1989, and United 9]-the answer to
Nasypany's question about rules of engage28:t J VANITY fAIR J www."oMtyloil.C.OM

to make that decision in the heat of the moment where he is bearing all that burden as
to whether I should shoot something down
or not," Marr said.
It is 12 minutes after United 93 actually
crashed when NEADs's Watson first hears
the word. Her voice is initially full of hope
as she mistakenly believes she is being told
that United 93 has landed safely.
10:15:00
WATSON: United nine lhree, have you gol information on that yet?
WASIIINtiTON <.'ENTER: Yeah, he's down.
WATS0.\1: What-he's down?
WA.~HINGTON CENTER: Yes.
WATSON: When did he land? Betause we have
confirmatiooWhSIIINGToN <.r.NTI'R : He did he did he did
n<n tand.
Here. on the tape. you hear the air rush
out of Watson's voice.
WATSON: Oh, he's down down?
MALE VOICE: Yes. Yeah, somewhere up northeast of Camp David.
WATSON: Northeast of Camp David.
WASHINGTON CENTER: That's l!x- that's the
last report. They don't know exactly where.

for the Watergate special prosecutor. led
off the questioning and came out swinging.
"General, is it not a fact that the failure
to call our attention to the miscommunica·
tion and the notion of a phantom flight II
continuing from New York City south in
fact skewed the whole reporting of9{11?"
he asked Arnold. who replied that he had
not been aware of those facts when he testi·
fled the year before.
"I've been in government and I know
whut spin is," Farmer. the senior counse~
told me. The military's story was "a whole
different order of magnitude than spin. It
simply wasn't true." Farmer says he doesn't
understand why the military felt the need to
spin at all. "The information they got [from
the F.A.A.J w.ts bad information, but they
reacted in a way that you would have want·
ed them to. The calls Marr and Nasypany
made were the right ones."
Both Marr and Arnold bristled when I
asked about the commission's suspicion that
there had been an effort to spin the story. "1
can't think of any incentive why we'd want
to spin that," Marr said. his eyes tensing
for the first time in what had been friendly
SEPTEMBER 2006
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interviews. "I'll be the first to admit that
immediately after- in fact, for a long time
after- we were very confused with who was
what and where, what reports were coming
in. ]think with having 29 different reports
ofhijackings nationwide, for us it was next
to impossible to try and get back there and
figure out the fidelity (about the morning's
chronology) that the 9/11 commission end·
ed up being able to show."'

A

Zl.arcllo. farmer, and several other
commission members I spoke to dis·
missed this fog-of-war excuse and
pointed out that not only had the military
already reviewed the tapes but that the
false story it told at the lirst hearing had a
clear purpose. ~How good would it have
looked for the government in general if we
still couldn't have stopped the fourth plane
an hour and 35 minutes [into the attackJ1"
Azzarello asked. "How good would it have
looked if there was a total breakdown in
communic-.uion and nothing worked right1"
If nothing else. it might hliVC given the

"THE FALSE TESTIMONY SERVED APURPOSE ... TO OVERSTATE THE READINESS OF
THE MILITARY TO INTERCEPT AND, IF NECESSARY, SHOOT DOWN [UNITED} 93."

public a more realistic sense of the lim ita·
lions. particularly in the fa<:<: of suicide terrorism. of what is. without doubt. the most
powerful military in the world.
As Ol'k:: of its last :1cts before di.'lhanding,
in July 2004, the 9tJJ commission made
relcrrals to the inspector general's offie<:s
of both the Department of TransportatiOn
(which includes the F.A.A.} and the Dcli.11se
Dep;'lrtmcnt to further investigate whether
witnesses had lied "Commission staff be·
lieves that there is significant evidence that
the lalse statcmcnls made to the commission
were ddiberately false;· filrmcr wroh: to me
in au e-mail summarizing the commission's
referral. "The f.1lse testimony served a purposc: to obscure mistakes on the part of the
f.A.A. <Hld the 111ilitary. and to overstate the
readiness of the milit.1ry to intercept and. if
necessary. shoot duwu UAL 9l'' A spokes·
man for the Transportation Department's in·
spector general's office told me 1hat the invcs·
ligation had been completed. but he wasn't
at liberty to share the findings, because the
report had not be<:n tinali:.red. A spokesman
at the Pentagon's inspector general's offi<:<:
said its investigation had also been complet
ed. but the results are classified.
ouriug over time-stamped trc~nscripts
that undercut the Pentagon's official
slory. on~: is tempted to get caught up
in a garue of ~gotcha." For those on the
open1tions Ooor in the thick of it that day,
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however. the cold revelations of hindsight
<rre u bitter pill to swallow.
Listening to the tapes, you hear that inside
NF.AOS there wo:ts no sense that the attack was
over with the crash of United 93; instead, the
alarms go on and oo. False reports ofhijackings, and real responses, continue well into
the afterr10on. though civilian air-traffic controllers had managed to clear the skies of all
commercial and private aircraft by just after
12 P.M. The fighter pilols over New York and
D.C. (and later Boston and Chicago} would
spend hours darting around their respective
skylines intercepting hundreds of aircraft
they de<:mcd suspicious. Meanwhile, Arnold, Murr, and Nasypany were launching
as 111any additional fighters as they could.
placing some 300 armed jets in protective
orbits over every major American city by
the following morning. No one at NEADS
would go home until late on the night of the
lith, and then only for a few hours or sleep.
five years after the attack, the conlro·
versy around United 93 clearly eats at Ar·
nold. Marr. Nasypany. and several other
military people I spoke with. who resent
both conspiracy Jheories that accuse them
of shooting the night down and the 9/11
commission\ conclusion that they were
chasing ghosts and never stood a chance
or intcre<:pting any of the real hijackings.
··J don't know about time lines and stuff
like thai.'' Nasypany. who is now a lieutenant colonel, said in one of our last coo·

versations. ·' J knew where 93 was. I don't
care what (the commission says). I mean,
I care, but- 1 made that assessment to put
my fighters over Washington. Nincty-thre<:
was on its way in. I knew there was another
one out there. I knew there was somebody
else coming in whatever you want to call it.
And I knew what I was going to have to end
up doing." When you listen to the tapes, it
couldn't feel more horrendously true.
When I asked Nasypany about the conspirc~cy theories-the people who believe Ihat
he. or someone like him, secretly ordered the
shootdown of United 93 and covered it upthe comers or his mouth began to quiver.
Then, I think to the surprise of both of us,
he suddenly put his head in his hands and
cried. MFiight 93 was not shot down," he said
when he finally
looked up. "The
TO LISTEN TO
individua Is on ( AIR -FORCE
AUDIOTAPES
that aircraft. the
fROM 9/11.
passengers. they ( VISIT Vf.COM.
actually took the
aircraft down. B~Xause of what those people
did, I didn't have to do anything."
On the day, however. there was no time for
sentiment. Within 30 seconds of the repon
!hat United 93 has crc1shed, killing everyone
on boaro. once again. the phone is ringing.
10:15:30
Southeast just C'JIIcd. There's another possible hjjack in uur area... .
NASYI'ANr: All right. Fuck . . • 1
I'OWF.U:
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How accurate is "United 93," Universal Pictures'
new movie depicting the drama and heroism
aboard the fourth plane hijacked on Sept. 11, 200 1?
The answer tells us a lot about Hollywood and
government in the age of terrorism: The film is
closer to the truth than every account the
government put out before the 9/ll commission's
investigation. Its release marks our passage
through the post-9/11 looking glass, with our
wildest fairy tales now spun not in Hollywood, but
in Washington.
The facts of9/ll are as simple as they are grim.
The military officers in charge of the air defense
mission did not receive notice of any of the four
hijackings in time to respond before the planes crashed. The passengers and crew aboard United
Airlines Flight 93 really were alone. They were all that stood between the hijackers and the Capitol (or
possibly the White House). That is the core reality of that morning, and "United 93" gets it right
The movie does make some concessions to drama. As one of the commission staffers whom the
filmmakers consulted (on an unpaid basis) about what happened on 9111, I believe, for instance, that
the movie's climax shows the passengers penetrating farther into the cockpit than the evidence
supports.
But compare the harsh truth that the movie accurately portrays with this account from a documentary
special that aired on ABC on Sept. II, 2002:
Army Brig. Gen. W. Montague Winfreld: "The decision was made to try to go intercept Flight 93."
Vice President Cheney: "The significance ofsaying to a pilot that you are authorized to shoot down
that plane foil ofAmericans, is, a, you know, it's an order that had never been given before."
... Montague: "The vice president briefed into the conference that the president had given us
permission to shoot down innocent civilian aircraft that threatened Washington, D.C. Again, in the
National Military Command Center. everything stoppedfor a short second as the impact ofthose
words [sank] in."
... Charles Gibson, ABC News: "Colonel Bob Marris in command at the Northeast Air Defense
Sector base in Rome, New York"
Marr: "I got the call and I, the words that I remember as clear as day [were], 'We will take lives in the
air to preserve lives on the ground. ' "
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Gibson: "Marr orders his controllers, 'Tell the pilots to intercept Flight 93.'"
.. . Marr: "And we ofcourse passed that on to the pilots. United Airlines Flight 93 will not be allowed
to reach Washington, D.C."

Like the other government versions of 9/11, this account has all the pulse-pounding suspense of a
classic movie thriller. It is also, as we discovered at the commission and as "United 93" makes clear,
almost completely untrue.
The Northeast Air Defense Sector (NEADS) was not following United 93 on radar; it wasn't even
informed that the plane had been hijacked until four minutes after the crash. The authorization to shoot
down commercial aircraft was not received until about 30 minutes after the plane went down, and 15
minutes after the military air defenders learned of the crash. The authorization was not passed on to the
pilots. Once again, the film depicts the controlling reality more accurately: People were making
judgments based on faulty infonnation amid complete chaos.
The question we at the commission asked repeatedly was how the official accounts could have been so
wrong. The answer came back: It was the fog of war. The day was too confusing, and government
officials hadn't had time to reconstruct events.
But the fog wasn't that thick. The critical times and notifications were recorded in contemporaneous
logs virtually all along the chain of command. In testimony before Congress and the commission,
officials attributed the pivotal event of the morning -- the scramble of fighters from Langley Air Force
Base -- to reports that American Airlines Flight 77, which hit the Pentagon, and United 93 had been
hijacked. But the government's own records revealed that the Langley fighters were scrambled in
response to a mistaken report, received at 9:21 a.m., that American Flight II -- the first plane hijacked
--was still airborne and heading toward Washington.
That truth, the final commission report notes, emerges "not just from taped conversations at NEADS
but also from taped conversations at FAA centers; contemporaneous logs compiled at NEADS,
Continental Region headquarters, and NORAD; and other records." In short, anyone who looked would
have seen right through the fog.
And it's clear that officials were looking. There was a White House briefing on the facts of9/ll within
a week of the attacks. There were countless interviews, television specials and even an official Air
Force history of the day, Air War Over America.
11

11

But the story that officials told made the government's response appear quicker and more coordinated
than it really was. By telling the public that the Langley fighters were scrambled in response to reports
that American 77 and United 93 had been hijacked, officials were able to avoid admitting that they had
scrambled fighters in the wrong direction -- heading east, not west toward Pennsylvania -- against a
plane that didn't exist. They were also able to say that they had been following United 93 for about 47
minutes before it crashed and were thus well positioned to shoot down the plane if the passengers and
crew hadn't acted.
That, of course, was impossible. At the time when North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD) officials told the commission they began tracking United 93 -- 9:16a.m. -- the plane hadn't
been hijacked yet. That didn't occur until 9:28.
Finally, many of the Federal Aviation Administration and Defense Department records that establish
2 of3
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the truth of that day were withheld from the commission until they were subpoenaed. In one of its final
acts, the commission asked the inspectors general of the Transportation and Defense departments to
investigate who was responsible for the mistaken accounts of the morning's events.
That was more than 18 months ago. The inspectors general have now had longer than the life of the
9/11 commission itse1fto investigate. While we await their results, we can watch the movie and
wonder at a government so lost in spin that it took Hollywood to set the record straight.
[armerl7@msn.com
John Farmer, a former attorney general of New Jersey, was a senior counsel to the 9/11 commission.
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Sent:

Thursday, September 08, 2005 7:52 AM

To:

Good Morning. There was a problem with side B of the tape. The sound quality deteriorated to ultra slow and
became completely undecipherable. I found the address to send the Invoice but should I send the transcript to
you in New Yor1<?
Than~

9/22/2005

)c
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U.S. Deportment of Transportation
Office of I nspector General

EVIDENCE CUSTODY DOCUMENT

GRAND JURY MATER IAL -DISSEMINATE
ONLY UNDER RULE 6(el , F.R.C.P.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Sublect:

To

cc

03/30/2005 08:50
AM

Subject
NEADS Log

to follow-up on our 2/22/05 discussion concern

Has the search been completed and what were the results.

1
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Commission hearings, written statements presented to the Commission, and
memoranda and transcripts of numerous interviews conducted by the Commission.
Additionally, we reviewed documents chronicling the events of September II, as well
as over 1,000 other documents, including air traffic control transcripts and FAA and
DOD event logs, emails, faxes, memoranda, and correspondence. We also assigned an
investigator to assist DOD/OIG in its review.

Results in Brief
l. We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials knowingly made false
statements, purposely omitted accurate information from any statement, or
intentionally failed to correct any inaccurate statement after becoming aware of it,
regarding FAA notifications to DOD about the September 11 hijackings.

2. Our investigation disclosed that FAA inaccurately reported on its public website in
2002 that FAA notified DOD of the suspected hijacking of American Flight 77 at
9:24 am. on September 11. (In fact, no such notification was made.) FAA
officials promptly corrected this error-which we attribute to FAA's reliance on an
erroneous timeline entry- after we brought it to their attention in Fall 2004.
3. We found that in its response to a May 22, 2003, Commission Question for the
Record (QFR), FAA again inaccmately reported that it had notified DOD about
American Flight 77. This, too, we attribute to FAA's reliance on an erroneous
timeline entry.
4. While investigating FAA's QFR response, we found that it also inaccurately
reported that the Air Force Liaison to FAA had joined an FAA headquarters phonebridge and established contact with NORAD "immediately" following the crash of
the first aircraft (American Flight 11) into the World Trade Center at
8:46 am. In fact, the Liaison did not join the phone-bridge until after the third
hijacked aircraft (American Flight 77} struck the Pentagon at 9:37 a.m.
We further found that three FAA executives (two current and one now-retired)
learned of this inaccuracy from the Liaison shortly following FAA's submission of
the QFR response. The two current FAA executives told us they thought the
Liaison, when interviewed by Commission staff, would correct the inaccuracy.
However, the Liaison told us that no one at FAA spoke to her about making a
correction and she did not address this issue when interviewed by Commission
staff. As a result, this inaccuracy was not corrected with the Commission.
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5. During our investigation, we also reviewed FAA's post-September 11 capability to
notify federal agencies about a hijacked or suspicious aircraft, as well as FAA's
capability to investigate its handling of a hijacked or suspicious aircraft. We found
that FAA acted to improve these capabilities, including:
•

Establishing the Domestic Events Network (DEN), a nationwide, continuously
open telephone line managed by FAA, designed to allow federal agencies with
jurisdiction over the security of U.S. airspace to communicate information in
real-time.

•

Instituting new procedures for air traffic controllers on communicating
information about a hijacked or suspicious aircraft over the DEN.

•

Installing equipment to record most FAA Washington Operations Center
Complex (WOCC) telephone lines. (Prior to September ll, FAA did not record
any WOCC telephone lines.)

Based on our findings detailed below, we are making recommendations to the FAA
Administrator for enhancing FAA's capability to respond to and report on hijacked or
suspicious aircraft. We are also recommending that FAA correct its response to the
Commission's QFR and consider appropriate administrative action for the two current
executives who did not act to correct the record with the Commission. As a mitigating
factor, and to provide some context, we note that at the time, the FAA, including these
executives, produced over 6,000 documents and materials to the Commission.

Details

Background on Commission StaffReferral
As part of its statutory mandate to investigate the "facts and circumstances relating to
the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 ," the Commission examined the interaction
between FAA and DOD. The Commission's findings included the specific hours and
minutes when FAA notified DOD about the four hijacked aircraft. The summary
chronology for each of the hijacked flights from the Commission's Final Report is
attached as Appendix 1. 1

1

The Commission's summary chronology did not list a notification time for United Flight 175; however,
included in the body of the Commission's Final Report is the statement that at 9:03 a.m., at approximately the
same time United Flight 175 struck the World Trade Center, FAA advised DOD that the aircraft might have
been hijacked.
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Memorandum
U.S. Department of
Transportation

OffiCe of the Secreta!)'
of Transportation
Office of Inspector General
Subject

Date:

From:

Roplyto

August 31, 2006

Attn of:

Acting Inspector General
To:

The Acting Secretary
Federal Aviation Administrator

Introduction
By letter dated July 29, 2004, the General Counsel for the National Commission on
Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, on behalf of the Commission staff, referred
to the Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of Transportation (DOT)
Inspectors General information concerning several inaccurate statements made by
DOD and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA} officials regarding FAA
notifications to DOD about the airplane hijackings on September 11, 2001. The letter
noted that the Commission, which would ..sunset" on August 26, 2004, did not
investigate whether the inaccurate statements were knowingly false; thus, the
Commission staff's referral noted that this information was being provided to the
Inspectors General for appropriate action.
Based on the Commission staffs referral, our office investigated whether FAA
officials knowingly made any false statements. We also investigated whether FAA
officials intentionally omitted accurate information from any statement or failed to
correct an inaccurate statement after becoming aware of it. Separately, but in
coordination with our office, the DOD Office of Inspector General (OIG} undertook a
similar review with regard to the actions of DOD officials, namely North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) officials.
In addition to conferring with Commission staff, our investigation included interviews
of 34 current and former FAA and other DOT officials, government contractors, and
other private citizens, and we examined voluminous records. Specifically, we
reviewed the Commission's Final Report, Commission Staff Statements, transcripts of
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The Commission staff's July 29, 2004, correspondence identified the following
inaccurate statements made by FAA and NORAD officials regarding the times at
which FAA notified NORAD that United Flight 93 and American Flight 77 had been
hijacked:
1. During the Commission's May 23, 2003, hearing, a retired NORAD Colonel
inaccurately testified that FAA notified DOD at 9:24 a.m. that American Flight 77
had been hijacked. The Commission found that FAA never notified DOD that
American Flight 77 had been hijacked.
Instead, it found that, at
9:34 a.m., three minutes before American Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon,
FAA advised NEADS that American 77 was "missing." 2

2. FAA officials, despite having documents containing an accurate time within their
possession, omitted from FAA's September 17, 2001, "Summary of Air Traffic
Hijack Events," the time at which FAA notified the NORAD's Northeast Air
Defense Sector (NEADS) that United Flight 93 had been hijacked. The
Commission found that FAA notified NEADS at 10:07 a.m. that United Flight 93
had been hijacked.
3. NORAD's September 18, 2001, press release inaccurately stated that the time of
FAA's notification to DOD that United Flight 93 had been hijacked was "N/A,,
i.e., "not applicable., The Commission found the accurate time was 10:07 a.m.
(NORAD's press release, captioned "NORAD's Response Times" is attached as
Appendix 2.)
4. During the Commission's May 23, 2003, hearing, the same retired NORAD
Colonel inaccurately testified that FAA notified DOD at 9:16 a.m. that United
Flight 93 had been hijacked. The Commission found the accurate time was 10:07
a.m.
The Commission staff concluded that FAA officials had accurate infonnation
concerning the above four statements. Thus, the Commission staff referred to us the
questions of whether FAA officials knew the above four statements were inaccurate
and, if so, why they failed to correct them. We investigated these questions and also
whether FAA officials intentionally omitted accurate infonnation from any statement
or failed to correct an inaccurate statement after becoming aware of it.

2

The Conunission staff also identified two other inaccurate statements made by the NORAD Colonel at the
May 23, 2003, hearing. Because those statements involved actions by DOD officials, not FAA officials, they
were investigated by DOD/010.
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Investigative Findings
1. We did not find evidence to conclude that FAA officials knowingly made false
statements, purposely omitted accurate information from any statement, or
intentionally failed to correct any inaccurate statement after becoming aware
of it, regarding FAA notifications to DOD about the September 11 bljackings.
a. FAA's September 17 and 18 documents chronicling the events of September 11
We found that shortly following September II, 2001, an FAA executive (now retired),
his subordinate manager (now an executive), and their staff created two documents
chronicling the events of September 11. The first document, dated September 17,
2001, was entitled "Summary of Air Traffic Hijack Events." FAA officials told us this
document was prepared for, and circulated to, FAA, DOT, and other government
agencies. The second document, untitled and dated September 18, 2001, was prepared
for FAA internal use. These two documents (attached at Appendices 3 and 4) served
as the principal sources for other FAA documents chronicling the events of September
11.

In preparing the September 17 and 18 documents, the FAA executive cited the Air
Force's NEADS log and also had available a transcript from FAA's Cleveland Air
Route Traffic Control Center. Both of these documents correctly recorded FAA's
notification to DOD about the hijacking of United Flight 93 as having occurred at
10:07 a.m. Despite the availability of this accurate information, FAA's September 17
"Summary of Air Traffic Hijack Events" is silent as to the time of FAA's notification
to DOD for United Flight 93.
Similarly, FAA's September 17 "Summary'' is silent as to FAA's notification to DOD
about American Flight 77. The Commission found that FAA never notified DOD that
American Flight 77 had been hijacked. Instead, the Commission found that at
9:34 a.m., three minutes before American Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon, FAA
advised NEADS that American Flight 77 was "missing."
FAA's September 18 chronology document erroneously listed FAA's notification time
to DOD about American Flight 77 as 9:24 a.m. The FAA executive, who was
responsible for preparing the document, told us that he cited the NEADS log as the
source for the 9:24 a.m. entry. We found, however, that he failed to cross-check the
tail number listed for the American Airlines aircraft in the 9:24 a.m. entry. Had he
done so, he would have discovered that the aircraft identified was American Flight II,
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not Flight 77. 3 Therefore, we concluded that, because of the executive's lack of
attention to the details in the NEADS log, he mistakenly believed that FAA had
notified DOD of the hijacking of American Flight 77 at 9:24a.m.
Further, the September 18 document inaccurately reported that the notification time for
United Flight 93 was "N/A," i.e., "not applicable," when, in fact, the NEADS log and
the Cleveland Center transcript both accurately show that FAA notified DOD of the
hijacking of United Flight 93 at 10:07 a.m., four minutes after the aircraft crashed in
Pennsylvania.4
We interviewed the FAA executive and manager separately and each told us that at the
time they prepared the September 17 and 18 chronology documents, they did not
believe they had an accurate notification time for United Flight 93, and for that reason
they listed ''N/A," meaning "not applicable." (We note that they took no further action
to establish an accurate notification time.) We also interviewed other members of their
staff, who did not contradict the rationale of the executive and manager for the lack of
a notification time. We do not fmd this explanation to be reasonable because the
NEADS log-which the executive and manager cited was the source of the
notification times for the three other hijacked aircraft-and the transcript from FAA's
Cleveland Center (which was also available to them) show the correct notification time
for United Flight 93. However, while we could not determine whether these officials
omitted the correct notification time for United Flight 93 for any reason other than
what they told us, we considered two alternative possibilities:
First, we considered whether the FAA executive and manager may have adopted the
"NIA" entry from NORAD's September 18, 2001, press release, a September 17 draft
of which FAA's Office of Public Affairs had obtained. It is possible, for example, that
the "N/A" entry in NORAD's press release created uncertainty on the part of the FAA
executive and manager about the United Flight 93 notification time as they were
preparing FAA's September 18 chronology document. Thus, they may have deferred
to the NORAD release. However, despite the coincidence of the ''N/A" entry in both
NORAD's press release and FAA's September 18 document, when we addressed this
possibility during our interviews, the FAA executive did not recall, and the manager
denied, having seen any draft of NORAD's press release. We investigated the extent
to which FAA and DOD collaborated on their chronologies of events of
September 11. However, neither DOD/OIG's investigation nor our investigation
1

This entry in the NEADS log was based on an erroneous report that American Flight 11 was headed toward
Washington, DC.
• These two documents, along with multiple other drafts and versions of FAA's September 11 chronology, were
obtained by the Commission pursuant to its mandate. Nonetheless, the Commission was able to produce an
accurate chronology that is the definitive record of the events of September 11.
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established any direct coordination between DOD and FAA officials regarding the
chronologies.
Second, we considered whether the FAA executive and manager may have purposely
omitted the notification time to avoid disclosing that FAA did not notify DOD until
approximately four minutes after United Flight 93 had crashed. We asked them about
this and they denied it. Further, we discounted this possibility because both the
September 17 and 18 documents they produced reported that FAA had not notified
DOD of the hijacking of United Flight 175 until approximately two minutes after it
crashed into the World Trade Center. We found no evidence to explain why the
executive and manager would have purposely omitted one after-the-fact notification
and not the other.
Based on our investigation and factoring in the potential for human error under the
circumstances that existed during the week following September 11, and the
limitations of their recollections, we did not find evidence to conclude that the FAA
executive and manager omitted the correct notification times for American Flight 77
and United Flight 93 for any reason other than what they told us.
b. NORAD press release dated September 18. 2001
The Commission staff questioned why FAA officials did not correct NORAD's
September 18, 2001, press release, which inaccurately stated that the time NORAD
was notified by FAA that United Flight 93 had been hijacked was ''N/A,'' i.e., "not
applicable." As addressed above, the FAA executive and manager maintained that
they did not believe they had an accurate notification time for United Flight 93.
c. Retired NORAD Colonel's testimony of May 23, 2003
The Commission staff also questioned why FAA officials did not correct the retired
NORAD Colonel's May 23, 2003, testimony in which he stated, erroneously, that
FAA notified DOD at 9:16 am. on September 11 that United Flight 93 had been
hijacked. During our interviews, only an FAA executive who attended the hearing
acknowledged being aware of the Colonel's testimony. This FAA executive initially
recalled having been ''upset" about the timeline in the Colonel's testimony, and,
immediately following the hearing, unsuccessfully attempted to speak with a NORAD
official about inaccurate notification times in that timeline. However, following our
interview and after reviewing the Colonel's testimony at our request, the FAA
executive advised us that her recollection was it was not the timeline about which she
attempted to talk to the NORAD official. Rather, she advised, she tried to tell the
NORAD official that the Colonel did not incJude in his testimony infonnation about
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the phone-bridge that was established between FAA headquarters and DOD on
September 11.
Finally, the Commission staff questioned why FAA officials did not correct the
NORAD Colonel's May 23,2003, testimony, in which he inaccurately stated that FAA
notified DOD at 9:24 a.m. that American Flight 77 had been hijacked. As addressed
above, we found that because of the executive's lack of attention to the details on the
NEADS log, he mistakenly believed that FAA had notified DOD of the hijacking of
American Flight 77 at 9:24 a.m. Thus, we concluded that it would have been
reasonable for any FAA official aware of the Colonel's testimony about FAA's
notification time for American Flight 77 to have believed it was accurate because his
testimony was consistent with FAA's erroneous chronology.

2. Our investigation disclosed that FAA inaccurately reported on its public
website that FAA notified DOD of the suspected hijacking of American
Flight 77 at 9:24 a.m. (In fact, no such notification was made.) FAA officials
promptly corrected this error, which we attribute to an erroneous tfmeUne
entry, after we brought it to their attention in Fall2004.
We found that FAA posted its September 11 chronology in two documents on its
public website. The first document, undated, was entitled FAA Responds. 5 The
second document, dated August 12, 2002, was an FAA "fact-sheet" entitled
Chronology of Events on September II, 200I. 6 Both erroneously stated:
0924. The FAA notifies NORAD's Northeast Air Defense Sector about
the suspected hijacking of American Flight 77.
In fact, as previously addressed in this report, FAA never made such a notification.
After we brought this inaccuracy to FAA's attention (in September 2004 on the first
document and October 2004 on the second), the agency deleted it from each
document. We found no evidence to indicate that anyone at FAA posted these
documents knowing they were inaccurate. Instead, we found that FAA's Office of
Public Affairs, which was responsible for preparing the documents posted on the
website, relied upon inaccurate documents chronicling the events of September 11.

s See wwwfaa.gov/Sept 1Iportraitslchronology.cfm
6

See wwwfaa.gov/uewsroom/factsheets/2002/factsheets_02081 2.htm
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3. We found that in its response to a May 22,2003, Commission Question for the
Record (QFR), FAA again Inaccurately reported that it bad notified DOD
about American Flight 77. This, too, we attribute to FAA's reliance on an
erroneous timeline entry.
On May 22, 2003, former FAA Administrator Jane Garvey testified before the
Commission. During the hearing, she was asked the time at which FAA notified DOD
about American Flight 77. Because Administrator Garvey did not have this
information at hand, she told the Commission she would provide a response for the
record that evening. FAA's response to the Commission's QFR, captioned "FAA
Communications with NORAD on September 11, 2001," which was submitted on the
night of May 22,2003, and read into the Commission hearing record on May 23,2003,
inaccurately reported that FAA notified DOD about American Flight 77 at
9:24a.m. (FAA's response to the Commission's QFR is attached as Appendix 5.)
We determined that FAA's QFR response was prepared by a now·retired FAA
executive and two current executives. We found that because these three executives
had relied upon inaccurate FAA documents chronicling the events of September II,
they believed FAA notified DOD of the hijacking of American Flight 77 at 9:24 a.m.
We did not fmd evidence that these three executives knew that FAA never notified
DOD that American Flight 77 had been hijacked.

4. We also found the QFR response to be inaccurate regarding the time at which
the Air Force Liaison to the FAA joined an FAA headquarters phone-bridge
about the bijackings. We determined that three FAA executives learned of
this inaccuracy shortly following FAA's submission of the QFR response, but
did not act to correct the record with the Commission; consequently, it was
never corrected.
We found that the QFR response incorrectly related that the Air Force Liaison to FAA
joined the FAA phone.bridge on the hijackings and established contact with NORAD
"immediately'' following the crash of the first aircraft (American Flight 11) into the
World Trade Center at 8:46 a.m. In fact, the Liaison did not join the phone--bridge
until after the third hijacked aircraft (American Flight 77) struck the Pentagon at
9:37 a.m. The Air Force Liaison told us:
I was enroute to the [FAA headquarters] building when the first plane hit
the World Trade Center.... [S]o probably five, ten minutes after that, I got
to the building.... I went to my office. Everybody was there around the
TV. We watched the events unfold. At firSt, we were kind of hanging
back and saying, you know, there's something awful going on with the air
traffic system[.] ... But at a certain point, not too long after that, it became
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obvious that, you know, something really strange is going on and so ... I
relocated. I went upstairs to the 1Olh floor. . . . It was right after the
airplane hit the Pentagon.
The now-retired FAA executive told us she learned during a conversation with the Air
Force Liaison, which she told us may have occurred on the same day that FAA's QFR
response was read into the record, that the response was inaccurate regarding when the
Liaison joined the phone-bridge. The other two FAA executives also told us that they
learned from speaking with the Liaison that the QFR response was inaccurate. One
executive told us that she spoke with the Liaison within a few weeks of the
submission of the QFR response, the other executive told us she spoke to the Liaison
by the end of the summer. None of these executives, however, infonned the
Commission of the inaccuracy.
The now-retired executive told us she knew the other two executives were aware of
the inaccuracy and assumed they would correct it. The two current executives told us
they thought that the Air Force Liaison, when interviewed by Commission staff,
would tell the staff that she did not immediately join the phone-bridge on September
11. The Air Force Liaison told us that no one at the FAA spoke to her about
correcting FAA's QFR response during her Commission staff interview and she did
not address the response when interviewed. Therefore, no one corrected this
inaccuracy.

In our view, these FAA executives had an affinnative obligation to correct FAA's
May 2003 response to the Commission's QFR directly with the Commission, as
opposed to relying on the Air Force Liaison to do so. Part of the Commission's
mandate was to examine, and accurately report on, the interaction between FAA and
DOD on September 11 . The time at which the Air Force Liaison joined the FAA
headquarters phone-bridge and established contact with NORAD was relevant to the
Commission's mandate.
5. After September 11, FAA improved its capability to notify federal agencies
about, and investigate its handling of, hijacked or suspicious aircraft.
While investigating statements about FAA's notifications to DOD about the
hijackings on September 11, we also reviewed FAA's post-September 11 capability to
notify federal agencies about a hijacked or suspicious aircraft, as well as FAA's
capability to investigate its handling of a hijacked or suspicious aircraft. We found
that FAA acted to improve these capabilities.
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a. FAA established the Domestic Events Network (DEN).
The DEN is a nationwide, open telephone line that allows federal agencies with
jurisdiction over the security of U.S. airspace to share, in real-time, information about
a hijacked or suspicious aircraft. It is managed by FAA in its Washington Operations
Center Complex (WOCC). Some of the agencies and organizations that continuously
monitor the DEN include: DOD (NORAD and NEADS), FAA air traffic field
facilities, and the Department of Homeland Security.
b. FAA now records Washington Operations Center Complex telephone lines.
Prior to September 11, FAA did not have the capability to record telephone lines in the
WOCC. FAA now records most WOCC telephone lines, including the DEN. Though
there is no FAA policy on retention of the recordings from those lines, they are kept
for six months as a matter of practice. Priority telephone lines used by the Secretary,
the Administrator, and Deputy Administrator, and the lines used for classified voice
and video communications, remain unrecorded.
c. FAA instituted new procedures for air traffic controllers on communicating
information about a hijacked or suspicious aircraft over the DEN.
On September 11, three FAA divisions-Air Traffic, Civil Aviation Security, and the
Office of the Deputy Administrator-were responsible for FAA's response to a
hijacked or suspicious aircraft. We discovered five procedures or protocols, three for
Air Traffic and two for the Deputy Administrator and Civil Aviation Security staffs,
regarding how information was to be provided to DOD about a hijacked or suspicious
aircraft. We found that these pre-September 11 procedures provided indirect lines of
communication from air traffic controller to DOD about a hijacked or suspicious
aircraft. As the Commission concluded in its final report, in this regard, FAA's
"existing protocol was unsuited in every respect."
Following September 11, FAA issued a new policy, "Aircraft Hijack and Suspicious
Inflight Activities-Response and Notification Procedures," that requires air traffic
control facilities to directly report a hijacked or suspicious aircraft to the DEN. 7
However, four of the five pre-September 11 procedures also remain in effect. In order
to avoid confusion about which FAA procedures govern FAA's response to a hijacked
or suspicious aircraft, we are recommending that FAA review its procedures and
eliminate those that are inconsistent or duplicative.

7

FAA Notice 7110.422, dated 11/14/05, is the most recent version of these procedures. It is considered
"Sensitive Security lnfonnation" and its release is governed by 49 CFR § 1520.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of FAA's post·September 11 communication procedures,
we reviewed reports by FAA and the House Subcommittee on Aviation regarding the
June 9, 2004, flight carrying the Governor of Kentucky to Washington Ronald Reagan
National Airport to attend President Reagan's funeral-an incident that resulted in the
evacuation of the Capitol.
The Subcommittee's July 2004 report concluded that a number of "key'' errors
contributed to the decision to evacuate the Capitol. First, FAA allowed the aircraft
(bearing tail number N24SP) to enter the Washington, DC Area Defense Identification
Zone (ADIZ) with an inoperative transponder. 8 Second, FAA incorrectly broadcast
over the DEN that N24SP had a transponder signal, but that its altitude read--out was
not functioning. And, third, FAA failed to identify an aircraft radar return, which did
not contain transponder data, as N24SP.

In response to these errors, we found FAA made several changes, including requiring
every aircraft entering the Washington ADIZ to have an operative transponder with an
automatic altitude readout. FAA also mandated refresher training for all air traffic
controllers on, among other things, communicating over the DEN. FAA informed us
that there have been no such similar incidents attributable to errors on the part of
FAA.

Recommendations
1.

FAA should correct its response to the Commission's May 22, 2003, Question for
the Record.

2.

FAA should consider appropriate administrative action for the two current
executives who did not act to correct the record with the Commission. In our
view, they had an affirmative obligation to do so in light of the Commission's
mandate that included examining, and accurately reporting on, the interaction
between FAA and DOD on September 11. The time at which the Air Force
Liaison joined the FAA headquarters phon~bridge and established contact with
NORAD was relevant to the Commission's mandate.
As a mitigating factor, and to provide some context, we note that at the time, the
FAA, including these executives, produced over 6,000 documents and materials
to the Commission.

8

The ADIZ is defined as the airspace less than 18,000 feet in an approximate 30·mile radius around
Washington, DC.
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3. FAA should institute a formal policy for the preservation of telephone recordings
following notification of hijacked or suspicious aircraft.

4. In order to avoid confusion about which FAA procedures govern FAA's response
to hijacked or suspicious aircraft, we are recommending that FAA review its
procedures and eliminate those that are inconsistent or duplicative.
#
Appendices

1. Chronology for each of the hijacked flights from the Commission's Final Report.
[1 page]
2. NORAD's September 18,2001, press release, captioned "NORAD's Response
Times., [1 page]
3. FAA's September 17, 2001, "Summary of Air Traffic Hijack Events." [13 pages]
4. FAA's September 18, 2001, untitled chronology. [1 page]

5. FAA's response to the Commission's May 22, 2003, Question for the Record.
[1 page]
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highjackings on September 1I. 2001
• All limes ar: £~1~m D3}11&ht Tim~:: NEADS ""North East Aar Defense Sector, NORAD
•• ~crambtr .... Ortlea 'CI get an nilcaaft aiaoome as soon I$ PQ!'Soble
.. •Estamated '"' loss of radar contact
•••• Floght d'rae5 are calcciitCd nt 9 miks pea minute o: .9 Mach
·•·•• Th:: 'F.A..A and NEADS established aline of <>pen communk:ation discussing AA Fh 77 and UA Fit !t.:t

... mericu AjrUOe$ flight 11 - 8()Ston en route to Los Angeles
FAA Notification 10 NEADS
Fighaer Sc11tmble Order (Ora's A fr Nationd Gal3rc Base. Fulln()I.Lf/~ .Af::ss. Two F-1 J.t)
"ighten Airborne
.irline Impact Time (World Trade Centea I)
P•g)ner Time/Distance from Airline Impact L oeat~on
Uni ted Airlines Flit:bt 17S- Boston enroute tn Los Angeles
FAA No:ification to 1'-;'EADS
Fighter SCailmble Order (Otir ..f.NGB. Fa/mi)Uth, Mass. Saml! l F-! 5s ,;.s Flight//)
fighters A irbo:1ae
o\irline Impact lime (World Traae Center 2)
'i'ighter TirneiOistance from A ial :ne Impact Locn!ion
Amer ican F!lglu 77 -Dplle~ enroyte to l..ns Angeles
FAA Notification 10 NEADS
Fighter Scramble Order (Langi«J' AFB. Hampton. l'a. 1 F-16s)
Fighters Airborne
Airline lmpact Timt (Pentagon)
Fighter TamelOastance fro m A arline Impact l..oca:ion

0840•
0146••

08S2
0146 (~tilru.:ted)" • •
Aircraft nca airbome.1153 miles
0&4:;
0846
0852
0902

a'~ra im~ted}

apJlrox 8 min • "" • 71 :niles
0924
0924

0930
09 37(estimated)
approx 12 min/105 miles

United Flight 93- Newark to San Ji'r~neiseo
FAA Notification to NEADS
Fi~"Lter Scramt-~e Ordet (umgley F-16s alread)· airl>orr.e for AA Flt li)
Fi&htm Airborne (Langley F-/6 C..(P rern.:Jins in place to proaect DC)
... ir1ine lnapact Time (Penns:tlvania)
Faghter Time.'Distance from Airline Impact Location

-30-

NIA ouoo

1003 (tt.Stimatedj
approx I I minfJOO miles
(from DC F-16 CAP)

------------------~(
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American Airlines Flight ll (AALll)
Boston - Los Angeles
AH times indicated are Eastern Daylight Savings Time

0756:27

Boston Airport Traffic Control Tower (BOS) issued tax.i instructions to AAL11.

0800:00

AALll began takeoff roU, runway 4 Right, Boston Logan International Airport.
All conununications with BOS and with Boston Departure Control were routine
and nonnal.

0809:17

AALll established radio contact with Boston Air Route Traffic Control
Center (ZBW). "Boston Center, good morning, American Eleven witb you
passing through one-nine-zero (nineteen thousand feet) for two-three-zero
(twenty-three thousand feet)."

0809:22

ZBW acknowledged AAL1l. From this time until 0813:31 all communications
appear routine and nonnal. The sector was responsible for six aircraft including
AALll. The flight was instructed to climb to twenty·eight thousand feet.
subsequently to twenty-nine thousand feet, and issued a twenty degree tum for
traffic.

0813:47

ZBW instructed AALU "American Eleven, now, climb and maintain Oight
level three-five-zero (thirty-five thousand feet)." There was no
acknowledgement to this transmission. ZBW made two subsequent
transmissions to AAL11. neither of which were acknowledged. Between 0813:47
and 0824:53. ZBW made several radio transmissions attempting to contact
AALll. None of the attempts were acknowledged.

0814:45

ZBW during intra-facility coordination recognized that AALll appeared to be
turning right but had not acknowledged the climb clearance to thirty-five
thousand feet and did not acknowledge any further radio transmissions.

0817:59

A brief unknown sound (possibly a scream) from an unknown origin was heard
over the ZBW radio.

0820:48

Secondary radar return (transponder) indicating aircraft speed, altitude, and
flight information was lost on ZBW radar displays. The aircraft was then
observed as a primary radar taraet only.

0824:38

A radio transmission partially unintelligible stated, "we have some planes just
stay quiet and you'll be ok we are returning to the airport" from an unknown
origin was heard over the ZBW radio.
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0824:57

A second radio transmission partially unintelligible stated "nobody move
everything will be ok if you try to make any moves you'll endanger yourself and
the airplane just stay quiet"- from an unknown origin was heard over the ZBW
radio.

0825:00

ZBW began notification based on radio transmissions that a suspected hijack was
in progress. The New England Regional Operations Center (ROC), the Air
Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC), and the ZBW facility
manager were notified. Additionally, controllers began inter-facility coordination
with New York Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZNY) of the possible hijacking.
Coordination describes the last known altitude as twenty-nine thousand feet.

0826:00

AAI.ll began southbound tum over Albanyt New York. The last known
altitude was twenty-nine thousand feet.

0833:59

A third radio transmission partially unintelligible stated "nobody move please we

are going back to the airport don't try to make any stupid moves"- from an
unknown origin was heard over the ZBW radio. AALll primary radar track was
still southbound, and the last known altitude was twenty-nine thousand feet.
0834:00

ZBW contacted Cape Tenninal Radar Approach Control (located on OTIS Air
Force Base) and requested they notify the Military of the events regarding
AALll.

0835:00

New England Regional Operations Center advised Washington Operations Center
(WOC) of the suspected hijack of AALll.

0836:00

WOC notified Civil Aviation Security Intelligence (ACn, and conferenced New
England Regional Operations Center and the Air TraffiC Control Systems
Command Center (ATCSCC).

0838:00

ZBW notified New York Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZNY) of possible
hijacking of AALll.

0840:00

North East Air Defense Sector (NEADS) logs indicate they were notified by the
Federal Aviation Administration of the events concerning AALll.

0841:00

Military Command 01 ACAPES) issued scramble order on AALll.

0844:00

ZNY facility manager notified New York Terminal Radar Approach Control
(N90) of possible hijacking of AALll. N90 began internal coordination of the
aircraft's last known altitude (twenty-nine thousand feet) and southbound course.

0846:31

Primary radar tracking of AALll was lost.

0846:35

Impact at World Trade Center.
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0850:00
0850:00

Washington Operations Center activated a Tactical Net at the request of Civil
Aviation Security Intelligence (ACI).
Newark Airport Traffic Control Tower (EWR) advised N90 of possible aircraft
crash into the World Trade Center.
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United Airlines Flight 175 (UAL175)
Boston - Los Angeles
All times indicated are Eastern Daylight Savings Time
0804:55

Boston Airport Traffic Control Tower (BOS) issued taxi instruction to UAL175.

0814:00

UAL175 began takeoff roll, runway 9, Boston Logan International Airport. All
communications with BOS and with Boston Departure Control were routine and
normal.

0823:01

UAL17S established radio contact with Boston Air Route Traffic Control
Center (ZBW). "Boston, morning, United one-seven·five out of one.nlne
(nineteen thousand feet) for two--three·zero (twenty·three thousand feet)."

0823:06

ZBW acknowledged UAL175. At this point the controller was busy due to the
events surrounding AALil. The sector was responsible for six ai~raft including
UALI75. All communications between ZBW and UAL175 appear routine and
nonnal. The flight was subsequently instructed to climb to flight levei3IO
(thirty-one thousand feet) and after radar handoff, was issued a frequency change
to contact the New York Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZNY).

0840:32

UALI75 established radio contact with ZNY. "United one-seventy·five at flight
level three-one-zero."

0840:37

ZNY acknowledged UAL 175. "United one-seventy-five, New York Center,
roger."

0841:32

UAL175 transmitted to ZJ'.I'Y, "We figured we'd wait to go to your center, we
heard a suspicious transmission on our departure out of Boston. Someone keyed
the mike (initiated radio communications) and said everyone stay in your seats."

0841:51

ZNY replied, "okay,l'll pass that along." (The controller ensured UAL175's
comments were forwarded to the Operations Manager.)

0844:05

US Air Flight 83 transmitted to ZNY "I just picked up an ELT (emergency locator
transmitter) on 121.5 (emergency VHF frequency). It was brief, but it went off."

0844:09

ZNY acknowledged US Air Flight 83.

0846:48

UAL175's assigned transponder code of 1470 changed, first indicating 3020,
then changing again to 3321. ZNY air traffic computers do not correlate
either of these codes with UAL175. Consequently, the sKondary radar
return (transponder) indicating aircraft speed, altitude, and flight
infonnation began to coast and was no longer associated with the primary
radar return. Note: The controller communicating with UAL175 was also
monitoring the flight track ofAALJI. Based on coordination received from

ZBW indicating a possible higltjack, most ofthe controUer's attention was
focused on AALll.
0851:43

ZNY transmitted to UAL175, ''UAL175, rKyde transponder, squawk code
one four seven zero." No response was rKeived from UAL175. The
controller made several attempts, repeatedly trying to contact UAL175 for
the next four minutes. During this time, the aircraft was also observed
making a left turn and descending.

0853:24

ZNY controller coordinated internally, asking other controllers if they saw
UAL175, or if they knew who the unidentified radar target is on transponder
code 3321. None of the other controllers repHed In the affirmative. Note:
The unknown aircraft in this and all following times was later confirmed to be
UAL175.

0855:00

ZNY controller was busy trying to tum other aircraft away from the aircraft
believed to be UAL175. The flight track of this aircraft had changed and was
now headed southeast bound.

0855:00

This time is approximate based on personnel sttUements from ZNY. A controllerin-charge (CIC) advised the Operations Manager (OM) that she believed UALJ75
was also hijacked. The OM advised the CIC that an aircraft had hit the World
Trade Center. The CIC began coordinating with the controllers working position
and one of the controllers stated that UAL175 appeared to heading "right towards
the city." The CIC returned to the OM position and heard a request for military
aircraft to scramble. UAL175 was observed in a rapid descent

0855:00

This time is approximate based on personnel statements from ZNY. A controller
working a different position within ZNY reported that two aircraft , a Delta
Airlines flight was given instructions to avoid an unknown aircraft. At about the
same time a US Airways flight reported taking evasive action from an unknown
aircraft. The controller reported that the unknown aircraft was now headed
towards New York City. This contro11er, along with other controllers speculated
that the unknown aircraft was an emergency and was heading for an airport to
land.
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0900:00

This time is approximate based on personnel staUment.s from New York
Terminal Radar Approach ContTol (N90). N90 c:ontroller stated ~~t
approximately 9:00, I observed an unknown aircraft south of the Newark.,
New Jersey Airport, northeast bound and descending out of twelve thousand
nine hundred feet in a rapid rate of descent, the radar target terminated at
the World Trade Center."

0903 :14

Second Impact at World Trade Center.

0905 :00

North East Air Defense Sector (NEADS) logs Indicate they were notified by the
Federal Aviation Administration of the events concerning UAL175.

0905 :00

N90 received notification from the Newark Airport Traffic Control Tower of a
second aircraft striking the World Trade Center.
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UniUd Airlines Flight 93 (UAL93)
Newark- San Francisco
All times indicated are Eastern Daylight Savings Time

0809:18

Newark Airport Traffic Control Tower (EWR) issued taxi instructions to UAL93.

0842:00

UAL93 began takeoff roD, runway 4 left, Newark New Jersey International
Airport. All communications with EWR, with New York Departure Control,
and with New York Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZNY) were routine
and normal.

0924:30

UAL93 established radio contact with Cleveland Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ZOB), "Good morning Cleveland, United ninety-three, three-five-oh (thirty-five
thousand feet), intennittent light chop." The controller was busy, the sector was
responsible for sixteen aircraft. Of these, several aircraft were being issued new
routes based on the events occurring on the east coast. The controller did not
reply to this initial transmission.

0925:14

UAL93 again reported on ZOB frequency, "United ninety-three checking threefive-oh (thirty-five thousand feet)." The controUer replied, "United ninety-three,
Cleveland, roger." Note: This was the third radar sector within ZOB to
communicate with UAL93. The communications with the previous sectors were
routine and normal.

0928:19

A radio transmission of unintelligible sounds of possible screaming or a struggle
from an unknown origin was heard over the ZOB radio.

0928:54

A second radio transmission, mostly unintelligible, again with sounds of possible
screaming or a struggle and a statement, "get out of here, get out of here" from an
unknown origin was heard over the ZOB radio. At about this same time, the ZOB
controller observed that UAL93 had descended, altitude indicated thirty-four
thousand, three hundred feet.

0929:29

ZOB controller asked UAL93, ''United nlnety•three, verify three-five-zero
(thirty·five thousand feet)." There was no reply. The ZOB controller made
several attempts to contact UAL93 without r~ving any acknowledgement.

0929:50

ZOB controller began moving other aircraft away from UAL93 due to the
lack of acknowledgement of any radio transmissions. Several other aircraft
on the frequency confirmed unusual sounds of an unknown origin. The
altitude of UAL93 again indicated thirty·flve thousand feet.

0931:57

A third radio transmission, mostly unintelligible, may sound like an individual out
of breath, more unintelligible words and what sounds like "bomb on board" from
an unknown origin was heard over the ZOB radio.
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0932:31

A fourth radio transmission stated "did you hear that transmission that reported a
bomb on board?" from an unknown origin was heard over the ZOB radio.

0934:50

ZOB controller observed that UAL93 was climbing without an air traffic control
authorization. The aircraft had started a tum to the southeast, also without air
traffic control authorization.

0938:47

UAL93 altitude indicated forty-thousand seven hundred feet.

0939:12

A fifth radio transmission, mostly unintelligible, stated words that may sound like
"captain, .. . bomb on board. ...our demands, ... remain quiet"

0939:59

ZOB notified Great Lakes Regional Operations Center of the screams and
statements from unknown origin, believed to be UAL93.

0941:00

Secondary radar return (transponder) indicating aircraft speed, altitude, and
flight information becomes intermittent and eventually failed on ZOB radar
displays.

0944:31

ZOB controller notified Pittsburgh Terminal Radar Approach Control (PIT) North
Arrival controller of the unanticipated tum, the loss of secondary radar return and
lack of radio communications with UAL93. The ZOB controller also stated that
the projected flight path would result in UAL93 passing in close proximity if not
directly overhead the Greater Pittsburgh International Airport.

0945;00

PIT controller notified the Operations Supervisor of the events surrounding
U AL93. The PIT controller also manually initiated radar tracking of the primary
radar target.

0951:00

After detennination by the PIT facility manager to evacuate, the controllers have
completed coordination with adjacent facilities and the PIT facility has been
evacuated.

0956:56

A small contingency of controllers (volunteers) returned to the facility and
coordination with adjacent facilities pertaining to return to operational status is
completed. The track of UAL93 was no longer visible on the PIT radar displays.

1000;00

This time is approximate and is based on personnel statements from ZOB. A
ZOB controller's statement indicated that the pilot of a VFR aircraft reported
sighting a United Airlines aircraft at approximately eight thousand feet in the
vicinity of the Latrobe, Pennsylvania airport. The pilot also reported that the
United Airlines aircraft's landing gear was down, the wings were rocking, and
that the aircraft appeared to be in distress.

~~~------------~~-~---~--~~----------------~
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1004:00

This time is approximate and is based on personnel statements from ZOB. A
ZOB controiJer statement indicated that UAL93's primary radar target terminated
in the vicinity of Somerset, Pennsylvania.

1007:00

In response to a request from a ZOB controller, NlOVF, a Falcon Jet
reported observing puffs of smoke in the vicinity of UAL93's last known
position.

1041:00

After receiving a telephone call from the Somerset, Pennsylvania poHce
department stating that several "911" telephone calls had been received reporting
an aircraft accident, a ZOB operations manager made official notification to Great
Lakes Regional Operations Center. Note: Although this is the officially
documented notification time, FAA officials were aware of the accident as these
events were reported as they occurred on a critical event teleconference
established at the Federal Aviation Administration headquarters building.

AAT-20
September 17, 2001
6:30AM
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American Airlines Flight 77 (AAL77)
Washington Dulles- Los Angeles
AJI times indicated are Eastern Daylight Savings Time
0812:29

Dulles Airport Traffic Control Tower (lAD) issued taxi instructions to AAL77.

0820:00

AAL77 began takeoff roU, runway 30, Washington Dulles International Airport.
All communications with lAD and with Dulles Departure Control were routine
and nonnal.

0825:49

AAL77 established radio contact with Washington Air Route Traffic Control
Center (ZDC), ~'Center, American seventy-seven with you passing one-three
decimal zero (thirteen thousand feet) for one-seven-thousand (seventeen
thousand feet)." AU oommunications between ZDC and AAL77 appear
routine and normal AAL77 was subsequently banded off to the lndlanapoUs
Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZID).

0840:14

AAL established radio contact with ZID. "Center, American seventy-seven with
you, level three thirty (thirty-three thousand feet).

0840:16

ZID acknowledged. "American seventy-seven, Indy center, roger, squawk threeseven-four-three." (Squawk is a control instruction to change the transponder
setting within the aircraft). AAL77 was subsequently instructed to climb to
thirty-five thousand feet and later cleared to navigate direct to the Falmouth
navigational aid. When ZID acknowledged AAL77, the sector was responsible
for fourteen aircraft; additionally four aircraft were in handoff status to this sector.

0850:51

AAL77 acknowledged the clearance to Falmouth. This was the last radio
communication with this flight

AAL77 began a left tum towards the south without air tramc authorization.
The altitude indicated thirty-five thousand feet. Shortly after the turn, tbe
aircraft was observed descending.

0856:19

Secondary radar return (transponder) indicating aircraft speed, altitude, and
flight information is lost on ZID radar displays. There was no longer any
radar return information (either primary or sewndary) on AAL77 indicated
at the ZID radar displays. Note: The initial re11iew ofTtJdtiT data, and
controUer personnel statemenu conducted by ZID did not irulictJte any primary
or secondory 7YUlar return$ were displayed.

0856:32

ZID controller attempted to contact AAL77, "American seventy-seven, Indy."
There was no acknowledgement. ZID also tried to communicate with AAL77
through American Airlines company radios.
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0858:14

ZID also made several attempts to contact AAL77 through American Airlines
company dispatch.

0859:00

ZID controllers began coordinating with other controllers to protect the airspace
and altitude of AAL7Ts filed route of flight.

0909:00

ZID notified Great Lakes Regional Operations Center a possible aircraft accident
of AAL77 due to the simultaneOus loss of radio communications and radar
identification.

0915:00

This time is approximale based on personnel statements from ZID. The ZID
Operations Manager requested that the Traffic Management personnel notify Air
Force Search and Rescue of the missing and possibly downed aircraft. The
Operations Manager also contacted the West Virginia State Police advising them
of a possible downed aircraft and asks if they have any reports of a downed
aircraft.

0920:00

This rime is approximate based on personnel statements from ZID. The ZID
Operations Manager contacted the Chicago Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ZAU) and advised the ZAU Operations Manager of his concern that AAL77 may
have been hijacked and that he (ZAU Operations Manager) should be on the look
out (based on events occurring in New York)..

0924:00

Great Lakes Regional Operations Notified Washington Operations Center of the
simultaneous loss of radio communications and radar identification.

0925:00

Between 0925:00 and 093():00, this time is approximate based on personnel
statements from DuUes TermiMl Radar Approach Control (lAD). Several lAD
controllers working radar positions in the facility observed a primary radar
target tracldng eastbound at a high rate of speed. Note: The unknown
aircraft in this and aU following times was klter confirmed ro be AAL77.

0933:00

This time is approximale based on personnel statements from /AD. An
Operations Supervisor at lAD advised the White House Office of the United
States Secret Service of an unknown aircraft heading in the direction of the White
House, fast moving. Meanwhile, a controller was providing the same information
to controllers working at the Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport Traffic
Control Tower (DCA). The lAD Operations Supervisor also provided continuous
updates on a critical event teleconference established at the Federal Aviat ion
Administration Headquarters building.

0933:00

This time is approximale based on personnel statements from DCA. An
Operations Supervisor at DCA was advised by IAD of the unknown aircraft. The
Operations Supervisor at DCA immediately notified the White House Office of
the United States Secret Service of the unknown aircraft's location and provided
continuous updates.

.

~
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0936:00

Personnel at DCA issued traffic advisories on the unknown aircraft to a military
C 130 aircraft that had departed Andrews Air Force Base. When the Cl30 aircraft
(GOFER06) reported the unidentified aircraft in sight, the pilot was instructed to
follow the unknown aircraft.

0938:00

GOFER()(; reported that the unknown airaaft bad crashed into the western
side of the Pentagon.
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I

AALll

UAL175

AAL77

UAL93

First Sign

08:20 1

08:462

08:563

09:2g4

Probable time
flight was known to
be in distress

08:25$

08:52'

08:56

7

09:328

NORAD**
NEADS***
Notification

08:40*

09:05*

09:24*

NA*

08:46

09:03

09:38

10!04

Estimated
Crash time

All times are Eastern
Davli2ht Time
l. AALll secondary radar return (transponder) lost.

2. UAL175 assigned transponder code of 1470 changes; communications lost.
3. AAL77 secondary radar return (transponder) and radar contact was simultaneously lost.
4. Two radio transmissions of unintelligible sounds; possible screaming, sounds of a struggle and
"get out of here" is heard over the Cleveland Air Route Traffic Control Center radio. The mode C
for UAL93 has descended 700 feet from assigned altitude
5. A radio transmission is heard telling passengers "nobody move everything will be ok if you try to
make any moves you'll endanger yourself and the airplane just stay quiet."
6. UAL175 has failed to respond to several calls and is observed turning off course.
7. Aircraft is presumed crashed over Pennsylvania.
8. UAL93 is unresponsive to multiple calls from the controller. Additionally, there are three
transmissions indicating a possible struggle aboard an aircraft
*These times are derived from the review of the NEADS log.
*North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD)
~ortheast Air Defense Sector (NEADS)
'>y AAT-20, Revised on September 18, 2001 at 1400
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FAA's Response to the 9/11 Commission's May 22,2003, Question for the Record.

FAA communications with NORAD
On September 11, 2001
Within minutes after the first aircraft hit the World Trade Center, the FAA immediately
established several phone bridges that included FAA field facilities, the FAA Command
Center, FAA headquarters, DOD, the Secret Service, and other govemment agencies. The
US Air Force liaison to the FAA immediately joined the FAA headquarters phone bridge
and established contact with NORAD on a separate line. The FAA shared real-time
information on the phone bridges about the unfolding events, including infonnation about
loss of communication with aircraft, loss of transponder signals, unauthorized changes in
cours~ and other actions being taken by all the flights of interest, including Flight 77.
Other parties on the phone bridges, in tum, shared information about actions they were
taking.

NORAD logs indicate that the FAA made fonnal notification about American Flight 77
at 9:24 a.m., but infonnation about the flight was conveyed continuously during the
phone bridges before the formal notification.
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MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR NETWORKS
AND INFORMATION INTEGRATION/CHIEF
INFORMATION OFFICER
SUBJECT: Report on Forensic Capabilities and Incident Reporting Related to Air
. . ~f~..Ag~~m~ (R.eport No. OS-INTEL--13) (U)

. ~r .~:~1~~~ftiUS report tor review ~d .C<?.i!!iiq~!~
(Ul DoD Qireglye 7650.3 requires that allissu.es..~r.cso)ved promptly
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Management did not co~ent on the draft report. We request that maoagement provide
comments by ltme 27, 2005. Management comments should in~icate concurrence or
nonoccurrence wjth the finding and each applicable recommendation. Comments should
descn"be actions taken or planned in response to agreed-upon recommendations and
provide the completion dates of the actions. State specific IeaSOns ror any nonoccurrence
and propose alternative actions, if appropriate.
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Department of Defense ?ffiee of Inspector ~eneral
Report No~ 05-INTEL-13

Mayl7,200S

(Project No. D2004-DINT01..0229.00l)

Forensic Capabllftles and Incident Reporting
Related·to Air Defense Actions (U)
Executive Summary (U)
· · ·· ·· (lJ)-Who-Shoald Rud Thk Report anct Why?" Don- officials-who· woncWitliair

, -· . defense arid--have responsibility for reporting on actions taken in response to~air IncidentS
should rea<l this report because it discusses the current forensic ililiabilities ·and incident ······--...
·~dititli ~ss: Fo'r'the purpose of'tlUB report; forcnstc capibi es are defuieC1 as the
capabilities that allow for the recreation of actions taken and in.fomiati.on available during
a significant event.
(U) Backp'O•nd. oD May 23, 2003, DoD officials testified to the National Commission
.on Terronst Attacks Upon the United States (9/11 Commission) regarding the DoD's
response to the terrorist hijackings. In its testimony, the DoD presented the times when
the F~ Aviation Administration notified the North American Aerospau Df:fense
Command of the hijackings and how DoD responded. There were four statcmen~ that
the 9/11 Couimission staff later concluded were inaccurate. In March 2004, DoD notified
the 9/11 Commission that the May 2003 testimony was inaccurate. In July 2004, the
9/11 CoDUllission requested the DoD Inspector General and the Department pf
:rransJ>Qrtatirin Inspector General perform an inquiry into wh~ the te8titnony was
knowingly false. As part of our review, we assessed DoD's ability to Capture ~ ~ort

- ·------Q~~sigqificant-events;-'fhis-report-onlyaddresses-cu{rentreportiilgl!apubilitter."A'· · -···-·- - -.-j~~ -~~-~~.th~ DoD Inspcic_
t.or ~~- Qd Oep~ent.ofT~r:tation.~·ector
General Will address the 9/11 Commission's concerns regarding the May 2003 testimony.
(U) Results. DoD did not accurately report to the 9/11 Commission on the air defense

response to the September 11,2001 hij~kings. The inaccuracies in part, resalted because
of inad~te forensic capab~C$ and insuijici~t actions taken to ensure complete and
·
. ~-~~.1 '!f.~~ ~~CE.n.~C4~~-.:~-~~ 91~ l ..~j~~ - Al.Uiough.impro:suffi~em~ts.
· -·
. · ..
· .wsve u~ DWie SUbsequent to ~temD« 11,2001, DoD mtght not be able to
· c1ently
--~-·- _ ___ ,_:__ ..-rjq).t:ul'e)md.rq,.ort.on.actions..taken in.response. to a.futlae.sigilificant-aiF-~~t
-- · H- ·- ·-· ·· ···--·
Exp~d¢. f~c capabilities shQuld be put in place and a ptore robust investigation
~ent established, otherwise·the DoD will be vulnerable to CongieSSional, public,
aiul judicial scrutiny if it is necessary to respond to futlae significant. events. The DoD
shoul~ estabijsh and install standardized forensic capabilities to mclude dat~ voice, and
video where possible at U.S. North American Aerospace Defense Command locations,
the NatiotratMmtary ConuiWld·center; and the Joinf Aii I1C:rense Op'efitions·ceiitei.
Also, the DoD should develop and implement procedures for .investigating and reporting
on significant events similar to the ~eptmlber 11,2001 incident

SECRE'ln2~

(U) Management Comments. We did not receive management comments to the draft of

this~ issu~ ~J\18, 20Q~. Th~ P~or, Joint Sta.trprovidcd unsblicited
comments concurring with the need to implement the report recommendations. We
request that the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Networks and Information
Integration/Chief Information Officer comment on this report by June 27,2005.
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Background (U)
(U) The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) is a binational
military organization established in 1958 by the U.S. and Canada to ·monitor and
defend North American airspace. NORAD monitors, validates and warns of
attack against Nortli Ammca by aircraft, missiles or space vehicles. NORAD also
provides surveillance and control of the airspace ofthe U.S..and Canada. The
area of responsibility ranges from Clear; Alaska, to the Florida Keys, !1nd from
St. John's Newfoundland, to San Diego, California. Prior to September 11, 2001,

···NOJtA.D·wa:s foms~torren>spEe11ireatSomsidethe·ooideii"ofllie· u:s:an:d·
caruu~a. The focal point was not terrorism in the domestic airspace. The events
ofSeptember-lt;-20frr·~ecl"thefocus1o· l10W"i.mllrdtniomcstic

airSpace:

N0RAFYs-defensc-ofthc-tnterior air space is partof0peratioiTNoble-Eagle:·

---------· --·-·----~:fn~~~=u~o~&~rro~·~

·--··--·~·· --

. fUrther broken ~ three sectors (hereafter referred to as the Air Defense Sectors):

-

Western Air Defense Sector at McChord Air Force Base, WashingtOn; Northeast
Air Defense Sector (NEADS) at Rome, New York; and Southeast Air Defense
. Sector a,t Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. Supporting the NORAD mission, the
Cheyenne Moimtain Operations Center (CMOC) assists the air sovereignty
missioJl for the U.S; arid Canada, and ifneccssa:ry, ·serves as tbc focal point for air
defense operations to counter enemy bombers or cruise missiles. CMOC is
instrumental in Operation Noble Eagle as it assists the Federal Aviation
Administration "(FAA) in responding to any threatening or hostile domestic
aircraft. As part of Operation Noble Eagle, the Joint Air Defense Operations
Center (JADOC) locat<d at Bolling Air Force Base, Washingto~ D.C., monitors
the air traffic in the ~~tional Capitol ~on. The National Military Command
--· · --G~(NMGG)-i&.-:thctnation!s-foeal·point-for-continuous-monitorlng-and--- ······- ------ ·
.
~~~~ C?f~~~1~d_e D?J.J!~.~P~~Q.QS. Th~ ~cc·directly supports
Combatant COIDJDan4eirs, the Chairman ofth~ Joint Chiefs of~ the Secretary
ofDe(ense and the President in the command ofU.S. armed forces in pcacc1imc,
contingencies, and war.

. . :.- - -

(U) The Congreuand the President established the National Commission on

·

~~e:r.g!~:~n¥n~~~~~~wri!~~id~~;-t0

the
_ _ -·- __ .....J.ermrislattacks..ofSeptembcill~ 200.1-In. Ma)t200~~repre8eotativcs. of.:DoD-and---- - --- -··
FAA testified to the 9/11.Commission. The testimony set forth the times at which
the FAA became aware .that each flight was hijacked; the times at which NEADS
was notified of the hijackings; and how DoD responded.
(U) The 9/11 Commission staff later concluded that sigilificant aspects of the
teatimony werc··int9li'ett The testimony eontaiti.Cd iiia"cctii'llte accounts related to
when DoD was notified of each hijacking and.why the fighter jets were
scrambled. In March 2004, DoD notified the 9/11 Cominission by letter and in
s~sequent testimony ~t the May 2003 testimony was inacc-qrate. In July 2004,
~e 9/1\ Co~ssion reqMested an inquiry by the DoD Inspector General and the
Department of Transportation Inspector General into the inaccurate testimony.

1
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Objectives (U)
(U) Our initial objective was to assess whether DoD officials knOwingly.Presented

erroneous information related to the DoD response te the teJTorist bijacldngs of
September 11, 2001. This objective will be addressed in a joint report from the
DoD Inspector Genenland the Department of Transportation Inspector General.
·We expanded our review aDd also assessed DoD's ability to capture and report on
fUture significant events. See Appendix A for a discussion of the scope and
methodology.
.
..

-:-----

-

-

- - . - ··-··· ---·- - . ....... -

-- - -
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Forensic Capabilities and Incident
Reporting (U)
(U} DoD did not accurately report to the 9/ 11 Commission on the response
to the September 11, 2001 hijackings. The inaccuracies resulted in part,

because of insufficient forensic capabilities. Further, sufficient emphasis
was not placed on investigating and reporting actions taken in r~e to
the hijackings. As a result, the veracity of the DoD Official's testimony
was questioned. Although improvements have been made subsequent to
September 11,2001, DoD might not be able to sufficiently capture and
report on actions taken in response to a future significant air event.

Recreation of Events (U)
(U) On September 18,2001, in the aftennath of the September 11,2001 terrorist

attacks, the DoD published a timeline ofNORAD's response to the commercial
airliner hijackings. The timeline included when the FAA notified NEADS of each
hijacking, when the fi$hter jets were given the order to scramble, when the jets
were airborne, airline 1mpact time, and the fighter clistance from the impact
location. The published timeline was based, in part, on efforts that began on
September 13, 2001 by the NOR.AD Public Affairs Office to collect information
to construct a timeline of the events. According to the NORAD Director ofPublic
Affairs, all infonnation used to create the timeline was gathered from CONR and
NEADS.
(U} We could not determine who specifically at CONR or NEADS was
responsible for creating the timeline. We were able to conclude that information
flowed from NEADS through CONR to NORAD via faxes and emails.
According to officials interviewed, the timeline was established using hand
written logs, Radar Evaluation Squadron data, preliminary transcripts from the
audiotapes, and personal recollection of events.
(U) In May 2003, DoD officials testified to the 9/11 Commission. CONR

officials using the DoD September 2001 press release timeline, as well as
additional information from personal recollections prepared the briefing used for
the testimony. The DoD presented the times when the FAA notified NEADS of
the hijackings and how the DoD responded. As a result of the testimony, there
were four statements that the 9/11 Commission staff later concluded were
inaccurate.
•

(U} Testimony inclicated that the FAA notified NEADS at 9:16a.m.
that United Flight 93 was hijacked. The actual time was 10:07 a.m.

•

(U} Testimony indicated that the FAA notified NEADS of the
hijacking of American Flight 77 at 9:24 a.m. The actual time was

9:34a.m.

3
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•

(U) Testimony indicated that fighter jets from Langley Air Fotce Base,
Virginia were scrambled in response to the hijackinJ of United
Flight 93 and American Flight 77. The 9/11 CoDllD1SSion later
determined that the fighters were scrambled in response to an
erroneous report that American Flight II was heading south toward
Washington, D.C.

•

(U) Testimony indicated that officials were tracking United Flight 93

and intended to intercept the aircraft Ifit approached Washington; D.C.
In met, DoD officials were not aware that Unit~ Fli~t 93 was
·
·rujackCd·iiiinraffer the flight crashed.
.. --cur~provfd~-a· description of the events as5ociatid with each flight as · ···
· detemuncd by the- 9/ t·t Commission

- - -- - - - -- -...._.__... _

.....

Forensic Capabilities (U)
{U) Our review determined that the lack of adequate forensic capabilities·was one
ofthe factois that led to the creation ofthe erroneous press.release and testimony.
For the pUrpose of tbis report, forensic capabilities are defined as the capabilities
that altowfor the recreation of actions taken and information available dUring a
signifi~t event. These capabilities include logs, video and audio recordings, and
storage ofradat infonnation•. We also detennined that whije significant upgrades·

to forensic capabilities have been made, there are still deficiencies that might
prev~t DoD from reportiDg accurately on the actions taken and the justification
fOr ~ resj)bnse to future significant events.
----·---:(tJtEietttoilfc-:tu&r.':'~· w th!'CONR Coinm-ander,-il was·diffiCiilflO-

..

--·--- - -- -·

reooilSttuet.tne.eventS'ofSeptember II, 2001 due to the absence ofa:Siandafdized,
region-Wide log system. Historically, watch centers have used hand~written logs
t9. ~~J~P.I and ~p~ records of events taking pJacc: ~the ~afeh ~od.
Tho l~gs.~~ BI:C(~:Ved 1~ hardcopy form and the legibtlity of the wn~ m the

~o)el_ ~as.· J?.Qt ~wars relf~{e. This was the case on Sept_ember 11 .•.2091.

4
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Reconciling log times between .various
a significant problem experienced as
(U) If the DoD is going to rely on the use oflogs as a form of evidence, then there
needs to be standardization within the DoD of the type and fomia~ ofthe:Jog.
There also needs to be a mecbani~ in place to confirm that times at each location
are synchronized. Further, appropriate retention of the logs wiU be critibil in
order to reconstruct an event ifone occurs.
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:.:·

. (U) NO~ Contfn2ency Suite (NCS). The NCS was designed to

connect FAA radars throughout the United States to the Air Defense Sectors
allowing the sectors to~. identify, and track all U.S. air traffic. NCS was a
short-tenn fix until a ptnn.a.nent solution could be
NCS oyp>asst:o
used commercial off-the-shelforoauaa111
The ability to
en planes were
'"'""·'.u5 was done could be critica1 in reconstructing and
reporting on a future incident.
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(U) Table 1 provides an overview of the current forensic capabilities at CMOC.

CONR. the Air Defense Sectors, JADOC, and the NMCC.
Table 1. Forensic and Recording Capabilities (U)

hi
7
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InCident Reporting (U)
(U) Sufficient emphasis was not placed on investigating and reporting actions

taken in re~nse to the hijackings. Although improvements have been made,
such as addttional reporting guidance, DoD may not be able to report accurately
on a future significant event. Commanders throughout DoD did not place a high
priority on developing accurate information regarding the events of September 11,
200 I. DoD relied on NORAD to develop information to be reported to the press
and subsequently to the 9/11 Commission. However, after September 11, 2001,
NORAD officials primarily focused their efforts on identifying and correcting
operational weaknesses. Gathering information related to the events of
September 11, 2001 was considered to be an additional duty. Consequently, the
events were neither adequately reported nor documented. There were no files
maintained at CONR or NORAD tracking how the infonnation reported was
developed Once Operation Noble Eagle began, NORAD, CONR., and NEADS
did not have adequate staff to execute their expanded air defense mission. All
administrative functions that could be were terminated and personnel were
reassigned to operational duties. For example, the historian for NEADS was
pulled from his duties of coJJecting data for historical purposes and placed in the
Operation Center working with the radars. Senior officials were working
extended shifts.
(U) Further, preparation ofthe testimony given to the 9/11 Commission was

focused on the infonnation develo~ed immediately after the event. Steps were not
taken to check the accuracy ofthe mfonnation. The emphasis immediately after
September 11,2001 on improving the airdefcnse posture is understandable.
However, the need for accurate information regarding the events of September 11,
2001 should also have been recognized and responsibility for developing and
documenting the source of information should not have been tasked as an
additional duty. Nor should the responsibility have been placed on a command
element that did not have direct access to all the information available. Personnel
at CONR did not have direct access to CMOC and NMCC information. Such
direct access to information would be easily available to Joint Staff or Office of
the Secretary of Defense personnel.
(U) Subsequent to September 11, 2001, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
took action to improve incident reporting by issuing the Chainnan of the Joint

Chiefs ofStaffManuaJ 3

"Joint

support
is not required. Lack of such
requirements contributed to the inaccurate infonnation presented to the
9/1 1 Commission and the impression that infonnation was knowingly presented
inaccurately.
8
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Conclusion (U)
(U) The DoD must do everything possible to be in the position to reconstruct all
elements related to-another event similar to September II~ 2001. The need for
forensic capabilities to understand what happened during a significant event is
critical. If more emphasis bad been placed on determining exactly what happened
and why Commanders responded as they did on the morning of September 11,
2001, the 9/1I Commission may not have questioned the vei'acity ofDoD's·
testimony. We recognize that actions have been taken to i~rove forensic_ ..
capatiilfnes;·DoWCVeT~ Uie sooi"f-tmn improvements have [mutations that may
affect the quality and ~uracyofincident reporting. Ifexpanded fo~-· ., ...
·· ~lf'C not i\11t m pliee and a more ffibliSfiDvestigation·mouuement IS not
· ··
established; DoD wtltbe·vulnerab1e ~· Congres~onal~· public, atid}tiditial scrutiny .
if it is·-necessary to ~ond ~a_ future s~cant event ···· -.. ·····- -···-·-..--.----------·-- - ·
------·---··•1•·· ------·-·-

Recommendations (U)
(U) We recommenii that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Networks and
lnfoiUlation Integration/Chief Information Officer: ·
1~ (U) Establish and install standardized forensic capabilities to include
logs, video, and audio recordings and storage ofradar information where possible
at U.S. North American Aerospace Defense Command locations, the National
Military Command Center, and the Joint Air Defense Operations Center.

. 'J.. (U) D~elop. ~d implement procedures for investigating and reporti~···- - ---··--.
---------·- ····- ·- on-stgnificant-events:-similarto-t1Ie-St!ptetnber1:J.200l11ietcfen[ PrOCedures
showd include the BpP..Ointment Of in Independent investigation team and the
archiving of all pertiitent records related to the incident.

Management Comments Required (U)
•

#

•

•

(U) The Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Networks and Information

-·· ..... - -·-··--·- ·-· .. . ...Int~en/Gbieflnfotmation· Qfticer-did-not-commenton· the· draft-oftbis'report:" · --···-· ·- The Director, Joint ~provided unsolicited comments concurring with the need
to implement the iepQrt recommendations. For the full text of the Director, Joint
Staff comments see the Management Comments sections of this report. Wc
request that the Assistant Secreta:ry of Defense for Networks and lnfonnatipn
Integration!Chief!Jif~nnatign O~cer provide comments on the final report.
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Appendix A. Scope and Methodology (U)

-

(U) We reviewed the process and forensic capabilities used for creating the press
release timeline and for preparing the testimony ~rovided to the 9/11 Commission.
We also reviewed the cmren.t and planned foreils1c capabilities and incident
reporting at CMOC, CONR, NEADS, South East Air Defense Sector, JADOC,
and the NMCC. We toured each facility and were briefed on their current
structure as well as future up~es. In addition, we reviewed documental;ion and
regulatiorut thatpcrtainto domcstic·conferellcing procedures·and reponing
procedures. Specific instructions included the D~artment ofDefense
Directive-46~ecretary-ofDefense-€ommumcations;'-' Apri:J-29;-19~ ·
Chairman ofth~Joint Chiefs of Staft'Mamial31-50.01A,. "Joint·Repo~g ·
Structure General Instructions," December 20, 2002; Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
- - ·--·· · ··· o~StaffMmmaHt5&.&3B;-•c.JointReporting'S~mre-Event =and lhctdCiif Rej)Ort;'r-- · · ··July 28, 2003; North American Aerospace Defense Command Instruction 10..19,
•'NORAD Aerospace Reporting System (ARS)," January 2, 2002; and
NORADIU.S. Northern Command Instruction 10-112, "Domestic Conferencing
Procedures," September 1, 2004.

_ . ..._-- · -··

(U) We interviewed officials from NORAD, CONR, NBADS, the South East Air
Defense Sector, the NMCC, and the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense fiT
Intelligence, the Office of the Joint Chief of Staff: and the DoD General Co\JllScl.

(U) We performed this review from September 2004 through March 2005 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

___. _fi!~t~~~:r=-~!!:irC::ti&3~~:h~~rrc~~=-~~--~ ~~. - - - - - -----(U) Use of Computer-Processed Data. We did not use computer-processed data
to perfOrm this review.

Prior Coverage (U)
- ·-------- _ _. ..MN2.JLrW.IJtO.YCrJ.ge bas been conducted on fOrensic capabilities and.incident .. · · .... --··- ----· -··----... ..-··
·

. reporting of air defense during the last 5 yean.
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Appendix B. Summary of Hijacked Events (U)
(U) From November 2002 though July 2004, the 9/11 Co~sion reviewed
2.5 miilion.pages of documentation and interviewed more than 1,200 individuals.
From this, the 9/11 Commission was able to create an accurate depiction of the
events associated with each.hijacked flight. In March 2004, the NORAI)
Commander sent a letter to the 9/11 Commission agreeing with their assessment
of events.
(U) American Airlines Flight 11. American Flight 11 departed from Logan
International Airport,. Boston,. Massacbusetts at 7~59 a.m. Just- before ~i4 a-.m.,
.allCQmm.unicmions and flight profile. data were nonnal. and American-Flight 11
had its last routine communication. Sixteen seconds after that transmission,

- - · - --·- ·;· ·-·-· .... . --~.-Ammcoaa-~gbt-J.l-was-instnlstetf...t&..elimb ·to-35,00(}-feet-Thatmessage-and-all- ·- - · ·-··-----·
subsequent attempts to contact the flight were nof acknowledged. At 8:21 a.m.,
American Flight 11 turned off its transponder. At 8:37 a.m., FAA's Boston
Center personnel contacted NEADS and at.8:40 a.m. a ~sion-maker at NEADS
was on the pbone. At 8:46 a.m., NEADS scrambles fighter jets from Otis Air
Force Base in search of American Flight 11 and the jets were airborne at 8:53 a.m.
Also at 8:46 a.m., American Flight 11 crashed into the North Tower ofthe World
Trade Center in New York City. At 9:21a.m., FAA's Boston Center personnel
informed NEADS that American Flight 11 was still in the air heading towards
Washington, D.C. At 9:24a.m., NEADS ordered the scrambl~ offi~ter jets from
Langley Air Force Base. Radar data sbows the Langley flghteJs airborne at
9:30a.m.
(U) United AlrHne.s Flight 175. U~ted Flight 17S departed Logan Inteqlational
--- - -· _ -~----··... _ Aizport at 8; 14 ~m.:-At 8:42 a.m.._thc..cteW. c.omple~theit.report on.a------·-··---·
.
"su.Spi~ous tranSmission" overheard from another plane (which turned out to have
been Flight 11) just after takex>ff. This was United Flight 175's last
communication with the ground. At 8:47 a.m., United Flight 175 changed
transponder codes twice within a minute. At 8:51 a.m., the flight deviated from its
assigned altitude, and a minute later FAA• s New York Center personnel began
repeatedly trying to contact United Flight 175. At 9:03 a.m., United Flight 175
crashed into the South Tower of the World Trade Center. The firSt indication that
the NORA!> air defenders·bad ofth!=' second hijacked aircr~ Umfed Flight 175,
F¥~~.1'-!~. York ~~~.~AP..S_~t2;.Qtt.m.. _.
came
in a phone call from
- ·-·---·- ·"-··· ·--......·-·--· . ·· ·-·--·-- -.-·-·--- 7 ·-' ..
.

-

(U) ADierican Airlines Flight 17. American Flight 77 departed Dulles
International Airp~>rt, Herndon; Virginia at 8:20a.m. At 8:51a.m., American
Flight 77 transmitted its last routine radio communication. At 8:54a.m., the
aircraft deviated from its assigned course, turning south. Two minutes la~ the
transponder was turned off and even primary radar contact with the aircraft was
lost. At 9:34a.m., FAA's Washington Center personnel informed NEADS that
American Flight 77 was lo.st. At 9:37 a.m. American Flight 77 crashed into the
Pentagon.
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(U) United Airlines Fllpt 93. United Flight 93 departed from Liberty

Jnteinational Airpo~ Newark, New Jersey at 8:42a.m., more than 25 minutes
later than scheduled. At 9:27 a.m. after having been in the air for 45 minutes,
United Flight 93 acknowledged a transmission from FAA's Cleveland Center. At
9:28 a.m., United Flight 93 suddenly dropped 700 feet Eleven seconds into the
descent, the FAA's air traffic control center in Cleveland received the first oftwo
radio transmissions from the aircraft. At 9:39 a.m., the FAA Cleveland Center
overheard another announcement indicating that there was· a bomb on board.
United Flight 93 crashed in Pennsylvania at 10:03 a.m. NEADS first received a
call about United Flight 93 from the. military liaison at tho FAA Cleveland Center
at 1o:o7 a.m.
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Appendix D. Report Distribution (U)
(U)

Office of the Secretary of Defense
Deputy Secretary of Defense
- . . ... . . .... ... TJoder-SeeretaFy·ef:.Dcfcnse-(GomptroUer)/€hiefFinancial Officer
-··- .. . . . .
, Deputy-Chie£1tinimcial.Officer-· ..
Depu~ Comptroller (Pro~dget)
- -Bnder Secretaryofi)efense-for-Jntclligc:nce- · · ...... ··· ...... ---...... --·-··------- ---·-.. ··· -·-----... Assistant Secretary of Defense fur Networks and Information Integration/Chief
Information Offii::er
Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation

Joint StatT
Director, Joiht Staff

Department of the Navy
Naval Inspector General
Auditor General, Department of the Na'Y_ .. -··- ·· -··-·.

--·- ·- ------·

Department of die Air Force
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Ymancial Management and Comptroller)
Auditor General, Depa$nent of the Air Force
Commander, Air Combat Command

_

_ _ __ _CombatantComman~S- ...
Commander, U.S. Northern Command/ North American Aerospace Defense Command

(U)
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Congressional CoJJUJlittees and Subcommittees
Chainnan. Senate Subcommittee on Defense. Committee ·on Appropriations
·
Chairman and ~anking Minority Member, Senate Committee on Armed Services
: Chair.tnan and Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee'on Goveinmental Affairs
Chairman and Vice Chairman, S~te SeJ~t qo~.mittee on..!!!!,~lli~--- . ____.. _
_· ·- .
- Cliaiffiian 800 RaniQngJamontY ~cm.Der, lrouse SUbCOnmuttee on Defense, CoiDIDittee
on Appropriation&

H'ouseCoiiiffiittee·on Ai'iiic(l' SeiV!cC:s
.. Chairmm and-RankingMinority Member; House Committee·oil GovemmentRCfoii'n
----~~~c;>use Permanent Select ~~ittet?.~ ~llig~~..~·- -----·-·- ---·--·-· --· .. ...... .- ...: .... ··-- ·-·ChairmalnmttRlm·Miifolity~eiilOef~
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Reply ZIP Code:
2D31S:.030Cr

- ··· ·· ·- MEMORANnl:1M-F9!HHB-9BPART.MEri?OF DEF2NSE-fNSPECTQR--·- ....... ·. - ··- ·-· ·- - -GENERAL
SUbject: Report o~ Porenalc CapabWHee and lncide:nt Reportinc Related to Air
Defense ActioDa (Project No. D2004-D1NI'Ol-o:!29.001) (U)
1. (U) Thanlc you for ~ opportunity to review the eubject report. I We CObCW'
with the foUowinc CCIIIUDalt.

IU) PjiG Z lllp.ruiiph. lui: two IC!Jtmoca.· ne'lete and repJace With:
-oata recordiJic capahillt;y foi the BCB-F ta c:urn:adf under denl~t In

order to provide l~ capahiBt)r loUoftla a alprifl.,.nt air C1'ellt.•

bued on developmmt of a dati ~ capabilif;y

--· --- ------

-

~

.. NOR'fON~ ....... .... .. ····- . __ __ ,... ...... ~.-- .. ---··. --...... - -Lieutenant OciCral, USAF
DirectOr, Joint Sta1!'
Relerenc:e:
1 DoD DAIG ttA) JZI.CIZIDJ'IInc:lum, 18 llan:h 2005, "Report on Forensic
Capabllitiea and Inddent Reportlac Related to Air Defense Actione
(Projoct No. D:Z~D1N1'01-o22g.oo1) CtJr
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Team Members (U)
(U) The Department of Defense Offico of the Deputy Inspector General for ·
Intelligence prepared this report. Personnel ofthe Department of Defense Offico
oflnspector General who contributed to the report are listed below.
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1

AUSA:!
Initial Can.tt.tlan:
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1-I:.jc--------l·l----~
Days/Costs

StlfJHaurs:G

CaM Elapled 0.,.:

Trwal Call:

@ase/AssodatedCases)

a-

C..Na

Title
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~--------------------------------From:

Sent:

To:

~mber
16, 2004 6:06AM
Beitel , Rick

Subject:

FW: TODAY$ MEETING WITH DOD IG

Rick, Please advise if you have any different thoughts.
Thanks

(~
-----OriJ inal Messa]i--- - From :
Sent~ tember 15, 2004 6:03 PM
To: - - Subject: RE: TODAYS MEETING WITH DOD I G

Rick, Pl ease advise if you have any different thoughts.
Thanks
(b)~)c

-----o~r~i~~~~-WITH DOD IG

ansportation
Office of Inspector General
400 7th S treet , S.W.
NASSIF Building, Room 7324
Wash
, DC 20590-0001
Tel:
Fax:
1

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

042R0122001_c 042R0122001_c
se plan.pdf (38 .seplan bullets_2.
Rick,
-

-

=

•

-

-'---"•__!_____ - -

· - ' ..

:..,tt..

•

-

•.

• :'

•• -

• -

I
Thanks
c

(b)(

P.S.:

JiM (3)\1 k

I will be at the range tomorrow 9- 15 but can be reached on my cell phone lllllllll

(b

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ay, September 14, 2004 2:14PM
Beitel, Rick
Team 8 Request

9-llComm_tea
l items requestec
Rick,

Attached, please find a lis t of items from the Commission's Team 8 list that I proposed we
request. If there are any additional items that we should request from the list please
advise and I'll ~e. Once this list looks good I will be glad to also submit
this request to 11111111111111 Please advise.
Thanks
(bX..,)c

1
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SUBJECT:
MESSAGE:

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The documents ac:companying this faCIImUe nnsmlsston may contain con~dential
lnform811on that 1J; legally prMieged. The information Ia intended only for !he use o1 ll'te
recipient named &b!Wlt. · If you have ~eiwd lhls fac.slmile in e~r. piNst immediately notlty
us by telephone to arr;nge for the reblm of ltle originel documents b us, and you 1re her6by
notibd ttlat any di1cl011ure, ~pying, dlwtbutlon or thl 121klng of ""Y actiOn in re~anc1 on tne
con!ants of this facsimile Information Is s'J1dly prohibited.

tf you do not receive all pages, please call (212) 264-8700

ASAP.
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FOR OFFJCIAL USE ONLY
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Pages 240 through 252 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5)

..
(

1'11emorandum

u.s. Department or
Transportation
OMice of the Secretary
of Transportation
Office of Inspector General

Subject

INFORMATION: American Airlines
Awareness of the Hijacking of Flight 77

Dat&:

November 19, 2004

Reply to

From:

-2
To:

Attn of:

Todd J. Zinser
Deputy Inspector General, J-2

As follow-up to our November 3, 2004, teleconference concerning American
of American Airlines
Airlines Headquarters' awareness about the · ·acki
Fli
77
77 I have spoKen

1

AA's emergency procedures require that access to the computerized flight data for an aircraft involved in
an event, such as a hijacking, accident, or unruly passenger, be locked out.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(Pibtic avlilabitily 10 be ~...,.,;ned uncrer S U.S. C. 552)

..

(

-#-

------------~iiiiiiiiiiiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll....lllllllllllllllllll discu~~ili
we should look at the Commission's memoranda for the record concerning
their discussions ~th AA persormel. We currently do not have copies of these memoranda but can
request them through the National Arichives.

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Friday, November 19, 2004 7:02AM
Zinser, Todd J.
Beitel, Rick; Lee, Charles H
AA Awareness of Hijacking

Memo_AA
reness of hijackir

Please see the attached memorandum, which is in follow-up to our
teleconference on November 3rd.

1

Pages 256 through 383 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

\

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Thank you .
Arnold & White, LLP
Howrey S
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

-

As we agreed, attached is a copy of the recording that was made o
on 12-1-04.

1

interview

........~-------------------------------6Y 2RO I 22.oo (

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Transcripts

dot-oig_intvw_tr
anscripts.zip ...
(b-

)c

Attached are copies of the transcripts for DOT-OIG's interviews of the fo l lowing :

As we discussed, the page numbers on these electronic copies don't seem to match the
printed copies the transcription service sent us.
Please let
next week

--

-

•

See you on the afternoon of 12-1.
Thanks

<bit I. I It IL

~

L!

.

• .! :.

• '

• - ._____ -

t

-

•

. -

• ,.

~__.__-

•

ave planned for

(

U.S. Department of
General
Transportation

The Inspector General

Office

of

Inspector

Washington,

D.C.
Office of t he Secretary
of Transportation

Gary M. Stern
General Counsel
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, MD 20740-6001
Dear Mr. Stern:
I am requesting that a designee from our office be afforded access to the
9-11 Commission's "Team 8" files that
identified for

Thank you for your rr~t'n"'r~"
please feel free to contact

Sincerely,

Assistant Inspec or General for Investigations

( 1) Enclosure

Enclosure to DOT-OIG 10-4-04 Request to NARA

-#-

Page 388 redacted for the following reason:
--------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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(

Memorandum
U.S. Department of
Transportation

OHice of the Secretary
of Transportation
Office of Inspector General

S\A)ject

INFORMATION: 9-11 Commission Interviews
of American Airlines Personnel

From:

Date:

November I 2004

'

Reply to

Altn ol:

JRI-2
(212} 264-8700

To:

Todd J. Zinser
Deputy Inspector General, J-2

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION..OFF1CE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(Public avdebility 10 be del&tminec! und« 5 U.S.C. 552)

If I can provide additional information on this topic please feel free to contact me.

- #-

Page 391 redacted for the following reason:
--------------------(b)(5)

(

~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

~er
01,2004 11:55 AM
Zinser. Todd J.

Beitel, Rick; Lee, Charles H
American Airlines Commission Interviews

9-11
1ission Interview~

Please see the attached memorandum, which is in follow -up to our meeting on
October 13, 2004.

1
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October 30, 1004

Part of 9/11 Report Remains Unreleased; An Inquiry Is Begun
By JIM DWYER

ne last chapter of the investigation by the Sept. 11 commission, a supplement completed more
than two months ago, has not yet been made public by the Justice Department, and officials say it
is unlikely to be released before the presidential election, even though that had been a major goal of
deadlines set for the panel.
Drawing from this unpublished part of the inquiry, the commission quietly asked the inspectors general
at the Departments of Defense and Transportation to review what it had determined were broadly
inaccurate accounts provided by several civil and military officials about efforts to track and chase the
hijacked aircraft on Sept. 11 .
David Barnes, a spokesman with the Department of Transportation, said yesterday that if the reviews
found wrongdoing, the inspector general could recommend administrative penalties or ask federal
prosecutors to begin a criminal investigation.
"The investigation is ongoing," Mr. Barnes said, "and we don't know when it will be done."

In testimony before the commission, officials had described a quick response to the hijackings that
narrowly missed intercepting some of the planes, but the commission's investigators later determined
from documentary evidence that none of the military planes were anywhere near the four airliners.
In addition, officials at the Federal Aviation Administration testified that they had notified the military
within a few minutes of each hijacking, but the investigation found that tape recordings contradicted
that assertion.
The commission, in its final report, said that the true picture "did not reflect discredit" on individuals,
but that unreliable testimony about the events had made it harder to understand the problems.
Besides the pursuit of the hijacked planes, the supplement, a monograph 60 to 70 pages long, revisits
other subjects in the commission's final report of July - telephone calls made from the hijacked
airplanes, airline security and orders issued that morning by President Bush and Vice President Dick
Cheney - and provides additional detail or context, former commission members said.
The monograph also finds shortcomings in the Transportation Security Administration, the agency
formed to buttress airline security after the hijackings, said Bob Kerrey, the former Democratic senator
from Nebraska and a commission member.
Mr. Kerrey suggested that presidential politics were behind the delay in the report's release, but a
spokesman for the Justice Department, Mark Corallo, said that an ordinary review of the material for

I of2
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national security clearance was complicated when the commission shut down in August.
"It's unlikely in the next few weeks," Mr. Corallo said of when the supplement would be released. 11 lt
was a real legal quandary."
The monograph was submitted to the Justice Department just as the commission's term expired on Aug.
21, a date selected by Congress after long negotiations to avoid bringing out the commission's report at
the height of the presidential campaign.lt arrived not only as the commission became legally defunct,
but also as many commission members and the staff lost their security clearances, Mr. Corallo said.
That meant no one from the commission could discuss with the Justice Department lawyers how to edit
material that needed to be changed for security reasons, he said.
"Had the commission gotten it to them two or three days before the deadline, they could have resolved
any issue in minutes, as they usually do, 11 Mr. Corallo said.
As a result of these complications, the supplement is the fU'St of the commission's documents to be
completely controlled by the Bush administration. While the commission was still in business, it was
able to exert pressure on the White House when all 10 members, 5 Democrats and 5 Republicans,
simply issued a public request for cooperation.
"I am surprised that the process has dragged on this long, and I think it's inappropriate," Richard
Ben-Veniste, a Democrat on the commission, said. "It is longer than any other review of written
material."
Discussions on the monograph's fate are being held between the Office of Legal Counsel at the Justice
Department and Daniel Marcus, the commission's former general counsel.
11

1think rve convinced them that even though we don't exist anymore, it ought to be viewed as a public
document," Mr. Marcus said.
The monograph has two sections, he said. One concerns airline security, discussing the Federal
Aviation Administration and the Transportation Security Administration. The other section, he said,
provides a detailed timeline of the movements of the hijacked planes the morning of Sept. 11 and the
response by the civil and military aviation officials. On July 29, Mr. Marcus wrote to the inspectors
general of the Transportation and Defense Departments requesting reviews of the testimony of those
officials. He would not comment this week on the request or the letters, but representatives for both
departments confirmed that investigations were under way.
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Pages 395 through 398 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5)

October 27.2004

Ken:

Attached is a memo from
about ATC radar coverage. I had asked
help me understand the gaps in radar coverage for Flight 77 on 9/11.
(b)(6).
·~o is interesting and very helpful.
( b ) -to

rve also attached excetpts from the Commission report that raised questions about

this issue.

TZ
Cc:

Lee
Beitel

Pages 400 through 403 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5)

..
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THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT

"WE HAVE SOME PLANBS"

25

c

r

tlus ,tuff i5 goruu keep on going, we need to take those fighters, pot
'em over Manhatnn. That\ belt thing, that's the best p~y right now.
So coordinate w1th the FAA.Tell'em if there's more out there, which
we don't k.now,let's get 'em over Manhatt:an.At least we got some kind
ofplay.tl3
The fAA cleared the airspace. R.ldar dau show that at 9:13, when the Otis
fighters were about 1 15 miles away from the city, the fighters exited their holding pattern and set a course direct for Manhattan. They arrived at 9:25 and
established a combat air patrol (CAP) over the city.m
Beause the Otis 6ghters had expended a great de21 of fuel in flying fi.nt to
military ainpace and then to New Yodr., the battle com.maoders were c.oocerned about refueling. NBADS considered scnmbling alert fighters from Langley Air Force Base in V'ttgi!lU to New York, to provide backup.The Langley
figbten were placed on battle st3ti~ru at 9 :~ . 1J 7 NORAD bad oo indication
that any other plane had been hljack.cd.

Amerk:an Aidines Flight 77
FAA Awareness. American 77 began deviating frorn its .flight plan at 8:54,
with a .ilight.nun toward the south.Two minutes later, it dis3ppeucd complerely
from racUr at lnd.ian.apoli.s Center, which \Ya$ controlling the Bight.ll8
The conlroUer tncking American 17 told us he noticed the aixt:r.J.ft tuming to the southwest, and then saw the data disappear. The controller looked
for primary radar renuns. He scuched along
plme's projected flight path
and the airspace to the south~est where it lud started to tutn.No pcim.ary W'gcts appeared. He tried the radios, fi.nt calling the ai.rcraft d.irectly, then .the airline.Ag.lln there w~ nothing. At ~ point. the- lndi~polis controller bad oo
knowledge of the situation in New York. He did not know tlut other aircnft
had been hijacked. He believed American 77 lud experienced serious dectrical or rnccbanical failure, or both, and was gooe,ll9
Shortly after 9 :00, Indianapolis Center surted notifying other agencies tb2t
American 77 was missing and had possably a;shed.At 9:08, lndi~polis Center asked Air Force Search and Rescue at La!Jgley Air Po.rce B:ue to look for a
downed aircrafi.The center aho contacted the West Virginia State Police aod
asked whe1her an)' repous of a downed aira.tft Jud been reccivcd.At 9:09, it
reponed the loss of contact to the fM regioo.al center, which passed this information to FAA headqwrters at 9:24,14G
By 9:20,lndianapolis Center learned that there were other hijacked aircraft,
and began to doubt its initial asswnption tlutAm.erica.n 77 bad crashed. A discussioo of this concern between the manager at Indianapolis and the Command Center in Herndon prompted it to notify some FM fidd facilitit"S that
Amertcan 77 was lost. By 9:21, the Command Center, ~ome FAA field facilirics, and American Nrlines had started to seuch for American 77 .They feued

the

tt lud beeo hijacked. At 9:25, the Cornnund

Center advised FAA headquarof the s1tuation.l4l
..The Wlure to tiud a primary radar rerum for American 77 led us to ioves•'"-'·~te · lhis issue further.~Udar reconstructions performed aher 9/11 reveal t1ut
equipment tracked the fiight from the moment its transponder was
•~:.· turned off at 8:56. But for 8 minute$ and 13 seconds, bcrween 8:56 and 9:05,
pcimary radar information on American 77 wu not displayed to contro.U en
---~?f.:~t' lndiarupolis Center. In The reasons are technical, arising tiom the way the
f~f~io~ processed ndar infol"DUrion. as well as from poor p'imary r.&dar covwhere American n was Uying.
According to the r.&dar reeoJUtruction,American 77 reemerged 2S a primary
on [ndianapolis Center radar scopes at 9:05, east of its Last known posi.The target remained in Indianapolis Center's airspace for another six mi
1'1"6'·•·•-~ dten crossed into the wes<ern portion ofWasbington Center's ainpace at
lndiwpolis Center continued searching for the aircralt, two maru.gers
~~"ff:'=~d t,he controller responsible for American 77 looked to the WC$1 and southB.~i.\vest along the flitJht's projected path, not east-where the aircraft W<LS now
NU!ugeu did not iruttuct other controllers at Indianapolis Center w
turn oo their prinury radar covenge to join in the seuch for American 77 .•~
In sum,lndiasupolis Center never saw Flight 77 turo around. By the time
it m~ppeared in primary radar ~overage, controllers had either stopped looking for the a.iicraft b~causr: they thought it had crashed or were looking toward
the west.Although the Command Center learoed Right 77 was missing, nei' ther it nor fAA headquarten inued an all points b\ll.lerin to surrounding centen to search for primary ndar w:gets. Amertcan 7l traveled undetected for
:J.6 minutes on a course heading due east forWashingcon,D.C.I44
·. By 9:25, FAA's Herndon Com.rtWld Center and FAA headquarters knew
:two aircraft h.ad cra.shed into the WondTrade Center.They knew Americ:m 77
.. ~v:a' lw.tu least some FAA officials in Boston Center and the Ne~· England
·Rql.on knew that a hijacker on board American 11 had said "we have s'
'pl.aoe$." Concerru over the safety of other~ begut to mount.A l'lWUgCl <~I
·the Hundon Comnu.od Center asked FAA heulquarku ifthey wanted to order
· a "ruuionwide ground stop." While this was being discwsed by executives at fAA
headquartcn, the Command Center ordered one at 9:25.1U
. . The Coounand Ceottr kept looking for American 77. At 9:21, it advised the
Dulles tcrmin2l·control facility, and Dulles urged its controlkn to look fOr primary targcu. ~t 9:32, they found one. Several of the Dulles controUen
...obrerved a priuwy radar tuget tr.lcking eastboWld at a high nte ofspeed" and
notified R~g:a.n Natio!UI Airport. FAA peuonnel<~t both ReaganNatioml and
· Dulles· airports noti6ed the Secret Service. The aircrm's idenuty or type w:~s
· unknovm.146
· · Reagan National controllers then vectored an unarmed National Guard C ~
130H cugo a.ircnft, which bad just taken off en route to l\1inoesota, to iden-
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129. FM IOtiOQ, ~FWI'n:u>cmpc.I\U(nf< A.tolknc; VJU.17S; Neoo~Yort, NY; Stpt.rDdlrr ll,lQOI,"JU>. S7

146. NJ!ADS wlia file. tdcllli.6.alioa Tcrhain.ul po.sioon, cluncc17, 9:21:10.
I49.NJ!ADS •wwlio 61c,MWioo CrcwCCIINnWiu.clr.uuld2, 9:21:ro;IU.;oNU)?U>r iolt,.,.,..., (JII\.lZ·2l,
2GO.!,f' ~.
~·~&.,aY.;~·l~·~::·.2004).
.
130 "N91) )NrwYoal; T...,.,.J llcilu Jlppnuch) concrolla lQl«i'H ~~tfr 9:00 1 m.,l o!Kmtd
IIIIAAO""' •vcnli
of the N.,...,t., New
f.;lport,non:htast boiled aod ~ 0111 aftM!\1:
150. N'EADS aYc!to 6k. Mislion CRw Co~ Cbuulcl2, 9•U:l-4.Tin taisrioA .,.......,..,cl<t lboupr ro
~>14. o.iM bcmlitad /ioe1 i.e • npid r.Uc of clesccec.lbr n.d.w wpC CU''IIIW!Ld II tM Wcit!d Tndl:
pctlht ~ crn.Qiblc ora' Ballimon: U>4 pl.t<c • "buric:~ up'' bdwt en lbr IUj:dt .od W&l~gc.M. p.c. X.MD
~~ep0<1.~S\DMWY QfAiiTnfit Hij1ck l!wn.~>Sc-pcatlbtt 11.2001,''~1. 11.2001. Forvl.t:rNORA.Domcw~
N&rrJ>:ul1. <a,tr ~ (J:W. 12-23.1.0041.
Scoa 1t.11ili<d I!>.a 1M lime o!i:mpl<l o(VIIiccd 17S Wll.l 9:D2. Willi.&.ID Sco~&ccttilnoay, Mry :U, 2003. W. ),..,...;
· ISI.N'EAOS :wclia 61e. tdcllliliuoao 'lllw.hAici:lo PQI>tion,cha.aul S. 9:32:10;ibtd., 9·lJ:S8.
duanuned W.rlbr impuc lime wu 9:03:11 kltd oo 0111' :a.cul)w ofFM ro.d.u d.ltl Mid all lnlir c.o=olcoi..;,~~.:>1:
JS2. Fo16m qu1111;- NEADS wdio 61.;. t.ltlllilic::uioo Tedulic\on poUCOil, clu.nz.rl S, 9-..l:>:.SO. For .ccood
Wll!eiCJ«ic:.
•
·.' ""1111;•er NJ!ADS aao!io 61r,ldtllli.6.alioo'nc.IWDIJ\ ,Wiioa.c:N.nncl7.9-.36:34; ICLrift N~ in~ (JaA.
131. FM •lldio edt. Htmilon Coaull.l4d Cr011c, !'«wYark Ce-ot«t po<ia.oo.,IIDc 5114, 9:02:3~.
, 2004). fo1 1M lhird 'l.'ll.lllt.tre NEADS aydjo 61r, t.ii>siao C...w Com.aw:uftt. ch.uuKl 2, 9.::J9; 9-~9:37;
132. ~d.• 9:03: FM audio file, Hnadoo CoiNIW>d Ctf\W, Clwtlad/B4.11.0n polilfoo,li.Pe SIIS, 9:GS9 :
N~ iot.emcw (JIA 22·23, 2()0.4).
·
Micb•d McCormid: iJ\C<i'Vi""' (Occ I, 200l); D•Yi.d I.I.Cucs U.rvirw (On. 2. 21Jro).
OWl Eclc.o.unn fotc.rrirw (De c. I, 200l): FAA m•mo."P...W 'IR.Dsmpt:s.:n....h!e Altm1i;QUI'T'2S; Sep133. FMA...sio fi.lr, Hm:ldoo CoiDilW1d Ceotcr,Bo"o" CcGitr pooioioo,liar SIIS, 9;G6-JJI:a7.
11. 2l001 ;" S~ 4, 2003, p~ Z...C ('l'ra.inmb.r R.1.dar po1icioo): f M -c..~p.,.w 'tnn~mpl; Srn.lnblt AU-l )4 •.i""ep0. MeOW\ iaul\'inv (Oa:.. 28. 2.003); R.ol>at Marc (Ja.ft. 2l, 2004):.)un.et F<u1 ~ (Oa.. ~91 •
QumS: Scpctlllkl 1 1,:2.001.'' Sq.1. •. 2003, pp. 2-s (Euc Focdcr l't:ldar polloiaa).
~. rlwulcl 2, 9:3$:{12; 01\me D<:o!aa. inl.t'M""' (Oa..lO,
I S4 . NJ!ADS audio &!c, IIIWion
20:13). Oam\C De.lkiAo inl:ni<lll (On 30. 2003).
·
US. HEADS audio 61., Mias.ion C...,.. CoiNJWI4n polllioo,dlo.Md 2, 9:07:32
.'I'b.c ~ ....,..l!filllfln o(f!Ss)>l 77 i>la> tllr P.o1.4p> if l.uad..., Coli\11\isoioo ~ at'FDil,.U
~.
3
7'Jiic
mnaol,
nolu,
&Del
1'\<oura
dencioa
ond i<nsntr J:irr &.ca.
•
136..Daa.id Nuh co1rmew (On 14.200.l);T.rn.alhy Duffy iDt.c:rriew qao. 7, 1.004).
137. Dru.ue die OW ficblrn lud r rp....dod a gtnl dnl ot'Nd iA t¥ztc Ml 10.miiituy W:IJ'o'CC Ul<l ~to u.
ISS .jo:rpb Coofcc iallrrylcw (Sept. 22, 21l0J); Nl'ADS audio 61r,l4ctdiSuooo Ttdw<1111 po:!itioo, ncarda
~tl7,9:.(1.
•
Net<
cht l»nlc t o1'1117W141n wo: re cooc:mlrd :abo ul .. ~rliDc. lu NJ!AD$ p1 noGIICl loobd. &>r rc£1dill'
blUm ill lbt ,;~ o( N.,.. Yndl. die miu!on ant comauodrr c:olllidcocl•cna>Wia& lbc ~6Ft~ ui
ts6. N'EADS wcll.o lile.Miui.on Cmv Comna.odu pa.alioa. WIIDd 2, 9:42.08.
Ntw VI!,)( 1o provide bukup for lht O!U 6e}llt..,.W>Iil the NE,\DS &n1c Call (lbe co-d~ dl.rt avcdoo!U
IS7. FAA lllmlo,"FUJJTn.IISaiptll.lnn.fi. Acfh!c~NS91UJI. (UAI.9l);Sol'O.tnel,l'.\:Scplmlbn II, 2.001,"
10,200t. ~ 10.
•
lla DpCQOOOl Ooot) onkr<d"btllle naoooa ontv" i.uldrl'-Hn.
6fJurcs u ~Ail for<e a... ~
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IS&.Tbc: Vlli1rd'n liz!>d:illr itt FM "'Porr,"SuCMWYofAit'll::tA;Hijark E-S~ct 11.2001:·s1p~
c<M>UaanW.IxKb r<nU lhu 1lu planes wtte held on b•nk .uooQ~, J& oppoted. to ~li.or. l>fawc lh" ~
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Memorandum
U.S. Department of
Transportation
Office of the Secretary
of Transportation
Office of Inspector General

Subject

From:

To:

Date:

ACTION: Inaccurate Posting on FAA
Website, Re: 9/ 11101 Chronology

Kenneth M. Mead
Inspector General

v
d
,.tJ.J--

September 27, 2004

Reply to

f '

Marion C. Blakey
Federal Aviation Administrator
As you know, we are investigating a referral from the 9/ 11 Commission
concerning certain inaccuracies in public statements and reports by DOD and FAA
officials, involving communications and notifications between FAA and NORAD
on September 11.
In the course of investigating, we discovered on Friday that the attached and
highlighted Fact Sheet, posted on FAA's website and entitled "Chronology of
Events on September 11 , 2001 (August 2002)," contained information that the
Commission found to be inaccurate. The subject information in this posting
concerns FAA's notification to NORAD about the hijacking of AAL Flight 77,
which is a central issue in the Commission's referral.
We notified Laura Brown, Deputy Assistant Administrator for Public Affairs, of
this discrepancy on Friday, and the Fact Sheet has since been revised (see
Attachment 2). One observation, however, is that the new entry is not identified as
a recent revision and we believe such a notation, or errata, should be made given
our ongoing investigation.
We have already contacted the individual responsible for preparing the original
Fact Sheet and will be interviewing the FAA personnel who provided that source
information. We will also determine the accuracy of the revised Fact Sheet entry.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at x61959, or my
Deputy, Todd J. Zinser, at x66767.
Attachments (2)

#
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August12,2002
Contact William Shumann
Phone: 202-267-3883

Chronology of Events on September 11 , 2001 (August 2002)
0800. American Airlines Flight 11, a Boeing 767 with 92 people on board. takes off from Boston Logan
airport for Los Angeles.
0814. United Air Lines Flight 175, a Boeing 767 with 65 people on board, takes off from Boston Logan
airport for Los Angeles.
0821. American Airlines Flight 77. a Boeing 757 with 64 people on board, takes off from Washington Dulles
airport for Los Angeles.
0840. FAA notifies the North American Aerospace Defense Command's (NORAD) Northeast Air Defense
Sector about the suspected hijacking of American Flight 11 .
0841. United Air Lines Flight 93, a Boeing 757 with 44 people on board, takes off from Newark airport for
San Francisco.
0843. FAA notifies NORAD's Northeast Air Defense Sector about the suspected hijacking of United Flight

175.
0846. (approx.). American Flight 11 crashes into the north tower of the World Trade Center.
0902. (approx.}. United Flight 175 crashes into the south tower of the World Trade Center.
0904. (approx.). The FAA's Boston Air Route Traffic Control Center stops all departures from airports in its
jurisdiction (New England and eastern New York State).
0906. The FAA bans takeoffs of all flights bound to or through the airspace of New York Center from airports
in that Center and the three adjacent Centers- Boston. Cleveland and Washington. This is referred to as a
First Tier groundstop and covers the Northeast from North carolina north and as far west as eastern
Michigan.
0908. The FAA bans all takeoffs nationwide for flights going to or through New York Center airspace.
0924. The FAA notifies NORAD's Northeast Air Defense Sector about the suspected hijacking of American
Flight 77. The FAA and NORAD establish an open line to discuss American 77 and United 93.
0926. The FAA bans takeoffs of all civilian aircraft regardless of destination-- a national groundstop.
0940. (approx.). American Flight 77 crashes into the Pentagon.
0945. In the first unplanned shutdown of U. S. airspace, the FAA orders all aircraft to land at the nearest
airport as soon as practical. At this time. there were more than·4,500 aircraft in the air on Instrument Flight
Rules (IFR) flight plans.

http://www.faa.gov/newsroom/factsheets/2002/factsheets 020812.htm
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1007. (approx.) United Flight 93 crashes in Stony Creek Township, PA.
1039. Reaffirming the earlier order, the FAA issues a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) that halts takeoffs and
landings at all airports.
1215. (approx). The airspace over the 48 contiguous states is dear of all commercial and private flights.

Notes:
All times are Eastern Daylight. For UTC/Zulu/GMT, add four hours.
Flight departures are actual takeoff times. not scheduled or gate departure times.
Questions About This Page
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August12,2002
Contact: William Shumann
Phone: 202-267-3883

Chronology of Events on September 11, 2001 (August 2002)
0800. American Airlines Flight 11, a Boeing 767 with 92 people on board, takes off from Boston Logan
airport for Los Angeles.
0814. United Air Lines Flight 175, a Boeing 767 with 65 people on board, takes off from Boston Logan
airport for Los Angeles.
0821. American Airlines Flight 77, a Boeing 757 with 64 people on board, takes off from Washington Dulles
airport for Los Angeles.
0840. FAA notifies the North American Aerospace Defense Command's (NORAD) Northeast Air Defense
Sector about the suspected hijacking of American Flight 11 .
0841. United Air Lines Flight 93, a Boeing 757 with 44 people on board, takes off from Newark airport for
San Francisco.
0843. FAA notifies NORAD's Northeast Air Defense Sector about the suspected hijacking of United Flight
175.
0846. (approx.). American Flight 11 crashes into the north tower of the World Trade Center.
0902. (approx.). United Flight 175 crashes into the south tower of the World Trade Center.
0904. (approx.). The FAA'.s Boston Air Route Traffic Control Center stops all departures from airports in its
jurisdiction (New England and eastern New York State).
0906. The FAA bans takeoffs of all flights bound to or through the airspace of New York Center from airports
in that Center and the three adjacent Centers- Boston, Cleveland and Washington. This is referred to as a
First Tier groundstop and covers the Northeast from North Carolina north and as far west as eastern
Michigan.
0908. The FAA bans all takeoffs nationwide for flights going to or through New York Center airspace.
0924. The FAA establishes an open phone line with other government agencies and the military to share
information about missing or suspicious aircraft.
0926. The FAA bans takeoffs of all civilian aircraft regardless of destination -a national groundstop.
0940. (approx.). American Flight 77 crashes into the Pentagon .
0945. In the first unplanned shutdown of U. S. airspace. the FAA orders all aircraft to land at the nearest
airport as soon as practical. At this time, there were more than 4,500 aircraft in the air on Instrument Flight
Rules (I FR) flight plans.
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1007. (approx.) United Flight 93 crashes in Stony Creek Township, PA.
1039. Reaffirming the earlier order, the FAA issues a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) that halts takeoffs and
landings at all airports.

1215. (approx). The airspace over the 48 contiguous states is clear of all commercial and private flights.
Notes:
All times are Eastem Daylight. For UTC/Zulu/GMT, add four hours.
Flight departures are actual takeoff times, not scheduled or gate departure times.
Questions About This Page
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Sent:

Tuesday, October 05, 2004 9:01 AM

To:

Cc:
Subject:

911 Testamony Review

If you would like an update on where we are in the review let me know and we can get together.
Thanks,

10/5/2004

(
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
This week's schedule will include :

11111111111111

You are welcome to send someone to participate in the interviews this week.

~ have something already set fo~lllllllcto do on Friday of this week it would

be great if he could help out with the interVieW!ST {IIIIIII~as a schedule conflict and can
not participate.

1

(

From:
Sent:

05, 2004 11 :43 AM

To:
Subject:

timeline-dotoig.x
Is (46 KB)

As we discussed.

(b )(6), (b )(7)c

l

From:
Sent:

To:

Friday, September 24, 2004 2:35 PM
Beitel Rick

Cc:
Subject:

Briefing Document

2004-09-24_brie

f.doc (35 KB)

Attached is a summary of the i nformation that has been gathered this week. The
information for t he DOD end of this investigation i s likely more extens i ve that I
currently have available. we can provi de a more detai led briefing on that aspect early
next week.

1

(
-From:

(

o~2R~)~;t~O(

~-----------------------------

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

factsheets_2002
·08-12.pdf (26 ...

Rick,
Per our discussion

1

(

(

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Re: QFRs

Subject:

(b-

~ ---------i--------- 111111111111111 --1

II

I
I
I

I

09 / 27 / 2004 05:18
PM

II
I

1---------+--------------------- --- -- -->
>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
I

I

ig.dot.gov>

To:
cc:
Subject: Re: QFRs(Document link:

>------------------------ -- ---------------------------------------------------------- -----

------------------------------- 1

I will double check with others who were involved.
the record after the May 22 '03 hearing.

1---------+---------------------------- >

II

II

g .dot .gov>

II

I know I did not handle anythi ng for

(

I
I
I

o9/27/2oo4 o4:1s

I

I

I

I :

To:

PM

I

I

1---------+- --------------------------->
>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- -- ----------- ------- 1

cc:
Subject::

QFRs

>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------1

free to contact me at

2
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Sent:

To:
Cc:

9/29/2004

Monday, September 27,2004 2:37PM

(

Pages 419 through 424 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Material Request

9-llcomm_inter 9-llComm_tea
iews-tapes requ.J Items requestec

I am writing as a follow - up to our meeting on Sept. 10, 2004, that concerned obtaining
materials from the 9-11 Commission. As you know, we are seeking information that might be
•

______

~ ~·

~

- U -

f

•

II •

I

-

e

~ ~ ~.!._!

- •

In the attached documents we have identified the items that DOT-IG is interested in
obtaining. The DOD-IG will present a separate request to you.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at
Thanks,

- - - - - - -

eg
Dept. of Transportation
Office of Inspector General

I

:,

!

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

D4'2.R0\2..2.00 \

(

(

. . ,ber21,20041 19AM
RE: Items to be Requested from 9-11 Commission

Will give you a call next week after we have returned to DC.

To:
Cc: Beitel, Ricki
Subject: Items to be Requested from 9-11 Commission

Att

h d

Thanks

f
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· Message

(

(
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OYARC)\~Oo

I understand you got the taping issue resolved w~7)Again, if there is anything I can do for you,
please let me know.

Additional documentation we would like to review:

•
•
•

9/1612004

\

Message

(

If you need to speak with me about this, give me a call ator emailing your decision will be fine.

Page 2 of4

(

and/or try my cell

U.S. Dept. o
Office of Inspector General
400 7th Street. S.W.
NASSIF Building, Room 7324
I ·

I I ! •

2I

• 0-0001

Sounds good. If you need anything I am here until4:00 today and all day tomorrow. See
you Sunday.

Let's wait until we get back from Colorado. I have some last minute "stuff" to take care of
tomorrow, as I am sure we all have!

U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Office of Inspector General
400 7th Street, s.w.
NASSIF Building. Room 7324
Washington, DC 20590-0001

9116/2004
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Message
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-----Original Message----From

Sent:

Wednesda~ptember

To:

15, 2004 4:15PM

-

liiiiliilillilige

Thanks. Do you want to fit getting the badge in tomorrow or wait until we get
back from Colorado?

To:
l i i i i i l i i l i l idge

U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Office of Inspector General
400 7th Street, S.W.

NASSIF Building, Room 7324
•~nflnnTc\n DC LU'-'><>u- uuu

9/16/2004

Message

9/16/2004

(
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(
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

See you in Colo rado.
(b)(. . .)c

To:

Cc:
Subject: Items to be Requested from 9-11 Commission

{
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

9-llcomm_inter 9-llComm_tea
iews-tapes requJ items ~ 'u"'"''-•

1

Message

(
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From: Beitel, Rick
Sen~mber

07,2004 6:21PM

To:- - - Subject: FW: Document and witness lists for matter reffered to DoD and DoT
(b}(-

7}c

-FYI.

-----Original Message----From: Zinser, Todd J.
Sent: Tuesday, September 07, 2004 3:11PM
To: Lee, Charles H.; Beitel, Rick
Subject: FW: Document and witness lists for matter reffered to DoD and DoT

To:
Subject: Re: Document and witness lists for matter reffered to DoD and DoT

Sent: Thursday, September 02, 2004 4:46 PM
.
Subject: RE: Document and witness lists for matter reffered to DoD and DoT
thanks for the info

file://C:\Documents%20and%20Settings\i2hwlo\My%20Documents\Data\CASE~...

9/8/2004

Message

Page 2 of2

SUbject: Document and witness lists for matter reffered to DoD and DoT

Do you Yahoo!?
New and Improved Yahoo! Mail- 100MB free storage!

file://C:\Documents%20and%20Settings\i2hwlo\My%20Documents\Data\CASES- . .. 9/8/2004

(

Tbe following is a list of witnesses you and your staff may want to interview after
you have reviewed all the relevant documents.

The following is a Jist of FAA and DoD documents and materials that we
recommend you and your staff review in connection with the Commission's referral.

.

(
'

Pages 438 through 511 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5)
(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(6), (b)(7)b
(b)(6), (b)(7)c

(

U.S. Department ol Transportation

Office of the Sea'etary of Transp0l1ation

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

2004

TITLE

FAA-NORAD Statements to 9-11 Commission
Washington, DC
wlo

113

JRI-1 (1), JRI-5 (1)
JRI-2(1)../
False Statements
ACTION LEADS
Contact the Quality Assurance managers at Boston (ZBW) and Cleveland (ZOB) Centers to determine
when they provided FAA's Evaluations and Investigations Staff (AAT-20) a play back, copy of a
recording and a transcript in rough and final form for any communications that its Center may have had
with the military on September 11, 2001. Obtain any documentary evidence that supports when each
Center transmitted the aforementioned to AAT-20.
We have found that most of the communications between the FAA's Centers and the military occurred
between the FAA military operations positions and the North East Air Defense Sector (NEADS) but
this is not always the case. In transcripts that have been provided to AAT-20, NEADS is referenced as
"Huntress."
JRJ-1:

IS

telephone

may currently be acting
JRl-5:

telephone

ZOB's

Conduct an interview o~ an employee in the Air Traffic Organization's Resource
worked with AAT-20
Management Branch (ANE-540). FollowingS~ 11, 2001,in preparing the FAA's chronologies. Interviewto detenni~~r~le in the preparation of
the FAA's chronologies. An outline for conducting the interview is attached (Attachment 1).
JRI-1:

Air Traffic Organization, Resource Management Branch~d
.1..tovau\.4uarters, 12 New England Executive Park, Burlington, MA-

tG F 1600.2 (5-66)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(PlAllic avaitabii1y 10 be detennined un4&r 5 U.S.C. 552)

I

042RO 122001

INFORMATION
This investigation was based on a referral from the 9-11 Commission that certain public statements
made by military and FAA officials at Commission hearings and elsewhere were inaccurate. The
questionable statements primarily concern when the FAA notified the military on
September 11, 2001, about American Airlines Flight 77 (AA77) and United Airlines Flight 93
(UN93).
As is further elaborated in their referral, the Commission has concluded that at its May 23rd, hearing
151 Air Force, presented a timeline of events from September 11th that
contained inaccuracies. Specifical told the Commission that the FAA notified the
1
testimony also indicated that the fighters from
military about UN93 at 9: 16am •
Langley Air Force Base, Langley, VA were scrambled as result of the aforementioned notice, that
the military was tracking UN93 and that they intended to intercept the aircraft if it approached
Washington, D.C. The Commission determined that there was no hijack report at 9:16am; UN93
was proceeding normally at that time. They further concluded that the military did not receive any
notice that UN93 had a problem until ZOB called NEADS at 10:07am (EDT) and advised them that
UN93 might have a bomb on board. UN93 crashed in Pennsylvania at 10:03am.
also testified that the FAA notified the military about AA77 at 9:24am, and that the
Langley fighters were also scrambled in response to the hijacking of AA77. During its
investigation, the Commission discovered that the notice NEADS received at 9:24am was that
AA11 had not hit the World Trade Center. ZBW had contacted NEADS at 9:21am and reported
that AA11 was still in the air and on its way toward Washington, DC.
The Commission concluded that at 9:34am, FAA's Washington Center informed NEADS that there
was a problem with AA77 "We're looking [for]-we lost American 77." Then, at 9:36am, ZBW
contacted NEADS and reported that an unidentified aircraft was closing in on Washington, D.C.
AA77 was crashed into the Pentagon at 9:37am.
Witnesses have advised that AAT-20 prepared the bulk of the FAA's 9-11 chronologies. This effort
began on or about September 11, 2001, and continued through the end of the month. All subsequent
chronologies, which we have identified, that were produced by the FAA and that reference military
notifications were based upon AAT-20's work products.

1

All times referenced in this report, unless otherwise noted, are Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). FAA Air Traffic generally uses
Universal Coordinated Time (UTC or ZULU). During the month of September EDT is fours hours behind ZULU. Therefore,
12:00 ZULU is 8:00am EDT, 13:00 ZULU is 9:00am EDT, and 14:00 ZULU is IO:OOam EDT.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(Pu~ availabiley eo be determned uMier 5

IG F 1600.3 (3182)

U.S.C. 552)

2

042R0122001
Of the work products produced during this period, there were two of significance; the first is titled
Summary of Air Traffic Hijack Events, September 11, 2001, and is dated September 17, 2001
(Attachment 2). The second work product has no title but its first page contains a grid with a
chronology of four significant events associated with each of the hijacked aircraft, including when
NORAD/NEADS was notified, and is dated September 18, 2001 (Attachment 3). Both of these
documents indicate that FAA notified the military about AA77 at 9:24 and that FAA did not notify
the military about UN93. Further, they use military Jogs as the source for these notifications.
Neither chronology contained any information concerning the false report about AA11 at 9:24am or
the actual notice the FAA provided for UN93 at 10:07am.
Witnesses indicate that AAT·20 had access to some information from the military, which they likely
received sometime September 13 and 17, 2001. Some evidence and witnesses suggest that AAT ~ 20
had information, from FAA and military sources, concerning the correct time that it notified the
military about UN93 (10:08 [sic] EDT) but removed it from its final military notification
chronology.
We are requesting that this action lead be accomplished, in part, to assist in determining what
information AAT~20 obtained from the military. Further, we are trying to identify the extent of the
internal information, which pertained to military notifications, AAT-20 had obtained by the time it
completed its chronologies.
During our review of documents from AAT~20 we discovered an electronic copy of ZOB's rough
transcript for a conversation between ZOB and NEADS (Huntress) concerning UN93 that had a last
save date of September 15, 2001 (Attachment 4). Further, we discovered an electronic copy of an
apparently final version of the aforementioned transcript with a last save date of September 18, 2001
(Attachment 5). These transcripts contain the 10:07am conversation that ZOB had with NEADS
(Huntress) wherein they notified the military that UN93 might have a bomb on board.
Further, we have located, within AAT-20's records, copies of "wave" files (computerized
recordings) for ZBW's military operations position that cover the period of time 8:37am through
8:38am, 8:39am through 8:42am and 8:52am through 8:53am. These files contain a last saved date
of September 19, 2001 (Attachment 6). We have been unable to locate any other military operations
positions transcripts or recordings from ZBW. We would like to know if this is the extent of the
information that ZBW provided to AAT ~20 from its military operations positions and if so why.
ZBW's military operations position appears to have had the most communications on
September ll, 2001 with NEADS (Huntress).

-#~

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(PuOIIc: availallilily 10 be <*~in.cl under 5 U.S.C SS2)
IG F 1600.3 (3182)
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Pages 515 through 612 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5)
(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c, (b)(7)e
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MILLER REPORTING CO., INC.

735 8th STREET, S.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003-2802
(202) 546-6666

Pages 614 through 633 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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F rom:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

0'1 Z.R 0 I'U>.:> t

ililiililiiiMary
Beitel, Rick

24.200511:17 PM

Doc

Thanks for your reminder,-

c

Rick
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

1

Pages 635 through 645 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Sent:

(
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Friday. January 21, 2005 3:43PM

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Status : FOUO

FOR OFFICIAL USB ONLY
This e-mail contains unclassified information that may be withheld from the public
because disclosure would cause foreseeable harm to an interest protected by one or m
of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA} Exemptions 2 through 9 identified in 5 USC

Hope you are having a good year.

FOR OFFICIAL USB ONLY

1/2512005

Pages 647 through 668 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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n 1st Air Force public affairs officer
Maj. Don Arias approached me about
riting a book on America's air
sovereignty mission and how Sept. 11, 2001,
changed everything, I was a little nervous.
How do you tell such a huge, multifaceted story
in only a few short chapters? Can you ever give a
story of this magnitude justice? I really don't know
if you can. All you can do is write the stories you
think the reader absolutely must know to get a clear
picture of all the changes affecting the mission.
Speaking of pictures, how do you gather those
essential shots that tell a story all by themselves?
Thankfully, Maj. Arias enlisted the help of New
Mexico Air National Guardsman and historian
Master Sgt Rod Grunwald, a great photo editor,
sounding board, copy editor, grammarian, and
wordsmith who gathered countless photos for this
project. Thank you for all your help, Rod.
Before I go down the professional list, there's
many people I want to thank on a personal level.
My biggest thank-you of all goes to my husband
and on-site aviation consultant, Mike, who spent
endless hours at the park with our daughter, Isabel,
while I was sequestered :in the office writing a book
There's no way I could have done it without Mike,
who had to listen to every single detail about this
book every single day for more than a year. Thanks
for enduring it all, Mike. I also thank my mom,
Paula; sisters Alyson and Betsy; and the rest of my
family for helping me get through this as we were
all trying to get through losing our dad and hero,
John.Afirefighterand U.S. Marine Corps Vietnam
veteran, he would have loved this story of
America's military protecting our homeland.
There are many others to thank for supporting
this project. First, I thank retired Col. William A.
Scott- an outstanding editor- for his sound

SEPT. 11 ALTERS FACE OF AIR DEFENSE MISSION

opinion, advice and valuable input Col Scott had
the answers to any and all questions from, "What:S
a 'conehead' ?" to "What $ Posse Comitatus ?"
I truly appreciate all the time you gave, CoL Scott
I am also indebted to retired Maj. Gen. Larry K.
Arnold, who wanted this story forever preserved
in print Thank you for your valuable time aiXImany
interviews. Special recognition also goes to Col.
Bob Marr, commander of the Northeast Air
Defense Sector, who gave freely of his time to help
with the smallest of details about the air battle on
Sept. 11, 2001. Thank you, Col. Marr.
I owe many thanks to the 1st Air Force and
Continental United States North American
Aerospace Defense Command Region public
affairs staff: Maj. Brenda Barker; StaffSgt Scott
Farley; Master Sgt. Roger Tibbetts; and most of
all, Maj.Arias. You were all nothing but supportive
through this entire endeavor and Staff Sgt. Farley's
editing ski.l1s and tec1mica1 expertise wereinvallabl.e!
Several others wholeheartedly supported this
project: Lt. Col. Kacey Blaney; retired Brig. Gen.
John Broman; Col. John Cromwell; Dr. Charles
Gross; Master Sgt Dale Hanson; Eric Hehs;retired
Col. Connie Mac Hostetler; Marty Isham; retired
ChiefMasterSgt. Bill Johnson; Col. Larry Kemp;
Bard Manthey; Dr. Paul McAllister; Maj. Gen.
Craig R. McKinley; Gene McManus; Staff Sgt.
Mark Morgan; retired Col. Dan Navin; Jerry
Schroeder; Master Sgt. Dave Somdahl; Karen
Steele; Dr. Rick Sturdevant; Master Sgt. Don
Taggart; Brig. Gen. Dave Wherley Jr.; Col. Don
Whitehead; Vivian Wtlson; and Bob Wright. My
sincerest gratitude.
Finally, thank you to the men and women of 1st
Air Force and CONR. We can all sleep better
knowing you are guarding America's skies.
-Leslie Filson
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Foreword
ost Americans remember where they
were the morning of Sept. 11, 2001,
and will probably never forget. I was
in my command center watching live CNN
coverage of smoke billowing from the north tower
of the World Trade Center, having just scrambled
F- 15s out of Cape Cod, Mass., toward the
possibly hijacked American Airlines Flight 11.
When! saw United Airlines Flight 175 hit the south
tower, I quickly began to realize this was not a
coincidence, that our country was under attack and
it was my job to defend against further attacks.
Over the next several hours, the men and women
ofCONR- the Continental United States North
American Aerospace Defense Command Region
- quickly went about the business of securing
America's skies. I am grateful for what they did
that day.
We were able to respond quickly Sept. 11
because we had a robust command and control
structure in place and some fighter aircraft on rapid
reaction alert. The air defense mission, as reflected
in the mnnber of fighter aircraft and alert locations,
had shrunk over the decades even in the face of
the ColdWar. To.apoint, this reduction was justified
as the Soviet threat changed from bombers in the
1950s to primarily an Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile and submarine ballistic missile threat in the
years to follow. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s,
the Soviets flew repeated reconnaissance missions
off the East Coast of the United States and also
developed cruise missile capabilities that posed a
threat to the United States. These two facts alone
may have kept the air defense and air sovereignty
missions alive against air-breathing targets.
With the collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and
subsequent dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the
SovietUnion, there was additional pressure to take
down our alert aircraft and use that money for other

M

Retired Maj. Gen. Larry K. Arnold was
commander of 1st Air Force and tile
Continental United States NORAD Region
on Sept.11, 2001.
Air Force priorities. Only through strong leadership
and determination by Gen. Howell M. Estes m,
then commander in chief ofNORAD, was this
country able to sustain any modicum of air
sovereignty and air defense. It is important to note
that Maj. Gen. Philip G Killey, the Air National
Guard general officer in command of 1st Air Force
and CONR during those years, fueled the flame
that helped focus Gen. Estes' detennmation.
When I became the 1st Air Force vice
commander in January 1997, the Department of
Defense had just released its Quadrennial Defense
Review. This docmnent indicated that the Air furce
would provide only four fighter alert sites for a' 'fourcomers defense." It was a familiar basketball
strategy that had no place in the air sovereignty
AJR WAA OVER AMERICA

, I

U.S.Airforcepholoby Sial!~ GregL Davis

Aircraft maintenance personnel from Shaw Air Force Base, S.C., work on an F·16 late
into the niglat of Sept. 11, 2001. Military personnel from throughout the country were
called into action that day as the 14 fighter aircraft on alert exceedell 400 fighter, tanker
and Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft just hours after tbe attacks.
mission. The QDR also called for the reduction of
several intermediate Air Force headquarters.
Though none of tre intermediate headquarters was
specifically mentioned in the QDR, 1st Air Force
was one ofthe headquarters on the chopping block.
It was only through the actions of Gen. Estes and
Maj. Gen. Killey that 1st Air Force continued to
exist. Seven fighter alert sites were salvageddown from 12in 1993 and 19in 1991. When Gen.
Richard B. Myers becamecorrunander ofNORAD
in 1998,he toldthechainnanoftheJointChiefs of
Staff that he could provide air sovereignty in name
only. He didn't get any more forces.
This was the situation in which we found
ourselves on Sept. 11: We had a minimum number
offighters on alert scattered about the country but
a well-trained and dedicated command and control
system. We took our job seriously, and in briefing
SEPT. 11 AlTERS FACE OF AIR DEFENSE MISSION

-

after briefing, reiterated that we believed the
greatest threat to the United States was an attack
by terrorists, rogues or rogue nations.
In the immediate aftermath of the Sept. II
attack, we were able to provide command and
control of air power over the entire continental
United States because the mission had been spared
In 18 hours, we surged from 14 aircraft on alert at
seven locations to more than 400 fighter, tanker
and Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft
on orbit and on alert at more than 60 locations.
This was a remarkable job, performed by
remarkable people at a remarkable time in our
nation's history.

- Retired Maj. Gen. Larry K. Arnold,
1st Air Force commander,
December 1997 - July 2002
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Introduction
n the morning ofSept 11,2001, 14 U.S.
Air Force fighters stood alert at seven
locations in the Continental United States
North American Aerospace Defense Command
Region. Aircrews surveyed the glorious fall weather
from their alert facilities, updated local airfield
conditions, reviewed their Air Tasking Orders,
preflighted their aircraft missiles, and maybe
enjoyed their first cup ofcoffee.
In the region's three air defense sectors, air battle
managers and technicians sat in darlcened rooms,
peering into radar scopes aglow with the pulsing
green dots of radar returns from aircraft entering
the continental United States Air Defense
Identification Zone. Region Air Operations Center
personnel surveyed sector and NORAD activities
and monitored the status of regional radars and
communications.
It was a typical morning all-around for a small,
tight-knit group of people in a largely unknown and
little-acknowledged air sovereignty community.
As this team quietly labored to protect the
country from external airborne threats, many
Americans cast a concerned but mostly disengaged
eye on the Middle East and its spiraling cycle of
Intifada violence. More laid an interested gaze on
the sports page and the upcoming college football
season. The country was at peace.
At 8:46am. Eastern Standard Tune, American
Airlines Flight 11 was deliberately flown into the
north tower of New York's famous World Trade
Center, transforming it into a smoking black pyre.
The gruesome scene was transmitted live by CNN
reporting to a shocked America that "a light aircraft
has hit the World Trade Center!" Americans
gathered somberly in front of their televisions,
watching in morbid curiosity as the tower burned
in yet another version of"realityTY." A19:03 a.m.,
United Airlines Flight 175 speared through the
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south tower, bursting into an incandescent ball of
burning jet fuel. Curiosity turned to horror,
fascination to fear. Many Americans who witnessed
the second strike will always remember thinking,
"This is no accident, America is under attack!" As
the terror mounted in Washington, D.C., and
Permsylvania, air defenders all over the country
swung into action. The country was at war.
Out of a great American tragedy, comes a great
American story, the epilogue yet to be written. On
Sept. 11, heroic efforts were the order of the day
both on the ground and in the air. Military
commanders from the Air Force's ''Total Force"
and from all services ran to the sound of the guns
- they were knocking down the Continental
United States NORAD Region and air defense
sector doors, willing to lend a hand. 1bey came in
the midst of war's fog and friction, amid the clamor
and chaos ofair attacks and reports of21 additional
hijack:ings that day. Against the backdrop of the
second tower exploding again aoo again in replayed
images on national television, they picked up
telephones, wanting to know where to send their
fighters. How many? How far? How soon?
At this writing, the United States continues to
fight the waron terror around the world The military
heroes of Sept. 11 continue to serve in their vein
ofvolunteerism, working hand in hand with CONR
and the three air defense sectors: flying Combat
Air Patrols, standing alert and doing whatever
necessary to protect our vital interests. More than
ever, the U.S.AirForce,AirNationalGuard,Air
Force Reserve, U.S. Navy, U.S. Army, U.S.
Customs, FBI, Federal Aviation Administration,
arrl many more patriots are makingAmerica's skies
safe and secure.
SinceSept.ll, theair sovereigntymissionhas
grown tenfold and has evolved into a mission of
full air defense. For months after the attacks, anned
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fighters, aerial tankers and airborne early warning
aircraft flew Combat Air Patrols over American
cities and national events - 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Aircraft radar detection and
command and control capabilities have been
radically improved throughout the country through
the Herculean labors of the FAA, civilian
contractors, ainnen, and soldiers.
The mission has come full circle. Before the Sept
11 tragedy, air sovereignty was viewed by some
as a "sunset mission"- an unnecessary relic of
the Cold War. It was hard to envision a nightmare
where commercial airliners would be used as fuelair bombs flown by homicidal pilots. Never before
were airline hijackings within the United States
considered a military responsibility; they were
considered a criminal act and a law enforcement
issue. Many things changed that day.
One thing that did not change was the dedication
of the men and women assigned and attached to
1st Air Force and CONR. Their loyalty to the
mission and sense ofresponsibility to the country
never wavered, even when the mission was ignored,
under-resourced and unpopular. As the air defense
mission vaulted to the forefront of Department of
Defense operations, a spirit of cooperation arose
among military and federal agencies to keep our
country's skies free.
Our 1ives and our world changed Sept. 11.
Air sovereignty changed Sept. 11.
This book will chronicle that story.

-Retired Col.
WilliamA. Scott,
lstAir Force
director of plans,
programs and
requirements
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This book is dedicated to the
thousands of innocent people
who lost their lives
Sept. 11, 2001.
We will never forget you
or your loved ones you
left behind.

This book is for the
men and women
fighting the war on terror
in Operation Noble Eagle.
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CHAPTER I

THE COLD WARRIORS:
Ready, alert and willing
America's air defense mission
changes with Soviet tide
e young ainnan at the Phoenix Air Defense
Sector gazed at the radar screen in awethere was nothing there. It was a surreal
experience, "strange, really, watching all the planes
disappearing from the scope," Bill Johnson
remembers. ''It was weird to come to work before
midnight and just watch the scope gradually go
blank. I was stationed at Luke Air Force Base,
(Ariz.), at the time, looking all the way from
California to New Mexico, and there wasn't
anything in the sky."
It was the ultimate Cold War challenge: For 12
houis on Oct 14, 1961, virtually all North American
civilian aviation was halted so the U.S. Air Force
could determine its air
defense readiness. Air
Defense Command's 41
interceptor squadrons,
25 Air National Guard
squadrons and support
aircraft from throughout
the militacy- even the
Roya.l Canadian Air
Force - fought the
simulated air war.
More than 1,000
2

fighter-interceptors were on full alert when the
massive exercise began, and 400 Strategic Air
Command bombers and tankers were deployed
within 15 minutes to test the air defense ground
environment. l
The North American Air Defense Command
exercise-SkyShieklll-wasanimpressivedisplay
ofAmerica's air defense capabilities and the greatest
war game of Johnson's 30-year career. "During
peacetimeairdefenseisverydifficult,becauseyru've
gotalotoffriendlypeopleflyingaround,"theretired
AirForced:liefmastersergeantsays. "During a 'war'
it's easy, because you know who the good guys are.
Sky Shield II was a great exercise, because we really
got to fight"
But what really struck
Johnson back then was
the talk of Russian
·- trawlers picked up by
radar off the East and
West coasts ofthe United
States. ''They weren't
fishing boats, really, but
they were out there," he
recalls.
Spies or fishermenAIR WAA. OVER AMERICA

who's to say? But that autumn of 1961, there was
the pervading sense that the Reds were out there.
It was the Cold War, after all, and the Soviet threat
scared the hell out of men, women and children
from Topeka to Tupelo. America was facing its
fears head-on, using the most sophisticated air
defense system ever built to thwart a Soviet bomber
attack. Sky Shield IT proved the system fairly
effective, especially at medium and high altitudes.
But it also confirmed a weakness: the hostile, lowaltitude bomber plane using electronic
countermeasures to jam America's radars. 2
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Above: A flight crew from die 83rd Fighter
Interceptor Squadron, Hamilton Air Force
Base, Calif., scrambles to its F-101B
·voodoon in 1961.
Left A flight crew from the 27th Fighter
Interceptor Squadron, Marcb Air Force
Base, Calif., scrambles to its F·86A
"Sabrejets" in the spring of 1950.
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HThe threat was the bird with the red star."
- retired Air Force Col. Connie Mac Hostetler,
Cold War F-1 01 radar intercept officer

U.S. Air FOR:it pholo

Perched at tile top of a 5,200-foot ridge southeast of Spokane in eastern Washington,
Mica Peak Air Force Statioa definitely had four seasons, including rough winters which
made crew changes difficult at times. The 823rd Radar Squadron operated the facility
from 1955 through 1975. The facility continues to serve in the air defense role as a
Joint Surveillance System site.
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Some F·104A "Starfighter" pilots get a bird's·eve view of S111 Francisco's Goldea Gate
Bridge. The airplanes were assigned to tile 83r• Figllter l11terceptor Squadron, Hamilto1
Air Force Base, Calif., long since closed.
'The threat was the bird with the red star," says
retired Air Force Col. Connie Mac Hostetler, an FlOI radar intercept officer at Dover Air Force Base,
Del., in the early 1960s. "I was in the 98th Fighter
Interceptor Squadron and there were squadrons like
ours all over the country and we all did the same
thing. We had aircraft on alert, slept in alert hangars
-right at the end of the runway in most casesand ifan 'unknown' popped up in the airspace, we
were scrambled. The controller would send us out
totbeunknown, we'dflyupalongsideit,takealook
and report back what we saw.
"We could be awakened in the middle of the
ni~ 1in the rooming, it didn't make any difference.
And we had to be airborne in five minutes."
Soviet bombers were indeed a high priority for
the binationalNORAD and its forces. As the fighting
command, NORAD had many support
organizations at its disposal: Canadian Air
Command, the U.S.AirForce'sADC,Anny Air
Defense Conunand, and Naval Forces Continental
Air Defense Command/NORAD. At the time of
Sky Shield n, a quarter of a million Canadians and
Americans were operating a multilayered and
interlocking system of sites, control centers,
manned interceptors, and surface-to-air missiles to
defend against a potential bomber attack. 3
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New enemy, new war
Forty years later, and for the second time in
American history, civilian aviation was halted again.
But this war was reaJ. Sept 11, 2001, was the
deadliest terrorist attack the country had ever seen.
Hijackers transfonned airliners into weapons of war
that day, striking America's most revered symbols
and murdering thousands of people in the grim
process. A nation's heart was broken.
The military action was swift: Air National Guard
fighrels were immediately scrambled in a desperate
attempt to take back America's skies. Amid the
chaos, NORAD Commander Gen. Ralph E.
Eberhart ordered a modified version of the Cold
War plan SCATANA- Security Control of Air
Traffic and Air Navigation Aids- to help the
Federal.Aviation Administration in its efforts to clear
the skies. It was the first time it had happened since
Sky Shield ll.
A new enemy had emerged and spiraled out of
control. Several years earlier America's air defense
mission had become one of"airsovereignty"- the
protection ofAmerica's air borders from terrorists,
drug runners, rogue nations, and unknown threats.
The Cold War was over and America's perception
5
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One tiling was constant
before, during and alter the
Cold War: The mission was
always focused outward.

An airman inspects an AIR·2A NGenie" rocket on an F-1018 .. Voodoo." When tbe Voodoo
entered service in 1957, it was tbe heaviest single-seat fighter the Air Force had seen.
of the Soviet bomber threat had changed
dramatically.
Seven Air National Guard squadrons were
dedicated to the NORAD (since renamed North
American Aerospace Defense Command) air
sovereignty mission before that tragic September
moromg; 14 fighter jets were on 24-hour alert,
ready to fly when called upon. Airmen at the
nation's three air defense sectors monitored the skies
around the clock for any unknowns trying to enter
sovereign American airspace.
The mission had changed: The last of the regular
Air Force's fighter-interceptor squadrons- the
48th at Langley Air Force Base, Va., -had closed

6

in 1991, ADC was long gone, Cold War radar
sites had for years been abandoned. A few
thousand people - a far cry from air defense
forces of the 1950s and 1960s-were perfonning
NORAD's continental air sovereignty mission as
members of 1st Air Force and the Continental
United States NORAD Region.
"Our emphasis on the air defense role started
fading with the meltdown ofthe Soviet Union." says
retired Maj. Gen. Larry K. Arnold, 1st Air Force
and CONR commander from December 1997
through July 2002. "However, we still maintained
an air defense capability." 4
One thing was constant before, during and after
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the Cold War: The mission was always focused
outward. 'We always viewed an attack from within
our borders as a law enforcement issue, not as an
air defense issue," Arnold explains. "The reality is
that any attack within the United States by any type
of weapon has become an air defense issue." 5

Cold War frenzy
In the four decades between Sky Shield II and
SCATANA,America's air defense operations had
seen many changes and challenges.
The Cold War frenzy began the summer of 1949
when America learned the Soviets bad detonated
an atomic bomb. The North Korean invasion of
South Korea on June 25, 1950, only made matters
worse. The Air Force, fearful of an all-out war with
the Soviets, put its air defense forces on special
alert. Major weaknesses were discovered, leading
to the development of a new air defense command
and control structure and Air Defense Identification
Zones alongthenation'sfrontiers. 6
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was
dispatched, and began building radar sites for
America's new permanent air defense network. 7
By 1951, one of the flrst command and control
stations was under construction at McChord Air
Force Base, Wash. America's air defense mission
was taking shape and the country was divided into
ll continental United States air defense regions. 8
Searching for enemy planes wasn't left to the
military alone- vigilance was the operative word
for soldier and citizen alike. In 1952, the Air Force
was actively recruiting for the Ground Observer
Cotps, civilian volunteers who would eye the skies
for bombers penetrating American airspace.
In an era ofMcCarthyism and backyard bomb
shelters, radio spots like this inspired 305,000
people to join: "It may not be a very cheerful
thought, but the Reds right now have about a
thousand bombers that are quite capable of
destroying at least 89 American cities in one
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raid. ... Won't you help protect your country,
your town, your children? Call your local Civil
Defense Office and join the Ground Observer
Corps today. " 9
Air defense enthusiast Gene McManus was a
member ofthe GOC unit "Hotel Kilo 25 Black" in
themid-1950s in Baltimore, Ohio.
"Back in those days, most of my friends and I
were interested in the military and really wanted to
be a part of it," McManus remembers. "I was in
high school at the time ... we operated out of a
small building with no facilities whatsoever, but it
had windows you could take out and look through.
If we heard an airplane, we'd rush out the door,
find it in the air with Otrr binoculars and try to identify
it as best we could. We'd 'guesstimate' its altitude
and heading and what kind of aircraft it was, and
then we' d pick up the phone and call the operator
at the filter center for an 'aircraft flash.' I think the
whole thing was manned by high school kids. But
we filled in the gaps until what became ADCradar
sites were implemented.''
The GOC performed its patriotic duty until its
deactivation in early 1959 when short-rangeradars
were deployed to detect low-flying airplanes.

000
Hotel Kilo 25 Black searched for enemy
bombers, an even scarier threat was
merging: the Soviet Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile, or ICBM. America became
painfully aware ofthis new danger on Oct 4, 1957,
when the Soviet Union launched Sputnik- man's
first artificial satellite-into space. What frightened
the most astute observer was how Sputnik was
launched: by a ballistic missile that could carry a
nuclear warhead. 10 With Sputnik came the
realization that the enemy could possibly circumvent
continental air defenses. 11
The Soviet ICBM, heavy on themindsofthe
Cold Warriors, would ultimately change the nanrre
of the mission. Not everyone agreed how the
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Soviets would strike, but the Air Force believed
an ICBM attack would be followed by waves of
strategic bombers. 12 The bomber threat alone
was very real, but many Congressmen thought
money spent on bomber defense was wasted
because of the overwhelming ICBM capability.
Budget cuts to r adar sites and the new
Semiautomatic Ground Environment-SAGEcommand and control program followed. 13
Nevertheless, America's air defenses were
mighty. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, nearly
100,000 people were assigned to ADC, the
command that provided continental air defense
resources for NORAD. 14 And several Air
National Guard interceptor squadrons were
participating successfully in the runway alert
program. 15 By the end of 1961, NORAD
controlled more than 100 fighter-interceptor
squadrons, including some from the Canadian
Forces; Boeing-Michigan Aeronautical Research
Center, or ''BOMARC," unmanned interceptor
missiles; and "Nike" swface-to-airotissiles. 16
The SAGE network was completed that year
and tied into 78 radar sites on the DEW (Distant
Early Warning) Line, which stretched from Cape
Lisburne, Alaska, to Cape Dyer, Canada. 17 The
Mid-Canada Line, 1,000 miles south ofthe DEW
Line, and the Pinetree Line on the AmericanCanadian border, bolstered the radar picture,
potentially giving the countries a two- to three-hour
warning of a bomber attack. 18 If the enemy was
coming from either the Pacific or Atlantic, the Texas
Tower radar platforms on the East Coast, Navy
picket ships and dirigibles, and EC-121 early
warning aircraft would act as offshore barriers. 19

---------Two f·4 .. Phantoms" intercept and escort
a Soviet .. Bear" bomber, the airplane that
tested America's air defense force
throughout the Cold War. The first of the
Air Force's f·4s were delivered to Air
Defense Command on May 27, 1963.
8
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Wise SAGE system
Donald Bunce was a weapons controller at the
Grand Forks Air Defense Sector, N.D., those
booming years. His job entailed the four basic air
defense functions: detect, identify, intercept, and
destroy, "though we never really got to the last
function," the retired Air Force colonel remembers.
'We would monitor inbound aircraft from the north,
northwest and northeast into our sector and before
they got far, we'd identify them as friendly or
unknown. Ifthey were unknown, we'd scramble
GrandForksF-101s or F-89s from Fargo, (N.D.),
to intercept. We did this by monitoring a radar
scope, but SAGE was very new technology then.
It was the first automated air defense system ... we
had a lot of kinks to work out."
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000
ohnson, too, remembers those early days. A
few years before participating in Sky Shield
IT, his first Air Force assignment was to the
SAGE test team in Massachusetts. It was 195'5,
and he and his fellow ainnen were helping develop
the AN/FSQ-7, a computer specifically designed
for the air defense battle.
'The FSQ-7 actually became the first SAGE,"
Johnson says. '1t did a great job, although it
probablydidn'thaveone 'meg' ofRAM.Butwith
SAGE you didn't have guys plotting airplanes on
Plexiglas anymore. With that manual air defense
system, you could only see about 200 miles from
where you were located"
In the early 1950s, when airmen charted aircraft
positions with a grease pencil, Ground Control

J
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Intercept sites consisted of a search radar, heightfinder radar and devices for communicating with
interceptor pilots. 20 The high-tech SAGE would
use radar and computers to paint a clear picture of
the speed, location and direction of all planes in
radar range. 21
"In retrospect ... it was really a phenomenal
experience he]ping put this thing together," Johnson
says. "Most of us Gis were just Gls, we had an
assignment and didn't see ourselves in the same
vein as astronauts or anything. But now I realize
we were involved in something that had a big impact
on the country."
By 1962, after years of research and
development, SAGE was operational at eight
regional combat centers and 22 direction centers
around the country. 22 Each SAGE combat center
had many radar sites sending data to its respective
SAGE direction center. The SAGE directioo center
sent the data to its respective air division. The
Phoenix Air Defense Sector, for instance,.sent its
radar data to the 28th Air Division commander at
Hamilton Air Force Base, Calif.
As modem and thorough as it was, the Air Force
was well aware that SAGE blockhouses were
vulnerable to Soviet ICBM attack. In the summer
of 1961, even before SAGE was fully operational,
NORAD planned for the Backup Interceptor
Control system. Studies for an Airborne Warning
and Control System were already underway. 23
Thecommand'sowncontrolcenteratEntAirF<rce
Base, Colo., wouldn't stand up to Soviet attack
any better than the SAGE blockhouse. Construction
of the ,.rock" -170,000 square feet of man-made
caverm within Colorado's Cheyenne Mountainbegan in 1961 and was completed by 1966. 24
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Ready to scramble
As the SAGE era progressed tluoogh the 1960s,

hundreds of fighter pilots continued to guard
America's skies from their alert shacks, scrambling
to planes like Voodoos and Delta Darts at the first
shrill tone of the alarm. Air Force bases dotted the
landscape like diners on Route 66. Perrin Air Force
Base, Texas; K.I. Sawyer Air Force Base, Mich.;
Richards-Gebaur Air Force Base, Mo.; and
Malmstrom Air Force Base, Mont.; were just a
few ADC installations. Alert facilities were also
found at many civil airports, from Atlantic City, N.J.,
to Walla Walla, Wash.
''There were so many bases in the interior ofthe
country then," says retired Col. John D. Navin,
former Vermont Air National Guard fighterinterceptor pilot "And we had a number offighter
units across the northern tier, because it was
popularly believed that a strike from the Soviet
Union would come down over Canada. Early on,
that's exactly what we were defending againstan attack over the poles."
When that unknown appeared and the alarm
sounded, NORAD's fighter-interceptorpilots were
ready, whethecthey encountered a lost civilian prop
plane or a Soviet bomber off the coast of New
England.
"Deterrence was the name of the game," says
former fighter-interceptor pilot and retired Air
Force Col. Harry Birkner. ''We could not give
someone the impression they could come oveJ: here
and bomb us. That's what we wanted to portray,
and that is what we did portray."
The training that pilots like Navin and Birkner
received was intense and thorough. All-weather
and instrument knowledge was crucial for air
defense pilots who often tlewtheirmissioos at night,
when it would be easier for an unknown to enter
American airspace.
That mission, in units like the 98th Fighter
Interceptor Squadron, was written concisely to-the-

10

point: "To provide active Air Defense for the area
assigned by achieving and maintaining a high level
of Operational Readiness which will enable the
unit to detect, intercept, identib and/or destroy
any unknown or unfriendly forces, under all
conditions ofweather, daylight or darkness. " 25

000
etired Air Force Col. Bill Stanfill
remembers learning that very mission as
a younglieutenantfreshoutofflightschool
in 1966. ''IenteredAirDefenseCommandatPerrin
Air Force Base, Sherman, Texas," he says. ''It was
the training base for ADC, and all ADC interceptor
pilots went there first. ·We had six weeks of
instrument training in the backseat of aT-33 under
the hood. That made us all pretty darn good allweather pilots.
''There were three interceptors then: the F-101,
102and 106. Everyone trained on theF-102, then
went on to their assignments from there."
Beyond the basics, the Air Force Interceptor
Weapons School was the pinnacle of learning air
defense for ground cootrolleram flier alike. ''I went
twice to Interceptor Weapons School, once as a
controller and once as a pilot," Birkner says. "It
was one of the best schools for aviators I've ever
been through. And for air defense, there was no
better school and group of instructors anywhere.
Controllers and pilots actually got to debrief the
mission together, unlike in the real world where
controllers are hundreds of miles away."
A former IWS conunander, retired Air Force
Col. Ron Stull, says the school "was the heart and
soulofteaclringairdefense."Fourteen-hourtraining
days were not uncommon, he says.
According to SabreJet Classics magazine, IWS
instructors "considered themselves to be the
'elite' of the all-weather interceptor business,
as they were always ready to try something new
and differenJ. The instructors developed tactics
to counter the electronic countermeasures

R
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Througll the years, NORAD has controlled the following approximate numbers of
interceptor aircraft •edicatM to Its aerospace control mission, like tilis F·1 04A
assigned to die 83rd Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Hamiltoa Air Force Base, Calif.
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5,800.
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In early 1970, 13 radar sites upgraded to Backup Interceptor Control capability under the BUIC Ill
program, enabling them to function as mini Semiautomatic Ground Environment direction centers
in the evettt of an attack on the main SAGE comman• and control facilities. The &37th Air Defense
Group operated tbis BUIC Ill at Othello Air Force Station, Wash.
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A formation of F-1 01 "'Voodoos" assigned to the 15th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Davis·
Monthan Air Force Base, Ariz., flies through the clouds in this circa 1960 photo. Because of
its weapons mix, speed and range, the Voodoo had no e11ual as an air defense interceptor.
anticipated by the Soviet bomber forces,
perfected night firing on multiple target
situations and regularly flew (illegally) in
weather without an available alternate
whenever their area of operations was socked
in. The IWS instructors literally pushed the
envelope of all-weather tactics to the limit (and
beyond) of safety. " 26

•TIIs RIIS#BI!S kBIJ.W tllsy could /11$troy us,

bit we Blso eiJpltltil§t(oy. diem."
1 ~r. ~;lick

'

Sturdev••t.

deputy director,
Air Force Space Command History Office
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Dying mission
Between the nation's highly trained air defense
pilots and controllers- all using state-of-the-art
equipment - America's ability to fend off an air
attack remained strong. Air defense, however, was
not the Air Force's top priority, and never was. It
went back to the days of the Army Air Forces,
when in the mid-1940s, air power projection
advocates such as generals Carl A. Spaatz and
Curtis LeMay saw delivery ofthe atomic bomb as
the primary mission. 27 The idea of offensive air
power as the best method of defense dominated
Air Force thinking for years to come; air defense
planners began fighting the budget battle. 28
Years later, the fight was still on. In February
1966, Defense Secretary Robert MeN amara put
it this way to the House Subcommittee on
Department of Defense Appropriations: "The
elaborate defenses which we erected against the
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Flight crews from the Texas Air National Guard 147tb Fighter Interceptor Group sit alert
in this circa 1960 photo. In August 1960 the unit began flying the F-1 02A fighter·
interceptor to guard the Texas Gulf coast.

Soviets' bomber threat duri.I)g the 1960s no longer
retain their original importance. Today, with no
defense against the major threat, Soviet ICBMs,
our anti-bomber defenses alone would contribute
very little to our damage limiting objective ... for
this reason we have been engaging in the past five
years in a major restructuring of our defenses." 29
McNamara was speaking at a tumultuous time
for the United States military: the Vietnam War. A
policy emerged during this era that had fateful
consequences for air defense: ''Mutual Assured
Destruction," the idea that both superpowers would
avoid war because a missile or bomber attack
would lead to a devastating counterattack. 30
'The MAD concept was employed to avoid
nuclear war," explains Dr. Rick Sturdevant, deputy
director ofthe Air Force Space Command History
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Office. "'The Russians knew they could destroy us,
but we also could destroy them. Because each
superpower had the capability to obliterate the cther
many times over, it would have been irrational to
engage in direct, full-scale war. Mutual Assured
Destruction, which often went by the less alarming
euphemism 'nuclear deterrence,' was based on the
belief that the Soviet Union would not be likely to
launch a first strike ifits leaders believed the U.S.
would deliver an equally devastating retaliatory
blow."
The era of MAD, the ICBM and Vietnam is
characterized by many in the business as the end
of the traditional air defense mission. "Mter
Vietnam, air defense had really changed," Birkner
says, who left the 48th Fighter Interceptor Squadron
atlangleyforSoutheastAsiain 1970. "When there
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Right The U.S. Navy's Airship Airborne Early Warning Squadron One operated manned
blimps that were an integral part of the contiguous NORAD radar barrier. The mission of
the blimps was to provide warning of an air attack originating from over the North
Atlantic in the late 1950s.
Below: The Texas Towers- three manned radar platforms operated in the late 1950s
and early 1960s off the East Coast - served as a NORAD control and warning system of
over·water attacks. Crews on the towers worked in a perilous environment on Jan. 15,
1961, Texas Tower No. 4 was ripped apart during a fierce storm. None of the 28 people
aboard - a caretaker crew there to renovate the structure that February - survived. Tbe
last of the towers, No.3, was dismantled in March 1963.
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were multiple warheads on missiles, it made a little
radar site sitting at the tip of Florida somewhere
kind of insignificant, and we all accepted that as
the mission drew down and went to the Guard."
As all eyes turned toward Vietnam, 13 regular
Air Force fighter-interceptor squadrons closed their
hangar doors. 31
By 1971 there were 12regular Air Force fighterinterceptor squadrons left in operation; three in the
Canadian Forces; and 15 in the Air National Guard
32 The Air Force ADC had been renamed
Aerospace Defense Command, and the number
ofSAGEdirection centers in the continental United
States had been reduced to six. 33
Retired Air Force Col. Connie Mac Hostetler
witnessed the ever-c~anging mission from an
excellent vantage: AOC headquarters in Jate 1972,
upon his return from two tours in Vietnam. Working
in the Chidlaw Buil<ling, downtown Colorado
Springs, Colo., he was responsible for writing
operating plans for all air defense units.
"During the time I was in Vietnam, a lot ofAOC
went over to the Guard nnits," be says. "Many of
the fighter-interceptor assets went to the Guard and
a lot of the fighter-interceptor squadrons folded.
The perimeter air defense idea came in and a lot of
the internal air defense squadrons closed down.
''The rationale was: 'Who is going to attack us
from the inside? Who is going to attack Kansas
City; Lockbourne (Air Force Base), Ohio; or Big
Spring, Texas?' So as the restructuring of air
defense began, everyone realized that the Guard
THE COLD WARRIORS

could do the same job as the active duty units and
the active duty could be used for active duty needs."
"I think some people wondered about the
Guard," be says. "But the Guard guys were sharp:
their hangars were spotless, you could almost eat
off the floor. Their aircraft were extremely good
and their crews were good."
Says retired Air Force Maj. Jim Stumpf, a
former F-1 01 radar intercept officer, 13th Fighter
Interceptor Squadron, Glasgow Air Force Base,
Mont: "I got back from a tour in Vietnam and saw
all these Guard units with lOis. As I kept watching
this happen, the Guard units continued to do good
work and take more and more of the mission."

000
s America's air defense posture drew
down, one thing remained unchanged: the
Soviet threat The U .S.S.R continued to
develop and refine its bomber defense, even after
agreeing to an antiballistic missile treaty in 1972. 34
United States policy makers continued to believe
a bomber defense was meaningless without a
missile defense.
"It was clear to many people in the military, at
least in their own minds, that the need for a robust
air sovereignty fighter force structure was not
necessary," says Navin, the former Vermont
Guardsman and longtime air defense proponent
'We didn'tall necessarily share that opinion, but
there were enough people in the Department of
Defense- at the decision-making level- who

A
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Tile mission was fading IIWBY.
Vietn11m was ending, 11ntl- in the
milimry TllllkStJtlyway- talk was of
MiG kills ilnd comliat, 110t
t:ol(dnentJJ/alr defense.
didn't see it as necessary."
Air defense did get a shot in the arm in October
1971, when a Cuban airplane landed in New
Orleans aftertlyingundetected through American
airspace. A congressional inquiry into the incident
revealed that the 1,500-mile southern border
between California and Florida had become
virtually defenseless. In May 1972, Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird established the Southern
Air Defense Network, which consisted of a
reopened radar network along the Gulf Coast and
alert fighter-interceptors at four bases. 35
By sheer coincidence, the Louisiana Air National
Guard 159th Tactical Fighter Group, based in New
Orleans, had left the air defense business for a
tactical role only months before the Cuban plane
flew into the port city.

"It was a big surprise to everyone when that
plane came in, but we were even more surprised
that we were shutting down our alert mission," says
Chief Master Sgt. Brian K.rail, a Louisiana Air
National Guardsman since 1966. "We were
transiti.oning from F-1 02 fighter-interceptors to F1OOs at the time of that incident The F-1 OOs we
got were coming out of Vietnam, and they were
outdated The unit was changing. We had gone:from
a straightairdefensemission throughout the 1960s
to an air-to-ground tactical mission."
The Louisiana airmen had spent their Cold War
days on alert with loaded F-1 02s ready to go at the
end of the runway.
'We had, right on our ramp, two hangars with
F-1 02s sitting there 24 hours a day, with pilots and
crew, 365 days a year," Krail says. "We practiced
mass loads and turnaround loads and all the
procedures that go along with air defense. We
would load everything we possibly could to get
airborne to protect the country. Then we did
turnaround loads when they'd come back from the
mission, which meant we would refuel and reload
the airplanes and get ready to lru:mch for a second
attack. All of a sudden we had F-lOOs on the ramp
... it was a shock to all ofus."

--------

The sun sets on
Moriarty Air Force
Station, N.M., - long
since closed -which
was home to the 768th
Air Control and
Warning Squadron.
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Peacetime protection
Themissionwasfadingaway.Vte1namwasending,
and - in the military ranks anyway - talk was of
MiG kills and combat, not continental air defense.
"All the heroes were those who fought the war
in Vietnam.," says retired Brig. Gen. John Broman,
who spent most of his 34-yearcareerin air defense
at the 148th Fighter Wmg, Minnesota Air National
Guard.
"'There is a tremendous society of brotherhood
among fighter pilots, unequaled to anything rve ever
seen. With air-to-air skills comes tremendous
prestige. It's very difficult to compete with that
'There's an old saying I :find so true, that 'generals
like to train to fight the last war,' so after Vietnam,
we trained fighter-to-fighter," the fonnerfighterinterceptorpilot says. ·~en the radar enviromnent
deteriorated so badly, it almost made no sense to
have interceptors. The air defense community had
totally given up on the mission, it had been relegated
to the Guard."
By 1976, 20 squadrons played an air defense
role- 10 were from the Air National Guard. 36
Aerospace Defense Command -referred to as
ADCOM by this time- was responsible for
''peacetime protection of air sovereignty and early
warning against bomber attack." 37

n1y a few short years passed before
ADCOM was disestablished-most of
its assets absorbed into the Air Force
Tactical Air Command The new organization, Air
Defense Tactical Air Command, or ADTAC, was
established Oct 1,1979.38 It was responsible for
air defense under NORAD and reorganized as
Headquarters 1st Air Force Dec. 6, 1985. 39
As America's air defense operations were
downsizing and reorganizing, Russian "Bear"
bombers were frequent fliers in North American
airspace, flying off the Canadian and Alaskan and
East coasts of the United States. America's air
defenders- many flying F-15s andF-16s by then
-were perlectly willing to "escort' them through.
The Russians kept NORAD's 18 fighterinterceptor squadrons fairly busy. 40
''It's common knowledge that the Russians flew
Th-95 Bear aircraft offthe East Coast of the United
States on a fairly regular basis," says Lt Col. Mark
Stuart, a Soviet strategic systems analyst for 1st
Air Force in the mid- to late-1980s. '<"ft was a very
busy time for air defense. We took the threat of
aircraft penetrating United States airspace very
seriously, because the Th-95 is capable of canying
nucJear weapons. They were flying two-ships (a
pair of airplanes) of those ... then they'd deploy

0

Right A Soviet "Bear"
bomber as photographed
from an F-4E.
Opposite page: Two F-15
"Eagles" from the 48th
Fighter Interceptor
Squadron, Langley Air
Force Base, Va.,
intercept a Bear in this
circa 1985 photo.
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Naval assets, the Bear 'D' and 'F' models, into
Cuba. And they were all very capable aircraft at
the time."
The Russians were proving a point, says Col.
Chip Cumm, commander of the Massachusetts Air
National Guard 102nd Fighter Wing alert
detachment, Loring Air Force Base, Maine, in the
late 1980s. 'They wanted us to know they could
do it and we wanted them to know we could get to
them before they could burt us," he says. "So our
pilots picked them up way, way out over the water.
Most of our intercepts were actually closer to
Iceland than the United States."
'Those missions lasted five to eight hours, and
we couldn't do it without a tanker for refueling,"
Cumm adds. "Once in awhile the AWACS
THE COLD WARRiORS

(Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft)
was there, but other times we just went out and
found them on our own. With an F-15 radar against
a Bear bomber, it's not as hard as it sounds. You
can cover a lot of airspace with an F-15 radar
against a bomber-size target at 30,000 feet. You
can see them a long way away."
The camaraderie in the detachment- about
25 people- was unbelievable, Cumm says. Like
family. And like so many other air defense units
before it, it would cease to exist It was 1993. The
Soviet Union was no more. The Berlin Wall had
fallen. All regular Air Force fighter-interceptor
squadrons had deactivated.
The Cold War was over.
But the professionalism and pride in the mission
19
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would never die.
"Even afterit was annotmced the unit would shut
down, we had a no-notice NORAD alert force
evaluation and got the first 'Outstanding' rating
given to an alert detachment- and that was an
Outstanding across the board,'• Cumm says. "Our
people were so good, they could teach the
inspectors how to do the business. Nobody did it
better."
And when all that went away, "ltwashonible
... gut-wrenching to see it close.
"It was the best job I ever had."
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Four F·106A "Delta Darts" assigned to the 3181h Fighter Interceptor Squadron, McChord
Air Force Base, Wash., fly over Mount Rainier. The F-106 was similar in appearance to
the F-102 with its delta·sbaped wing and no tail plane, but had many improvements,
most notably, speed. The 1770 Fighter Wing, New Jersey Air National Guard, was the
last unit to fly the aircraft in an operational role.
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CHAPTER2
Air National Guard protects America's air borders
from the frightening, wily unknown
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t was an unusually cold Vrrginia afternoon. Dec.

6,1985, the day 1st Air Force reactivated for
the third time in history. A precise fingertip
formation of four F-15 "Eagles" soared over
Langley Air Force Base at the ceremony to
celebrate the occasion. As the deafening roar of
the jet fighters filled the winter air, Maj. Gen. Buford
D. Lary couldn't help but be proud: it was a pexfect
fly-by and the pilots above were his own, members
of the 48th Fighter Interceptor Squadron and part
of his new command. First Air Force was taking
responsibility for America's air sovereignty and Lary

NEW ERA, NEW STRUGGLES

was becoming the leader of a more focused and
-in his words- "cleaner'' organization.
First Air Force was replacing Air Defense
Tactical Air Command, a stafforganization that bad
lived a strange, confusing existence since 1979.
"Nobody even knew whatADTAC was," admits
one insider. Although part ofTacticalAirCommand
headquarters and technically in charge ofTAC air
defense forces, ADTAC was separate from TAC
in both structure and operation and never really
accepted into TAC's inner sanctum. 1 There was
even a nickname for air defenders back then:
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''Coneheads." Just like the "Saturday Night Live"
characters that share their name, the ADTAC folks
were the weird neighbors next door. 2
The rebirth of 1st Air Force was good for the
mission, Lazy says. ''Morale went up," the retired
lieutenant general recalls. "We were now a
command that had a peacetime role, a warfighting
role, a command and control system right there at
Langley, and our own command post. And we had
some well-qualified peop~ to do all this."
The warfighting role was accomplished with the
creation of the Continental United States North
American Aerospace Defense Conunand Region
- CONR- in February 1986. 3 This ensured
air sovereignty remained under NORAD direction;
the CONR command structure would parallel that
of the Alaskan and Canadian NORAD regiOns. "I
was conunander of 1st Air Force in peacetime and
commander of the Continental NORAD Region in
wartime," Lary says. "You never are one or the
other, you are sort of both, but become beholden
to the commander in chief of NORAD in the
warfighting role and the commander ofTAC in
peacetime.''
Air sovereignty had found its niche: Lazy had
direct lines ofcommunication with NORAD's four
continental air division corpmanders; the
commanders, each with their own geographical
area to protect, could launch fighter jets at a .
moment's notice. Command and control technicians
at the nation's air defense sectors were eyeing radar
scopes for any "unknowns" approaching the
borders. They were all working together under the
prestige of a numbered air force, the "senior warfighting echelon of the United States Air Force." 4
But the years ahead would be challenging as old
threats died and new threats emerged.

. A pilot from the 120th Fighter Wing,
Montana Air National Guard, prepares to
lower the caaopy of an f·16C prior to
leaving on a training mission.
24
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atold threat kept I stAirForce busy during
Lazy's tenure and was alive and well when
he relinquished command to Maj. Gen.
Jimmie V. Adams in July 1987.
"The Soviet 'Bear' bomber was the major threat
we faced in sizable numbers, even then," says retired
Gen. Adams. ''We were quite busy cootending with
activescrarnblesforthatintrusioointooursovereign
airspace."
The Soviets deployed bombers tp Cuba
throughout the 1980s, flying too close to the United
States for NORAD comfort. The cat-and-mouse
game at 30,000 feet was a nuisance the Air Force

1l
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could handle, but what about the new threat on the
horizon? The fast and low-flying Soviet cruise
missile could evade radar coverage and presented
a new challenge for America's air sovereignty team.
'There was an evolving cruise missile threat
associated with the bombers and growing concern
about the manned bomber and cruise missile
nuclear threat," Adams explains. "And the
capability we had against cruise missiles was limited
It is a very small target and very difficult to detect
on radar, so I was much more comfortable dealing
with the bomber threat."
The American-Canadian partnership at NORAD
worked to modernize the aging air defense system
and improve the radar coverage the entire mission

NEW ERA, NEW STRUGGLES

relied upon. By the late 1980s the North Warning
System was under construction to replace the
Distant Early Warning Line arctic radar chain, but
wouldn't achieve initial capability untill995. 5 The
newly created United States Space Command,
meanwhile, was charged with providing NORAD
missile warning and space surveillance capability. 6
But North America's strongest line of defense
remained its most basic: 52 armed F-106s, F-lSs
and F-16s operated by both the regular Air Force
and Air National Guard. A 1974 Department of
Defense study had concluded that two fighters each
on continuous alert at 26 sites was adequate to
maintain peacetime air sovereignty - a standard
that continued through the late 1980s. 7
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As !stAir Force commander, Adams was faced
with a dilemma. In 1988 he recommended
NORAD close six alert sites near the U.S.Despitemodemizationattemptsarrltherelatively
Canadian border- sites operated by the Air
healthyfighterforce,acrucialpartofAmerica'sair
National Guard . 10 "Once we took away the
defense structure was lost in the 1980s, says retired
Pinetree Line and ADIZ, I had no way of picking
Brig. Gen. John Broman, former commander of
up those unknowns because they were friendly by
the 148th Fighter Wmg, Minnesota Air National
definition, and that was agreed to by the U.S . and
Guard. Between 1986 and 1988, 17 of 24 radar
Canadian governments as a way to pay for
sites on the Pinetree Line on the U .S.-Canadian
modernizing the DEW Line," Ada.rns says. 'The
border were closed. 8 Combined with the
questionihadwhenicameaboardwas: 'Ifican't
subsequent elimination of Canada's AD:' Defense
identify these guys as unknowns, why would I want
Identification Zone airplanes on alert to go
ADIZ- air defense on
intercept them?' Ihadno
the northern tier was
procedures and no radar
becoming "mission
in place and no capability
impossible," Broman
to exercise an ADIZ....
says. With noADIZ, all
It made no sense to
flights originating in
spend all this money on
Canada and crossing the
24-hour-a-day alert. But
U.S. border were
Iwasalittlenaiveabout
presumed "friendly by
the powers of the Air
origin."9
National Guard, and
''When the radar sites
na1ve that it was 50 jobs
closed down, there was
per alert site.... I created
a particularly interesting
a real fire storm."
lack of capability,"
The idea didn't matBromanexplains. ''Evenerialize right away, but
tually there was also no
was a sign of things to
radar coverage along the PlurtobV Maste< SgL Don Taggart. 1771> Fl~tec ~. NewJal1eyAk Nauonat Guard come. Peripheral defense

Mission impossible?

west coast of Canada An airplane with enough
range could enter Canada from the west and then
just tmn south to fly over the United States at any
altitude below positive controlled airspace without
any risk of detection by any air defense radar or
any interest by Federal Aviation Administration

radar."
For years fighter pilots had sat alert at places
like Selfridge Air National Guard Base, Mich.;
Niagara Falls International Airport, N.Y.; and
Hector Field, N.D. But with no way to identify an
airborne threat, or ''unknown rider," their very
existence was called into question.
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- fighter-interceptors at strategic locations on the
rim of the continental United States- was the
wave of~ future.
By 1990 the Department of Defense called for
eventual closure of the northern tier alert sites. 11
Americanam Canadianfighters, in smaller numbers
but fonnidable foes nonetheless, were providing
North America's air sovereignty: protection from
drug-SOUiggling aim'aftandotherunknownairbome
threats.Buttheglorydaysofairdefense-when
hundreds of NORAD fighters were ready to
intercept and destroy fleets of Soviet bomberswere over.
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Above: Staff Sgt. Timothy M. Jacobs, a tracking techwician at the Southeast Air Defense
Sector, Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., keeps an eye on the Gulf of Mexico for airborne
threats to the United States. Tbe command and control aspect of the air sovereignty
mission became an Air National Guard responsibility in the late 1990s.
Left: Aw F·16 from the New Jersey Air National Guard 177th Fighter Wing darts through
blue skies, as seen through the canopy of the jet beneath it.
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Fit for a militia
As the Soviet Union crumbled and the decade

gave way to overseas operations like Desert Storm
and Joint Endeavor, air defense requirements
continued to change. America wasn't so worried
about Soviet bombers anymore and an attack on
U.S. soil seemed unlikely. Money was tight and
the Air Force was downsizing and reorganizing. In
the early 1990s the Air Force consolidated from
13 to eight major commands and inactivated many
proud wings and squadrons; by 1998 it would cut
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its 600,000-plus personnel almost in half. 12 As
early as 1990, senior leaders were exploring ways
to spare the air sovereignty mission from the budget
ax.I3

A smaller 1st Air Force staff moved its
headquarters to Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., in
late 1991. All air divisions had inactivated and the
continental United States was divided into four air
defense sectors. Several I stAir Force duties had
been reassigned elsewhere. By the end of the year,
the 48th Fighter Interceptor Squadron- the last
regular Air Force squadron of its kind inactivated, leaving air defense flying to 11 Air
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National Guard fighter wings. 14
With all air defense flying in Air Guard bands, it
s~emed natural to many that air defense sector
operations- the command and control aspect of
the mission involving aircraft surveillance and
identification- also reside there.
A lead supporter of the idea was Air Force Chief
of Staff Gen. Merrill A. McPeak. "'The Air Guard
had been perfotming the mission for many years,"
says the retired general. "They understood it well.
. . Why should they not command the numbered
air force that stood at the top of this activity?" 15

(
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rmer Air National Guard director, retired
Maj . Gen . Donald Shepperd, says
McPeak's proposal was right on target.
''General McPeak felt the Air National Guard had
been the guardian of air defense for years and
therefore command and control of the mission
belonged with the Guard," Shepperd says. "He also
saw great force structure and money problems
coming and thought if you put air defense in the
Guard it becomes a Guard responsibility. It was
one more fight he didn't have to fight."
Saving the mission was paramount, Shepperd
believes. "The transition of 1st Air Force was about
preserving some type of infrastructure simply
because it did not seem wise to leave our air borders
open. ... At that point it wasn't about a Soviet
attack, but about our air borders and our air
sovereignty.''
By 1994, Air National Guard Maj. Gen. Philip
G. Killey was in command of the federal mission
-unheard of for a militiaman. His organization
would become a strange hybrid: subordinate to
NORAD, part Air Combat Command (formerly
TAC), part National Guard Bureau, and
misunderstood by many.
Killey, a South Dakotan and longtime fighter
pilot, was to reorganize the entire numbered air
force -about 1,300 people-from a regular Air
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infrsstri/Ctllre si111p/y IJet:BIISe it Iii
•ot SI!B1II wiS6 to /tNJw 0111 1ir
llon/6rs ope11. ... At tlt1tpoi11t it
WISII't 1llout •

Soviet sttaek, !Jut

11llo11t oorair llorim ••~ o11r sir
SDYIJrllig11ty."

- Retired Mlj. Gen. Doaald Sllepptri,
former Air Natioaal Guarj directar

Two F-16s assigned to the Minnesota Air
National Guard 148th Fighter Wing,
Duluth, fly across blue skies aad light
clouds. The 148tb oper1tes a 24-hour
alert facility at Tyndall Air Force Base,
Fla.
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Force to Air National Guard organization in less
than three years. 16
The Air National Guard fighter wings of 1st Air
Force wouldn't be affected. But the airmen at the
Northeast, Southeast and Western air defense
sectors; the headquarters staff; and two support
squadrons; all had to be handled individually. A
1st Air Force transition team was formed to keep
the evolving air sovereignty mission going as regular
Air Force members were replaced by Guardsmen.

of our airspace, wide open to whoever wants to
fly in. We need to know what that traffic is. And
we need to have a system of identifying unknown
aircraft, 17

Overshadowed by doubt
As Air Guard members joined 1st Air Force in

the mid-to late-1990s, many signed waivers
acknowledging their job would end if and when
the mission did. Job secwity was no guarantee given
000
the circumstances. 18
etired Col. John D. Navin was Killey's
Historically, the mission had seen its share of
right-hand man during the conversion. He
struggles. "AirForce strategy through the years was
emphasizes that the mission was foremost
one of forward engagement overseas," explains
in their minds as they worked to take care of
retired Col. William A. Scott, a former 1st Air
Force vice commander with 30 years' Air Force
people first.
"We had to keep our people in focus as we
experience in both air defense and tactical
turned an entire numbered air force over to Air
operations. "Back in the 1950s, '60s and '70s,
National Guard comthe Air Force world was
'
mand and control," the
split into two commands.
il~'rtetr
~re,t
IJ/I!HI/{1
f!i"
former Vermont Air
Tactical Air Command
tie
tliii·
iii
National Guardsman
fought :wars 'over there,'
·. R6Uoli
,... - .te
~·
T J
~says. ''Even back then we
and
Aerospace Defense
6lii: liJitmt.
'fi$(J
r.
kept an eye on Soviet
Command fought wars
'C!itiJI.
.
.._
~
<fli.~'788.•
·
~
long-range aviation capa'over here.' When
bility, and no, didn't
ADCOM merged with
TACin
envision a wave of
1979, the mission
bombers coming over the
submerged into the 'over
poles like people thought
there' crowd who had
in the 1950s and 1960s. However, we still believed
little time and little patience for homeland defense.''
the capability was there, maybe not the intent, but
Was the transition of 1st Air Force even
the capability. And we needed to have a capability
necessary? "There were people who did not
to thwart that. The newer threat emerging was the
believe there was any need for the transition of 1st
rogue actor, the nation-state that had the capability
Air Force and CONR simply because they did not
and intent to use cruise missiles. We kept our eye
see a need for the mission, period," Navin says.
on that threat as we made this transition."
Some believed air sovereignty was robbing from
Yes the Cold War was over, but "bottom line,
other areas in a time of Air Force-wide cutbacks,
air sovereignty means weneed to know who's flying
he says. Even someintheAirNational Guard were
in our airspace," Killey said in a post-transition
reluctant to see money dedicated to homeland air
interview.
defense, Navin concedes. "People did not see a
'We can't afford to have our skies, our borders
need for that kind of Air Natiooal Guard manpower
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Above: An F·16 from the Florida
Air National Guard 125th Fighter
Interceptor Group escorts a
Russian "Bear" bomber off the
Florida coast in this Cold War-era
photo. The 125th began flying
F·15s in 1995 and was
redesignated a fighter wing.
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Left The Cold War barely over, a
New Jersey Air National Guard
F·16 assigned to the 177th Fighter
Group - now the 177th Fighter
Wing - escorts a Russian MiG·29
to and from an air show in the
early 1990s.
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in air defense," he says. ''People thought it was an
absolute waste to put that manpower into a mission
area that would totally go away anyway."
In the early post-Cold War years, the military at
large believed the air defense threat nonexistent,
Scott says. 'There were many people in both the
Air National Guard and active duty Air Force who
didn't believe in the mission," says the former
commandant of the Air Force's Squadron Officer
School. 'The threat at the time was perceived as
nil

Staff Sgt Sarah Davis gathers
information on an unknown aircraft while
"on scope" at the Western Air Defense
Sector, McChord Air Force Base, Wash.
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'"The vast majority ofthe hurdles 1st Air Force
and CONR faced were at the mid-management
staff level ofcolonels and below. The one conunon
thread ofresponsibility cou1d be found at the highest
levels -once given the specific responsibility of
air defense and air sovereignty through their
positions as commander in chief ofNORAD or
Air Combat Command, they wouldn't let the
mission~-"
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An Oregon Air National Guard member from the 142nd Fighter Wing prepares an F-15
.,Eagle" for fligllt.
But Scott says the mission remained underfunded and unpopular. A monumental challenge for
Navin, Killey and the transition staff was proving
to doubting military minds that 1st Air Force was a
legitimate organization performing a legitimate
mission.
"Major General Killey and I spent more time in
the Pentagon trying to convince general officers that
the mission was not only viable, but absolutely
necessary, than I care to think about," Navin says.
..Every single time, you'd walk away from there
with that horrible feeling in the pit of your stomach
and thinlc, 'We're fighting a losing battle.'"
Shepperd says Air Force leaders may have lost
interestinairdefense. 'We've seen this many times,"

NEW ERA. NEW STRUGGLES

he says. ''When a mission is shed to the Guard, the
Guard bas to really fight for advocacy because
there's none left in the Air Force and that has
implications for ... funding and political advocacy."

000
lthough the transition wasn' teasy and not
everyone agreed necessary, Killey
believes it was the perfect example of the
Total Force concept- the unified powers of the
Air Force, Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve. 19 The Air National Guard was relieving
the Air Force of an important task as ainnen were
deploying far and wide and doing much more with

A
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much less. The Air Force didn't have time for the
The transition of 1st Air Force to Air National
Guard command and control was nearly complete.
non-war at home; the Gulf War and monitoring nofly zones in SouthwestAsia was much hotter.
Critical thinka-s in headquarters briefingrooms were
Air sovereignty would live by default, Scott says:
discussing the new threat on the horizon. Lurking
"Mostofwhatpeopletalkedaboutbackthen wasn't
in the shadows was a dangerous underworld of
military action, but the threat of embarrassment to
airborne drug-runners, terrorists and rogue nations
with frighterring capabilities.
the United States. We didn't think Cuban MiGs
would attack us, but they'd embarrass us. That
"By about 1995, even before the Brothers to
the Rescue incident, people at 1st Air Force were
potential for political embarrassment was a problem
taiking abootthings like
for us andNORAD."
the rogue actors, the
The reality through
·r#N11
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nation-states that had
the growing pains was
•
the mission itself. Right
the
capability and intent
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highly publicized incident reminded people
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talking about terrorism"
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"And by 1998, many
On Feb. 24, 1996,
people were talking
two Brothers to the
far11er 1st
.., Afr ·Farce commandir
.
about lstAirForceand
Rescue aircraft flew
doing away with the
near Cuban airspace
sectors and said we didn't need the mission," he
and were shot down by Cuban MiG fighter jets.
Four people from the Miami-based exile
continues. 'vrhat was only two years after the shootdown of Brothers to the Rescue by the Cuban
organization were killed.
"First Air Force had the only around-the-clock
MiGs. Things fade into the recesses of peoples'
command and operation centers capable of
minds rather rapidly."
responding with Combat Air Patrols," Killey said
in a 1998 interview. "Our quick and certain
response not only proved that we are an
indispensable member of the aerospace defense
team, but that America was serious about its air
In December 1997, Maj. Gen. Larry K Arnold
sovereignty." 20
assumed command of 1st Air Force, CONR and
That winter day was a lively one at Tyndall's
a dying mission. Earlier that year, the Department
Southeast Air Defense Sector. Command and
of Defense had released "The Report of the
control technicians scrambled F-16s from the alert
Quadrennial Defense Review." The QDR outlined
detachment of the I 48th Fighter Wmg, Minnesota
the conversion of six continental air defense
Air National Guard In only a few minutes, the pilots
squadrons to general purpose, training or other
were over the blue Gulf waters assisting in the
missions. 22 This ''four-corners defense" ideacalled
search-and-rescue operation. From monitoring
for alert sites at Cape Cod, Mass.; Homestead,
radar scopes to launching airplanes, everyone did
Fla.; Riverside, Calif.; and Portland, Ore. 23 The
exactly what they were trained to do that day:
other six squadrons in 1st Air Force, as suggested
protect America's air borders. 21
in the QDR, would convert to a multirole mission.
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Mission at risk
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Left American and Canadian
forces work togetller to
accomplish the binational
NORAD mission, monitoring
tba scopes at the Western Air
DefeRse Sector. McChord Air
Force Base. Wash.
Below: Maj. John Larson, an
F-16 pilot with the 119th
Fighter Wing, Nortb Dakota
Air National Guard, completes
a mission.
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"When I first moved down to Tyndall as vice
commander of 1st Air Force, the QDR had just
been released," Arnold, since retired, says. '1
moved to Tyndall and thought, 'well here I am in
Florida, I ought to think about buying a boat' And
I never bought a boat because there was always a
movement afoot to further shut down 1st Air Force,
CONR and theNORAD mission in general to the
point that I always thought I might be out of there.
So I never bought a boat the whole time I was
there.
'TheQDRdi.dn'tmakeany sense at all," Arnold
continues. "Four-comers defense might be good
for basketball, and that's where the term comes
from ... but it had absolutely no applicability to
defending our country. It was ridiculous yet it
became popular. So there was a fight justto maintain
the number of alert sites that we had. We felt we
could.operate fairly reasonably with about 10 sites
and thought eight was the absolute highest risk we
could take. We ended up with seven. I didn't feel
particularly comfortable with seven because there
are great large distances between the alert sites."
The four-corners proposal was met with
resistance from NORAD Commander in Chief
Gen. Howell M. Estes ill, who wrote to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff that a minimum of seven alert sites
were needed to maintain the nation's air sovereignty.
In the end, Estes won the battle and alert sites
were added at Hampton, Va.; Panama City, Fla.;
and Houston, Texas; where all three multirole
squadrons would support air sovereignty. ~But
Arnold believes the real issue was the move to close
1st Air FoiCecompletely "without any alternative
way ofdoing the mission." There was also pressure
to close other numbered air forces, Arnold says,
as Air Force leaders searched for better ways to
fight wars, which is traditionally through nwnbered
air forces.
As the QDR furor died down, the move to close
1st Air Force did not. By the summer of 1998, Air
Combat Command, as the CONR force provider,
would search for ways to organize its forces amid
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In the Internet age, pride in the air
sovereignty mission is displave• on tile
tail of a1 F·16 assigned to tha147th
Fighter Wing, Texas Air National Guard.
personnel shortages and an increased operations
tempo. ''I got a call from General (Richard) Hawley,
who was the commander of ACC, and he said:
'My staffhas given me a compelling argument as
to why we should move all the forces out of I stAir
Force and move them into 8th, 9th and 12th air
forces,'" Arnold recalls. "Andheallowedme to
resporxl to him. And when I did respond, he left all
I 0 units in l st Air Force."
In another phone call between tre two generals,
Hawley reiterated to Arnold that the ACC staff
was still considering ways to reorganize its
nwnbered air forces. 'COeneral Hawley gave them
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a very short answer that was exactly the right
answer," Arnold says. "It was really a question.
He said to his staff: 'I have no position on whether
we close 1st Air Force or not, but is there a better
way to do the mission?'
"And that stumped them. I think they thought
there was no mission, but as a four-star general, he
realized we had to protect our borders. That
question alone: 'Is there a better way to do the
mission?' put to bed the idea of closing lst Air
Force, at least for awhile."

000
awley says his command was faced with
the challenge of best organizing its fighter
force at a time offrequent deployments
and a serious pilot shortage. "We were trying to
figure out how to relieve the personnel tempo of
people who were being pulled hither and yond to
go cope with Northern Watch and so forth," the
retired general says. "(The command needed) more
general purpose fighters in the fighter rotation to
support the overseas commitments and therefore
spread the workload more evenly.... Most of the
l stAir Force units were specialized solely in air
defense, and in our rotations we needed people
with a specialty in air superiority and dropping
bombs."
"We had two problems," Hawley continues.
"We had a lot of numbered air forces and not
enough people to man them. The other problem
was the operations tempo and personnel tempo
and how to get the Air Force organized in a way
that we could rotate forces in and out of the fights
we had to man on a more rational basis ... to give
people some predictability in their lives.
''The air defense issue was one of figuring out a
way to absorb the air defense squadrons into the
general purpose force structure so that we could
use them ... and where that idea fell apart was,
'Howdoyoudothisandgettheairdefensemission
accomplished?' "

H
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Although the idea fizzled at Air Combat
Command, Hawley says air sovereignty still
remained a low Air Force priority. "Many people
in the Air Force thought it was a waste of money
and time to maintain a dedicated air defense force
and the reason is not many people had thought
about the basic, national responsibility to maintain
sovereignty over our airspace, whether there's a
threat to it or not," he says. "Among those who
bad given it some thought, air sovereignty was
important"

A better way?
When the NationalGuard Bureau began studying
1stAir Force's closw-ein 1999, Arnold took action.
25 He didn't think there was a better way to provide
air sovereignty, but be wanted to prove that to
himself and others. He looked toward written
doctrine - the Bible of all things Air FOI'Ce-and
says he believed the organization was operating
"in a very sound way." ButArnold warted the issue
examined. Was there a better way to provide
continental air sovereignty?
'1 wanted a study before the next QDR that said,
'Here's bow we do the mission now, here's
alternative ways we can do the mission,' " Arnold
explains. "If there was a better way that was
doctrinally sound, I was prepared to beat the drums
and go do that"
"I wanted a team to talk to the commanders of
NORAD andACC and the leadership all over the
Air Force and find out forme, find out if there's no
mission," Arnold says. "And I said, 'If there's no
mission, we'll shutdown now."'
With the backing ofAir National Guard director
Maj. Gen. PaulA WeaverJr.,AmoldaskedMaj.
Gen. Paul Pochmara, a Michigan Air National
Guardsman, to form a "Roles and Missions" team.
Pocbmara was the Air National Guard assistant to
Air Force Materiel Coourumdatthe time andformer
commander of the !13th Tactical Fighter Wmg,
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District of Columbia Air National Guard
"I was from outside the air defense world,"
Pochmara, since retired, says. "I flew fighters all
my life and when Larry Arnold and Paul Weaver
wanted someone to do the study, they wanted
someone experienced in fighters with knowledge
of air defense, but not a card..carrying air defender.
I have sat air defense alert in Japan. but I was never
a 1st Air Force-type of person and had never sat
alert in the United States.... I was close enough to
the mission to have credibility but far enough away

(
1999, visiting other numbered airforres, NORAD,
the National Guard Bureau, and Air Combat
Command to find answers to the questions that
kept Arnold guessing. The team was armed with a
one-hour presentation that outlined the military's
responsibility for protecting the nation's air
sovereignty and supported its case with excerpts
from the U.S. Constitution, DepartmentofDefense
policy and ACC directives.
"Universally, except for going up toNORAD, I
think when we walked in the door we were

An F-16 from the Vermont Air National Guard 158th Fighter Wing takes off.
to have credibility. I would not be preaching to the
choir.''
Pochmara says he initially questioned the need
for the study and wouldn't allow himself to be
swayed by opinions on either side. ''When we put
together the team, 1st Air Force wanted me to be
an honest broker and I was told to say it like it is,"
he says. "When I chose the members of this team,
I chose some who did not see a need for air
defense, some like myself who just didn't know
and some from the 1st Air Force staff who were
very zealous in their beliefs . ... I assembled people
on this team who could balance each other out."
The 12-member "RAM" team set out in late
38

perceived with neither reticence nor support,"
Pochmara says. 'They weren't necessarily hostile
or against us, but we did not walk into friendly
audiences either."
Maj. Gen. Mike Haugen, adjutant general of the
North Dakota National Guard and RAM team
member, says the group discussed everything from
technology to the future of the air sovereignty
mission to the terrorist threat. "We made some
pretty bold predictions in our briefing," he says.
"In fact, it included a photo of Osama bin Laden
as the world's most dangerous terrorist. ... We
didn't predict how the terrorists would strike but
predicted they would strike."
AIR WAA OVER AMERICA

Pochm.ara says the team wanted to convey the
definition of air sovereignty. He puts it into basic
tenns. ''You have your house in your neighborhood
and you don't want anyone to break into it," he
says. "But anyone, at will, can break into your
house when you're not there or when you are there.
And you can'treally stop them. Do you leave your
door open, do you unlock your doors because you
can't stop somebody?
"We're not going to do that as a nation; we're
going to make some attempt to keep our doors
locked and protect ourselves and that's what
sovereignty means."
In the end of their year together, the RAM team
wrote a report concluding, "there are no better
ways, just other ways," to perform the mission.
Air sovereignty, the team found, is a valid and
necessary military responsibility. Team leader
Pochmara found himself a bigger supporter of the
mission than he'd realized and the hesitant
audiences gained new perspectives. 'The overall
consensus from people was: 'I understand lst Air
Force is valuable and needs to continue doing the
work it does,' " Pochmara says.

Threat of the day
As the RAM team was examining the need for
continental air sovereignty, a comprehensive look
at America's future was well underway at the
highest levels. The United States Commission on
National Security/21st Century, led by former Sens.
Gary Hart and Warren B. Rudman, released its
first of three reports in September 1999. "New
World Coming: American Security in the 21st
Century," stated that "America will become
increasingly vulnerable to hostile attack on our
homeland, and our military superiority will not
entirely protect us. "26
" We should expect conflicts in which
adversaries, because of cultural affinities
different from our O'Wn, will resort to fonns and
N~ ERA, N~ STRUGGLES

levels ofviolence shocking to our sensibilities, "
reads an excerpt from the report. 27
Discussions of new threats were everywhere,
Scott says, yet the move to kill air sovereignty
remained. "At about the same time this was all
happening, there was an emerging debate within
military academic circles about the asymmetric
threat to the United States," Scott says. "A number
of papers were published as we were struggling to
stay alive. People did studies, including the HartRudman study, that said we would get hit by
terrorism in the next five years.
'"This debate was going on in the mainstream of
the Department of Defense as we were struggling
for survival. What we picked up from that debate
was this: 'We need to define those asymmetric
threats as they pertain to our mission.' "
"We thought the primary threat was some sort
of poor-roan's cruise missile or Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle from a commercial ship off the coast, maybe
some old rickety freighter out in the Gulf," Scott
says. "And in one of our briefings, we pointed out
that for $83,000 you can buy an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle with GPS (Global Positioning System)

navigation.
'These guys aren't looking for pinpoint accuracy.
If you launch it into a metropolitan area, it's good
enough. The objective is to kill Americans, as many
as you can. That's what we were targeting."
The lst Air Force mission brief- the basic
presentation explaining what air sovereignty is
39
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The mission of tbe 144tb Fighter Wing, California Air National Guard, aad nine other
fighter units assigned to 1st Air Force and the Continental United States NORAD
Region, would be turned upside down Sept. 11, 2001.
about- spoke to this scary reality. "As we started
talking about Osama bin Laden, the examples we
gave in our mission brief were the first World Trade
Center bombing, the Tokyo Subway, Oklahoma
City bombing, and Atlanta Olympics," Scott says.
"What we did was connect those dots. The
conclusion we drew was that we had a viable
threat"
The military buzzword, actually art acronym,
defined the latest risk: CBRNE - Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Enhanced
High Explosive - weapons, Navin says. "Ages
ago, we knew who the enemy was," he says.
"Later, there was recognition on our part that
terrorism was a threat, but we thought it was a
cruise missile threat.''
How and where would the threat happen? Arnold
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tried to get in the minds of the terrorists. His "El
Paso example" spoke to the nation's vulnerability.
The geographical hole between alert sites in
Houston and Riverside, Calif., was so large that he
wouldn't be able to protect El Paso, Texas, with
fighter jets if the need immediately arose.
Adds Scott: "There was no military air threat
from Mexico, but ... an asymmetric threat from
Mexico. Our experience within Mexico with our
counterdrug operation is that there are hundreds
ofunmanned little airfields you can get into and out
ofvecy easily.
"Major General Arnold believed that if a terrorist
called and said in one hour he would overfly El
Paso and spray deadly gas, we would watch it live
on CNN because we could not get aircraft to that
location in time to stop it."
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t times it seems like Arnold and his staff
were gazing into a crystal ball. But, Arnold
points out, "we thought the terrorist attack
would come from outside the United States."
Training exercises at 1st Air Force continued to
that effect, and occasionally a serious incident would
arise. With all eyes focused outside, a tragedy inside
foreshadowed the massive coordination required
to handle air operations over our own soil.
On Oct. 25, 1999, professional golfer Payne
Stewart was killed in a plane crash two miles west
ofMina, S.D. TheLear35 jet, flying from Orlando,
Fla., to Dallas, strayed off course over northern
Florida and was heading northwest when it ran out
of fuel. The plane, believed to have lost cabin
pressure, was tracked by the Southeast Air Defense
Sector and later the Western Air Defense Sector.
Fighter pilots from the 119th FighterWmg, North
Dakota Air National Guard, were scrambled by
the Northeast Air
Defense Sector. But it
wasn't just 1st Air
Force involved that
day: Regular Air
Force pilots from
Eglin Air Force Base,
Fla., and Guardsmen
from Tulsa, Okla.,
helped escort the
doomed airplane and
assist the FAA, which
had requested the
military's help.
The day ended
badly, Arnold says, but "the significant thing was
we could not see that aircraft and the sectors
worked with the FAA to track the airplane and
feed information to us. Using the FAA radar and
FAA positioning in order to use our fighters, we
were able to divert themfrom training missions and
get units like Fargo (119th FighterWmg) to escort

A
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the plane. What this proved to us is that we couldn't
see and couldn't talk to each other over the central
part of the United States."
Had the incident happened over a weekend,
chances are military fighters wouldn' t have been
able to assist, Scott says. "1bis happened on a
nonnal workday," he adds. "And the event led the
public to believe we were much more ready than
we were. 'This was a mini-scenario where we were
garnering nontraditional 1st Air Force forces to
execute an operational mission."
Not two years later, an operational mission on a
much larger scale would unfold over the continental
United States. That day- Sept. 11, 2001would end horribly.

Terror's eve
The day before America was attacked,
NORAD was ready for war. The command was
participating in an
annual exercise called
''Vigilant Guardian." It
was practice. It was
war games that would
end with lessons on
how to fight the better
fight. This makebelieve air war would
happen offAmerica's
shores. This was not
an air war over
America.
"As much as you
brief what could
happen in the future, I think from an intellectual
standpoint, we realized the greatest threat to the
United States prior to Sept. 11, 2001, was going
to be a terrorist attack," Arnold reflects one year
after the tragedy. ''But I did not envision that it would
be hijacked airplanes run into buildings like that. I
thought maybe a plane would be stolen and come
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from outside the United States and have a biological
or chemical or nuclear weapon aboard. That was
our thought. That is what our mission was about.
Our mission was not about the internal threat It was
about the external threat"
Hijackings were regarded as a law enforcement
- not military - issue, and "in the NORAD
business, we were looking outward at things coming
into this country, and that is what we practiced in
exercises," Arnold says. ''We practiced how to get
that airplane to land or how to get approval to shoot
it down.... No, we did not envision people hijacking
airplanes from within the United States, taking over
those aircraft and using them as fuel-air bombs."
But when the unforeseeable happened Sept 11,
America's military was able to respond because
the air sovereignty mission had been preserved,
adds fonner Air National Guard director Shepperd
"The transition of 1st Air Force to Air National
Guard control gave us the ability to maintain air
sovereignty in ourcoWitry," Shepperd says. ''Thank
goodness we had the Air National Guard on Sept
11 . Had we taken down our entire air defense
structure, we would never have been able to do
what we did and wouldn't have had command and
control or liaison with the FAA."
On that tragic day, America's air defense forces
in the air and on the ground worked closely with
the FAA to clear the skies of terror. ''In less than
an hour ... the whole world changed," says Col.
Bob Marr, commander of the Northeast Air
Defense Sector, who would watch young airmen
at the radar scopes as they scrambled the fighters,
hoping against hope they'd make it to the World
Trade Center and Pentagon on time.
The air war over America bad begun. The
exercise was over.

Staff Sgt Keith Driessen, crew chief,
119th Fighter Wing, North Dakota Air
National Guard, performs a preflight
inspection on an f·16 .. Fighting Falcon."
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DAY OF TERROR:
Nation's air controllers, military fliers
and crews fight for America's skies
t should have been a perfect day.
The skies were clear, blue and
beautiful with miles and miles of
visibility across the northeast. But what
should have been was not. The day's
beauty would become ugly and all
clarity would fade to a murky fog of
hatred, turmoil and terror.
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Desperate plea
Massachusetts Air National Guard pilot Lt Col.
Tim Duffy remembers driving into work the morning of Sept. 11, 2001, disappointed he wasn't on
the flying schedule. As be drove through the gate
at Otis Air National Guard Base on Cape Cod, he
admired the "clear-in-a-million" skies any pilot
would crave. It was a pretty- even gorgeousThesday, a great day to fly. Duffy nevercould have
dreamed up the scenario that would unfold in only
a few hours, never could have imagined what he'd
see from his F-15 cockpit 5,000 feet above Manhattan that crisp fall morning.
~lmd~~tion.Admi.ais
~on~trol

.

.

est~

~~~~~~~~~~
~~It looked like

a possible:bijictin~, and fighters were neededfast
9.11.01

Above: Afiery image is caught on film at
the World Trade Center Sept. 11, 2001.
Left Firefigllters walk past the American
flag as they work their way toward tile
heart of tbe devastation that was once
the Worhl Trade Center, Sept. 14,2001.
Previous page: Apair of F-15s assigned to
the 102nd Fighter Wing, Massachusetts
Air National Guanl; f·16s from the 158th
Fighter Wing, Vermont Air National
Guard; an• a KC-135 from the 101st Air
Refueling Wing, Maiae Air National
Guard; fly a Combat Air Patrol mission
over New York City.
47

The Pentagon in flames just
minutes after a hijacked
jetliner crashed into the
building Sept. 11, 2001.
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The 102nd Fighter Wing at Otis was one of
seven alert sites in the continental United States,
with two loaded airplanes ready for immediate takeoff
"It didn't happen the way it was supposed to or
the way you would hope it would come down,"
Duffy says. "But the way it came down ... it really
didn't hurt us at all. We were the ones who were
contacted right away and knew about it before the
air defense sector."
"About 8:30, 8:35 out by theops (operations)
desk, I got a phone call from one of the sergeants/'
he continues. "He said, 'Duffy, you have a phone
call from tower. ... Something about a hijacking.'
As soon as we heard there was something about a
hijacking we got moving. That's not something we
throw around lightly, that word. I had the radio
with me; we call it the brick. ... So I called for
'Nasty' (Maj. Dan Nash) and I to suit up right
away."
U. Col. Jon Treacy, conunander of the wing's
10 1st Fighter Squadron, phoned NEADS- the
Northeast Air Defense Sector- in Rome, N.Y.,
to report the FAJVs request. The sector commander

(
would have authority to scramble the airplanes. But
the FAA had already gotten through to a young
tech sergeant at NEADS just reporting for duty
that morn.i.ng. Jeremy Powell answered a call he
will never forget

NEADS: "Huntress Weapons, Sgt. Powell."

FAA: "All right, Boston Center, we have a
problem here. We have a hijacked aircraft
headed towards New York and we need you guys
to, we need someone to scramble F-16s or
something to help us out."
NEADS: "Is this real-world or an exercise?"

FAA: "No, this is real-world, this is not an
exercise, not a test. " 1

"I think about that phone call constantly," Powell,
since promoted to lieutenant, says. '1 think about it
all the time."
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nocmal procedures had taken place that mommg, Powell probably wouldn't have taken that
hone call Normally, theFAAwould have contacted officials at the Pentagon's National Militacy
Command Center who would have contacted the
North American Aerospace Defense Command.
The secretary of defense would have bad to approve the use of military assets to assist in a hijacking, always considered a law enforcement issue. 2 But nothing was normal on Sept 11, 2001,
and many say the traditional chain ofconnnand went
by the wayside to get the job done.
Around the country that morning and many mornings before, 14 fighter jets were loaded and ready
to intercept unidentified aircraft approaching the
United States. Military controllers at three air defense sectors- in the northeast, southeast and

E
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Above: Medical personael and volunteers
work tile first medical triage area set up
outside Ute Pentagon after American .
Airlines Flight 77 crashed into tbe
soutbwest corner of the building Sept 11,
2001.
Left 2nd Lt. Jeremy Powell of the
Northeast Air Defense Sector in Rome,
N.Y.,- a technical sergeant at the timetook an unforgettable phone call from tbe
Federal Aviation Administration Sept. 11,
2001. The FAA was requesting assistance
in intercepting tbe hijackers.
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west- were monitoring the air picture, only a hot
line call away from pilots on immediate alert. Ftrst
Air Force and the Continental United States
NORAD Region had protected America's air borders for years. But the command hadn' t trained
forfightingenemies within,hadn'tpracticedforcoordinated attacks in continental airspace- the
radars were always looking outward.
When terrorists took over the skies on Sept.
11, 2001, America's military reacted swiftly. In the
northeast, massive efforts began to get every fighter
available into the air. Controllers at the Western
Air Defense Sector in Washington and Southeast
Air Defense Sector in Florida sent fighter pilots
into their cockpits to await further orders. Military
air controllers worked hand-in-hand with the FAA
trying to find possibly hijacked airliners. Military
tankers and Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft provided crucial refueling and radar
support throughout the day and beyond.

000

T

he military response was tremendous on
Sept. 11, 2001, and everyone has a story
to share ofremarkable achievement amid
terror and tragedy. But this story focuses mostly
on the Air National Guard members who Jrof.ected
America's air borders before that defining autumn
day.
That community grew to astonishing strengths in
a matter of hours as the 14 aircraft on alert increased to more than 400 fighters, tankers and airborne early warning platforms. 3 Naval warships
reinforced that presence as they kept watch in the
Pacific, Atlantic and Gulf ofMexico.
Armed with a sense of patriotism, pride and
volunteerism, the military response was tremendous on Sept. 11, 2001, but with thousands of
lives lost and ruined in a calculated terrorist attack, it was a bittersweet triumph.

Above: An F·15 "Eagle" assigned to the 102nd Fighter Wing, Massachusetts Air National
Guard, departs the runway at Otis Air National Guard Base. The wing was the first to
scramble and fly Combat Air Patrols over New York Sept. 11, 2001.
Right A crew chief from the 102nd Fighter Wing maiatenance squadron gives a pilot the
signal to crank the engine before taxiing down the ruaway for takeoff.
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Lt. Col. lan Sanderson,
Northeast Air Defense
Sector chief of
operations control, says
the Sept. 11 hijackings
were unlike anything
personnel there had
trained for. The
hijackings didn't frt the
usual profile, he says.

Senior Master Sgt. Robert Von Hagen attaches wings to an AIM·1 ZOIAMRAAM Advanced Medium Range Air·to·Air Missile - loaded on a wingtip launcher Sept. 11,
2001, at the 119th Fighter Wing, North Dakota Air National Guard. Master Sgt. Bradley
Johnson, 119th logistics Group quality assurance inspector, observes. At far left is
119th Fighter Wing Vice Commander Col. Thomas E. larson. The "Happy Hooligans"
provided F·1& combat capability following the terrorist attacks.
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Mad scramble
In a strange twist of fate, that very morning the
command and control technicians atNEADS were
beginning a 12-hour shift for the NORAD exercise "VigilantGuardian." Across~ cormnandfrom
Alaska to Canada and throughout the continental
United States, battle staffs were poised to fight the
simulated air war. The unusually high state ofreadiness was a sheer stroke of luck, many would say
later, as commanders made unprecedented decisions with astonishing speed and airmen did everything they could to identify and intercept the hijackers.
"Around 8:40 there was a huddle of people
around one of the scopes," says Col. Bob Marr,
NEADS commander. "I've seen many exercises
... and as I saw that huddle I said, 'There's got to
be something wrong, something is happening here.'
You usually see that whenever they find a track on
the scope that looks unusual; it's usually an indicator that something is getting ready to kick off."
From the battle cab - a glass-walled room
overlooking the dimly lighted sector floor-Marr
thought the hubbub was part of the exercise. He
sent Lt Col. Dawne Deskins, mission crew commander, to check it opt. She came running back,
Marr says, with urgency in her voice: the FAA
needed help with a possible hijacking; a civilian
airliner had just disappeared from the scope and
was headed toward New York.
"At this point our mind-set was the 1970s-vintagehijack,"Deskinssays. "Wedidn'thaveahuge
concern this aircraft was going to crash. We were
thinking, 'let's get some airplanes up to support it,
escort it and figure out where it's going to land.'"
Marr ordered Otis F-15 pilots Duffy and Nash
to battle stations- pilots in the cockpits with engines turned off. He says the fliers were halfway to
thcir jets w001 he phoned his boss, Maj. Gen. Larry
K.. Arnold, 1stAir Force and CONR commander.
Arnold remembers the phone call well. "By the
9.11.01

A tracker .,on scope" ia tile darkened
operations room at the Northeast Air
Defense Sector, Rome, N.Y. Airmen at
NEADS were doing all they could to track
1nd intercept the hijackers on Sept 11.
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time I talked to Bob Marr, he said he had the jets
on battle stations and would like to get them airborne," he recalls. '1 said, 'Go ahead and scramble
them and we'll get authorities later.' ... He scrambled
them and in the meantime I picked up the phone
and talked to the operations deputy up atNORAD
and he said, 'Yeah, we' n work this with the National Military Command Center. Go ahead and
scramble the aircraft.' "
It was unfamiliar tenitory, butMarr knew what
he had to do. "My intent was to scramble Otis to
military airspace while we found out what was go-ing on," he says.

000
omewhere on the radar scopes was American Airlines Flight 11, which had deviated
from its Boston-Los Angeles flight plan and
was not communicating with FAAground controllers. Workers at the FAA Boston Center were
baffled: The pilots weren't talking and a strange,
possibly forei~ voice could be heard saying, "We
have some planes. "4 It was fast becoming a frightening situatioiL The crew atNEADS was desperate
to track and intercept the plane.
"When we received that call, all eyes were over
New Yorldooking for search tracks," says NEADS
StaffSgt.LarryThornton, whosejobuntilthenbad
been searching for incoming flights over the ocean.
Those "search tracks" can be tough to locate
jumbled among hundreds of cooperative aircraft
emitting electronic signatures to the radar scopes.
"Once we were called by the FAA, we could
find split-second hits on what we thought we were
looking for," Thornton says. "But the area was so
congested and it was incredibly difficult to find. We
were looking for little dash marks in a pile of clutter and a pile of aircraft on a two-dimensional
scope."
Each fluorescent green pulsating dot on the
scope represented an airplane, and there were
thousands out there, especially over the busy north-

S
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The Pentagon burns into the night of Sept. 11.
east United States. To complicate matters, the sector didn't share much of the FAA's interior radar
data, especially at low altitudes, and had to piece
together the incoming information. But Master Sgt.
Joe McCain believes they saw Flight 11 disappear
over New York that morning. 'We picked up a
searcl1 tracJc going down the Hudson Valley, straight
in from the north toward New York,"he says. "It's
very unusual to find a search target, wbX:h is a plane
with its transponder turned off, in that area. This
plane was headed toward New York going faster
than the average Cessna and was no doubt a jet
aircraft. We had many clues. The plane was fast
and heading in an unusual direction with no bea-
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nocent victims were killed that day.
It was the moment the sleeping dragon of the
world's most powetful military was awakened with
a start-much as it was 60 years earlier on Dec.
7, 1941. As the scramble lights flashed green at
Otis Air National Guard Base, a new kind of war
was beginning. When the F-15s took off with fire
igniting behind them, flight lead Duffy told his
wingman they would fly supersonic. It wasn't standard procedure, but the GulfWarveteran was filled
with an irresistible sense of urgency. ''This is one of
those things I can't really explain why I did it the
way I did it," Duffy says. 'When we took offlleft
it in full afterburner the whole time. So we climbed
up, we were supersonic going down to Long Island and 'Nasty' (Nash)calledandsaid, 'Hey Duff,
you're super,' and I said, 'Yeah, I know, don't
worry about it.'
"At the time I just wanted to get there ... we
were high enough that we wouldn't blow out windows or do any damage to anything. I figured if
anyone cared later I could probably take the heat
for trying to get there quickly. Again, we have no
idea what we are going toward. We are taking off
to go help somebody and we needed to get there
quickly to assess the situation."
They didn't know American Airlines Flight 11
hadjust plunged into the twin towers.
con. We had raw radar data only. Everything just
kind of fit. We watched that track until it faded
over New York City and right after that someone
came out of the break room and said the World
Trade Center had been hit"
On Cape Cod, 160 miles to the northeast, the
F-15 pilots were ordered to scramble. As the jets
rolled down Runway 5 at Otis Air National Guard
Base, American Airlines Flight 11, a Boeing 767
with 92 people aboard, perished in the clear blue
Manhattan sky. It was 8:46a.m. Eastern Standard
Time, a tragic tick of the clock that forever seared
itself into the American psyche. It was the unforgettable moment when the first of hundreds ofin-
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Under attack
Could this be the airplane the NEADS controllers were so desperately tracking?
Deskins says they just couldn't be sure. "Our
ftrst question was, 'Are we talking about this hijacked aircraft?' " she says. "Our identification
section was asking what type ofaircraft it was and
Boston Center was reporting American 11 still airborne. So we thought it must have been a weird
coincidence."
But her gut told her differently: ''I remember
thinking, 'Oh boy, this is starting to sound really
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The 1st Battalion, 150th Aviation, New Jersey Army National Guard, begins post-attack
flight operations over New York in a UH·&OA "Blackhawk• helicopter Sept. 11, 2001.
bad,'" Deskins continues. "I didn't want to jump
to any conclusions but it seemed logical that the
hijacked aircraft had hit the World Trade Center."
Without much to go on, the NEADS controllers
continued to search in vain, struggling to lead the
Massachusetts pilots toward the airliner. "I was
fighting to get the (plane's) tail number," says Master Sgt. Maureen Dooley, noncommissioned officerinchargeofidentificationtechnicians. 'We were
trying to grab at anything we could."
And when the FAA reported that Flight 11 had
indeed crashed, Dooley says she felt helpless. "I
think everybody did We were doing everything in
our power." 5
Marr remembers thinking that it must have been
a horrible accident. Maybe the pilot had flown too
low and lost control upon descent into John F.
Kennedy InternationalAirport, N.Y., he reasoned.
'1'm thinking this is probably an accident because

58

there's been a hijack," Marr says. "The guy is going to JFK and every hijack to this date has been
an individual who wants to land an airplane somewhere other than where it's supposed to land....
So we sunnise there's been a terrible accident and
there's not much we can do about it."
But uncertainty and doubt remained. Says
NEADS chief of operations control Lt. Col. Ian
Sanderson: ''When we got word of the first crash,
I heard it butl didn't believe it I had to go down
the hall and look at the TV. And what I remember
most is that the hijacldng didn'tfollow the expected
profile. It wasn't the type ofhijacking we'd trained
for. I was thinking, 'this doesn't taste right, feel
right or smell right' "
With the Massachusetts F-15s still headed toward Manhattan, Marr notified New York Air
National Guard headquarters to report what he
knew. "Our jets are heading down south toward
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Whiskey 105 and we don't really have a mission
for them at this point, because we don't have any
other problems in the air," Marr says.
Whiskey 105, the military training airspace
southeast ofLong Island, "would put them within a
few minutes ofNew York City to 'CAP' (Combat
Air Patrol), burn down gas and wait for further
instructions," Marr says. "By this time we start getting CNN showing in the battle cab ... and as we're
watching the television weseeanotbex aircraft come
into view and hit the second tower of the World
Trade Center."

that at the time."
At the NORAD conunand center near Colorado Springs, Colo., an air threat conference call
was beginning. Open communication lines were established between top U.S. and Canadian officials
to eventually include President George W. Bush,
Vice President Dick Cheney and Secretary ofDefense Donald Rumsfeld. 7 Arnold would find himself on that call when the last suspicious airplane
bad landed. But that wouldn'tbeforhours.
In the darkened operations center at NEADS,
Marr and the operations crew felt the gravity of
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isbelief filled the room. Everyone was
floored, Sanderson says: 'We bad to sort
ofwrest back control." 6
Adds Deskins: 'Thatplane came out of nowhere
... we didn't even know there was a second hijack. Now we knew it was intentional."
From the CONR Air Operations Center at
Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla, Arnold and his staff
were stunned as they watched the same live images. 'When I saw the second plane hit, my thought
at the time was, 'My God. was that a replay of the
first one?'" Arnold says. "Then I realized there
were two smoking holes and not one, and at that
time, I think all of~ thought it was beyond the
realm of probability for two accidents to occur like
that. We were under attack at this time."
United Airlines Flight 175 crashed into the south
tower of the World Trade Center at 9:03a.m. with
65 people aboard. 1\vo 767s were gone and it
was anyone's guess what might happen next
"I thought it might be prudent to pull out of the
exercise, which we did," Arnold says. 'We called
NORAD and they were well aware of what had
happened obviously.... As we pulled out of the
exercise we were getting calls about United Flight
93 and we were wonied about that. Then we had
another call from Boston Center about a possible
hijacking, but that turned out to be the airplane that
had already hit the south tower but we didn't know
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I'll<*> by ScottA. Goof!. Daily~ Fane, N.Y.

Lt Col. Dawne Deskins, Nortbeast Air
Defense Sector mission crew commander,
was tracking the movement of American
Airlines Flight 77 on Sept. 11, 2001. She
had six or seven radar hits before
watching the plane's signal fade and
disappear from the scope.
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the situation. "We bad both buildings hit and didn't
were going as fast as the airplanes could go," Nash
have any other aircraft at this time except Otis,
says, then hesitates. 'We did everything we could
heading to the World Trade Center in a straight
but unfortunately couldn't stop anything.''
line," Marr says. "At Mach 1 it would take them
The F-15s were loaded with extra weapons and
16 minutes to get there, that's 10 miles a minute."
fuel because of the exercise and "were ready to
Approaching Manhattan, Duffy and Nash were
engage anything if they had to," Marr says. "But
still pursuing Flight 11' trying to get infonnation from
obviously this is peacetime and we have no auNEADS on the plane's location. "I call for bogey
thority to engage any targets ... but we're thinking
dope (target infonnation) and I don'trealizeAmeriNew York City is under attack."
can bas already hit," Duffy says. "So I'm still chasMore jets would be needed. The NORAD
ing American and ... we're going right down Long
"deep peace" stance meant only two East Coast
Island and tluee or four minutes later I call for bofighters remained on alert. They were from a degey dope again and right then they say the second
tachment of the 119th Fighter Wing, North Daaircraft just hit the World Trade Center. So, confukota Air National Guard The alert facility at Lansion in my cockpit: The second aircraft?
gley Air Force Base, Va., is several hundred miles
"I look up and we're about 60 or 70 miles outfrom Manhattan, but Marr directed the pilots to
side Manhattan and I can see the towers burning.
battle stations anyway. "The plan was to protect
... OK, obviously everything just changed from my
New York City," Marr says.
personal mind-set. We take off to go help someAs tensions continued to build, the FAA took
body, and now as I look up and can see the burnunprecedented measures to clear the skies of the
ing I say, 'OK, now
northeast United States.
"Air Traffic Control
people are dying.'
"It's kind of hard to
•AS tile ~16Sg1111ver tile city, 1111w tile Zero" would soon follow
explain, but basically you
across the nation. 8
fog Ill W~f i& St/lrtilli/ Ill $/JI ill. •
switch into a combat
"Now our (Massachumode where you say,
setts) pilots are chasing
- Col. Bob Marr, commander,
'OK, this just got real sedown traffic that is trying
Northeast
Air
Defense
Sector
rious real fast.' ... Now
to get on the ground or
people are dying and
to Bos ton or New
you're thinking, 'OK,
York," Marr says. ''We
what do I have to do?' And you have to put emodidn't know what could have been cruise-missile
tion aside because you don't have time for it."
airliners.
Hard to believe only a few hours earlier Duffy
"As the F-15s go over the city, now the fog of
was thinking about the weather on his drive in to
war is starting to set in."
work. "It was one of the prettiest days I've ever
On the cool sector floor at NEADS, that fog
was thick with misinfoimation, fear and apprehenflown, literally there was not a cloud in the sky and
visitility was probably better than ahundred miles,"
,
Duffy says. "It was just crystal clear. When I was
What is left of the south tower of the
driving in that morning and knew I wasn't on the
World Trade Center in New York City
flying schedule I was thinking, 'Oh what a day, what
stands like a tombstone among the debris
a day to go flying.' "
Now the pilots were shocked and amazed as
and devastation caused by the Sept 11
they watched the smoldering scene below. "We
terrorist attack.

.. ----
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Family members visit the Pentagon Sept. 15, 2001, to pay respects to
their loved ones who died in the Sept. 11 attack there.
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sion. Many of the phone calls coming in were rumors and there was little way to confirm or deny
them. The pilots above Manhattan, meanwhile,
were wondering what would come next as they
watched the devastation below.
"As soon as I saw the towers burning, I called
up Huntress (NEADS) and said 'Huntress, 4, 5,
say mission,' "Duffy says. " 'What do you want
me to do next? What do you need from me right
this second?' ... He didn't know what to do."
Huntress would soon have more infonnation: ''It
only took a couple minutes of us in the area before
they came back on and said 'NORAD just took
control of all the airspace in the country,' " Duffy
says. " 'Proceed direct to Manhattan and set up
Combat Air Patrol.' I said, 'OK, got that.' "
The pilots requested and were immediately given
clearance from the FAA to fly at any altitude necessary. "They just gave us the airspace," Duffy says.
FAA: "We shut all traffic off at Boston
Center, no one departing, and we're rerouting all JFK arrivals and Newark Metro
airport's (N.J.)."

NEADS: "Copy sir."
FAA: "I do have a question for you: In case
we have any more aircraft that start deviating,
we need to know, do you have anyone on alert
or is that something that you can do just in case
this happens to any more aircraft?"
NEADS: " ... I've got.fighters in Whiskey 105
right now, and I've got a tanker there as wei~
I've got other aircraft on alert at Langley as
well, I'm getting ready to, I've got trackers over
JFK, over Boston and that area, just looking
for anything suspicious. "

FAA: "Anything suspicious, OK, and we'll
let you know about the internationals. We're
not sure what we're doing about them yet. " 9

9.11.01
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Somewhere overQeveland. United Airlines Flight '
93 bound for San Francisco was still off course.
"The FAA is starting to report more aircraft not
following their flight plans," Marr says. "Now we
are looking at a host of potential problems. 1ben
we get another call from Boston Center that we
have a problem near Washington and 'you'd better check on it.' "
The North Dakota alert pilots were still in their
cockpits at Langley Air Force Base. At the squadron operations desk. young F-16 pilot Capt Craig
Borgstrom took a terse phone call from NEADS.
"The guy from the sector asked me, 'How many
can you get airborne right now?' "Borgstrom recalls. '1 told him I had two on battle stations. He
then said, 'That's not what I asked. How many
total airplanes can you send up?'
''I said, 'I'll give you three.'
"And he said, 'Then go!' "

000
ust as Borgstrom grabbed his gear to join the
others, the Klaxon alarm sounded and
the red lights turned green in the alert bam.
The active air scramble order had been givenf:ft
.wa£ 9·?4J:IP ~aoe8 .,_,~veahighest
pFA~Co\U all=otha edt Utdtteat-baagiej !tiifut!e
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"We crank and scramble ... we took off, the
three ofus, and basically the formation we always
briefon alert, we'll stay in a two- to three-mile trail
from the guy in front," Borgstrom says. "They
(NEADS) were giving us the heading and altitude

(

Right The Northeast Air Defense Sector called upon the Michigan Air National Guard
127th Wing on Sept. 11, 2001. Two pilots from the Selfridge unit were flying a training
mission and would have been asked to intercept United Airlines Flight 93 had it not
turned toward Pennsylvania. In this photo taken a few months later, 2nd Lt. Christopher
Melka gives the ..ready to roll" sign.
Balow: An F-15 "Eagle" from the 125th Fighter Wing, Florida Air National Guard, refuels
from a KC-135 NStratotankar" on a Combat Air Patrol mission over central Florida on
Dec. 5, 2001. The Jacksonville-based wing is one of 10 assigned to 1st Air Force and the
Continental United States NORAD Region.
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of north-northeast up to 20,000 feet. Then shortly
af'ta- takeoff they changed our beading more northwesterly and gave us max-subsonic.
'That's as fast as you can go without breaking
the sound barrier. I've ne_ver heard it before in my
short career, but I don't think anyone's heard that
order before."
The F-16s were being vectored toward Washington, D.C., instead of New York. As they were
scrambling, Deskins was watching a suspicious
track on the radar scope. "I had the scope focused
in on the D.C. area and got blips of this aircraft
that appeared to be going in a turn around D.C.,"
she says. "It was going fast for where it was located and I remember looking at the guy next to
me and saying, 'What is that?'
''I probably got six or seven radar returns on it
before it faded and was just gone. You're thinking,
'What just happened?' I got this feeling in the pit
of my stomach and said, 'That's another one.'"
Tech. Sgt. Ronald G. Belluscio, a NEADS se9.11.01

nior weapons director technician, sent the F-16s
to Washington that morning. ''When all ofthis was
happening, we were giving directions as enlisted
personnel," he says. "We were empowered and
entrusted to certain tasks that we aren't normally
accustomed to doing to get the job done. I jumped
on a frequency, per the senior director, and was
told to ask the Langley birds to vector over the
Pentagon. I didn't know it had been hit."
Majs. Dean Eckmann, Brad Derrig and
Borgstrom continued flying max-subsonic. ''The
sector gave us certain coordinates to CAP over a
certain point," Borgstrom says. 'We all dialed in
the coordinates to figure out exactly where we were
going and we got to our point and we could see
from ... maybe 40 miles out, smoke billowing. We
started putting things together.
"0~ we're going toward where that smoke is
and as you get closer, you start thinking, 'OK,
maybe there's some type of attack going on.' You
start correlating Washington, D.C., with New York.
65
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Westillhaveno 'intel'brief
out with my gun. You have
of what's going on ... and
so many thoughts racing
anotherbuildingisonfire.
through your mind ....
... Weknew somethingterWbilel'mdoingthis,Craig
ribly wrong was going on.
(Borgstrom) calls me and
Somethingseverebadhapsays Huntress wants to
pened."
know the extent of the
American Airlines Flight
damage at the Pentagon.
77, with 64 people aboard,
AlkansasAirNationaJ Gllllld photo bVTodl. Sgt. Randy L Byrd
"Ifly by the Washington
had crashed into the PenMonument and turn back
tagon at 9:38 a.m., but the pilots didn't know that.
down and fly over the Pentagon, just to the south
Borgstrom thought maybe a gas line had bmst or a
of the Pentagon, and tell them the two outer rings
have been damaged," Eckmann says. '7hey asked
car bomb had exploded. But their mission, be says,
was clear: keep all airplanes away from Washingme ifI knew what it was and I told them I guessed
ton, D.C.
itwasahi:fP'*"" •. •Mtbecauseoftheamount
The three pilots, all on different frequencies but
of smoke and flames coming up and ed 8ey iil&i.
sharing a common intra-flight channel, were hear.... ri :a•q~ii""J abo or- sisp'age And there was
ing a lot of chatter but nothing about airliners crashno airplane wreckage off to the side."
inginto buildings, Borgstrom says. "There was some
Eckmann says the scene below was shockingly
confusion for us, this was very abnormal," he consurreal. '1t was almost a feeling of disbelief," he
fumes. ''We were all three on different frequencies
says. "Kind oflike watching a bad movie. You can't
... and were getting orders from a lot of different
believe what you're seeing, but you're still watchpeople."
ingit"
Only a few minutes afterreacbing the WashingEckmann would later hear that the presence of
ton area. flight lead Eckmann was vectored toward
a fully loaded F-16 darting overhead was a great
two low-flying aircraft. It was aroWld 9:45 a.m. 11
comfort to people below. "A lot of people said it
"As we're coming in, I set up a Combat Air Patrol
made them feel safe," he says. 'They looked up
with air traffic controllers and they come back to
and saw an armed F-16 and I guess they started
me and say there are a couple unknowns heading
cheering. I heard stories that people went back in
north on the Potomac River toward the White
after seeing me fly over to help others out. What
House," Eckmann says. "We were up in the high
would have happened had I stayed up high? They
20s and I basically roll inverted and go straight
wouldn'tbaveseenme. Nowtheyknewtheywere
safe. It was pure luck that I happened to be down
down. It took no time to get there and I get a radar
contact on one of them and end up identifying them.
One is a military helicopter and the other is a law
enforcement helicopter and they're obviously headRight: An F-15 assigned to the
ing toward the Pentagon to aid."
Massachusetts Air National Guard 102nd
Eckmann flew low over the Capitol and Mall
fighter Wing flies a Combat Air Patrol
area. "I wanted to clear the area and make sure
mission over New York City.
nothing else was corning in," he says. "I was also
Above: An AMRAAM missile is loaded on
looking on the ground for something suspicious and
an F-16 assigned to the 188th Fighter Wing,
thought if I saw a big fuel tanker truck heading toward the White House I could possibly take him
Arkansas Air National Guard.

I
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there and called on that initial intercept"
Shortly, Eckmann would hear an extraordinary
request: "Protect the House. " A Secret Service
agent arrived at one ofWashington'sAirTraffic
Control towers and wanted to talk to the flight lead.
"I took it to mean protect the White House,"
Eckmann says.

Clearance to kill
Wi1li attra; aii~le ablt fishttis ill tlto ai&; MaJ;r
aed+io if?"' urere ea;n faciMii with Uitif@d~ W.
The plane was headed west, so controllers began
looking for any other fighter jets that might be
nearby. ''We don'thave fighters that way and we
think he's headed toward Detroit or Chicago,"
Marr says. ''I'm thinking Chicago is the target and
know that Selfridge Air National Guard Base
(Mich.) has F-16s in the air. We.cantac'ed $JDV
~ &bay 88\lhJ beaEJ Mt &\1 &t ~~ IJMS. The idea is
to get in there, close in on him and convince him to
tum .....AdJttiteth\ir1iM8 }i'Jis&lt Pi ma.geiss ent,
WOfeeei: eli.o WOaliM&II M Mill ~h!!B"8 iktfu"$;
MaJor GenoniJunold?s wmds al:nt88t uutJafHII
were· 'V4z wiU fa'i~ le;elf i:e Kte tti: ~ ••• s iit·as
selllfhs g~PBzm i!1.' "
But the Selfridge pilots - not part of the
NORAD air sovereignty force -were unarmed.
Lt. Col. TomFroling and Maj. Douglas Champagne of the 127th Winghadjustfired the last of
tbeir20mm cannon ammunition in routine training.
They were oblivious to the events in New Yorlc
and Washington but heard unusual conversation
over their radio frequencies.
"Something strange was occuning and I couldn't
p.tt my finger on what was happening,"Froling says.
!1

A Vermont Air National Guard F-16 from
the 158th fighter Wing patrols the skies
above New York City on Sept. 12, 2001.
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''I could hear (the FAA) Cleveland Center talking
to the airlines and I started putting things together
and knew something was up. 'Then our commander
wanted to know if we'd expended om training ordnance. The only thing that went through my mind
was maybe there was a problem with om airplane,
maybe we missed something and shouldn't have
been shooting the gun."
Froling didn't know be was being considered to
shoot down an airliner. Wittwat wwpeu and her
<;auee UMedFli~JM Ql m&M &e:ll) &om €hieage,
lw ••""r faced that deciri&a;b.e Michigan pilots
would safely return to their base. Champagne remembers a squadron buddy running toward his jet
as be was taxiing in. 'Tllnever forget this, it is one
of the things fllremember, I think forever," be says.
''I was in the cockpit and I remember him mouthing the words to me, 'It's bad. It's really, really
bad.'"
Above Manhattan, Duffy and Nash were given
clearance to kill over their radio frequencies, but
to this day aren't sure who gave that order. Was it
NEADS or a civilian air traffic controller? 12Uncertain, they continued to fly over the city.
''Flying over Central Park at 1,000 feet and 500
knots ... trying to identify people, that's just wrong.
You should never be doing this over downtown
Manhattan, watching the towers burning," Duffy
says. 'We're down over Newark getting people
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Above: Aweary New York City firefighter
surveys the destruction as he departs the
area on Sept. 13, 2001. Emergency
personnel worked tirelessly for more than
24 hours immediately following the Sept.
11 terrorist attac~s that brought down
the World Trade Center.
Right Days after the attacks. a volunteer
steel worker cuts a large part of debris to
·make it easier to haul away from the
former site of the World Trade Center.
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away from the airport, and of course we're trying
to get them down on the ground, or identify them.
As you're coming back, the Statue ofLiberty with
the towers burning behind it as we'reflying around,
you're saying to yourself, ''This is nuts.' "

Clearing the skies
"America was under attack," Marr says, and
controllers were still grappling with two planes
missing and frightening rumors ofbomb threats and
airplane crashes that really never happened. "In
less than an hour here the whole world changed."
Amid the fog and madness, Amold and his staff
were on the phone withMarr; Col. John Cromwell,
Western Air Defense Sector commander; and Col.
Larry Kemp, Southeast Air Defense Sector commander. They were making fast decisions as the
FAA reported more infonnation. At one point during the four-hour ordeal, 21 planes were unaccounted for, A::mmd says. "'iWe>w~
~~lta<~

andowett'tt)'iiig f'O".fiiro"mrw aft-ift.the--Yteinityt&helpoot,P-~'IeC8l.ls.

''We didn'tknow where it was going to go. We
were concerned about Detroit ... and the fighters
up there were out of gas with no armament. Then
we called a Guard unit in Toledo, Ohio, because
we thought 93 or Delta flight 1989 might be headed
toward Chicago. Then NEADS called another
Guard unit in Syracuse, New Yolk, and eventually
got them moving in the direction ofgetting airplanes
airborne.
U.S. NavypholobyCIIItl ~sMato El1c:J. i11ford

·~e~~
~.tfte.Qkio=l~etmsyivtmi~aaQ.awteel tea
.h•rn

soutb.JwuaF4 D:C::B:J. ~a~

.8ee&hit andu~:QNtbil; the'Happy
.J;!gol.lgans 'aftlte.-W9tlnifP&ttif, ~1J81f012t,
~~~e.LangleyaJ~li)..Theyareoow

orbiting over Washington, D.C., and have been fcxawhile. As United 93 headed toward D.C., the
desire is to move the fighters toward those aircraft
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Photo by SiaN~ Sanch. Nledzwieelcl. 102nd Fighter Wong, Massaell- Air N.wnal Guan:l

Massachusetts Air National Guardsman Senior Airman Joel Milliken, 102nd Maintenance
Weapons section, repairs an F-15 during Operation Noble Eagle.
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But as we discussed it in the conference call, we
decided pQUOmQYe fig'bte,mJaw~until--it.was
~Q&C".r.}legpts~could.h~~eM:ir
~Y

now a number of aircraft are
being called possibly hijacked ... there was a lot of
confusion, as you can imagine."
Missing planes seemed to be everywhere.
'There were a number of false reports out there,"
Marr says. ''What was valid? What was a guess?
We just didn't know. ... We were in foreign territory; we are used to protecting the shores, way
out overseas. Our processes and procedures
weren't designed for this."
An obscure military plan, "SCATANA"- Security Control of Air Traffic and Air Navigation
Aids - would help the FAA in its efforts to clear
the skies. The commanderofNORAD, Gen. Ralph
E. Eberhart. ordered a limited version of the Cold
War-era strategy, and allowed essential aircraft like
rescue helicopters to fly. The decision was made
during the air threat conference call and was
backed by Transportation Secretary Norman
Mineta. 13 The SCATANA order had been implemented only once before, and only for war games
in 1961.
Through the fray, Melrtemcnthet-s:~
.lh~F'\hwtts Macuatiug itsetevetand Centex. I'te

North Dakota F-16s were loaded with missiles and
hot guns and Marr was thinking about what these
pilots might be expected to do. r'United Airlines
1<1igtif93 wowanot have hit Washin onJl,C:'
Ntlnnays~c81ly:""''fe wowabave fieen engaged and shot"down before he got ffi'ere.'
Amoldconcurs: "Ihad everyihtention oTsDootmg·oovm l1J'Iitit93ifitcontinued to progress to\¥at<l'WaSTUngton; D.C.;-11n<1 any other aircraft
~mmgtoWard it that da,l. whether wenao autli>rltyornot"
1tift•lhe'Sfliy~the piloB"Were spared thcJ
~.With the now leg~dazy ~t's Roll"
:r.all)'JQg-cey,llielieroic Rassenaers atioara United
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Ray Gould, Military District of
Washington Engineers, stands in front of
the exit point of American Airlines Flight
77 where It stopped moving through the
Pentagon. The hijacked airliner had 64
people aboard and crashed at 9:38 a.m.
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Boeing 757, with 44 people aboard, reportedly
dropped 1,200 feet in 12 seconds. 14 Lives were
taken in the air to save lives on the ground.
The Langley-based pilots were 96 miles away,
Marr says. In Cleveland, Deha.Flight 1989 Landed
safely, but the NEADS crew wouldn't learn that
until later.
What was going to happen next? StaffSgt. Mruk
Jennings, NEADS tracking technician, remembers
asking himself: "Was the fourth one the last one
and would there be more? It made me sit back
and say, 'Is the world falling apart on us?' It was
scary and there was a real feeling ofuncertainty."
Marr began thinking out loud: "I turned to the
staff and said, 'What more can we do? Let's get
everyone in the air and see what they can provide
us.'"
They needed help and literally went down the
list calling every regular Air Force and Air National Guard unit in the northeast. 'We just started
opening our phone rosters and were trying to figure out which different Air Force units there were
in the interior of the United States," Deskins says.
"And we called these units individually to see if
they could get planes up."
And it wasn'thappening like it normally would,
she says. Enlisted personnel were calling colonels
directly, asking for their help. Rank didn't matter
and virtually everyone would commit to gettingfighte.xs airborne. ''It was unbelievable," says Tech. Sgt
Michael Cavalier, NEADS senior director technician. "There were Guard units I'd never heard of
calling us asking how they could help. And we said,
'Yes, take off.'"
Canadian Forces Capt. Brian Nagel, who was
chief ofNEADS live exercises, says "guys were
getting airborne from a news report and phone call
from us."
''I called up one unit and the guy says, 'Who are
you and what do you want?' " Nagel recalls. "I
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told him to go watch CNN and thatr d phone him
back. So I phone him back and he says, 'Here's
what we've got and here's what we can do for
you.'"
As Col. Robert Knauff, commander of the
I 74th Fighter Wmg in Syracuse, told Marr: "Give
us 10 minutes, we can arm up guns; give us 30
minutes, we can put heat-seekers on the wings;
give us an hour, and we'll put radar missiles on
board." The first two Syracuse-based F-16s were
up by I 0:44 a.m. 15'JWo more fighters were up a
few minutes later, but there was no time to load
missiles on any of them. The pilots' mission was
vague, but they believed an airliner was heading
toward Washington, D.C.
"Our pilots were told to get in the air and get

Security Forces Senior Airman Raynaldo
Baez of the New Jersey Air National
Guard 177th Fighter Wing stands guard
on the flight line Sept. 15, 2001.
AIRWAA •JJERAMERICA
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From left. New Jersey Air National Guardsmen Senior Airman James Keefe, Airman 1st
Class Frank Dolcemascolo and Staff Sgt Richard Johnson. 177th Fighter Wing weapons
load crew members, raise an AIM-120A using an MJ1 bomb lift "Jammer." The missile
was loaded onto an F-16 for an Operation Noble Eagle mission.
their tasking from NEADS once airborne," says
Col. Tony Basile, 174th Fighter Wing vice commander. 'The first two airborne were trying to intercept the flight that crashed in Pennsylvania but
that airplane had actually hit the ground.... There
were several others NEADS wasn't sure of, so
our mission was to intercept those airplanes."
The Ohio Air National Guard I80th Fighter Wmg
was the first unit outside the East Coast to answer
the sector's plea. Controllers notified the wing at
10:0I a.m.; several armed F-16s departed Toledo
Express Airport at 10:17 a.m., according to wing
records.
Jets from the 177th Fighter Wmg, New Jersey
Air National Guard, were airborne within an hour
after the Pentagon attack, says Col. Mike Cosby,
wing commander. And the F-16s were fully loaded
''The mind-set a lot ofold military guys have is

9.11.01

that the Guard is the standby force," Marr says.
''But these Guard guys got up very, very quickly."

000
s pilots and aircrews throughout the country went to battle, historic events were
taking place at the highest levels.
"As this is all transpiring extraordinarily rapidly

A

...~~,Dllte!i:aftetr::l:hri1:edii'liglre~s.hed~
lvani~~de_gt.-:George<W~ Bush,

in Penns

thmygh~tDick~uav~'*"'

j

J~boot down civilian ai@laBes:thatolookedtlike

~~o~~iuebairbombs,"
~~e:the authori~o

caseofa.o
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The order would go even further inWashington,
D.C., where local airspace was declared a "weapons-free'' zone. 16 Fighter pilots were given unparalleled orders to fire upon anything around the
nation'scapitalthatrefusedtorespondtoAirThrlfic
Control or NORAD direction.
"Thepresideothaddeclared Washington, D.C.,
and national capital region to be a free-fire zone,"
Arnold says. ''That is very unprecedented. It meant
if a pilot saw an aixplane within a 30-mile radius of
Washington, D.C., and couldn't detennineifitwas
a doctor flying back to his hometown, that pilot
was not only allowed to, but expected to shoot
that airplane down."
Some F-16 pilots from the !13th Wmg, District
ofColwnbia Air National Guard, were prepared to
do it They weren't in communication with NEADS
that morning but knew their homecityw~in trouble.
The wing, at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., is not
part ofthe NORAD air sovereignty force and did
not havean alert mission. But that did not stop pilots
there from taking off to protect Washington, D.C.,
justmiles from their own flight line.

Weapons-free zone
As the twin towers were burning live on CNN,
weapons officer Maj. Dan Caine was wonied. Not
only was thecountryunderterroristattack, buttbree
of the 113th Wing's F-16 pilots had not returned
from a training mission. As the "SOF'-Supervisor ofAying- that morning, Caine was responsible for seeing thosejets return safely to base.
"I called the Andrews tower and asked them if
any Air Traffic Control measures were starting to
go into effect with an eye toward the recovery of
our airplanes," Caine says. "They indicated there
was not and I called our contact at the Secret Service. He told me he wasn't sure, but that things
were happening and he'd cill me back. It was a
very quick, confusing conversation."
Andrews is·home to Air Force One, and 113th
Wing pilots are used to working with the Secret
Service, but ''weren'tthinking about defending anything," says Lt Col. MaiC Sasseville, commander
of the wing's 121st Fighter Squadron. "Our primary concern was what would happen with the air

Photo byToch. Sgt Corensa Brook$, 1131n Wlng, Dlslrlct oiColumbiaAirNatlonll Guard
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Above: Weapons load crew members from
the 113th Wing, District of Columbia Air
National Guard, work feverishly to arm an
F-16 for a mission over Washington, D.C.,
on Sept. 11, 2001.
Left: District of Columbia Air National
Guardsman Master Sgt. Steve Proctor,
113th Wing aircraft generation squadron,
loads bullets onto an F-16.
Opposite page: The weapons are driven
across Andrews Air Force Base, Md., for
delivery to the flight line on Sept 11.
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Above: District of Columbia Air National Guardsmen Lt. Col. Marc Sasseville, 113th
Wing f·16 pilot, and Senior Master Sgt. Jackie Dade, 113th Wing aircraft generation
squadron flight chief, discuss the mission prior to takeoff on Sept. 11, 2001.
Right: An f·16 maintainer from the 113th Wing directs a jet on the runway at Andrews
Air force Base, Md., on Sept. 11,2001.
traffic system.11 17
But the Secret Service would soon call back:
"(The agent) asked, 'Can you get airplanes up?' 11
Caine recalls. 'Then he told us to stand by and that
somebody else would call. W4en I heard the tone
in his voice, I called our bomb dump and told them
to uncrate our missiles.11
On the opposite side of Andrews Air Force
Base, the !13th Wing munitions crew began unloading bullets and .AThi-9 "Sidewinders" from
storage sheds. 'There were six of us there and we
had 28 missiles to unload, and they each have three
components" says Senior Master Sgt David Bowman, !13th Wmg munitions supelVisor. "And ifyou
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drop one, you can't use it anymore. We were doing it as fast as we could, because for all we knew
the terrorists were getting ready to hit us."
As the crew carefully but quickly loaded the
weapons onto a flatbed trailer, the phone was ringing again at the squadron operations desk. Caine
answered a phone call from someone in the White
House requesting annedfighters overWashington.
"I could hear plain as day the vice president talking
in the background," Caine says. 'That's basically
where we got the execute order. It was 'VFR (Visual Flight Rules) direct.'
"I handed the phone to my commander aJXl said,
'I'm going to go fly.' "

..
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Brig. Gen. David Wherley Jr., 113th Wmg commander, had just arrived at the operations desk.
He would find himself on several phone calls that
morning, desperately seeking airborne authorization for his fighters. "I dial the White House JOC
(Joint Operations Center) and the news is showing
the White House with people running out the front
door," Wherley says. "And the phone rings about
eight times before somebody picks up and ... they
have nobody in uniform, it was all Secret Service
people and a team communicating with the president"
A woman attbeJOC-tbe Secret SeiVice command and control center- answered the phone.
'1'm thinking these are civilians and they don't deal
in the language of the military, the rules of engagement, so I asked her,
'What do they want me to
do?' " herecalls. "Shewas
standing next to the vice
president (Dick Cheney)
and she said, 'They want
you to put a CAP up.'
"Basically what they
told me, and this is another
one of those things that's
clear in my mind ... 'We
want you to intercept any airplane that attempts to
fly closer than 20 miles around any airport around
the Washington area. ... Attempt to nnn them away,
do whatever you can to tum them away and if they
won't tum away use whatever force is necessary ...
to keep them from hitting a building downtown.' "
Everything was happening at once, says wing
safety officer Lt. Col. Phil Thompson, who was
now the acting SOF. "We were taking calls from
the Secret Service and Washington Center," herecalls. 'We have a special relationship with theSecret Service and know these guys by name and
face.... They were worried about Flight 93."
In the I 13th Wmg intelligence office, Maj. David
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McNulty and Senior Airman Juan Garcia were
hwriedly calling every agency from the CIA to FBI
to FAA to authenticate the flood of infonnation. '1
even called the National Security Agency 24-hour
infonnation desk and they knew nothing more than
I did," McNulty says. 'We were all getting our information from CNN. But the White House JOC
told me eight planes were unaccounted for."
Three wing F- 16s, meanwhile, were still airborne. 'We had gone up to (the gunnery range in)
Dare County, North Carolina, to drop some bombs
and hit a refueling tanker and come on back," says
flight lead Maj. Billy Hutchison. '1t was going to
be an uneventful day. It was actually a beautiful
day."

"We're about halfway
back when I am able to
talk to the SOF, Lt. Col.
Phil Thompson, who is at
the desk with Brigadier
General Wherley," he
says. "Because they've
seen what has happened
on TV, they tell me to return to base 'buster';
buster means as fast as the
aircraft will fly. So we light
afterburners and we are
coming back at Mach as
quick as we can get back.... As I get back, I cross
the Potomac River on the south end of Maryland
and Vtrgi.nia, and I see a big column of smoke. It
was so clear and there was no haze in the air. I tell
the SOF, 'It looks like there's been an explosion
near (Ronald Reagan Washington) National Airport What's going on?'"
"He said, 'We know. Just keep coming.'"
As Hutchison approached the runway to touch
down, Thompson and Wherley inquired over the
radio about the trio's fuel status. Nobody had
enough gas, but Hutchison had the most Although
he was at 2,800 pounds -like one-eighth a tank
in your car- Wherley told him to take off again.
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"I was given information to intercept an aircraft
coming toward D.C. and prevent it from reaching
D.C.," Hutchison says.
"We had something coming down the Potomac
at low altitude," Thompson says. "Brigadier General Wherley is standing here and we've got the
tower with the Secret Service agent and they want
us to launch anything we've got. And the general
said, 'Do it' "
Hutchison taxied at high speed down the runwayandtpgk off at J O~~
~~d,..throqg!IJ_o~ho joJiile8iog:t&W&sJF

A.ppm&b framieowithwbaHhey=seetiilCr,.thlnk are aircraft.L:.Gi!Hft~w~~e is'!h-Prhet airsaft, and it's 1 Injtes:l Eligh~93 . 1lbej doo't
ington

..lcnow.wbat's gOO:lg.oo;.S~~n
.it.!s.r..omingand appareotl¥-h&4C<lxzngivettittftir-

~a~o.r.... photollfTedl.Sgt.Cedl1cH. Rucioil
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An aerial view Sept. 141 2001 of the
destruction caused when a hijacked
commercial jetliner crashed into the
Pentagon on Sept 11 2001.
I

I
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mation tbatit's comiag.the~."
Jn.realif¥, I Tpited Ajr)ine<; fligbt9-Uwi£G!sbed
..lQ mj pnf.eS&aclieqbut in the haze and fog of war
that tragic day, that information was unavailable.
Hutchison continued looking for the plane. ''I took
off without afterburner to conserve fue~ go across
the White House over the Georgetown area and
continue northwest up the Potomac," he says.
When Hutchison reached the northern part of
the river near Frederick. Md., controllers at Washington Center asked him to change course. "They
asked me to turn to D.C. and all the while my gas
is depleting," he says. "And I don't have live bullets, just training rounds."
"I terminate the intercept and come back to
D.C.," Hutchison says. 'Washington Center is still
vectoring me around trying to pick up potential
threats to the area which happened to be helicopters actually responding to the Pentagon scene. All
the while, when I took off from Andrews, !could
see what was going on over the Pentagon because
I was so low. But itwasn't until I actually flew past
it that I actually saw it was the Pentagon. I circled
at a couple of hundred. feet at the most just to, one,
investigate, and two, give the people on the ground
some semblance ofsecurity of an American fighter
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coming by. And apparently it changed the mood
for a lot of people when they saw that
"After that point, I'm emergency fuel, the lowest I've ever been in an F-16, and tell Washington
Center I must leave and they say I'm cleared to
return to base and that two more aircraft are coming out of Andrews."

000
asseville and Capt. Heather Penney were
on their way. Before they stepped to the
jets, Wherley made very clear what they
might have to do: "My translation of the rules to
'Sass' was, 'You have weapons-free flight-lead
control,' " Wherley says. "I said, 'Do you understand what I'm asking you to do?'
"And they both .said: 'Yes.'"
"And I told them to be careful. It was important
for them to understand that this was weapons-free.''
Weapons loaders on the ramp were working
feverishly to arm missiles, but there was no time.
Sasseville and Penney took offfrom Andrews at
10:42 am. 19 Their planes were loaded with 20nun
training rounds, hardly enough to bring down an
airliner, they concede. "Sass looked at me and his
eyes were just burning," says Penney, a rookie pilot and lieutenant at the time. "We were running to
the jets and jwnped in our airplanes and we didn' t
even have a full load on the guns. I'd never
scrambled before, I'd never done this."
"I was screaming to the maintainers to pull the
chocks and the guys were pulling the pins to arm
the guns," she recalls. "We were going without INS
(Inertial Navigation System)."
The two were in their jets watching Hutchison
take off before them and listening to scants of in-

S

Airplanes line the runway of Halifax
International Airport Nova Scotia, after
being diverted there Sept 11, 2001. More
than 7,000 passengers were affected.
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formation on their radio frequencies. "I don't have
the whole picture, but have word from Washington National Approach that something is coming,"
Sasseville says. 'We had hot guns, but only training bullets.... I'm thinking, 'Wow, we're in a little
trouble here.' "
Penney andSasseville would fly atlow altitudes
over the capital, Pentagon burning in the distance,
unaware the North Dakota pilots were hovering
around 20,000 feet The North Dakota pilots were
communicating with controllers at NEADS; the
Washington, D.C., pilots with civilian controllers at
the FAA. The pilots were on different radio frequencies, but would all hear remarkable words on a
shared channel: "Attention all aircraft monitoring
Andrews tower frequency. Andrews and Class
Bravo airspace is closed. No general aviation
aircraft are permitted to enter Class Bravo airspace. Any infractions will be shot down. " 20
"When we tookofflhadn 't even thought about
how I would down an airplane," Penney says.
"Later I'm thinking, 'I only have lOObullets. What
am I going to do?' "
"I could make one pass with the gun, maybe I
could scrape my gear on the wing, but it didn'thit
me until two weeks later that's what they expected
us to do.... I was in war mode; the emotional element wasn'trelevant to what I had to do."
Sasseville, an airline pilot on a military leave of
absence,a1sothoughtaboothowhemigbtbringoown
an airliner, and says it was a scary proposition.
"We're talking about shooting down a U.S. air carrier with Americans on board, the whole gamut,
women and children," he says. 'We had no real
weapons and we didn't have a whole lot ofoptions.
Once you make that decision, how are you going to
do that with the limited ocdnance you have? In combat, as long as you can disable an airplane, d~ding on your role, you've done yourjob."
"I was going into this moral or ethical justification of the needs of the many to the needs of the
few," he says. '"The passengers on United Aight
93 went through that same thing. They made the
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imponderable. unknowable cin:umstsncs. Ws perfotm8d magnificently."
- Gen. Jolin Jumper,
Air Force chief of staff
decision we didn' t have to make."
With minds racing, Sasseville and Penney continuedtlyingandsaytb!yfoundanaerialghosttown
over the normally busy Washington, D.C. Two
more 113th Wmg F-16 pilots, Caine and Capt.
Brandon Rasmussen, would take off a few minutes after them, but their jets would each be armed
with hot guns and two A.IM:-9 Sidewinder mis-

siles.
Chief Master Sgt. Roy Belknap, 113th Wing
production superintendent, watched in amazement
as crews loaded live ordnance with pilots in the
cockpits. 'That's the first time that has ever happened here," the 33-year veteran says. "Our guys
were hanging live AIM-9s wjhaircrews in aiiplanes
waiting for us to get done so they could crank and
go. What they did was unprecedented."
By the book, it takes three hours to bring weapons from storage sheds and load them on the jets,
but on Sept. 11, 2001, it took the 113th Wmg
weapons crews 45 minutes, Belknap says.
Rasmussen says his adrenaline level was high as
he took off toward the great unknown. "Once
maintenance armed us up, we took off," he says.
''I had never flown with real missiles and had never
so much as seen them on the jet."
''We take to the air and are talking to Washington Center on the radio and we're used to working with AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control
System) weapons controllers or GCI (Ground
Control Intercept).... We knew NORAD had
implemented SCATANAand three things have already been hit when we get up in the air. So we're
trying to identify people who are not talking to Air
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Traffic Control. ... We probably intercepted five to
10 aircraft apiece."
Although they were in weapons-free airspace,
none ofthe pilots believed anything they encountered was enough of a threat to actually shoot, but
"quite a few people got scared out of the air,''
Rasmussen says. ''On that day, we owned the universe over D.C. at any alti~ any location, as loog
as it was in the interest of protecting the capital."
Adds Caine, "Certainly there were times when
rules ofengagement triggers were met, but not executed and thankfully so. Cooler beads prevailed or
it could have been an even uglier day than it was."

000
fforts to clear the skies above Washington,
ppy Hooligan F-16 pilots Eckmann and
rrig were directed to intercept some lowaltitude unknowns. Those "unknowns" were their
mllitlry brethren from the District of Columbia Air
National Guard.
"Air'fraffic Control had started turning everyone away from Washington, D.C.," Eckmann says.
''Nonnally it's a pretty busy area and we were getting vectored on people who weren't obeying that
We got vectored on the D.C. guys taking offout of
Andrews ... the military knew they were taking off
butAirTraffic Control dido't realize~ were military."
The 113th Wmg pilots ''started in a low Combat
Air Patrol and didn't even know we were there,"
Eckmann says. 'They did a fantastic job getting
there in the amount of time they did That was great.
considering they weren't on alert. I know how much
time it takes to put missiles on planes, and they
were fast"
Soon the pilots would all end up on the same
frequency. "About halfway through our sortie, we
learned about three other F-16s that had been airbome a lot longer than we had,'' Sasseville says.
"We were all airborne at the same time but nobody knew it."
As Sasseville was commanding the low-altitude
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Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld conducts the first Pentagon briefing after the
terrorist attack there Sept. 11, 2001. He is joined by Gen. Henry H. Shelton, who was
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, since retired, and Sen. John Warner, Virginia.
CAP, the Happy Hooligans commanded their own
CAP several thousand feet above. "At first a low
CAP and high-altitude CAP emerged," Eckmann
says. ''It took awhile before we were all talking on
the same radio. We had two different units here
and two different things going on. I had set up a
racetrack CAP and he (Sasseville) had set up a
tactical CAP.
"We eventually said, 'Here's what we're going
to do, we' ll take care of the high CAP and you
guys take care ofthe low CAP.' As it progressed
... planes started moving up for fuel conservation
and soon the lowest CAP altitude was 10,000 feet,
but at that time we had everything cleared."
Essential AWACS and refueling aircraft would
arrive sent by the CONR and NEADS leaders.

9.11.01

With a good radar picture and enough fuel,
Sasseville and the other pilots used Ronald Reagan
Washington National Allport as their "bull's-eye."
By dividing the airspace into four sections, they
could better communicate with the FAA about the
locations of unknown aircraft. VIrtually every pilot
who flew that day has nothing but praise for FAA
controllers who quickly learned to speak the language of the military.
''Nobody had trained to do this,'' Sasseville says.
"But everybody pitched in to make it happen. Everybody was doing smart, safe things, from operations crews to the maintainers setting up airplanes
and loading live AMRAAMs (Advanced Medium
Range Air-to-Air Missiles)."
Gen. John Jumper,Air Force chief ofstaff, would
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After departing Offutt ~ir Force Base, Neb., President George W. Bush confers with Vice
President Dick Cheney from Air Force One during his flight to Andrews Air Force Base,
Md., Sept 11, 2001. The president's aircraft was escorted by armed fighter jets,
including F-16s from the 147th Fighter Wing, Texas Air National Guard. The president
was a member of the Houston-area unit in the early 1970s.
later reflect: 'The events of 11 September were an
imponderable, unknowable circumstance. We performed magnificently." 21
Eberhart, NORAD commander, concurs: '1 will
always believe there would have been other attacks bad we not grounded airplanes and got the
fighters airborne." 22

Guarding the president
As Air Nat:ional Guard pilots were flying CAPs
above Washington, D.C., President Bush was departing Sarasota, Fla., on Air Force One. Arnold
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and his staff at the CONR Air Operations Center
were coordinating the president's movement and
scrambling fighters to keep him safe. AD the while,
reported hijackings were rampant.
"AnAWACSwasflyingatrainingmissionoffthe
coast offlorida," Amold recalls. "PresidentBush was
in Sarasota and we moved the AWACS toward the
president Then we received tasking from the Secret
Service through the Joint Staff and NORAD to follow the president and protect him" 23
Months earlier, Arnold bad made arrangements
with Brig. Gen. Ben Robinson, then-commander
ofthe 552nd Air Control Wmg at TinkerAir Force
Base, Okla, for AWACS support during exercises
AIR WAR OVER AMERICA

simulating attacks on the United States. Now the
AWACS would be flown in a real-world scenario
that only hours before was unimaginable.
"The AWACS pilot thought it was an exercise
and we then told him what happened at the World
Trade Center," Arnold says. ''He realized his responsibility was to follow the president. We told
him to follow Air Force One and he asked the question we all asked: 'Where is it going?' We said,
'We can't tell you. Just follow it.' "
The Southeast Air Defense Sector-SEADS
-put pilots from the Minnesota Air National
Guard 148th Fighter Wmg at Tyndall Air Force
Base on battle stations. Pilots sat in their cockpits
awaiting word to go, but Air Force One moved so
quickly they were never scrambled. Alert fighters
from Ellington Field, Texas, were scrambled instead. Four F-16s from the 147th Fighter Wing,
Texas Air National Guard, escorted President Bush
from the panhandle of Florida to Barksdale Air
Force Base, La. The president was being escorted
by some of his own-he flew F-102 interceptors
for the Houston-area unit in the early 1970s.
By the time the president landed at Barksdale,
the Louisiana Air National Guard 159th Fighter
Wmg, New Orleans, already had four ofits F-15s
loaded with live miAAiles. The unit, not normally part
of the NORAD al~rt system, was scrambled by
SEADS about the same time the president was
leaving the base. "As we were all watching the
news, the wing leadership decided to configure our
jets and get ready," says Maj. Jeff Woelbling,
122nd Fighter Squadron weapons officer. "Our
weapons guys were hustling to get missiles on the
rails. When I got to the jet, the maintainer told me
be needed five more minutes. I said, 'You've got
three.' He did it in about a minute and a ha1f."
Nobody knew where the president was headed.
"When Air Force One took off out of Barksdale,
we were scrambled because SEADS didn't know
his route offlight," says Lt Col. Randy Riccardi,
who was the 122nd Fighter Squadron corrunander
at the time. "We were in a four-ship and turned
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north toward Barksdale and the president was already airborne. We were 300 miles behind him
since SEADS didn'tknow where he was going."
"It wasn't until the president was near Offutt (Air
Force Base, Neb.), that we tmned around and came
back," Riccardi says. "That was about a 90-rninute
mission and later, at about 5: 15, we were scrambled
again."
"We ended up flying a six-hour and 15-minute
mission over Houston that night," Riccardi says.
The response in Louisiana that day was indicative of the quick reactions across the Air National
Guard map. The military's homeland defense mission was just beginning.

000
omewhere in the southern skies was Air
Force One, having left Barlc.sdale for an undisclosed. location. "When we left Barksdale
we didn't know where we were going," says Maj.
Shane Brotherton, a Texas Air National Guard F16 pilot who escorted the president's plane that
morning. "We were actually about to run out of
gas when a SEADS controller told us atanker was
on its way. We were flying north two miles directly
behind Air Force One and didn'tknowwOOI:e we'd
be landing. They wouldn't tell us, so we just kept
getting more gas."
By the time Air Force One landed at Offutt Air
Force Base, the F-16s were so heavy from refueling that the pilots had to burn off gas before they
could land, Brotherton says. Once on the grotmd,
they hada meeting with the pilot of Air Force One,
who asked them about the capabilities of the F16. The Air Force One aircraft commander
couldn't tell them where they were going next, so
the F-16 pilots couldn't file a flight plan. They got
a candy bar and soda instead.
As the pilots were waiting, President Bush and
his team werejoining the air threat conference call.
By this time, Arnold and Marr were also on the line.
"We were watching potentially hijacked air-
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craft," Arnold says. "I'm on the phone listening
to the president talk to the secretary of defense
and they were concerned about an aircraft that
had taken off from Madrid and was going to land
at John F. Kennedy International .... We dido' t
!mow where that plane was. About that time, Bob
Marr calls me, who was also on the conference
call, but called me directly and said, 'We just talked
to the airline and that aircraft is back on the ground
in Madrid.• "
"I picked up the hot line and said, 'Mr. President, this is the CONR commander.... No problem with Madrid.' It was valid information and
the president said, 'OK, then I'm getting airborne.'"
The F-16 pilots there to escort the president
were still waiting word to go. 'The Air Force One
pilot had gotten our cell phone numbers and said
he'd call us when we'd be leaving," Brotherton
says. ''We were eating our snacks and heard jet
noise. It was Air Force One and they'd never called
us. We gotto thejets and he's taxiing fast and never
stopped Now we're taxiing fast and we blast off.
By the time we got airborne, he was 100 miles in
front of us.... AirForceOneisfastbutyou wouldn't
think so. But it can move. There were some Sioux
City guys (Iowa Air National Guard) up there but
the Air Force One pilot told them he'd had the
. Texas boys with him from the start. All across the
country we were playing catch up, because he was
moving. And we didn'tcatchupuntil we were nearing Washington."
As the president's 747 was approaching
Andrews Air Force Base, theN orth Dakota and
District of Columbia pilots were still flying CAPs
over the city. A number offighter jets from across
the northeast had joined them. "It was like someone kicked a hornet's nest," one pilot remembers.
Soon the FAA would report an aircraft racing
toward Air Force One. Fighterjets quickly intercepted the unknown, a Lear business jet in the
wrong place at the wrong time. Air Force One
touched down safely at Andrews, surrounded by
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armed fighter escorts. The president boarded his
Marine One helicopter and arrived at the White
House around 7 p.m.
The airplane that had landed in Madrid was the
last possible hijacking in the air that day.

000
om his radar scope, NEADS Master Sgt.
Joe McCain believes he saw American Airlines Flight 11 disappear over New York
on Sept. 11,2001. It was 8:46a.m. EastemStandard Time, a tragic tick of the clock that forever
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Two f-16 fighters assigned to
the Texas Air llatioaal Guard
147th fighter Wing are armed
and ready to respond to
unknown threats. Pilots from
the Houston-area unit
escorted Air force One across
the country Sept. 11, 2001.

seared itself into the American psyche. It was the
unforgettable moment when the first of hundreds
of innocent victims were killed that day. Twelve
hours la«7, after a day that seemed like an eternity
yetflew by remarkably fast, Joe McCain was home
with his family.
"I have three kids and my youngest is 8,''
McCain says. ''I'm sitting there at the kitchen table
taking off my boots. It's the worst day I've ever
had in the service and my son asks, 'Daddy, are
they going to get us?' I told him he was safe, but
the next few days I'd be gone a lot
'That's wbatbroughtitbomeforme."
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CHAPTER4

THE NOBLE EAGLE FLIES:
Threat suddenly changes
Air defense new priority
as terrorists turn airliners
into weapons of war
he images that kept Maj. Gen. Larry K.
Arnold awake at night were like eerie plots
in a sci-fi horror fihn: cruise missiles. nukes,
biological warfare, chemicals, and airplanes in~
hands of terrorists.
"I lie awake wonying," Arnold told The Associated Press in early 2000. "It is one thing to put a
truck inside the twin trade towers and blow it up.
It is quite another to be able to fly a weapon across
our borders. That is an attack, a direct attack, an
unambiguous attack from outside our country." 1
Then Sept. 11 happened, a twisted nightmare
far scarier than Arnold ever could have imagined.
With a Cold War mentality that the demons would
come from outside America's shores. Arnold and
his staffwere blindsided when the fear struck from
within. "No, we did not envision people hijacking
aiiplanes from within the United States, taking over
those aircraft and using them as fuel-air bombs,"
says the retired commander of 1st Air Force and
the Continental United States North American
Aerospace Defense Command Region. "As much
as you brief what could happenin the future. I think
from an intellectual standpoint, we realized the
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Minnesota Air National Guard f·16s
assigned to the 148th Fighter Wing fly
Combat Air Patrol missions over
Washington, D.C., in support of Operation
Noble Eagle.
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greatest threat to the United States prior to Sept.
11,2001, was going to be a terrorist attack. But I
did not envision that it would be hijacked airplanes
nm into buildings likethat"
In the world before Sept. 11, Arnold had visions of light aircraftsneaking across America's air
borders to wage biological, chemical or nuclear
attack. And he wasn't convinced the NORAD alert
fighter force was big enough to stop it. The asymmetric threat- the small, unknown enemy preying upon the behemoth United States- was a
nagging, constant worry. "That was our thought,"
Arnold says. "'That is what our mission was about.
Our mission was not about the internal threat."
'We thought an attack in the United States was
a law enforcement issue, and it was, right up until
Sept. 11."

000
e night of the attacks, 119th Fighter Wmg
pilot Capt Craig Borgstrom descended his
F-16 "Fighting Falcon" into Langley Air
Force Base, Va., after hours of intercept missions
over Washington, D.C. As he taxied his aircraft
safely in, he still didn't know all that had happened
in his country that day. But the scene through the
jet canopy told him everything had changed.
''When we recovered into our alert facility, there
were more missiles on our ramp than my eyes have
ever seen," the North Dakota Air National Guardsman says. "At this point, I still had no idea about
the airliners. I pulled into the alert bam and there
were load teams with missiles and trailers everywhere. I talked to the crew chief and my first question was, 'What else did they get?' He wasn't sure,
but thought there were others at that point. I knew
a really terrible thing had happened."
There was a new threat now: It was on the inside and sent America's air sovereignty mission
reeling.
When Amold went to sleep Sept. 10, 2001, he
had 14 alert fighters on his watch, all dedicated to
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protecting thousands of miles of American air borders. When
Arnold finally went to sleep just before sunrise Sept 12,
America's air sovereignty force had been catapulted into a fullfledged air defense arsenal, with more than 400 alert fighters,
~me Warning and Control System aircraft and tankers postured for battle. 2 The seven alert sites around the periphery of
the continental United States grew ten times over to 69-plus
sites scattered about the country. 3 Not even the Cuban Missile
Crisis of 1962 saw such a build up of raw air power. 4 Within
days, America's military had a new mission: Operation Noble
Eagle. The Noble Eagle name encompasses U.S. military operations associated with homeland defense and civil support to
federal, state and local agencies- air defense playing a major
role. 5 More than 30 Air National Guard fighter wings and nearly
two dozen refueling wings were immediately mobilized; President George W. Bush, meanwhile, approved the call up ofup
'to 50,000 military reservists. 6
Long-standing principles succumbed to the rapid response.
ACivil War-era military code, the Posse Comitatus Act that
,prohibits federal troops from perfonning civil law enforcement
duties, was waived at the highest levels. "Operation Noble Eagle
operations were cleared of Posse Comitatus issues by the National Command Authorities," says retired Col. Wtlliam.A. Scott,
1st Air Force director of plans, programs and requirements.
"The NCA directed this response because law enforcement
agencies don't have the capabilities we have to deal with a hijacked airborne threat."
As for formal deployment orders, initially there were none.
'"The kinds of missions our people were flying were the kinds of
missions you'd fly in defense ofcounterair in any theater deployed to, like Southern Watch or Northern Watch," Arnold
says. "But our people weren't deployed anywhere."
Instead of Baghdad, airmen found themselves flying defensive patterns over their own cities and homes like San Francisco and Dallas, a radically different concept for the NORAD

A New York City firefighter pauses amid the
devastation of the World Trade Center Sept. 15,
2"001.
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air sovereignty force. Suddenly, lstAk Force and
CONR were coordinating air defense operations
within America and still maintaining the traditional
look outward.
"Early on, which made things a lot simpler, Gen.
(Ralph E.) Eberhart, the commander ofNORAD,

named me the Joint Force Air Component Commander," Arnold explains. "Along with that title, I
was the Area Air Defense Commander and along
with that the air control authority for the continental United States.... If someone wanted to fly a
plane, they had to come through us, when we the
military, still had control of the airspare."
Essentially, Arnold was responsiblefor"anything
that flew in the United States," he says, and could
order a civilian airliner shot down by one of his
own. It was a tall order, but Arnold is a tall man.

Guarding the homeland
In the immediate wake of Sept 11, civilian aviation was brought to a historic standstill. Hundreds
of planes were packed like sardines on Canadian
runways in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia.
For several weeks, NORAD and the joint Department of Defense and FederalAviationAdministrationAirTraffic Services Cell served as the hub
of all government and civilian air traffic in the United
States. 7 In that dramatic twist to NORAD's traditionalmission, scores of:fighters, tankers and surveillance aircraft were flying both planned and random Combat Air Patrols across the nation and

Petty Officer 3rd Class Edmond Scott
directs an E-2C •Hawkeye" from Airborne
Early Warning Squadron 125 into launch
position on the flight deck of the USS
George Washington (CVN 73), Sept. 13,
2001. The Norfolk, Va.-based ship was
providing air defense to New York City
while waiting for tasking from NORAD.
THE NOBLE EAGLE FLIES
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round-the-clock sorties over New York and Washington, D.C. Instead of 14 jets, more than 100
fighters were on alert at 30 bases around the country. 8 Just as many tanke.rs andAWACS were available to counter the domestic air threat. 9
For F-15 pilots Majs. Robert Martyn and Martin
Ricbani, Operation Noble Eagle began the day they
saw the World Trade Center burn. The Massachusetts Air National Guardsmen were some of
the first scramblerl when hijackers took over the
skies Sept 11. Running to their ''Eagles," they were
fixated on what they just heard from the 102nd
Fighter Wmg intelligence officer: "There could be
20 more of these out there. "
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The frantic scramble orders ofSept 11 evolved

into six months ofnonstop patrols over cities; ''National Special Security Events" like the 2002Wmter Olympics; and key infrastructure across the nation. Martyn, Richard and thousands of other airmen were suddenly and urgently defending their
own country against an unknown, intangible aggressor. ''We have basically drilled boles inthe sky
since that day," Martyn said a year after the attacks.
Operations at home bring a unique sense ofresponsibility. "On missions overseas, there's more
ofan individual, a personal threat to you." Martyn
says. "If your motors quit, you're goin'g to have a
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1oug•tlifein Iraq. And it's a team burden to the Air
fon·e. Over the States, there's more the feeling
you·reapoliceman.l'm not the one being threatened here.... The threat is much higher to civilians
and ~veryone else than it is to us. l feel more like
J'm 1).:-otecting my kid than myself. Ultimately, there
is no threat to me flying around in an F-15. It's
safer than driving around in my car, but Southwest
Asia is not like that"

t..lCJU
omeland air defense wouldn't come without costs and presented new challenges
for NORAD and its forces. Round-theclock sorties and the support needed to fly them
was stressing thejets, robbing pilots of crucial training and working maintenance troops overtime.
''Right after Sept. 11, and what became very
ohvious, was the operations tempo of our flying
units," Arnold says. ''We would have to persuade
Air Combat Command and the rest of the Air Force
to put Operation Noble Eagle into the Aerospace
Expeditionary Forces."
'The AEF Center cycles Air Force writs through
deployments like operations Northern and S?uthem Watch. "Prior to Sept. 11, we'd been unsuccessful in getting the AEF Center to be responsible
for relieving our air defense units when they went
overseas," Arnold says. "In the aftermath of Sept.
II, it became critical that we become a part of the
AEF system. But it took awhile ... until about November, when we were able to persuade the Air
Force there had to be relief, that these people could
not do this."
Within the first five months of the operation,
Noble Eagle sorties exceeded those flown over
Afghanistan for Operation Enduring Freedom. 10
According to NORAD records, from September
to December 200 l, the command responded to
214 domestic aviation events in response to FAA
requests.In 88 ofthose instances, alert fighters were
scrambled; 126 others were diverted from Com-
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Above: Maj. Gen. Larry K. Arnold was
commander of 1st Air Force and the
Continental United States NORAD Region
from December 1997 until August 2002.
Following the Sept. 11 attacks, he
directed Operation Noble Eagle forces and
spearheaded major improvements in
America's air defenses. He retired after
37 years of service.
Left Senior Airman Adam Skadsberg,
weapons loader, 148th Fighter Wing,
Minnesota Air National Guard, uploads
20mm ammunition into the f·16 gun
system as Tech. Sgt. Kent larson stands
by. Both airmen and hundreds of others
from the unit were activated in support of
Operation Noble Eagle.
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PholobyMaslerSgl. OonT•ggart, 177f\ F"tglllerVMg. HewJerseyAlrHallonal Guard

Weapons load team members from the 117th Fighter Wing, New Jersey Air National
Guard, load an AIM-120 on an F-16 Oct. 4. 2001, in support of Operation Noble Eagle.
Tech. Sgt Wendell Hunte operates the MJ1 "Jammer" bomb lift; Master Sgt. Frank
Buzby and Senior Airman James Keefer attach the AIM-120 to the aircraft; Senior
Airman Neil March performs gun maintenance inside the access panel; and Senior
Airman Tina Chaffins waits to install the control surfaces on the AIM-120.

I

bat Air Patrols. In the same period a year earlier,
NORADscrambledordivertedfighters21 times.ll
The scrambles - and sometimes interceptshave drawn their share of media attention. In the
summer of 2002, controllers at the Western Air
Defense Sector scrambled two Arizona Air National Guard F-16s toward a Cessna squawking a
hijack frequency. 12 It turned out to be a rookie
pilot who accidentally hit the wrong switch.
In another incident, the Washington-based sector scrambled Oregon Air National Guard F-15 s
when a pilot threatened to ram his small plane into
the tallest building in Portland. 13 It happened to
be the same day a movie was being filmed nearby.
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'WescrambledF- 15sfromthe l42ndFighterWmg
in Portland and the pilot saw explosions on the
ground," says WADS Commander Col. John
Cromw~ll. ''He had a sickening feeling that he failed
until he found out the explosions were coming from
a movie set."
Commercial flights have been under extreme
scrutiny since Sept. 11. 'There was a bomb scare
on a flight from Honolulu to Seattle," Cromwell
says. 'We scrambled F-l5s to escort the plane
over the Pacific into Seattle and it was an uneventfulland.ing.... If an F-15 or F-16 is on your wing,
it's not always a bad thing. Our job is to provide
that emergency escort and assist ifnecessary.''
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Senior Airman Daniel Hassler, left, and Airman 1st Class Edward Grandy,
members of the Nevv Jersey Air National Guard 177th Fighter Wing
maintenance squadron, remove an oil filter from a jet engine Oct. 3, 2001.
Extra maintenance was required after the Sept 11 attacks.
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An f·15 assigned to ttie 102nd
Fighter Wing, Massachusetts Air
National Guard, is refueled by a
KC·135R assigned to the 157th
Air Refueling Wing, New
Hampshire Air National Guard,
during an Operation Noble Eagle
mission over lew York in
November 2001.
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e air defense boom was hardst in the Northeast, Arnold
says, where fighters were flying
nonstop over New York and Washington, D.C. Maintenance troops were getting valuable operational training, but pilots were seeingtheir tactical skills wane.
"Training was just gone," says Massachusetts F-15 pilot Richard. ''When you're flying the CAP (Combat Air Patrol), it's mostly flying
circles and if you have an intercept there's about
fom minutes of adrenaline. ... 1bis was a situation
we certainly didn't anticipate. But we are a cohesive combat fighter squadron and that's how we
made it work. We have maintenance guys who had
toleavefairlylucrati.vecivilianjobsinBostonand
now have a two-hour commute to work. If people
hadn't volunteered and seriously sacrificed, it never
would have gotten done."
The sacrifices are felt military wide, but thereserve status of the National Guard means people
leave their civilian jobs behind when called to duty.
Throughoutthe ongoing operation, the military has
provided assistance to federal agencies in many
areas: medicine, engineering, security, militazy wod:ing dogs, logistics, and communications. 14 Operation Noble Eagle is more than CAPs: Guardsmen have been dispatched to the nation's airports,
nuclear power plants, international borders, national
parks, bridges, and more. Security forces have
shouldered a heavy burden. Some 70 percent of
Guard members were partially mobilized; the call
upcanlasttwoyears. 15
"Family is first. your civilian job is second and
your military job is third," says Col Mike Cosby,
commander of the 177th Fighter Wmg, New Jersey Air National Guard. "People have sacrificed,
not in the way the people in the World Trade Center or Pentagon did, but they have put their professional and personal lives on hold to come out here
and serve the country and have done it with dis-
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tinction. And the American people haverecognized
that"
In the days and months following the attacks,
Atlantic City Air National Guard Base served as a
home for several airmen protecting the Eastern skies.
"We hosted units from Houston, Albuquerque,
(N.M.), Sioux City, (Iowa), and many more,"
Cosby says. "They bring pilots, airplanes and a
limited number of maintainers and experts in the
back shop (fighter wing repair facility), and we provide weather, base operations, intelligence, command post, and gas in the airplanes. They came
right in here and rolled with the punches and did a
fantastic job of supporting NORAD and the Noble
Eagle mission."
Between Atlantic Oty's 177th Fighter Wing and
other units deployed there, more than 1,200sorties were flown from September 2001 until March
2002, for more than 4,480 hours of flying time,
Cosby says. Atlantic City's fleet ofF-16s, manufactured in 1983, saw a year's flying time in six
months, he adds.
Across the alert force, the 24-hour combat sorties equated to crew rest and scheduling problems,
no time for personal leave and 12-hour shifts.
"There will be turbulent times between now and
until we establish the new normal for America,"
Cosby said nine months into Operation Noble
Eagle. ''Everyone from the command posts, security forces to fire departments is doing a greatjob,
but after awhile it has to get to you, working five to
six days a week, 12 hours a day."
At various times during Noble Eagle, some 90
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Air Force, Air National
Guard and Ail Force Re-serve wings have been
under NORAD command and control. 16 Canadian Forces and planes
have provided assets for
the operation along with
U.S. Marine Corps flying
squadrons and the U.S.
Naval3rdFleet.l7
That unwavering support began Sept. 11.
CoL Bob Marr, Northeast Air Defense Sector
commander, says 81 Air
Force and Air National
Guard units helped secure

perate to talk to somebody at lst Air Force.
People had questions.
Alert facilities needed
work and we were "able
to help by being an advocate for that"
At Selfridge Air National Guard Base, Mich.,
bomeofthe l27th Wmg,
the local fire department
vacated its building so F16 aircrews had a place
t6 sleep and worlc. Airmen
had been sleeping in tents
o~ the flight line for almost
a month after Sept ll. 19
PhclobyTtdl. Sg\. Matk Ollen, New Jersey 0epaJ1met1t ol t.PialyAI1dVt1 .. _Aialrs
'We can solve the lack of
the skies that day. "The Terre Haute guys ( 181 st
crew quatters in many different ways," Arnold says.
FighterWmg, Ind.,) locked down their base as soon
"Some units have rented Wmnebagos." 20
as the towers were hit and started loading missiles,
Housing alert aircraft posed yet another probanticipating someone would be calling for help,
lem, especially in cities with harsh winters. "Before
whichwedid," hesays. '~Burlingtonguys (l58th
Sept. 11 our mission was to train, so we could
Fighter Wmg, Vt.,) were some of the first in the air
afford to let the snow melt before we flew," says
heading straight for New York as a unit that was
retired Brig. Gen. Wayne L. Schultz, former comfamiliar with the NORAD mission. People were
mander ofthe Colorado Air National Guard 140th
launchingjets in record time.''
Wmg near Denver. 2l An accelerated contract bid
resulted in six temperature--moderated shelters to
In the six days following the attacks, Air Guard
pilots :flew more than 600 fighter sorties. 18 A nuruprotect the F-16s and keep them in top shape for
her of the aircrews had never performed in an air
alert sorties. Even on the coldest days, deicing of
defense capacity. And many of the fighters were
aircraft will be unnecessary, improving response
parked on bases that weren't equipped to store
times. 22 At Andrews Air Force Base, Md., home
munitions - one of many details that bad to be
of the I 13th Wing, District of Columbia Air Naaddressed.
tional Guard, five aircraft shelters werequickly built
''Bottom line, people handled this very well,"
for the new F-16 alert commitment there. 23
Arnold says. "People know how to :fly CAPs. The
biggest problem was somehow personalizing this
thing. Some of these units did not know us personally and it's difficult to resolve that One ofthe things
we eventually did was send some of our people to
all the units that were pulling alert and flying CAPs
Generating thousands of unprecedented comfor us around the country. They were a sight for
bat flights over the continental United States was
sore eyes for those units. Those units were desgoing to be a feat in and of itself. Since NORAD

Modernizing a mission
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Above: A chaplain
counsels an Army
National Guard member
serving in New York City
in late September 200 1.
Left Firefighters break
from the destruction
Sept. 14, 2001.
Opposite page: A brother
reaches out through a
dusty message as seen in
this Sept. 14, 2001,
photo. Firefighter Lt
Timothy Higgins, 43, was
killed Sept. 11.
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had always looked outward, its interior radar coverage was dismal. ''Now we were suddenly looking in the interior of the country and didn't have the
capability to do it," Arnold says.
Airborne surveillance was an immediate, yet
partial, solution in the early days of the operation:
AirForceE-3AWACS,NavyE-2C''Hawkeyes"
and U.S. Customs Service P-3s provided radar
feeds to forces on the ground and in the air. 24
Navy Aegis cruisers also contributed to the new
view inward. 25 But much more was needed to
sustain effective 24-hour combat patrols over
America. 'We had three things to do," Arnold says.
"We bad to book up radars so we could see the
interior, had to have radios to talk to pilots and a
command and control system capable of plugging
in all those radars and radios ... so the air defense
sectors could actually see and talk to our fighters."
The Air Force began revamping every facet of
the mission as mandated at the highest levels of
government and the Department of Defense. Air
sovereignty fundamentals raced into the 21st century with Mach-like speed
'We got better at everything we had to do, better at working with the Navy, betttt at scrambling
and controlling airplanes and better with our radars," says U. Col. Clark "Buck'' Rogers, deputy
commander for operations at the Southeast Air
Defense Sector, TyndallAir Force Base, Fla. '"The
amount of change the air defense business went
through is phenomenal. I don't think that in the history of the military you can find more rapid change
in such a short period of time. It used to be months
of funding and questions. We didn't have any of
that. We said, 'You guys need to be on alert and
the next thing you know, people are setting up tents
and 'Winnebagos.' "
In the world before Sept. 11, America's longrange radars- Joint Surveillance System sites and
tethered aerostats around the periphery ofthe country - were focused on planes coming toward the
United States. Flights originating in the country and
crossing the interior were automatically coosid.ered
U.S. Air Fo..,.
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Above: Weapons loaders from the Virginia
Air National Guard 192nd Fighter Wing
perform end of runway procedures before
an F·16 takes off in support of Operation
Noble Eagle on Oct. 30, 2001.
Left Smoldering fires at the World Trade
Center are reflected in the visor of a
United States Air Force MH-53M
helicopter flight engineer days after the
Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the United
States.
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friendly. 26 And the dated NORAD
Q-93 computers could not connect
with the scores of FAA radars dotting the interior landscape.
"On Sept. 11, we were looking out
-looking for the external threat,"
NORAD Commander Eberhart said
months after the attacks. "We assumed anything in the United States
was authorized to be there and did
not constitute a threat Tragically, we
werewrong."27
One of the greatest technological
advancesinNORAD's45-yearhistory would come immediately on the
heels of the terrorist attacks. 28 The
"NORAD Contingency Suite," a
computer software program purchased with $9 million in emergency
response ftmds, would link:NORAD
with several interiorFAA radars, giving controllers the capability to view
more than 15,000 tracks at any moment per sector instead of 300 tracks
before Sept. 11. 29
"The beautiful map on the NORAD
Contingency Suite enables us to see everything,"
says Maj. Sue Cheney, a WADS assistant flight
commander. "We can see the airports, see where
the planes take off and see the history of a track.
We can look at a track and see if it took off in the
United States."
The sharper view- in color on a graphics-intensive flat panel screen- is especially important
in the West, where controllers keep a watchful eye
on the Mexican border, she adds.
Cheney marvels at how quickly NORAD acquired the new technology. "In only a couple of
months we were getting a whole new system installed," she says. "From the 11th of September,
for the Air Force to buy and field a new system,
that's just unbelievably quick. We'd done modernization for the better part of the decade and spent
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millions of dollars and got nothing. Two months
after Sept. 11, we had a new system for a tiny
fraction of that cost"
That rapid capability arose from a cruise missile
defense "Advanced ConceptTeclmology Demonstration" lst Ab: Force had been conducting for
more than a year- a prescient stroke of luck for
NORAD and the United States.

Planning for war
Better radar pictures are just part of the story of
how a mission changed overnight Within a few days
of the Sept. 11 attacks, the CONR Air Operations Center, nm by the 70 !stAir Defense Squadron, would become a bona fide war machine.
The heart of Noble Eagle beats at the CONR
AOC, the combat center in the continental United
States dedicated to its defense. Much like a movie
theater, only colder, theAOC is a typical air defense facility: dim, drab and window1ess.lt's where
highly classified plans to protectthe nation are bom.
approved and disseminated across NORAD. "Our
conunand post, before Sept. 11, had 38 people
that ran our AOC day to day," Arnold explains.
''We eventually had 500 people running it." The
first group of what would be more than 400people
arrived within nine days of the attacks, ~cott says.
''The importance of the CONR Air Operations
Center grew dramatically in the days following
Sept. 11 ," says retired Col Joe Kahoe, former 1st

Two F-16s assigned to the North Dakota
Air National Guard 119th Fighter Wing fly
a Combat Air Patrol mission over
Washington, D.C., in support of Operation
Noble Eagle.
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Air Force and CONR assistant chiefof operations.
"We always thought we had an important role to
play in defense of the homeland. In a matter of
days, 1st .Air Force and CONRreceived hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of computers and
comm~cations equipment that we had been struggling to obtain for years."
From theAOC comes theATO-theA:irTasking Order- for a day's worth of Noble Eagle
sorties. "Combat plans became a huge function,"
Arnold says. ''We were used to writing a single
ATO every week for all our alert prior to Sept. 11
and after Sept 11, had to write an.ATO every day
that was larger than Northern Watch and Southern
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Grass roots efforts

Photo oourtesy of 1191t1 Rs;tter W111g. North OakolaAir NatlcnaJ Guard

Watch combined. This was not a small effort
"Now you bad combat plans people writing the
ATO, had current operations people on the floor
representing every specialty we had-command
andcontrol,AWACS,figbters,logistics.... We had
to have these people on duty.lf there was a change
to the ATO, we had to adjust the ATO and have
the coordination for all of it to happen."
It was a tough, but attainable task, Arnold says:
''I had confidence in our people. We trained daily,
we conducted exercises and were inspected so we
already knew our people were capable of doing
the job. We knew bow to run anAOC and bow to
obtain, allocate and apportion resources."
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High-visibility changes were everywhere as all'
defense was taking center stage across the terrorstruck nation. The Department of Defense 2001
"Report of the Quadrennial Defense Review"
would conclude: "1he highest p1iority ofthe U.S.
military is to defend the Nation from all enemies." 30 Grass roots efforts at the nation's air
defense sectors were true to the cause.
Master Sgt. Jon Smith is the noncommissioned
officer in charge of radio maintenance support at
the Southeast Air Defense Sector. His wife gave
birth to their first child in an emergency delivery
Sept. 7, 200 l. When the phone rang Sept. 11,
theyd been home from the hospital one night, sleepless and unaware ofthe unfolding catastrophe.
"Col. (Dave) Webster (SEADS chief of communications and computer systems) asked me what
it would take for us to install radios," Smith says.
·'I said, •Sir, we can install radios wherever we need
to as long as we can get telephone circuits.' "
Just a few days after the attacks, Smith and
Master Sgt. Bruce Griswold, chief of computer
maintenance, load~ up their equipment and
beaded to Dobbins Air Resetve Base in Georgia.
Their mission: wire radios so ground controllers
could communicate with fighter pilots flying over
Atlanta
"The point of the radios was to have connectivity," Smith explains. 'The voice circuit and data
circuit were routed back to TYndall over telephone
lines so the SEADS operators would have remote
control of the radio. Now they could talk to the
fighters for Combat Air Patrol missions."
Smith reported back to his boss. "I told Col.
Webster we were looking good here and he said,
'Good work. The bad news is, I need you to get
back ASAP for your day off with your wife and
baby. When you get back, I'll tell you where you're
going next' "
The next stop was Louisiana. Then Texas-
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the president's ranch in Crawford needed protection. Then Arkansas. Another team installing the
''radios on a stick," as crews dubbed them, went
to North Carolina. 1benTennessee. ThenAJ.abama.
''When you're in a crisis, you want people who
can thrive without structure, who can just create it
as they go along,'' says Col. Larry Kemp, SEADS
commander.
For several weeks, Smith, Griswold and other
SEADS specialists drove around the South, often
getting supplies at the local Home Depot, so U.S.
Air Force fighters could protect the country. 'We
had great suppmt wherever we went," Smith says.
"People bent over backward helping us out."

LJOO
undreds of miles away at theNortheast
Air Defense Sector, airspace specialists
initiated an unprecedented 24-how·telephone bridge between the military and FAA The
crucial communication link began Sept 11 and has
been up ever since.
'1t took about two seconds to realize that how
we operated before Sept 11 was not going to
work," says Bill Ayers, Department of Defense airspace manager for NEADS. 'We couldn't get the

H

Lisa Beamer, whose husband Todd
Beamer was killed on United Airlines
Flight 93, attends a dedication ceremony
March 25, 2002, in Egg Harbor Township,
N.J., headquarters of the New Jersey Air
National Guard 177th Fighter Wing. A
decal depicting Todd Beamer's inspiring
words is displayed on Wing Commander
Col. Mike Cosby's F·16. The phrase "Let's
Roll" has come to represent the heroic
spirit of those killed in the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks.
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Above: Master Sgt. Patrick Owens looks
across the runway of the 138th Fighter
Wing, Oklahoma Air National Guard,
while conducting countersniper
operations. Owens is a member of the
138th Security Police Squadron
participating in Operation Noble Eagle.
Right: Traditional Guardsmen, Senior
Airman Darrell Webb and Staff Sgt.
Denise Office of the 151 st Services
Flight, Utah Air National Guard, prepare
"midnight chow" for personnel activated
in support of Operation Noble Eagle, Oct.

3, 2001.
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infoonation fast enough."
"'This phone bridge brought the command structure throughout the United States into one telephone
call,"hesays.
With all eyes focused on the dense Northeast
corridor, the open line has enabled NEADS controllers to assist the FAA numerous times since
Sept 11. 'We had a Boston departure turning toward JFK (International Airport, N.Y.,) and there
was a horse in the cargo hold that was kicking and
making a rather large disturbance," Ayers says.
'The crew thought it was an unruly passenger."
On an international flight bound for Boston, a
Russian passenger retrieved something from the
overhead bin and got into a scuffle with a flight
attendant By the time word reached NEADS, controllers believed somebody was rushlngthe cockpit, Ayers says.
"Before Sept 11, there were limited communications between the air defense sectors and FAA
centers," says Steve Culbertson, FAA air defense
AIR WAR OVER AMERICA
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liaison officer for NEADS. ''We had no way to
talk. Now, we are hooked up to all the FAA centers and the FAA Command Center in Herndon,
Vuginia."
Adds assistant airspace manager Master Sgt.
Jerry Lee, a civilian activated on Sept. 11: 'We
are able to talk to the FAA in their language and
relay that information to our command and control
specialists in their language."

Their finest hour
Displays of volunteerism and patriotism were
apparent not only across NORAD, but servicewide. "Sept. 11, 2001, was a horrible tragedy,"
Scott says. ''But the great American story of Sept.
11 , 2001, is that people were knocking down our
air defense sector doors. Guard units everywhere
wanted to help. We had every Air Force unit out
there saying, 'Whatcanldo?'"
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More than 60,000 Guardsmen reported to their
bases Sept. 11, says retired Air National Guard
Brig. Gen. PaulS. Kimmel, former assistant for
operational readiness to the director of the Air
National Guard. '1 think we did what Guardsmen
always do," Kimmel says, "and that's respond and
respond well when there's a need.... The initiative
people took on their own without direction was
amazing and showed the real value of the Air National Guard
"'flus was probably our finest hour since Bunker Hill, and that says a lot."
Guardsmen are tough and resilient, WADS Commander Cromwell says. ''People were focused and
because ofthe tragedies, the motivation was there.
About 100 of our traditional Guardsmen atWADS
were suddenly mobilized and pulled out of their
civilianjobs without notice. Everyone, includingtheir
employers and families, made great sacrifices."
From the first days of the tragedy well into Noble
Eagle, the Air National Guard has been deeply en-
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trenched inthe operation, but ''the commitment is to
the Air F<Xee," Arnold says. The Air National Guard
provides the majority of CAPs and fulfills most of
the alert requirements because of the high number
of its units in nearly every state, Arnold says.
That's not to say the regular Air Force hasn't
done its share. The 1st Fighter Wmg, Langley Air
Force Base, Va., for instance, provided F-15 Combat Air Patrol coverage over Washington, D.C.,
on Sept 11, and continues to provide its resources.
The 33rd FighterWing, Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.,
deployed some of its F-15s to Langley to help in
the CAP efforts. 31
The 366th Wing, Mountain Home Air Force
Base, Idaho, has employed three of its squadron·s
for Operation Noble Eagle: the 390th Fighter
Squadron, the 22nd Air Re~eling Squadron and
the 726th Air Control Squadron.
"We're a combat unit," says Lt. Col. Kathy
Stoddard, 726th Air Control Squadron commander. 'We usually deploy into a battle theater
and our team provides radar coverage of enemy
territory. Guarding America through Operation
Noble Eagle is something we never expected we
would have to do."
"All U.S. military operations require control of
air, spaceandinfoxmati.on," she continues. ''Wefind,
fix, assess, track, target, and engage everything of
military significance. Our contribution to aerospace
power is vital to our forces' effectiveness and our
ability to fight and win with minimum loss oflifeand that's anywhere in the world, including over
theskiesofthe United States."
The 726th, known as "Hard Rock," was in-
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volved in round-the-clock Noble Eagle operations
for 170 days. 32 The unit maintained a 97-percent
mission readiness rating after deploying members
to other air control squadrons in Washington, New
York and Nevada. 33 Hard Rock was released
from its Noble Eagle tasking on Feb. 28,2002.

The blood flows backward
The cooperative Noble Eagle spirit was coming
from near and far. In October 2001, upon the
United States' ~uest, history was made when
NATO deployed five ofits B-3AAWACS aircraft
to support America's homeland defense mission.
34 Nearly 200 troops from Geilenkirchen, Germany,
landed at Tinker Air Force Base, Okla., to assist
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the 552nd Air Control Wmg with its new tasking.
The deployment represents thefirsttimeNATO
invoked Article 5 of its charter, which states a foreign attack-on one member is an attack on all. 35
"Right now, we are engaged in four theaters of
operation," Brig. Gen. Ben Robinson, 552nd Air
Control Wing commander at the time, said in November 2001. "Having NATO here ... reduced the
risk and reduced the cost of our training." 36
America welcomed the troops with open arms,
says Col. Jim McNaughton, NATO detachment
commander: '1t is no longer we, they or a NATO
force. We are one group here.... We've taken these
planes to a lot of places, but the reception here has
been incredible." 37
The NATO all'crews flew more than 360 sorties and logged more than 4,300 flying hours. Mter more than seven months in the States, they finally got to go home. 38
"We are truly honored ... by the appreciation
we have been given," says German Maj. Gen.
Johann G Dora, commander of the NATO AirbomeEarly Warning and Control Force Ommand
''FromaNATOperspective, this 'Operation Eagle
Assist' has had a truly historic ~ension. After
more than 50 years of one-way traffic across the
Atlantic, in military support terms, the European
NATO member nations were able to return some
of the overwhelming support provided by the
United States ... to Europe after World War TI." 39

Above: An F-16 from the 79th Fighter
Squadron, 20th Fighter Wing, Shaw Air
Force Base, S.C., flies a Combat Air Patrol
mission in support of Operation Noble
Eagle.
Left: Secretary of the Air Force Dr. James
G. Roche thanks NATO crews for their
support of Operation Noble Eagle during
his visit to Tinker Air Force Base, Okla.,
Feb. 22, 2002.
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District of Columbia Air National Guard Maj. Billy Hutchison folds the American flag that
he carried with him while flying in the 113th Wing formation over the Pentagon during a
Sept 11 memorial service one year after the attack. Hutchison had flown his F·16 over
the Pentagon Sept 11, 2001.
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Eagle still soars
TheNATOAWACShadgonehome. The constant CAPs were slowing down. Pilots were flying
tactical training maneuvers again. But theNoble
Eagle was still soaring after logging 22,000 sorties
over the United States and Canada between Sept.
11,2001, and June 28, 2002. 40 And it may be
soaring for awhile.
By early 2003, the All Force had authorized
the extension of more than 14,000 Air National
Guard and Air Force Reserve members into a second year, as needed, because of continuing opecat:ions Noble Eagle and Enduring Freedom requirements. Of those authorizations, 9,292 were
from the Air National Guard. 41
The total Air Force- active, Guard and Reserve- continues to assist federal agencies as
needed in protecting the skies of America. "Adjustments in the NORAD air defense posture are
driven by the potential threats to North American
airspace," explains Maj. Don Arias, 1st Air Force
and CONR spokesman. "The threat assessment
takes into account the overall security posture, including the many improvements in airspace security- in the air and on the ground-made since
Sept. 11. The best air defense begins on the ground
through the efforts of numerous local, state and
federal agencies. NORAD and its continental region is integratedwith-and willremam available
to- civil authorities as a force of last resort"
Ifthe FAA calls, NORAD and its forces will be
there and have responded to hundreds of domestic air security events since Sept. 11. The command stillmaintainsitshistoric look outward, guarding America's borders from unknown threats.
Arnold says America expects nothing less. 'The
public always assumed we could protect this country, and we have," be says. "The continued vigil
over our homeland's skies is still saving lives and
sending a clear message to those who would inflict
harm on our citizenry: 'Never again.' "
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As part of its official art program, the Air Force
selected artist Rick Herter to paint the arrival of
the first fighters in New York and Washington
Sept. 11, 2001. "Ground Zero, Eagles on Station,"
above, depicts the first Combat Air Patrol over
Manhattan flown by F-15 pilot and Massachusetts
Air National Guardsman Lt. Col. Tim Duffy of the
102nd Fighter Wing. "First Pass, Defenders over
Washington," right, depicts the F-16 first flown
over the Pentagon Sept. 11 by North Dakota Air
National Guardsman Maj. Dean Eckmann of the
119th Fighter Wing. The paintings were unveiled
Sept. 4, 2002, at the Pentagon. 42
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CHAPTERS

AMERICAN STORIES:
Sept. 11 brings new resolve
Air defenders steadfast amid terror and tra.gedy
Five 11Wnths after America was
attacked, armed fighter jets flew through
frigid Utah skies to protect the 2002
"ffinter Olympic Games. By Sept. 11,
2002, live anti-aircraft missile batteries
were deployed in the nation's capital.
America's air defense mission had
changed so much since that day and the
change continues. These seven stories
provide a glimpse into the mission on
Sept. 11 and evolving operations beyond.
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Family hoped against hope
Like bad news often does, it began with a phone
call. This one was about a hijacking.
It was early in the morning Sept 11, 2001, and
the phone was ringing at the lstAir Force public
affairs office. Maj. Don Arias was preparing for
the day when he took the call from the Northeast
Air Defense Sector. There had been a hijacking on
a flight out ofBoston: American Airlines Flight77
was presumably headed for John F. Kennedy
International Airport, N. Y, and the sector might
scramble some fighters.lt was an odd coincidence:
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across the North American Aerospace Defense
Command, everyone was preparing for an air
defense exercise simulating an attack on the United
States. But this hijacking was no exercise -it was
"real-world."
Arias, the lstAir FOrce and Continental United
States NORAD Region public affairs officer, hung
up the phone, grabbed his press kit and began
walking on a statement He' dhave to get something
together before heading over to the CONR Air
Operations Center at 'JYndallAir Force Base, Fla,
where Commander Maj. Gen. Larry K. Arnold
and his battle staff were entering an operational
war mode.
''Maybe 15 minutes elapsed and I look up and
see the tower smoking on CNN," Arias says. "I
had no confumation, but knew that hijacked plane
had hit the tower. That's when I called my brother."

oou
dam P. Arias, a 37-year-old vice
president for the trading company
Eurobrokers, had been scheduled to
attend a meeting uptown that morning. But he'd
returned from Jamaica only three days earlier and
was just too busy, sending an assistant instead. Now
on the phone with his wife, the caller ID screen
was displaying his older brother's nwnber. Adam

A
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told Margit he loved her; Margit told Adam to
come home. They'd just celebrated their three-year
anniversary. They said their goodbyes.
Adam clicked over to his big brother. ''Hey
everybody, it's the Air Force!" Adam exclaimed
to his colleagues in their 84th floor office in the
World Trade Center's south tower. ''Hetoldme,
'You won'tbelieve what I'm looking at,'" Arias
says. "It was some horrendous stuff. He was
watching the other tower burn and saw people
falling through the air. He saw people jumping. I
could hear a lot of commotion in the background
and apparently everybody was at the window
looking."
"I told him, 'Hey, we got this call, this could be
the hijacked plane,'" Arias says. "He said to me,
'This is prime time. Ifthis is an attack, they're doing
it at the right time.'
'1 told him to go home and that's the last words
I said to him. I don't even know if he heard me
because it was such a quick conversation."
Arias later heard what Adam did next "He went
around and told people that he'd talked to me and
knew it was a hijacking, because people were
content to sit there at their desks," Arias says. '1
met a young woman a year later and she told me
that Adam physically picked her up around her
waist and threw her out of her office. She had
wanted to stay because she had so much to do.
"More than a few people credit Adam with
saving their lives by throwing them out ofthe office
that day."

A fire engine is parked amid tile crime
scene at Ground Zero, Sept. 16, 2001. A
lone firefighter can be seen in the
distance.
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000
the honificevents continued to transpire
the northeast, Arias and his staff in
orida were on the phone withNORAD,
trying to get statements out to the media. Struggling
to maintain his professional composure, Arias was
on a roller coaster ride of uncertainty. Where was
his brother? He kept trying Adam's cell phone,
leaving message upon message on his voice
mailbox, but had to settle for only bits and pieces
ofinfonnati.on. "My whole family was on the Jilone
and in the meantime, I'm trying to do my job here
and popping off calls to my parents, sisters and
brothers," Arias says. "One person said they saw
Adamtransferringelevatorsonaboutthe40thfloor.

M
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gotten out in time? He was picturing the scene in
his mind. A proud New York City firefighter for
seven years, Arias still wears a miniature of the
gold Maltese cross badge of the FDNY around
his neck- number 2 J 05. The cross is a popular
and time-honored symbol of the fire service, and
represents St. Florian, the protector offirefighters.
Now many of them were gone.

t.JLJ.J
he day turned to night, and around 8
o'clock, Arias drove home, fearing the
worst for Adam, the baby of six children.
Mentally, physically and emotionally drained, he
sat on the couch with his wife, Karen, also aNew
Yorker.Tiley couldo 't take their eyes offthe news.
"I knew that night when I got home and Adam
hadn't come home from work, that he was gone,"
Arias says. "Despite reports ·that people saw him,
we knew. But we were all hoping against hope."
Rumors that emergency rooms were flooded
with victims were unfounded. "You wereeitherdead
or you got away," Arias says. ''There were lots of
rumors flying, but I knew in my heart, as only a
brotherwooldknow, thatifhedidn'tmakeithome
that night and didn't let anyone know where he
was, that he couldn't"
Adam's family and friends were canvassing
Manhattan, posting fliers and visiting every hospital
in town. Arias and Karen, feeling helpless inFlorida,
stayed up late into the night, crying and watching
news reports of people walking home over the
familiar Brooklyn and Verrazano bridges, praying
one of them was Adam.
Little did they know, Adam's remains were
recovered hours earlier but not identified- a sad
fact they'd learn days later. Adam P. Arias was the
eighth person recovered at Ground Zero. Through
peoples' stories and because his body was found
near the base ofthe tower, the Arias family believes
he got out alive and was helping firefighters in their
rescue attempts.

T

Other people said they saw him in the street helping

the firemen.
"I had alumpinmytbroat that whole day."
Finally, some good news: Amessage from their
sister Lauren that Adam was spotted - alive.
"Your brother is OK. Your sister called and
talked to someone who saw your brother
boarding the ferry. "
"We were totally relieved and I called my brother
Tom, who was on his way to Manhattan to go look
for Adam and Tom said, 'You know what? I'll
believe he's OK when I talk to him,'" Arias says.
''Tom knew it was ugly."
Arias, who grew upon Staten Island in the house
where his parents still live, knows the city like only
a native would. Where was Adam? Could he have
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"I'm not sure what he was doing or feeling or
thinking, but I know his last minutes on earth were
fulfilling his last act ofCluistian charity,'' Arias says.
"'The very last thing Adam was doing was helping
other people. We should all go out that way. He is
a true American hero."

n Sept 13, Arias boarded a military flight
to Pennsylvania, where an aunt picked
him up and drove him to New York. He
spent the day with his family, watching his broken
parents cry like never before. The next day, Arias
went to his former firehouse, Ladder 36, in the
Inwood section of Manhattan, where two old
friends just lost their own brothers. among the 343
firefighters killed.
"You got there and you could hear a pin drop,"
Arias says. "It was yery quiet. Usually firehouses
are loud. busy places, but this time they were just
busy. There were a lot of people working. Even
guys who had been retired for years were back to
help."
Arias went to the firehouse for a reason- to
somehowgetclosertoAdam,hisfun-loving, witty
brother, a talented singer who loved singing Frank
Sinatra and Tony Bennett classics.
"I went to Ladder 36 to get down to Ground
Zero," Arias says. "The truck officer got on the
phone and called the police and we got back in the
car and got right down to the command center. I
hooked up with the New York National Guard
once I got there and eventually got on a Humvee
right to Ground Zero."
"We had to wear hard hats and breathing
apparatus and you could just feel the grit in your
teeth. I wanted to see if I could look around and
was hoping against hope that I'd maybe find
something out about my brother. But it was so
immense it would be like looking for a needle in a
haystack People looked like little ants on this huge
bill.

O
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Top: Adam P. Arias on his wedding day.
He and Margit had just celebrated their
three·year anniversary when he was
killed Sept. 11, 20 01.
Above: Adam, left, at bis wedding with
brother Maj. Don Arias, will be
remembered for his great sense of humor.
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"Two 110-story buildings had telescoped down
to seven stories of twisted steel and concrete. There
was not one piece of office furniture, not one
personal item you'd see in an office, that bad
survived. Jt was just huge pieces of steel, girders,
concrete, and paper."
Amid the six-acre war zone were American
flags, stacks of pizzapies and cases ofbottled water
from all the New Yorkers
who came to the rescue
workers' aid.
Arias stayed home
with his family for three
weeks. It was a tough
time. "Staten Island, my
home borough, bas more cops and firemen than
any other borough in New York," he says.
'We took an extraordinary hit there. It was a
depressing place to be. There were funerals and
memorial services every single day. It was
unbelievable.''

000
n Sept. 19, detectives knocked on
Margit's door with the official news;
Adam's funeral was Sept. 21 followed
by his cremation. The family honored Adam a
second time at a memorial service Oct. 13 in
Panama City, Fla., where Arias is stationed at
'TYndall Air Force Base.
Suddenly Arias found his professional and
personal worlds colliding.
"There's probably no place r d rather be
working right now than in continental air defense,"
Arias says. "The first mushroom cloud of World
Warm will be in New York unless we stop that
from happening."
"I'm a real stakeholder in this mission. I always
was, but more so now than ever. It is quite personal
forme."
Indeed, Adam's death certificate reads: "Cause

O

of Death: Homicide. "
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il the months that followed the attacks, the Arias

family found a special way to honor Adam's
memory. His little brother was a "self-starter,"
Arias says, who worked his way up the corporate
ladder without a college degree. Adam and Margit
didn't have children. They loved their nieces and
nephews and had a
special place in their heart
for Vmcent, Arias' son,
who is autistic. "Margit
knew Adam was very
concerned with Vincent
and his situation," Arias
says. 'We'd had a lot of conversations about
Vmcent, and Margit thought a fitting way to honor
Adam was through a scholarship."
The family founded the Adam P. Arias Applied
Behavior Analysis Scholarship for Autism at Florida
State University, Panama City campus. The
endowed scho~arsbip is awarded to students based
on community service, scholastic achievement and
financial need
The Arias family continued to grieve. One year
after the attacks, they attended the Sept. 11
memorial service at Ground Zero that honored the
approximately 2,800 people killed there. A bell
was rung as each victim's name was read. Margit
was one of the readers.
"They started reading the names at the precise
minute of the first impact," Arias says. "As they
rang that bell, the wind just started to whip up. It
was a huge wind. The southern tip of lower
Manhattan is known for being breezy, but this was
extraordinary and it seemed like it was changing
direction. It wasn'tjust blowing in off the water, it
was going up, down and in. It was as ifthe forces
ofnature were converging on this one spot to make
a statement"
With the graceful music ofcellist Yo--Yo Mafilling
the blustery air, the winds continued and the names

were read, one by one. Including Adam's.
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Sector was fighting blind' Sept. 11
I

mid missing airliners, bomb threats and
a shockingly horrific terrorist attack. radar
specialists at the Western Air Defense
Sector, McChord Air Force Base, Wash., were
"fighting blind" Sept. 11, 2001.
''There was no way we could see the intedor of
the United States on Sept. 11, 2001 ,"says Maj.
Sue Cheney, mission crew commander that day.
'That would have required a whole new computer
system. ... You know there's a tlu-eat
comingin, butyoucan'tseeit You're
trying to get assets in places you can't
see and ifyou had to scramble them.
you'd never be able to talk to those
fighters. You'dhavetoworkthrough
theFederalAviationAdm.inistration
to get any kind of message to them."
The WADS is responsible for
protecting 1.9 million square miles
of airspace, from Texas to the West
Coast across to North Dakota, but
the Q-93 - the huge computer
installed in the 1980s with 1970s
technology- could not display an
interior air picture. With 63 percent
ofthe continental airspace, the radar
and radio links at WADS were
weaker than those at air defense sectors in New
York and Florida. Essentially, the radar scopes at
the sector were showing flights inbound from
overseas on Sept. 11 and very little over the vast
western skies of the interior United States.
"The whole idea ofan aircraft being hijacked in
the middle of the United States and flown into a
big target ... thatwas one we never really exercised,"
Cheney says. '1t was one we were not really
capable of dealing with. If you look at our old Q93 scope, you've got this enormous hole in the
interior of the country.... We were fighting blind."
As WADS commander Col. John Cromwell
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prepared to possibly scramble nearly every fighter
west of the Mississippi, communications with the
FAA were suddenly more important than ever. "We
were told to put Combat Air Patrols up over
numerous cities and metropolitan areas and key
infrastructure in the western United States,"
Cromwell says. "Our plate was full in the West
and when the FAA asked for assistance, the fighters
would talk to FAA controllers. We had no pictures

and no radio. The FAA also did a great job in
pointing out where situations were. Between the
FAA and the flexibility of the pilots, our inteccepts
were successful."
In the days before Sept. 11, four fighter jets
were on alert out West, ready to respond to
unknowns approaching the borders. The F-15s and
F-16s are from the 142nd Fighter Wmg, Oregon
Air National Guard, Portland; and the I44thFighter
Wmg, CaliforniaAir National Guard, Fresno, with
an alert station at March Air Reserve Base in
Riverside, Calif. But four jets would not be enough
that tragic day. In only a few hours, the skies were
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teeming with fighters and by the afternoon, more
than 100 fighter jets were on alert, Cromwell says.
With initiative from civilian FAA air defense
liaison Ed Enkerud, the sector tapped into FAA
centers across the West as it guided fighter pilots
to targets. Enkerud says an FAA "domestic event
network'' launched two hours after the initial attack
was invaluable. "I got a call from my boss in
Washington, D.C., and we all started dialing into
one number and started instantaneous communication that is still ongoing," Enkerud says.
"Now wedon'thave to dial different facilities.We
can talk right now and the line is always open."
Cromwell says he's proud of the sector's
response Sept 11: ''People used their training in a
brand new scenario.1bey were innovative, creative
and under control."
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Above: Canadian Forces W1rrant Officer
Scott Budgell and Maj. Cecilia Nackowski
monitor the radar scopes at the Western
Air Defense Sector.
Left Staff Sgt Jill Lathrop on the job in
the dim and windowless sector
operatioos center.
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A calm surrealism Sept. 11 at SEADS
solutely ''unbelievable." That's how Lt.
Col. Clatk "Buck" Rogers describes
ept. 11, 2001.
The director of operations at the Southeast Air
Defense Sector, Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., says
it all happened very fast. "I remember, vividly,
turning to our commander (Col Larry Kemp) and
saying: 'This is a coordinated attack. And it may
not stop in the Northeast. We need to get our
airplanes up because we don't know what's coming
next'
"Andthat'sex.actly what we did."
The sector put pilots from its three area air
defense alert facilities on battle stations -in the
cockpit ready to start at a moment's notice. At
Ellington Field, Texas; Homestead Air Reserve
Base, Fla; and Tyndall Air Force Base; fliers were
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suiting up and waiting for the Klaxon alarm to
sound. The shrill tone would echo inTexas, as pilots
were scrambled to escort Air Force One.
Help was coming from across the Southeast.
''Fighter wings from across the Air Force - both
active duty and Air N atiooal Guard -called to
assist," Rogers says. 'We told them the country
was under attack and the best they could do was
load ammo on live airplanes. And that's what they
did. We asked units that already had airplanes on
alert to bring up additional airplanes, bring up the
spares and get four airplanes loaded and four guys
in crew rest
"There wasn'ta base out there that wasn 't on
alert."
They had to get in the minds of the terrorists.
What would they hit? The SEADS area of
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responsibility includes Atlanta, Dallas, Miami,
nuclear sites, and military bases. 'We immediately
said. 'Our responsibility is notto protect New York
City, but to protect the Southeast. What should
we be concentrating on?' "Rogers says.
Rogers was scrambling fighters as the skies of
America were being cleared of all civilian traffic.
"All flights had to be approved by the appropriate
air defense sector, even if it was a military flight,"
Rogers says. "We disapproved almost everything,
but Life Flights got permission to fly."
Extra measures were taken to ensure the flights
were legitimate. 'We had to call a hospital and ask
if they were really expecting a plane with a sick
child from Mexico," Rogers says. "Just because it
was painted like Life Flight doesn't mean it was
Life Flight. Just because it was painted like
American Airlines, doesn't mean it was."
Kemp was responsible for final approval of
Southeast-area flights in the immediate post-attack

and even approved flights of the Federal Reserve
to help get the economy moving again.
The commander says the day's events were
surreal. But there was method to what should have
been madness. "It was very methodical and
structured," Kemp explains. "The training and
proficiency kicked in. Everybody had a clear
picture of what the big picture was and what they
had to accomplish."
Rogers has one positive memory of the day: "I
walked out of here at maybe 9:30 or I0 that night.
I was pretty dismayed and could not believe what
had happened. It was like ~e end of innocence.
But the first thing I saw as I drove out the gate was
all the houses on the base with American flags.
There were flags in every neighborhood, on
businesses, on car dealerships ... everything said
'God Bless America,' 'We Love Our Country,'
and 'United We Stand.' It was an amazing
ou1pouring of support"

Left Tbe Southeast Air Defense Sector area of responsibility includes the Gulf Coast,
where F-16 fighter jets of the Texas Air National Guard fly Combat Air Patrol missions
in support of Operation Noble Eagle.
Below: In a late 2001 visit to SEADS. Air National Guard Command Chief Master Sgt.
Valerie D. Benton. top adviser for enlisted affairs. receives an update oa the Straits of
Florida from Tecb. Sgt. Gerry Myers. a SEADS air surveillance technician.
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An overall view of the Northeast Air Defense
Sector operations center, a cool, dimly lighted
room with no windows.

A NEADS techaician peers
into a colorful map of the
regional air picture. The
imagery is part of a computer
software program NORAD
installed after Sept. 11,
2001, that gives controllers
the capability to view more
than 15,000 tracks at any
moment per air defense
sector instead of the 300
tracks before Sept. 11.
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Fear strikes NEADS Sept. 12;
mole people' never rest
I

fter Sept 11, crews at the Northeast Air
Defense Sector in Rome, N.Y., didn't
think things could get much worse.
Helping secure.America's skies amid a horrifying
terrorist attack, they'd worked late into the evening,
got minimal sleep and were back at it the next
morning. Certainly Sept. I2 would be calmerthe attacks were over and the North American
Aerospace Defense Command was guarding the
skies like never before.
But as Tech. Sgt. Ronald G Belluscio, a senior
weapons director technician, peered into his radar
scope, he knew something was wrong. '"There was
a plane, flying low and
slow, headed right
toward this building," he
says. ''My first thought
was, 'Who is this?' Then
it clicked. 'This isn't
normal. Who is this guy
and why is he headed
toward us?' ,.
The Federal Aviation Administration had
surrendered America's airspace to NORAD, all
civilian aviation was grounded and the skies were
free of anything other than military or emergency
aircraft. But the unidentified airplane, headed
toward Rome from the south-southeast, kept on
coming.
"We thought anyone in the air was either a
terrorist or a criminal and this airCiaft was beelining
straight at us," says Col. Bob Marr, NEADS
commander. "We had some F-I6s that had been
flying Combat Air Patrol over New York City and
were headed back to Burlington, (Vt.). We
vectored them toward the plane."
Master Sgt. Joe McCain, mission crew
commander technician, says Marrwas very direct
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"He told the weapons section to get a hold of those
aircraft to see ifthey had enough fuel to get to Rome.
He said, 'I want those birds here and now. Light
afterburner if you have to!' .,
With the Vermont Air National Guard jets
diverted their way, Marr ordered the evacuation
ofthe building, leaving himselfand a small crew in
the operations center. ''If we were attacked, the
others would be able to come in and finish the
mission," Marr says.
Meanwhile, SeniorMasterSgt Thomas Hayes,
chief ofNEADS Security Forces, directed his staff
to hide the evacuees in the trees surrounding the
building. From outside,
Hayes stayed in radio
contact with security
forces member StaffSgt.
Mike Bates, the desk
sergeant inside the
lxrilding.Batesrelayerl the
airplane's position to
Hayes as security forces
members lined up on a hill with guns aimed at the
sky, hoping they cou1d down the plane if it came to
that
Bates, a Syracuse, N.Y., police officer in his
civilian life, admits he was scared. ''It was nervewracking," he says. "I'm not going to lie. I was
nervous and thinking about my family. It still wasn't
reality that Sept. II had happened. We thought
we were under attack and when Col. Marr yelled
for people to get out of the building, you could feel
the sense of urgency. We knew airplanes weren't
supposed to be in the air, yet this guy was coming
at us and I was waiting inside the builiing expecting
to hear the guns start firing.''
Inside the operations center, Marr says people
were shaking at the scopes as they watched on
133

Above: Two f·16s sit armed and ready
outside their new alert shelters at
Selfridge Air National Guard Base, Mich.
Air controllers at the Northeast Air
Defense Sector, Rome, N.Y., have found
themselves working with units like
Michigan's 127th Wing more than ever
since Sept. 11, 2001.
Right Col. Bob Marr, commander of
NEADS, evacuated the sector operations
center on Sept. 12, 2001, when an
unidentified airplane was heading
straight for the building.
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radar as the plane got closer and closer. McCain
says he was more afraid on Sept. 12 than be was
Sept. 11. "The 11th was horrible," he says. ''But
we had to do our jobs. The 12th was personal."
Adds Belluscio: "It was like slow motion. You
could see the distance between the target and the
figbtersandwedidn'tthinkthefighterswouldmake
it. I was on the edge of my seat, rocking back and
forth thinking it would make the fighters go faster."
But suddenly, the calmer day came when the
airplane changed course only miles from the sector
operations center. The F-16s were in close pursuit
and forced the plane to land at nearby Hinckley
Reservoir, Marr says.
From here, the story of that unknown plane
becomes NEADS legend. 'The word is, the police
cut the wings off the plane and put it on a flatbed
truck," says Belluscio.
Marr says he never found out who the culprit
was, but heard he was a local pilot with a seaplane.
Whoever he was, he was flying against all federal
regulations in the early days after Sept 11.
AIR WAA OVER AMERICA
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or months, the crews at NEADS worked
12-hour days, six days on, three days off.
Days like Sept. 12 were especially difficult,
says sector chaplain Maj. Timothy Bejian.
'The stress was enormous," Bejian says. "After
Sept. 11, that's what it was like for days on end.
As the days went by, I was watching the folks and
seeing how they were dealing with the stress.
"People would go out at night and watch the
flying squirrels jump from tree to tree. We called
them the 'mole people.' It was September and
people w~d anive in the dark and leave in the
dark and didn't see theirfamilies. As chaplain, you
have to try to bring people back to a point where
they can cope. The problem wasn't going to go
away and some had a very difficult time."
Bejian puts things into perspective with "The
Mole People and the Flying Squirrels,)) a story he
wrote for those guarding the Northeastern skies.
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Air refuelers fly in face of terror
n)y weeks after flying Combat Air
Patrols over Washington, D.C., on
Sept. 11, 2001, F-16 pilot Maj. Dan
Cainewas soaring high above the rugged tenain of
Afghanistan.
It was the early days of Operation Enduring
Freedom and an early winter evening when Caine,
a member of the 113th
Wing, District of
Columbia Air National
Guard, heard familiar
voices over his radio
frequency. Turns out the
same crew pumping
6,000 pounds of JP-8
into his F-16 was the
very crew that refueled
his fighter low over
Washington, D.C., the
day terrorists attacked
America. It's a small Air Force, Caine reasons,
and an even smaller Air National Guard
·America's refueling tanker crews are crucial to
the fight against terrorism. From the !17th Air
Refueling Wmg in Binningham,Ala., to the 161st
Air Refueling Wing in Phoenix, Ariz., the tanker
crews keep America's fighters airborne.
Scores of wings across the country have come
under 1st Air Force and Continental United States
North American Aerospace Defense Command
Region command am control at various points since
Sept 11-all in support of Operation Noble Eagle.
The 10 lstAir Refueling Wmg, Maine Air National
Guard, is one. The ''MAINEiacs" are proud to have
refueled fighters over Manhattan the morning of
Sept. 11. That day is a vivid memory for KC-135E
boom operator Senior Master Sgt. Robert Phair,
a 20-year Maine Air National Guard veteran.
'We were out on a local training mission when
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all hell broke loose," Phair recalls. 'We heard

through theFederalAviationAdministrati.on Boston
Center that an aircraft had impacted one of the
towers and we were completely amazed that
something so horrific could happen.''
Like many that rooming, the crew assumed the
crash was accidental. "When we heard that a second
plane had hit, we could
detect in the voices ofthe
controllers that it was
more than coincidence.
We got passed off to
New York Center and the
controllers' voices were
elevated.1bey were very
concerned and asked us
to provide emergency air
refueling coverage for
fighters and we said,
'Absolutely.'''
The civilian FAA controllers requested the
tanker's presence about 10 miles off New York
City's coastline, Phair says. 'We said, 'We can do
better than that, we can fly right over Manhattan.'
"They said, 'You guys are cleared Manhattan
right now.' "
Back on the ground at Bangor International
Airport, the MAINEiacs' home base, the scene
one of"mass controlled confusion," says Tech.
Sgt. Philip Henderson, a KC-135E crew chief.
WatchingTV one moment in the lxeakroom, crews
suddenly found themselves on the ramp prefligbting
and gassing up the tankers. Soon they'd find
themselves airborne, witness to terror below.
"~we approached Long Island Sound, I could
see GrOUnd Zero and the smoke drifting eastward,"
Henderson says. ''I went into the boom operator's
compartment and went to the window. We were
looking out am everybody was pretty silent looking

was
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The 916th Air Refueling Wing, flying the
KC-135R, supports a Combat Air Patrol
mission over the Northeast United States
on Oct. 7, 2001. Tbe 916th, an Air Force
Reserve unit, is based at Seymour
Johnson Air Force Base, N.C.
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Above: A 101 st Air Refueliag Wing KC·135, Maine Air National Guard, provides in·flight
refueling for a Canadian Forces F·18. The 101st regularly supports the Canadiaa Forces
during Operation Noble Eagle Combat Air Patrol missions.
Right Pilots from the 157th Air Refueling Wing, New Hampshire Air National Guard, fly
their KC·135 during an Operation Noble Eagle mission over New York in November 2001.
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at the smoke coming up but we couldn't get definite

information on what was going on. It's burned into
your memory, being up there and seeing the smoke
from Ground Zero and seeing the live fighters
coming up to you with missiles on them. It was
unreal''

UU'...J
ttheend of the day, the 101st bad diverted
two of its airborne aircraft to support East
Coast fighters and brought three other
KC-135s to cockpitalert within minutes, launching
them all.
''Itnormally takes two hours to generate a sortie
up until takeoff," says Maj. Ian Gillis, 101 stAir
Refueling Wmg chief of aU-crew scheduling. 'That
day, we briefed in about 10 minutes and had aircraft
ready to launch in just about an hour."
Not one year had passed since that terror-filled

A
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morning, and the wing bad already flown more than
508 sorties in support of Operation Noble Eagle,
for more than 2,800 oours offlying time. The Maine
tankers had pumped more than 11.8 million pounds
of fuel into nearly 1,500 fighter jets flying CAPs
over the United States.
"At any one time, a third of military aircraft
protectirtg the United States are tankers," Gillis
explains. ''When you see two fighters on aNoble
Eagle CAP, there's always a tanker somewhere
above them."

000
ccording to Air Force statistics, across
America, more than 15,000 airmen from
the Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve and regular Air Force flew more than 26,400
fighter, tanker and airborne early warning sorties in
the 13 months after the Sept. 11,2001, attacks.

A
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Olympics protection golden example
of interagency cooperation
international athletes were gliding down
the powdery slopes below, armed jet
ghters were soaring above Utah keeping
the skies of the 2002 Wmter Olympics safe.
Only weeks after the Sept. 11 attacks, already
tight security grew toinclude protection ofOlympics
airspace. As part of Joint Task Foree-Olympics,
soldiers and airmen supported federal, state and
local agencies at the Hill Air Force Base, Utah, Air
Security Operations Center. TheASOC, actually
the corner of a hangar, brought civilian agencies
140

and military members together like never before,
says Col. John E. Bonner, Western Air Defense
Sector director of support. The sector, at
McChordAir Force Base, Wash., is one of three
continental air defense sectors in the North
American Aerospace Defense Command and
served as alead air control agency for the Olympics.
"Before Sept 11, a large national event was not
a concern for NORAD,'' says Bonner, who led a
WADS contingency to Utah that February. ''Never
before Sept. 11 did we see internal matters as
AIR WAA OVER AMERICA
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posing a threat. But the president declared the
Olympics a 'National Special Secwity Event,' and
we needed a significant presence to protect that
airspace.
'The big story is the interagency cooperation and
bow everyone worked together to make it happen.
The Secret Service was in charge of all security, both
in the air and on the ground; U.S. Customs was the
lead for air security; and the FBI was involved in
ground secwity. The Anny played a huge role and
flew over 400 missions to support law enforcement
and emergency services.... Our piece was things in
theairmovingfasterth.anhelicopters."
Using an intricate network ofradars, radios and
sensors employed especially for the Olympics,
NORAD, WADS and the Federal Aviation
Administration could maintain constant contact and
provide constant air coverage of the Games. ''We
grabbed data feeds from all the low-altitude and
short-range radars and brought them back to
WADS for display in the NORAD Contingency

Suite, our newest computer system," says Chief
Master Sgt. James Hunter, WADS support
superintendent. "We needed redundancy in our
radar data and high-resolution in our radar picture."
Hunter and 25 other WADS members worked
especially closely with the FAA as it imposed
temporary flight restrictions around Olympics
airspace. The FAA authenticated 6,630 different
flights entering restricted areas during the Olympics,
Bonner says. There were more than 20 violators,
butannedF-16sfrom Hill's 388th FighterWmg,
on alert and flying random Combat Air Patrol
missions over Salt Lake, were ready to intercept
when necessary. They were supported by more
than 100 NORAD fighters on alert at 30 bases
across the country.
The military and other agencies involved logged
3,300 flying hours in support of Olympics air
protection, Bonner says. "Those hours were
accident-free," Bonner adds, "in some pretty lousy
flying weather."

Above: Western Air Defense Sector personnel Col. John E. Bonner and Maj. Roger Hurd,
foreground, monitor command and control data at the Air Security Operations Center
during the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City.
Left Four 388tll Fighter Wing F·16s from Hill Air Force Base, Utah, fly over the
Olympics.
AMERICAN STORIES
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Multilayered air defenses
protect nation's capital
t-seeking "Stinge~J' missiles mounted on
Hwnvees ... jet fighters on constant prowl
ver the city ... airborne warning and
control platforms eyeing the skies up high as
sensors scan for threats down low. It may sound
like a combat zone in a distant land, but this
multilayered air defense system has become a
familiar sight right in the nation's capital.
Throughout Operation Noble Eagle, a theme has
emerged from the North
American Aerospace DefenseCommand: the best air
defense starts on the ground.
Nowhere has this been more
apparent than Washington,
D.C, where live anti-aircraft
missile batteries have been
deployed during high-profile
events like the Sept. 11
anniversary and January
2003 State of the Union
address.
The joint efforts have
brouglt together hundreds of
people from NORAD and
throughout the armed
services, the U.S. Customs
Service, Federal Aviation Administration, and
Secret Service. The airdefense arsenal bas included
Air ForceF-16s andAirbome Warning and Control
System aircraft; ground-based Army "Set;ttinel"
radars and "Avenger" missile batteries~ and U.S.
Customs Service UH-60A "Black Hawk"
helicopters.
"We employ air defense artillery for high-value
assets, people, infrastructure, and national
government," says Maj. Gen. Craig R. McKinley,
commander of I stAir Force and the Continental
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United States NORAD Region and the Joint Air
and Space Component Commander. "We provide
a third layer of defense for targets that would
possibly slip through the fighter Combat Air Patrols
and the U.S. Customs and Secret Service baniers
that are put in place.
"Air defense artillery is like a goalie in a hockey
game. It is the last line of defense before a track of
interest would actually make an impact with a
building, and in the national
capital' region, everyone
knows where those buildings
are. That is why we heavily
defend our nation's capital
and seat of government"
The command and control
architecture ofthat robust air
defense artillery includes a
mobile system called the
''Joint Based. Expeditionary
Connectivity Center," the
"center of the wheel for
command and control," on
such operations, McKinley
says.
''The JBECC is the fusion
hub where all the data is
correlated and presented to me, the Joint Air and
Space Component Commander, so I can present
it to the decision-makers," he says. ''It is extremely
effective and we've had great success with it."
The JBECC was developed in the mid-1990s
under the "Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration" program of the Office of
Undersecretary of l;>efense, which explores
opportunities to quickly get emerging technology
into the hands of the warfighters. It was born as a
''CruiseMissileDefenseinitiative"andevolvedinto
AIRWAA OVER AMERICA
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Staff Sgt Jarrett Jongema, Battery
C, 4-5 ADA, 1st Cavalry Division,
executes communications checks
near the Pentagon during
Operation Noble Eagle.

the "Area Cruise Missile Defense."
The advanced programs branch of 1st Air Force
began with a Humvee and added different types of
radios and communications devices that would give
NORAD the clear low-altitude air picture it had
been missing.
"JBECC allows us to link into other sensors like
Army Sentinel radars, Navy Aegis cruisers and
Avenger missile systems," explains U Col. Hutch
Davis, 1st Air Force chiefof operations integration
for advanced programs. "It then correlates these
radar inputs into one consolidated air picture."
The JBECC then se.nds the picture to one of
three sector operations centers within CONR,
allowing conlrollers to potentially deploy weapons
against cruise missiles, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and other low-altitude threats.
The concept went "real-world" afterthe terrorist
AMERICAN STORIES

attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, says Maj . John
Ackermann, 1st Air Force chief of advanced
programs demonstrations. On Sept. 12, a JBECC
prototype being used by the Army was deployed
to Naval Air Station Oceana, Va., and linked the
CONR Air Operations Center into AWACS and
other East Coast radars. "JBECC tied into the
existing sensors that were there but not in the
NORADsystem," Ackermann explains. ''NORAD
now had an East Coast air picture it could utilize."
Since then, JBECC bas been deployed in several
operations, including airspace protection of the
2002 Wmter Olympics Games. ''The success of
this experiment is a big step forward in the
development of a single integrated air picture,"
Ackennann says. "The single picture will give all
commanders a common view of the aerial
battlefield"
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CHAPTER6

HOME THEATER:
NORTHCOM guards
air, land and sea
1st Air Force modernizing
to defend skies of a new era
he world is a ba~eground. That post-Sept. 11 realization led
tothemostsweepingsetof changes to U.S. military structure
seen since 1946. 1
Only eight months after the twin towers fell, Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld and Air Force Gen. Richard Myers, chainnan of
the Joint Chiefs ofStaff, announced changes to the Unified Command
Plan - the framework for military missions and geographic
responsibilities for combatant commanders.
'The new commander vvill be responsible for land, aerospace and
sea defense of the United States," Rumsfeld explained at the April
17,2002, announcement. "He will command U.S. forces that operate
within the United States in support of civil authorities." 2
Northern Command, with Gen. Ralph E. Eberllart at the controls,
was established Oct. 1, 2002, at Peterson Air Force Base, Colo.
The NORTIICOM commander is responsible for homeland defense
and still wears the blue Air Force uoiformas commander ofthe North
American Aerospace Defense Command, the organization charged
with aerospace warning and control for the United States and Canada.
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An F·16 assigned to the California Air National Guard
144th Fighter Wing flies a Combat Air Patrol over San
Francisco ia support of Operation Noble Eagle.
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"Military fqrces will be used when and where
needed to augment and assist first responders,"
Eberhart explains. "The goal is to be proactive,
not just reactive. Nothing is more important for a
government to do than provide safety and security
and improve the quality of
life for its citizens." 3
"We are just like the
other regional combatant
commanders, with one
important difference the United States homeland is in our area of
responsibility," the general
says. 4
The reorganization shifts the U.S. Joint Forces
Command geographic area of responsibility to
NORTHCOM and U.S. European Command,
enabling U.S. Joint Forces Command to focus on
transforming U.S. military forces- another postSept. 11 theme of changing the way the military
does business. 5
The NORTHCOM area of operations i~ vast,
and includes the United States, Canada, Mexico,
parts of the Caribbean, and the contiguous waters

Airman 1st Class Brian Isaacson,
munitions maintenance specialist 148th
Fighter Wing, Minnesota Air National
Guard, checks a gantry support leg on a
munitions assembly conveyer on Jan. 23,
2002. Isaacson was one of hundreds of
traditional Guardsmen activated to
maintain the unit's increased operations
tempo while supporting Operation Noble
Eagle. The 148th is one of 10 Air National
Guard fighter wings assigned to 1st Air
Force and the Continental United States
NORAO Region. Several other air wings
are attached to the command for
Operation Noble Eagle.
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in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 6
The creation of NORTHCOM is bist01ic, says
Maj. Gen. Craig R. McKinley, commander of lst
Air Force and the Continental United States
NORAD Region. "Not since George Washington
have we had a military
commander in charge of
U.S. forces in garrison at
home to defend American
citizens. It was a swift
action by our government
and president to gumu our
country from further
terrorist attack"
McKinley, who assumed command from Maj. Gen. Larry K.
Arnold in August 2002, says 1st Air Force and
CONR are working closely with NORTHCOM
to counter air threats as his Army and Navy
counterparts protect land and sea.
Eberhart calls NORTHCOM a true joint
venture. ''Our command is built upon a Total Force
and total national team concept that includes
members ftom all :five services; the National Gwud;
the Reserves; Department of Defense civilians; and
numerous federal, state and local agencies," he
says. ''We believe we are redefining 'jointness' by
formingnewp~ withintheDODand with
numerous civilian agencies, as well as strengthening
existing ones. Developingthesestrongrelati.onships
is key to our success." 7
Eberhart says NORI'HCOM is committed to
improving ''situationalawareness by developing a
common operating picture for the air, land and
maritime domains." 8 McKinley and his team at
1st Air Force and CONR share that commitment
and are worldng toward better command and
control, a bigger radar picture and enhanced sensor
capabilities to counter airborne threats. 'The 21st
century is here and McKlnley is leading the charge
to catapult the air defense mission out of the Cold
War into a new era, where the war seems to be
everywhere.
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Right: A New York National
Guardsman patrols the
devastation in New York City
Sept. 14, 2001. Operation Noble
Eagle bas been characterized by a
strong military presence in the
United States since the earliest
days of the Sept 11 terrorist
attacks.
Below: An F·15 pilot assigned to
the Florida Air National Guard
125th Fighter Wing flies a
Combat Air Patrol mission.

Photo COUitesy o4 125111 FighterWing, Florida Air Nalional Guard
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Charting the future

and concepts of operations and actually see those
things come to fruition. We hope to put in place the
means to fund the equipment and facilities that
would enable us to carry out this strategy."
McKinley envisions an organization that blends
seamlessly into the rest of the Air Force and falls
strictly in line with Air Force doctrine, the book on
bow the "Air Force organizes and employs
aerospace power throughout the spectrum of
conflict at the operational level." ll He sees the
Northeast and Southeast air defense sectors
consolidating into one. The Western Air Defense
Sector at McCbordAir Force Base, Wash., and
new Eastern Air Defense SectOr, probably in Rome,
N.Y., would employ the latest technology to view
airspace over the contiguous 48 states ani territories
like the U.S. Vrrgi.n Islands and Puerto Rico.
''Technology will allow us to radically transfOIID
the way we see the air traffic over North America,"
McKinley says. "After Sept. 11, we received a
new systemtbatenablesus to do afar more efficient

A few days before Sept. 11, 2001, the future of
continental air sovereignty was in serious doubt.
As late as Sept. 8, discussions at the Air Force's
highest levels called for dismantling NORAD's
seven alert sites and commarxl and control structure
-the heart of the air sovereignty mission. 9
"Our leaders were seeking to optimize our force
posture, and there was no perceived threat,"
McKinley says. "That rationale was changed
dramatically by the events of Sept. 11 , when the
terrorists sent a message that we are no longer safe
in our homes."
The air war over America has been fought ever
since. 10 1be old days of continental air sovereignty
-protecting America's air borders with jets on
alert at a few strategic locations- are a distant
memory. Operation Noble Eagle requires scores
ofmilitary fighters on alert at several bases around
the country. Radar and command and
control capabilities have bad to keep
up with looking both inside and outside
the United States as fighter jets patrol
America's cities, key infrastructure and
special serurity events. The mission bas
changed, and it appears the changes
will continue indefinitely.
'We will take I stAir Force from a
20th century organization designed to
defend against a Cold War construct,
to a 21st century organization that
protects Americans, Canadians and
possibly anybody in the Western
Hemisphere," McKinley says. 'We
are charting what this organization is
P1'1oto courtesy o! 1MIIFlghterWing. Calllomia Alr Nallonal Guard
going to look like in 2008 while we
continue to fight the air war over
A fighter pilot from the California Air National Guard
America.
144th Fighter Wing is caught on camera. Air defense
"This vision began in late 2002 ...
le1ders are working to gain more jobs in America's
over the next five years we plan to
fighter wings for those fighting the war oa terror.
implement change, develop doctrine
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High-Altitude
Airships are the
wave of the future.
The lighter-than-air
surveillance
platforms are in
production at
Lockheed Martin.

I

job controlling, monitoring and identifying traffic,
not only outside our borders, but inside. Once that
system is purchased en masse, we have the ability
to reform, reengineer and reshape ourselves into a
doctrinally correct numbered air force."
"Our goal is to mirror our air forces in Europe
and the Pacific," McKinley says. "We will employ
military members from the active duty Air Force,
Air National Guard and
Air Force Reserve, and
will present ourforces the
way the Air Force
presents its forces
everywhere."
A crucial part of the
strategy is a bigger and
stronger Air Operations
Center, McKinley says.
The AOC is where war
plans for Operation
Noble Eagle are written.
Planning for the war on
terror would continue at
this super AOC of the
future slated for'JYndall
Air Force Base, Fla., operated by the 60lst Air
Operations Group. In the world ofwarfighting, Air
Force doctrine calls for one AOC per theater, and
since the first moments of Operation Noble Eagle,
the United States has become its own theater of
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war, McKinley says.
"The war on terror is a long haul," be says. '1t's
nothing shortterm. We'll be facing this terrorist
threat for our lives and the lives of our children.
We'll have to remain vigilant around the clock for
many years and never get complacent and never
believe we aren't vulnerable.
'"''hi$ reorganization allows us to be a nwnbered
air force, air operations
group and an Air Force
forces staff," McKinley
says. "It means we can
take good care of our
people and design
strategy and concepts of
operation so we can
prevent acts of terrorism
rather than just respond
to them. This vision allows
us to present our force
structure to the commander of Northern Air
Forces the way combatant commanders
present their forces
throughout the Air Force.
'1'his is a vectored evolution vision, itisn'ttotal
transformation. We haven't created anything new.
It's a more modem and efficient way of presenting
forces to best meet the needs of the new century."
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Retired Col. William A. Scott, 1st Air Force
cfuector of plans, programs and requirements, says
the mission is simply evolving with the changing
times. ''Now thatNORTHCOMhas stood up, our
mission has been enlarged to include possible
offensive operations and civil support missions,"
Scott says. "The 1st Air Force and CONR
transformation is a continued evolution from our
doctrinally correct organization today to a
doctrinally correct organization ofthe future."
McKinley, meanwhile, wears more hats than
ever. He serves as the Commander of Air Force
Forces for the continental United States; the Area
Air Defense Commander; and Joint Air and Space
Component Commander, a title that captures the
Air Force position that air and space power together
createeffectsthatcannotbeachievedthrougheither
power alone.

Technical edge
Building a modem, fururistic air defense mission
means taking full advantage ofth! latest technology,
from "High-Altitude Airships" to ground-based
interceptors capable ofdestroying Intercontinental
Ballistic Missiles mid-flight
"Everything we see today is based on radars

From left, Tech. Sgts. Clayton Lemons and
Leonard Mosley of tbe 147tll Fighter
Wing engine shop, Texas Air Natioaal
Guard, make repairs whil.e deployed to
Egg Harbor Township, N.J., in support of
Operation Noble Eagle.

U.S. All Force pholo by Muter $qt. Tom lollIS
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and those radars are mounted on the ground," says
Col. Mike Corbett, I stAir Force and CONR vice
commander. "But we can only see line of sight.
The curvature of the earth keeps controllers from
seeing low altitudes. So low-altitude threats like
cruise missiles are not well detected by groundbased radars."
The mission should someday employ HighAltitude Airships, solar-powered blimps cruising
around the atmosphere and feeding air pictures
back to earth. The airships, already being studied
by the U.S. Army, are bigger than a football field
and would stay airbome for up to a year at a time,
Corbett says.
Eberhart spoke before the House Armed
Services Committee about this exciting technology
and what it means for homeland secmity.
"The Office of the Secretary of Defense, the
Missile Defense Agency, the United States Army,
and NORAD are spearheading the effort to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of an
unmanned, untethered, long-duration HAA (HighAltitude Airship)," the general said in March 2003.
"The prototype airship will stay airbome for one
month and carry a 4,000-pound payload. We
expect the objective HAA to have the capability
to stay airborne for up to a year and carry a paylocrl
greater than 4,000 pounds. A robust HAA
capability would give warfighters persistent widearea surveillance ofthe battle space against a full
spectrum of air, land and sea threats." ·
First Air Force and CONR hope to combine
airship technology with enhanced command and
control capabilities by 2004, Corbett says. That's
the same year the United States Missile Defense
Agency and its counterparts hope to have a ballistic
missile defense in place. 12
Ground-based interceptors; sea-based
interceptors; airborne laser aircraft; and land, sea
and space-based sensors; are just part of the
technology that will protect against ballistic missiles
of all ranges, according to the Department of
Defense. 13
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Above: Master Sgt Jim Rice, 147th
Fighter Wing, Texas Air National Guard,
signals that an AIM·120 missile is ready
for the rack on Dec. 19, 2001. Rice and
more than 60 other Texas Air Guard
members were deployed to the 177th
Fighter Wing, New Jersey Air National
Guard, Egg Harbor Township, in the early
days of Operation Noble Eagle.
Right: Tech. Sgt. Wendell Hunte, 177th
Fighter Wing, New Jersey Air National
Guard aircraft generation SfiU&dron,
performs a function check after installing
an AIM·9 adapter and rail on an F·16 on
Oct 9, 2001. The aircraft was de-armed
for maintenance after many Operation
Noble E~gle flying hours.
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People first
Modem equipment may be critical in the war on
terror, but it's the people perfonning the air defense
mission who are most invaluable.
"The dedication, skill and patriotism of our
people and the fact we've done this without a single
mishap to date, is a remarkable testament to the
great skill and loyalty of everyone out there doing
thls job," McKinley said in February 2003. ''Since
Sept. 11, they have done a remarkable job of
securing our airspace against further attack."
By April2003, American and Canadian military
forces had flown more than 29,000 Operation
Noble Eagle sorties in defense of critical
infrastructure and population centers throughout
North America. 14
Many Operation Noble Eagle veterans are Air
National Guardsmen who were recalled to active
duty. "Operation Noble Eagle missions and
aerospace warning and control takes people,"
Corbett said in March 2003. "To date those people
have been mobilized. and can only bemobilized for
a two--year period."
"When it comes to command and control
functions, through modernization, we think we can
do it with theresourceswehadpriortoSept. ll ,"
Corbett says. ''But for the fighter wings out there
doing the alert mission, that isn't the case. There is
a real need for a significant number of additional
people."
The command is working closely with the Air
Staff and National Guard Bureau to create 900
morejobs inAmerica's alert fighter wings, Corbett
says.
But it isn' t just the military fighting the war,
McKinley says. "How we prosecute tracks of
interest with our interagency partners is forever
changed," the commander says. 'We have become
America'sNATO. We are the centerpiece of that
partnership and are working with agencies like the
FBI and U.S. Customs just as our partners in
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Europe work with various coWltries to defend
NATO."
'We can't rest on our laurels," he adds. ''We' 11
continue to be challenged. We haven't suffered a
reattack, but that doesn't mean people aren't out
there planning, plotting and strategizing against us.
We must stay vigilant and focused and support the
president of the United States and secretary of
defense in the war on terrorism."
"Air sovereignty has changed forever," McKinley
concludes. "Not in my lifetime will we ever see an
opportunity to tum the wick down a bit. 1his will
be a very, very lengthy process.''
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The "Tribute of Light' represents the
fallen twin towers of the World Trade
Center. Tke photograph was taken from
Liberty State Park, N~J., March.14, 2002.
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Pages 1462 through 1516 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1518 through 1596 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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MILLER REPORTING CO., INC.
735 8th STREET, S.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003-2802
(202) 546-6666

Pages 1598 through 1623 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1625 through 1666 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1668 through 1723 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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735 8th STREET, S.E.
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Pages 1725 through 1785 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1787 through 1817 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1819 through 1894 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1896 through 1967 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1969 through 1971 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 1973 through 1999 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2001 through 2044 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2046 through 2089 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2091 through 2110 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2112 through 2176 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2178 through 2214 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2216 through 2271 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2273 through 2302 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c
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Pages 2304 through 2349 redacted for the following reasons:
---------------------------(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)c

